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This is the fourth of a series of SUPPLEMENTS to the MONTHLY IN-

FORMATION BULLETIN which it is proposed to issue from time to time

as suitable articles come to hand. By this means it is hoped that the Office

of Naval Intelligence may supply the medium for circulating to the forces

afloat those articles upon service topics which, while valuable and interesting,

are also confidential or otherwise restricted, and therefore unsuited for pub-

lication in the regular service journals or in the Naval Institute, and which

because of their length can not be included in the regular issues of the

BULLETIN.
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PREFACE BY THE OFFICE OF NAVAL INTELLIGENCE
(Revised June, 1931)

This SUPPLEMENT is a translation of parts of "The War at Sea,

1914-1918, North Sea, Volume V," from the German of Commander
O. Groos, I. G. Navy. This book is the German official naval history

of the war and is issued by the Office of Naval Intelligence.

The following p>arts relating to the battle off the Skagerrak have

been translated:

Chapters 7 to 14, inclusive.

Appendixes 5, 7, 9, 11, 12, 14, 17.

The German text is accompanied by an elaborate series of large

charts of the battle, but as these are printed in three colors the cost of

reproducing them is prohibitive.

The translation has been made ,by Commander W. P. Beehler,

United States Navy (retired). The translation has been examined
and revised by Lieut. Commander H. H. Frost, who has prepared a

series of explanatory notes which are inserted in the text in brackets.

A series of his sketches, previously issued by the Office of Naval
Intelligence and for which the plates were still available, was inserted

in the original issue of this supplement. In this reprint appears, in

place of the former sketches, the War College edition revised in June,

1927, by Lieut. Commander H. H. Frost, United States Navy and Mr.
G. J. Hazard, technical assistant. Naval War College. Also in this

reprint have been added Appendix 18 giving list of British destroyers

f nd their distinguishing pendants (numbers on bows are mentioned
m the text), and Appendix 19 giving key to system of reference posi-

tions used by the Germs^n Navy.

Particular attention is invited to Appendix 7, which gives the organi-

zation of the High Seas Fleet on May 31, 1916. This should be ex-

amined before reading the text and frequently consulted thereafter.

Attention is also invited to Appendix 17, which shows the German
radio messages and visual signals sent during and after the battle.

In connection with position numbers mentioned in these messages
refer to the key in Appendix 19.

It is recommended that the text, the signals, and the sketches be
covered at the same time; when studied in conjunction they will give

the clearest conception of the battle. (The times used in the sketches

are G. M. T. and are therefore one hour less than those used in the

text and in the German signals.)

This account is considered to be by far the best and most interesting

account of the battle off the Skagerrak thus far published. Its de-

scriptions are particularly accurate and detailed and the reasons for the

various decisions on the German side are presented in full, including

even the estimates of the situation made by captains of individual

destroyers and submarines.
Hayne Ellis, ^

Navy Department Captain, United States Navy, /^
Washington, June, 1931. Director of Naval Intelligence.



N. B.—The notes in brackets [1 are by Lieut. Commander H. H. Frost,

U. S. N.

"DEB KRIEG ZUR SEE," 1914-1918—NORDSEE, VOLUME V

/ By Commander O. Geoos, I. G. Navy

FOBEWOED BY THE ATTTHOB

The present Volume V of the " Krieg zur See " (North Sea) com-

prises the period between January and June, 1916. In this parti-

cular period the naval warfare in the North Sea went through a

fundamental change. After a year of strictly defensive warfare

the High Seas Fleet was exerting every effort to gain a decision.

On the German side new men had taken over the command of the

fleet, and thus from the beginning of the year 1916 all operations

of the German High Seas Fleet were founded on the primary mis-

sion of seeking battle. A survey of the general situation on land

indicated the desirability of a sharper offensive at sea. Thus it

was not difficult to obtain the approval of the Kaiser for more
extensive operations planned by the German commander. An
advance of the entire High Seas Fleet into the Hoofden [" Hoof

-

den " is the German name for the southern part of the North Sea

between the Harwich coast and the Netherlands. See fig. 9] early

in March was followed in April, 1916, by the bombardment
of the coast of England near Lowestoft. [See fig. 7-3 Since

the submarines had to be withdrawn fiom the commerce warfare

which had just been begun on account of the decision of the political

leaders, they were employed in operations with the fleet and in

the operations which were conducted during and up to the end of

May were utilized for strictly military service.

This sudden increase in the activities of the German fleet very

soon brought about a counteroffensive from the English. At first,

however, this did not extend beyond several air attacks on the

German airship hangars supported by surface craft. Only aftei

the bombardment of Lowestoft did the British strategj'^ lead to a

sharper offensive with the purpose of bringing on a fleet action.

This was further influenced by the fact that the Russian ally was

suffering from the effects of the blockade as much as the Germans,

and for that reason desired a more active employment of the

British Fleet to gain a decision. Thus the English had planned

B large-scale fleet operation for the end of May quite similar to

the Germans, and the strategic situation in the North Sea thus

culminated of itself in a clash which has been designated as the

Battle off the Skagerrak (Jutland).

VI
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On the naval Battle off the Skagerrak, in which more ships were
engaged than at any other time in the history of the world, much h^s

already been written. The two fleet commanders, Admiral Scheer, in
" Deiitschlands Hochseeflotte im Weltkriege " and Admiral Jellicoe

in the "Grand Fleet, 1914-1916," have already given detailed

accounts. Personal experiences in the battle have been given by
von Hase in " Die Zwei weissen Volker " and by Lieut. Commanders
H. W. Fawcett and G. W. W. Hooper in the volume entitled " The
Fighting at Jutland." Then in England the work of Sir Julian Cor-
bett, " Naval Operations, Volume III," was followed by the " semi-

official " " Narrative of the Battle of Jutland " ; the official account

of the battle was published by the Admiralty itself. Both of these

publications had the drawback that, aside from the already published

reports of Admiral Scheer, the authors had no German material

available.

On the other hand, in the preparation of the German account the

complete official reports practically without exception were ready
at hand. As early as December, 1920, public opinion in England
forced the Admiralty to lay before the Parliament the so-called

Blue Book, containing nearly all of the war diaries, battle reports,

and charts of the British vessels engaged in the battle with appar-

ently few exceptions. Although for the layman this great mass
of detail is hardly comprehensible, for the naval expert they offer

a mine of authentic data on which to judge the developments on
the British side, and all the more important since they were not

written for publication. And since the compiler of this volume
had also available the German official data which was no less com-
prehensive and detailed, it was possible for the J&rst time to com-

pile an account which was based on the official data of both sides.

This differentiates the following from any accounts which have been

published by either side to date.

In giving an account of a naval battle the author must proceed

along different lines from the method of describing a battle on land.

In naval warfare the military strength is concentrated in such a few

units, while the effects of individual shells, torpedoes, and mines are

of such great importance that they must be described in all detail

where possible. Further, the developments of the battle, due to the

high speed of the ships and the limited space and concentration of

fire, take place with such rapidity that minutes and seconds involved

in the evolutions and decisions of the leaders correspond to days and
hours in the land engagements. In the rush of events and the mass
of detail the human memory would fail were it not for the fact that,

on the battleships at least, everything pertaining to the navigation of

the ship, the employment of the armament and propelling machinery,

was written down on the spot, even during the height of the battle.
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and the loss in battle of any one station automatically necessitated

taking up the record by another. Thus, on the German as well as

the English side, there is available a wealth of material comprising

observations, records of times, sketches, and navigational fixes, on the

part of the vessels engaged, which seems unbelievable to the layman.

Thus, in general, it is not the lack of material but rather the super-

abundance which makes for the difficulty of compiling an authentic

account. No individual observer is capable of recording from one

station more than a small part of the developments which are taking

place, and as the action progresses these individual observations are

found to contain more and more errors and contradictions. This is

particularly true of the courses plotted and the battle sketches of the

individual ships. These often show considerable errors in the navi-

gational fixes, and in particular errors in latitude and longitude,

which can only be reconciled by numerous comparisons and checking

back. In the case of the light cruisers, destroj^ers. submarines,

and airships, even these reports are sometimes lacking entirel}', so

that in some phases of the battle it is impossible to state with any

degree of accurac}^ the exact location of some of these light forces.

In spite of this the chart rei^resentations of the battle are so near tlie

truth that they can be accepted as historically accurate as a whole.

The gunnery reports are sufficiently complete to permit about 65

per cent of all the major caliber hits to be exacth' determined on both

sides and recorded on the charts and in the text with the time.

On the other hand, there were, further, about 10,000 German and

English radio messages and 300 detailed battle reports and war

diaries to study and fit in as a mosaic into the general account as a

whole. Although in the text and on the charts no approach can be made
to the breathless developments of the battle as they actually occurred,

yet the complete account furnishes a comprehensive view of the

whole situation which could not be obtained by any observer of

the battle, even the force commanders themselves. In such a recon-

struction of the events of the battle there is the danger that the

commanders of the forces might be assumed to have a much more

complete knowledge of the situation than could have been the case

in reality and oii which they had to base their decisions. In this

mistake Admiral Jellicoe saw the greatest fault of the British accounts.

Even the work of Sir Julian Corbett is faulty in this respect, as

he is too prone to attribute motives in particular to the German
commander in chief based on information after the event. This

would probably not have occurred had the author been an eyewitness

of the battle. On the other hand, it must be stated, in order that

the reader might correctly judge the account, that the compiler of

this volume was present during the battle as navigator of the Von

d&T Tann.
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In regard to the actual developments of the battle there is hardly

room for difference of opinion among the naval experts after the

wealth of material presented. But even to-day in England there is

considerable strife in regard to the decisions of the commanders in

the battle, which has not been silenced by the publication of the

official and " semiofficial " accounts. Thus, a statement of the Admi-
ralty has been singled out of the work of Sir Julian Corbett which

is in direct contradiction to the opinion of the Lords of the Admi-
ralty, particularly the tendency to minimize the principle of seeking

battle and fighting it through to a decision. But even the official

account of the Admiralty has not received general acceptance, and, as

is shown by extracts in the appendix, is in error in some particulars,

as pointed out by Admiral Jellicoe. On the other hand, it must be

pointed out that the present volume has been submitted to the vari-

ous German commanders who participated in the battle, and in

particular Admiral Scheer and Admiral Hipper have expressed

their thorough approval of the statements contained therein. As a

result this work proves that the German claim to a victory at Jut-

land withstands the most searching historical investigation. It

must be a source of profound satisfaction to the German nation

to know that in this mighty test the morale, character, and intelli-

gence, as well as the technical accomplishment, in this battle were

so gloriously proven. The example which these men set on the

German ships at Skaggerrak in fighting, suffering, and dying is

a holy legacy bequeathed the nation. In the words of Friedrich the

Great. " It is not necessary that I live, but rather that I do my duty,

that I fight to save my country."

March, 1925,





THE WAR AT SEA—NORTH SEA, YOLUME Y

Chapter 7

DEVELOPMENT OF THE STRATEGIC SITUATION UP TO THE
BATTLE OFF THE SKAGERRAK

On May 8, 1916, the auxiliary mine-sweeping flotilla of the North

Sea, under Lieut. Commander Walter Krah, had succeeded in locat-

ing the approximate position of the English mine field which the

Seydlitz had struck in standing out to participate in the operations

against Lowestoft. This barrier lay to the northward of Borkum
Reef Shoals, contained two different types of mines, and extended

for about 15 miles in a northeasterly direction. At about the same

time Mine-Sweeping Division III, Commander Eberhard Wolf-

ram, discovered another mine field which was laid by an enemy
submarine near the mouth of the Elbe, which, owing to its position

on the course from the Elbe to the Jade, might have proved ex-

ceedingly dangerous had it not been discovered in time. The com-

mander in chief decided to have the Seydlitz mine field swept as

soon as possible in order to secure a mine-free course from the middle

of the German Bight, which was essential if the fleet were to put

to sea unobserved. [That is, from the Dutch coast.]

The rapid completion of this work was all the more essential, as

beginning May 17 the entire High Seas Fleet would be ready in

all respects for battle. A large number of submarines being avail-

able for joint operations with the fleet, this period of relatively

great strength was to be utilized to the utmost for new offensive

operations.

On April 24, while Admiral Scheer was returning with the High
Seas Fleet from the operations against Lowestoft, he received a

telegram from the naval staff while still at sea, stating that in

spite of the policy for the resumption of submarine warfare which
had been decided on at the beginning of the month, until further

orders such commerce raids were to be conducted only in accordance
with the " Rules for prizes." The occasion for this order was brought
about by a note from the United States of America as a result of the

sinking of the French liner Sussex in the English Channel. The
commanding officer of the submarine had mistaken this vessel for

(1)



a mine layer, therefore a man-of-war, on account of the peculiar-

shaped superstructure and gray painting, and had therefore at-

tacked it with torpedoes forthwith. These new instructions ordered

that in every case before sinking an enemy ship or neutral carrying

contraband the submarine must come to the surface. This maneuver,

according to the views of the commander in chief, was in contra-

vention to the peculiar nature of the weapon and rendered the sub-

marine helpless against treacherous attack, so that great losses must
certainly be incurred without corresponding chances of success.

This point of view was adequately confirmed by the latest

operations against the west coast in which the leader of subma-
rines, Commander Hermann Bauer, had personally participated on

the U-69.

With the increasing practice of arming enemy and neutral steamers

and the customary misuse of neutral flags and markings. Admiral
Scheer was not able to assume the responsibility for conducting sub-

marine warfare in accordance with the " Rules for prizes."

On the same date on which the telegram from the naval staff was
received he therefore recalled by radio all the submarines on the

west coast and notified the chief of the naval staff' by telegram that,

much as he regretted the necessity for the action, the submarine

commerce war must cease, although he was convinced that such

effective warfare against British commerce would be a decisive

factor on the outcome of the war.

Already, on May 4, the commander in chief had proposed to the

naval staff a new method of procedure which would permit at least

the partial employment of submarines and not keep them wholly in

idleness while at the same time avoiding further political conflict

with neutral powers until the situation was cleared up. He was

forced, however, to withdraw these proposals on the same day when
the answer of the German Government to the United States became

known. In this note it was stated, without previous consultation

with the naval authorities, that the German ships had received in-

structions, in accordance with the accepted rules of international

law regarding the search and seizure of merchantmen, not to sink

any merchantman even in the restricted areas without warning and

saving the personnel, even though j;he vessel attempted to escape or

to offer resistance. The demands of the political leaders that new
conflicts with neutral powers be avoided under all circumstances

could therefore not be made to agree with the military necessity,

so that the submarine commerce war which had hardly begun had

to be sacrificed again to the opposition of the politicians.

Under these circumstances the efforts of the commander in chief

to employ the High Seas Fleet in more offensive operations became of

greater moment, and thus the fact that a large number of submarines



had become available for strictly military service against enemy

men-of-war and bases brought with it a certain advantage. Esti-

mates as to the manner in which these submarines could be most

usefully employed in joint tactical operations with the fleet led to

the plan for May 15. In addition to the previously described opera-

tions of submarines on the blockade lines Fair Island—Marsten and

Peterhead—Egero, it was planned to send as many as possible of

the torpedo submarines to the east coast of England to occupy sta-

tions near the most important man-of-war harbors, then by means

of a sortie of the fleet to draw the enemy ships out of the harbors and

toward the waiting submarines.

On the English side the motives which were to lead to greater

offensive measures were also increasing. The fact that the enemy
after a long period of inactivity had been able to make another raid

on the English coast and escape unpunished had stirred public

opinion to the utmost. Even though this excitement had not yet

reached the stage of panic, the Admiralty deemed it necessary to

take measures to strengthen the public confidence in the fleet. (Cor-

bett: Naval Operations, vol. 3, p. 313.) Mr. Balfour, the First Lord

of the Admiralty after the resignation of Churchill, therefore wrote

to the mayors of Lowest^TT'and Yarmouth, stating that the fleet

would be reorganized in their bases in such a manner that a repeti-

tion on such raids as occurred on April 24 could not take place

without grave danger to the attacking forces. Up to then it had

been considered necessary to hold the major portion of the fleet in

the north. In this manner any extensive operation of the enemy
such as an " invasion " could be- readily combated, but a " raid " was
not so easily coped with. Now, however, since a large number of

newly constructed units were ready for active service, and in this

manner the relative strengths of the two fleets considerably improved,

not only were additional forces available for coast defense but in

fact a portion of the Grand Fleet itself might be sent to the southern

waters without endangering the fleet defenses at any other point.

Such a regrouping of the fleet had been in fact considered since the

beginning of 1916 but- had had to be postponed on account of the

old difficulty of establishing sufficient bases which were safe from
submarine attack.

There were, however, other influences that were pressing the

British fleet to greater offensive undertakings. Since New Year,

1915, the Russian Captain (later Finnish Commodore) von Schoultz

had been liaison officer with the Grand Fleet. This officer regarded

the " wait and see " policy as a very doubtful expedient.

Aside from the fact that he considered the British hunger blockade

with the holding back of the fleet a violation of international law, he



believed the starvation of the enemy by this means to be faulty from

a military standpoint.

According to his views this method of blockade, in so far as it

affected neutrals, was further a distinct disadvantage to some of the

Allies themselves. This applied principally to Russia, which coun-

try, as well as the Central Powers, was cut off from its communica-

tions with the industrial nations of the west. Before the extension

of the blockade Russia had received a large amount of supplies

through Scandinavia, such as farm and other machinery, locomo-

tives, rails, cloths, etc. Now, with the extension of the blockade lines

all these importations ceased and the only route left open for such

supplies was over the northern polar sea, if one excepts the long

and expensive haul over the already much overcrowded Siberian

railway. Anyone who had followed the situation closely could ob-

serve, in accordance with the views of the Russian captain, tlmt the

blockade which was directed against the Central Powers was at the

same time dragging down Russia, since this nation had been lacking

in important industrial equipment from the beginning of the war.

Under these circumstances it was to be feared that the disorgani-

zation which had occurred in the Russian Army in Galicia due to

lack of proper military equipment would be repeated in the next

spring and summer in the north, where the German fleet covered

the left wing of the army. Captain von Schoultz therefore held it

to be his duty to stress the drawbacks of the blockade to the British

Admiralty as well as to the Russian general staff, to recommend a

consolidation of the allied naval front, and that the English fleet,

or at least a portion of it, should extend their operations into the

Baltic.

While the Russian captain was 'working out a memorandum to

this effect he was in constant touch with the leading authorities of

the Admiralty—the first sea lord. Admiral Jackson, and the chief

of staff, Rear Admiral Oliver.

The latter pointed out the difficulties of carrying out military

operations in the Baltic and quoted as an example the unfortunate

attempt to force the Dardanelles; further, he showed that any at-

tempt on the part of the British fleet to penetrate the Baltic would

be countered by a German occupation of the Danish islands which

would result in cutting off the fleet from its bases.

Even Captain Schoultz believed that extensive operations in the

Baltic were out of the question imtil the German fleet could be

decisively defeated in the North Sea. A victory in this area would,

moreover, give the British fleet. a free hand and also exert a marked
influence on the further course of the war. A continuation of the

war ad infinitum threatened to cause the industrially weak nations



to drop out of the allied ranks, thus weakening England's own po-

sition. According to his views, then, it was essential that the

strategy at sea be diverted into more active channels ; that the Ger-

man fleet be brought to battle and the consolidation of the sea front

effected ; otherwise the consequences during the coming summer and

winter might prove a very unsavory surprise to the allied forces.

By consolidation of the front at sea he meant a closer strategic,

and in certain respects, tactical cooperation of the allied fleets,

which should take the form of a large-scale demonstration in the

North Sea, near the Skagerrak and the Kattegat, this undertaking to

be aided by the detachment of light cruisers, destroyers, and

submarines from the fleet for the further extension of these opera-

tions into the Baltic, which was finally to culminate in a well-

planned offensive of the combined allied fleets in that area.

As early as the middle of December, 1915, he delivered a memo-

randum outlining the above plan to INIr. Balfour and the First Sea

Lord of the Admiralty, Admiral Jackson, and early in 1916 certain

English newspapers contained articles which indicated a coming

change in the allied strategy at sea tending toward a more energetic

offensive. Such an article by Mr. David Hannay in the Morning

Post closed with the following words: "The Baltic is the only

theater of war where the British fleet has not as yet fulfilled its

mission of controlling the sea. Only the expressed inability of the

fleet to accomplish this task could justify the failure to make an

attempt in this direction."

This new expression of public opinion coincided with the views of

the Russian liaison officer and was a source of great satisfaction to

him.

On January 24 Captain Schoultz proceeded from London to St,

Petersburg in order to further discuss the question of cooperation

of the British and Russian fleets in accordance with the plan which

he had suggested. Before his departure, however, he had had an-

other interview with Balfour in which the latter expressed the opin-

ion that the British Admiralty could not alter its naval strategy

until the German fleet had been decisively defeated. When such

a defeat could be expected was difficult to prophesy. The Grand
Fleet was in constant readiness for battle but did not wish to be

drawn into a previously prepared trap near the German coast.

On February 17 a special meeting of the war committee, in which
Admiral Jellicoe participated, was called, partly on account of the

memorandum of the Russian liaison officer and partly owing to the

pressure of public opinion. At this meeting the general strategic

situation was thoroughly discussed from this standpoint, and pri-

marily the possibility of a large-scale off-ensive based on the tenta-

652800—31 2



tive plans of Lord Fisher was considered. Although this plan had
not been worked out in all its details, the basic idea was the shat-

tering of the German plans by forcing the enemy to defend both
the Js^orth Sea and Baltic coasts at the same given instant, thus

compelling him to divide his fleet.

The means for accomplishing this purpose were either to attempt
ihe occupation of one of the German islands in the North Sea as a

base for aircraft and submarines or to blockade the German river

mouths by means of mines and sunken ships. In the meantime,
however, the difficulties in connection with the execution of such a

plan had considerably increased. As a result of the increased range

and effectiveness of the field artillery of the army such an island

could not be held for any length of time if it were taken under

fire from the mainland. Further, the necessary troops for the land-

ing force were lacking. Also the increased effectiveness of the mines

and submarines, aside from the resistance which could be expected

from the German High Seas Fleet, would very considerably increase

the difficulties of keeping open a line of retreat for a fleet attempt-

ing operations in the Baltic. For these and other reasons it was
finally decided that a naval offensive of such scope as contemplated

by Lord Fisher was no longer practicable. Further, grave objec-

tions were raised against the plan of blockading the German rivers

with ships and minas. If this bottling were to be effective, a larger

number of vessels would be required than were available for this

purpose owing to the severe shortage of freight steamers. As a

lesult of the transfer of a large number of workmen from the ship-

3'ards to the army the construction of merchant vessels could not

keep pace with the losses by mines and submarines. (Corbett:

Naval Operations, vol. 3, p. 314.)

Efforts had already been made to have this group of workmen
withdrawn from the army, and, furthermore, the construction of

merchantmen had been declared to be " war work " ; but even then

there were grave fears that the overseas imports could not be main-

tained at the normal level. The use of mine barriers alone had the

disadvantage that they required constant supervision of warcraft if

they were to remain effective and to prevent sweeping of them.

This, in turn, was only possible provided the German fleet had pre-

viously been defeated.

From the above consideration it was concluded that the existing

policy of watchful waiting could not be abandoned; all that could

be undertaken were further efforts to induce the German fleet to

make a sortie from its bases and to lure them into a trap.

For this purpose the previous distribution of the fleet, in the

opinion of the Admiralty, left much to be desired, and even before

the bombardment of Lowestoft this problem had been the subject



of a new conference in Whitehall at the beginning of April. At
this meeting the First Lord of the Admiralty expressed the opinion

that aside from the fact that the existing distribution of forces did

not afford the south coast any protection, the fleet was based too

far to the northward to. be effective in damaging or cutting off the

retreat of an enemy force repeating the bombardment of Yarmouth,

Scarborough, and Hartlepool, or such similar raids as were con-

ducted in 1914. As long as this concentration of forces was main-

tained in the far north, the enemy would not commit suicide by

venturing so far in their sorties that they could be brought to battle,

and one could only expect further minor operations of German
airships and light forces even tliough it was to- be assumed that

under Admiral Scheer the fleet operations would be carried out with

greater energy than heretofore. In order to be prepared for this the

(jrrand Fleet must be based further to the southward and take sta-

tion at Rosyth and the Humber. Steps had already been taken to

prepare these bases for the necessary number of ships, but the re-

grouping of the fleet could not be carried into effect before all neces-

sary preparations had been fully completed. The only means

available for affording a temporary relief to the situation was the

detachment of the fast Fifth Battle Squadron from the fleet and

to reassign it to the Battle Cruiser Fleet. There were in fact

certain reasons why this particular measure should not be longer

delayed. As far as was known the Lutzoiv and Hindevhurg would

soon be ready for active service, and this particular fact m.ade it

necessary to strengthen the Rosytli forces. For this reason it was
essential that the Fifth Battle Squadron replace the Third Battle

Squadron, which consisted of the slower predreadnought type of

ship, at the earliest possible moment.

This, solution of the problem foimd in Admiral Beatty a staunch

advocate. Admiral Jellicoe, on the other hand, saw the necessity

for raising serious objections to this plan. Great as was the speed

of the Fifth Battle Squadron it still did not appear probable that

it could bring the Lutzow and Hindenhurg to battle. Even more
important was the fact that according to the battle plan the ships

of the Queen Elizabeth class were to be utilized as a fast division,

which, being kept free from a close tactical relation to the rest of

the fleet, could be emplo3'ed to bring pressure on one wing of the

enemy forces or some other portion of the line and thus overcome

the disadvantage of the previous rigidity of the battle line. There-

fore it was decided that for the time being the Fifth Battle Squadron
should remain with the fleet and the contemplated reorganization of

the fleet should be held in abeyance until the battleships under con-

struction were read}^ for commissioning and the strength of the fleet
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had been brought up to 24 battleships. In the meantime it was
realized that the east coast had to be left as before without adequate
protection from enemy attacks. It was, however, necessary to

assume this risk if one were to consider the plan from the larger

viewpoint. Further, it was not impossible that exactly this weak-
ness would incite the enemy to offensive operations without the

necessity for dividing the Grand Fleet.

Every effort, however, must be made to bring the enemy to battle

in this case, and as early as the middle of April there appeared to

be certain possibilities in this direction. At this time the Grand
Fleet had been brought up to the strength contemplated. On the

I6th, therefore, the commander in chief was informed that the pro-

posed regrouping of the forces should be effected as soon as the outer

anchorages of the Firth of Forth had been effectively protected from
submarines. Since the Humber docks had also been rebuilt to ac-

commodate the heavier ships, the Third Battle Squadron and the

Third Cruiser Squadron should be transferred to that base. With
this arrangement it was expected that in any future attacks on the

coast the enemy would be forced to support the attacking forces

with battleship squadrons in the immediate vicinity of the above-

mentioned forces; this would give the awaited opportunity to bring

the enemy to battle, but only when the battle squadrons were in a

position to support the Humber forces. Admiral Jellicoe was there-

fore prompted to propose that at least some of his ships be trans-

ferred from Scapa to the Firth of Forth as work on the barrier at

the latter base progressed sufficiently. At the same time he was
informed that the materiel which had been assembled for the barrage

across the Dover Straits would be employed at the Firth of Forth.

Before these instructions could be carried into effect, however, there

followed the attack on Lowestoft. The expected blow of the enemy
had fallen before the contemplated countermeasures could be com-

pleted. Thus the long-desired possibility of coming to battle was

missed. Something had to be done immediately to improve the

preparations in case of a repetition of this raid. The Admiralty

therefore hastened to demand new proposals from the commander in

chief. " The enemy," so they stated, " has felt out our weakness

in the southern waters by a practical demonstration and will prob-

ably carry out further operations in these waters as soon as possible."

Commodore Tyrwhitt had only one light cruiser at his disposition

after the battle near Lowestoft, and until the other vessels were

repaired the protection of this area would devolve on the commander

in chief of the Grand Fleet. Admiral Jellicoe was not inclined to

abandon the previous strategy of keeping all his valuable ships back

and maintaining the concentration of forces in the north. His one



concession was that he declared himself ready to send the Third

Battle Squadron and the Third Cruiser Squadron instantly from
Rosyth to the south, not to the Humber but to the Swin, the north-

ern exit from the Thames, or to Sheerness or Dover. Further, the

submarines which had been previously based on Rosyth should be

transferred to Yarmouth. If in addition to this mine fields were

laid near the east coast, these measures should provide sufficient pro-

tection against further bombardments of the coast, while the Third

Battle Squadron, together with the Dreadnought, when repairs on

her had been completed, Avould form a sufficiently strong force

to oppose the German battle cruisers at their present strength.

This proposal was acceptable to the Admiralty, with the exception of

the mine barriers, which were considered detrimental to the freedom

of action of the English forces and might prove dangerous. On
May 2 the Third Battle Squadron and the Third Cruiser Squadron

arrived in Sheerness, while the submarines which were stationed at

Rosyth were transferred to Yarmouth, with the exception of two
which remained behind.

These were, however, only temporary' measures and it was evident

since the German attack on the coast that if the regrouping of the

fleet was to be effected at all it should be done without further delay.

Admiral Jellicoe was not prepared to undertake this regrouping

until the antisubmarine defenses to the eastward of the Forth bridge

and in the Humber had been completed. Only then did he con-

template basing one squadron of battleships and the First Cruiser

Squadron permanently at the Humber while the balance of the

fleet was moved from Scapa to the Firth of Forth.

In order to reach the final decision, a meeting was held at Rosyth

on Mauj 12, at which the First Lord of the Admiralty presided.

Here the conclusion was reached that, aside from the question as

to whether or not it was proper to move the concentratioji of the

fleet from the north to the south either permanently or temporarily,

the consolidation of the Firth of Forth as the principal base of the

fleet was a matter of urgent military necessity. Admiral Jellicoe

was also convinced of this, but, as a result of his observation and

experience, held that Scapa should be retained as a secondary base,

since it offered unusual opportunities for the training of the fleet

as well as a base for the Tenth Cruiser Squadron and the forces

employed to support the vessels maintaining the commerce blockade.

As a third base the Humber should be placed in condition. At the

same time it was decided to form a new Fourth Battle Squadron,

consisting of all battleships which were armed with 12-inch guns,

to be based either at the Humber or some other southern port in

accordance with the requirements of the situation. The Forth itself
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would be reconditioned in order to accommodate not oiily the battle

cruisers which were stationed there but also the First and Second
Battle Squadrons, as well as the Second Cruiser Squadron and the

light craft attached to it. It was hoped that all this could be

accomplished before the beginning of winter.

No agreement could be reached on the question as to whether it

was advisable or necessary to transfer further units from the fleet

to the south. As to the proposal that the Fifth Battle Squadron

be detached from the fleet and assigned to the Battle Cruiser Fleet,

Admiral Jellicoe renewed his opposition and would only agree that

this squadron or the newly organized Fourth Battle Squadron be

sent to Rosyth when opportunity offered. But since at that time

the Third Battle Cruiser Squadron {Invincihle, Inflexible, Indom-
itable) had been sent to Scapa for training, the commander in chief

proposed to replace them during this period by ships of the Queen
Elizabeth class. Thus it came about, as the day of battle ap-

proached, the distribution of the fleet was quite different from that

assumed in the battle orders. £See fig. 7. for its distribution.] In

the opinion of the commander in chief one particular detail of this

regrouping violated the fundamental principle of these orders.

The fast division, so long as it was based on the Firth of Forth, was
not under the immediate orders of the commander in chief.

Another fact which served to weaken the existing organization of

the Grand Fleet was that at this identical time a reassignment of

the destroyer flotillas was about to be effected. In accordance with

a decision which had been reached in August, 1915, the Grand Fleet

was to have been assigned six flotillas as soon as the building pro-

gram could be completed, one for each battle squadron and one for

the battle cruisers. In order to accomplish this, the existing number
of destroyers had to be increased from 65 to 100, and this could not

be done until the older vessels of the First, Second, and Fourth

Flotillas had been replaced by new vessels. This program was well

under way when early in 1916 the urgent need for light cruisers

made a further reorganization imperative. In a conference which

took place on January 17 it was then decided to reorganize the

flotillas by reducing them from six to four in order to make a

number of flotilla leaders available for this service. In this man-

ner, however, the flotillas, three consisting of 24 boats and one with

the battle cruisers of 28 boats, became unwieldy. On March 28

Admiral Jellicoe made the following suggestions: The formation

of five flotillas, four to consist of 18 boats, of which 2 would form

the materiel reserve of the fleet and one flotilla of 28 boats for the

battle cruisers, each flotilla to be divided into two half flotillas and

each of these to be led by a light cruiser or flotilla leader. The most
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important innovation was, following the German practice, that ail

destroyer flotillas were placed under the command of a single leader,

commodore of the flotillas (Commodore "F"). This officer was

assigned a light cruiser, H. M. S. Castor^ as flagship. Owing to

the constant influx of new boats these flotillas were in the.

process of reorganization and the commodore of the flotillas had

had no opportunity to exercise his forces in tactical maneuvers before

they were put to the decisive test.

The war distribution of the "Grand Fleet" at the end of May,

1916, was approximately as follows ^see fig. 7J
At Scapa Admiral Jellicoe had at his disposal the First and Fourth

Battle Squadrons, the Third Battle Cruiser Squadron, the Second

Cruiser Squadron (armored cruisers), the Fourth Light Cruiser

Squadron, and the Fourth, Twelfth, and only a part of the Eleventh

Destroyer Flotillas ; in all 35 destroyers ready for service, with 3

light cruisers and 4 flotilla leaders. In addition to this there was one

balloon ship and ouq aircraft tender. [Also the destroyer Oak and

light mine layer Ahdiel, attached directly to the commander in

chief.J (The Third Battle Squadron and the Third Cruiser Squadron

had been sent on May 2 to the defense of the coast near Sheerness.)

At Cromarty there were assembled the Second Ba,ttle Squadron and
the First Cruiser Squadron, together with the balance of the

Eleventh Destroyer Flotilla, consisting of 10 boats and 1 flotilla

leader. j[See fig. 10 for a summary of the vessels in the Grand
Fleet, or Appendix 5.]

At the Firth of Forth under the command of Admiral Beatty

were assembled the First and Second Battle Cruiser Squadrons, the

Fifth Battle Squadron, the First, Second, and Third Light Cruiser

Squadrons, and 27 destroyers, among which were 10 boats of the

Thirteenth Flotilla, while the balance consisted of two divisions of

the Ninth and Tenth Flotillas which had been reassigned from the

Harwich force, since otherwise the number of boats available with

the battle cruiser fleet would have been insufficient for the necessary

antisubmarine screens. Also the Engtadine, the second aircraft

tender of the fleet, lay at Rosyth. Finally, there was the recently

organized submarine flotilla, the Eleventh, which was designed to

operate to the northward of the line Horn Reef to Flamborough
Head, while the area to the southward of this line was to be patrolled

by the submarine flotillas based on Harwich and Yarmouth.
When the Grand Fleet put to sea on May 30 the following vessels

had to remain behind in the docks and harbors, viz, the battleships

Royal /Sovereign, Queen Elizaheth, and Evfi'peror of India, and 17

destroyers. The fleet was comprised during the battle of 24 dread-

noughts, 4 Queen Elizaheths^ 9 battle cruisers, 26 light cr'uisers,
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5 destroyer leaders, and 74 [this apparently includes both Oak and
AbdieT^ destroyers.

Aside from this most powerful fleet which the world had ever

seen, there still was the Harwich Force available for employment
against the enemy, consisting of 5 light cruisers, 2 flotilla leaders,

and about 17 destroyers, although it was doubtful from the begin-

ning whether or not these forces could be utilized at a given instant

owing to their great distance from the scene of action.

The German High Seas Fleet [see Appendix 7 for the complete

organization of the High Seas Fleet], on their side, was concen-

trated principally in the Jade. Aside from the fleet flagship there

were assembled ships of Battle Squadrons I and III, totaling 17

first-line ships, of which the Konig Albert Avas not readj^ for serv-

ice. The latest battleship, the first to be equipped with 38-cm.

gun? (15-inch) was S. M. S. Bayem. This vessel had been in com-

mission since March 18, but was engaged in trial trips and exer-

cises in the Baltic and was only available for active service in

emergency in the event of an attack on the coast.

'Battle Squadron II, consisting of older vessels of the Deutsch-

la/r>A class, lay in the Elbe. These ships were equal to the British

Thii'd Battle Squadron. The scouting forces, which had recently

been augmented by the battle cruiser Lutzow, were also concentrated

in the Elbe, and consisted of five battle cruisers of Scouting Divi-

sion I, ["scouting division " is used throughout this translation for

the German term "scouting group," because the former term is

used in the figures at the end of the translation and has been used

for the last 10 years by the Naval War College], four 6-inch gunned

light cruisers of Scouting Division II, four light cruisers of Scout-

ing Division IV, to which later was added S. M. S. Harnburg^ the

flagship of the leader of submarines. Scouting Division III, consist-

ing of older cruisers, had been assigned to the commander in chief

of the Baltic forces since April 20, 1915, and on January 15, 1916,

had been disbanded. On the other hand, the light cruisers Graudem
and Stralsund were in the dockyards at Wilbelmshaven and Kiel

for installation of their 15-cm. (6-inch) armament. The destroyer

[" destroyer " is used instead of the Gei'man name " torpedo boat "

throughout this translation] flotillas, led by tlie Rontock and Regena-

burg^ had a normal strength of 12 boats to a flotilla; 1 boat was

always in material reserve, giving a maximum operating strength

of 11 boats. Flotillas II, V, and IX were at this strength; but 4

boats of Flotilla III, 7 of Flotilla I, and 2 of Flotilla VI were under-

going repairs in the dockyard at Kiel. In all there were therefore

62 destroyers, 11 light cruisers, 6 older battleships, 5 battle cruisers,

and 16 first-line battleships ready for service.
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Thus the comparative strength of the two fleets of Jutland was

as shown by the following table, viz:

First-
line

battle-
ships

Battle
cruisers

Older
battle-
ships

Armored
cruisers

Light
cruisers

FlotiUa
leaders

Destraj--
ers

Qerman . 16
1

5
28 9

6 n 11

26 5

I 61

British 8 74

.

1 The numbers of Qerman destroyers in fig. 3 are in error. There were actually 31 destroyers with
Scheer and 30 with Hipper. V-18S had broken down during the morning of the 31st and returned to port,
thus reducing the total number of destroyers to 61.

The British superiority was, therefore

:

In battleships, 37:21.

In light forces, 105 : 72.

Above list does not include the HarAvich Force.
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Chaptek 8

SKAGERRAK

PLAX OF OPERATIONS AXD STRATEGIC DEPLOYMENT

In consideration of the operations which had been planned by

the Germans for the middle of the month, there had been a cer-

tain easing up in the service requirements after May 8 with the

idea of saving both personnel and materiel, since at that time the

general situation did not appear critical. Thus the Sailing orders

for all ships not actually on patrol service were extended to six

hours. Further, the period of readiness for sea for the severely

overtaxed destroyer flotillas was also considerably extended in order

that sufficient opportunity might be given to recondition and over-

haul machinery in preparation for the coming offensive. On May 9

the commander Battle Squadron III, Rear Admiral Behncke, re-

turned with the Konig, Kronprinz, Kaiser, and Kaiserin from exer-

cises in the Baltic, and all was in readiness for the operations

planned for May 17 when several ships of Squadron III developed

condenser trouble, necessitating the postponement of operations

until May 23. In order that this interval of enforced inactivity

might not be wasted and since there were no reports at hand indi-

cating an immediate offensive on the part of the enemy, Squadron

II and the first leader of destroyers with his flagsliip Rostock, De-

stroyer Flotillas lil and IX, as well as the Thirteenth Half Flotilla

were sent to the Baltic for training. On the loth the Lutzoio also

followed. All forces were ordered to rendezvous in the North

Sea on the morning of May 23 ready for action. It was believec'

that the English forces were divided between the harbors on the

north coast of Scotland, the channel, and the Humber. The basic

plan of operations was then as follows: At dawn on a certain date

the scouting forces, accompanied by three of the fastest destroyer

flotillas, were to appear off Sunderland [just to southward of

Blyth in fig. 7] and bombard the most important military works,

thus inciting the enemy forces to advance. In order to attack

these forces Battle Squadrons I and III, with Scouting Division IV,

and the rest of the destroyer floiiUas were to take station between the

southwest shoal of Dogger Bank and Flamborough Head [slightly

north of HullJ, about 50 miles to the eastward of the latter. In

(14)
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the meantime the submarines of the fleet were to take station near

Scapa Flow, the Moray Forth 5[the bay northeast of CromartyJ,

the Firth. of Forth £the bay east of RosythJ, the Hmnber fthe river

on which Grimsby is locatedj and to the northward of Terschelling

tthe island just south of U-67 in fig. 83, while those of the naval

corps in Flanders should take station for attack near the mouth of

the Thames, other boats of this force having previously laid mine

fields in the vicimty of the important harbors. In addition all

airships were to be employed in this offensive; those which were

not utilized for the inmiediate protection of the scouting forces

were to conduct a reconnaissance over the Humber, toward the

Firth of Forth, the Hoofden, and Skagerrak. ,At first it was

decided to leave Battle Squadron II behind for the protection of

the German Bight during the absence of the fleet, but on the urgent

representation of the commander of this force, Rear Admiral Mauve,

it was agreed that in spite of the inferior armament and resistance

of these older vessels they should be allowed to participate in the

offensive.

When it became apparent on May 13 that the operations scheduled

for May 17 would have to be postponed until the 23d, the leader of

submarines, Commander Hermann Bauer, proposed that the sub-

marines which were ready for service should be dispatched to the

North Sea on a scouting expedition in order to gain the necessary

information for the pending fleet offensive. This force was to cover

that particular area which previous experience and observation had
shown was occupied by the British fleet when supporting a raid of

the light forces on the German Bight or when expecting a German
offensive. Admiral Scheer agreed to this proposal. Therefore, on

the 17th and 18th, 10 boats were ordered out to scout for enemy
warships until May 22 in the area between the latitude of Jaderen

£on the Norwegian coast just west of the name " Norway " in fig. 83
and Hanstholm j^on the Danish coast just north of the letter " u "

of Jutland in fig. 83 from the Norwegiati coast to a point about 100

miles eastward of the Firth of Forth. The following boats were

sent out: U-62, U-U, U-70, U-32, U-66, U-Jf7, V-l^S, V-U, TJ-6S,

and 11-31. These boats were distributed in the above-mentioned

order in sectors extending from west to east, each sector being about

15 to 20 miles wide and 100 to 120 miles long. In these sectors they

were to cruise on northerly courses and in Case of being sighted were

to conduct themselves in such a manner as to give the appearance of

being engaged in coromerce raids or else bound for the west coast

of the British Islands. From May 23 on they were to take station

near the enemy bases [fig. 8 shows their positions for 2.15 p. m., May
31. In addition to the submarines fig. 8 also shows positioas
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occupied by airships] U-43 and U-44 near Pentland Forth, while

the remaining boats occupied sectors near the Firth of Forth, remain-

ing there 10 days, each boat cruising in sectors which, overlapping,

had a common center in the exits from the bases in question. Within

these sectors the submarines were given freedom to close in to the

coast or to stand out to sea according to the weather conditions,

the counteroffensive measures encountered, and the experience of the

crews, some of which were new to this service. It was of greatest

importance, however, that they should not be prematurely discov-

ered. Radio was not to be employed except in great emergency, in

particular upon sighting enemy warships, Avhen it was to be used

only after every existing opportunity for attack had been utilized.

In order to inform the boats of the fact that the fleet operations

Avere about to commence it was decided to broadcast the time of

putting to sea with the phrase, " Prepare for enemy forces standing

out." Ill this manner it was hoped that in case any boats had left

station on account of machinery overhaul, to rest the crew, or for

any other reason, they might be brought back in time for attack.

In addition, another boat, the UB-27, was sent out on the 20th

to penetrate the Firth of Forth and, inside of May Island, to await

opportimity to attack the warships leaving or entering. The per-

formance of this mission was estimated at 14 days. Another special

problem fell to the lot of the U-4€. On the night of May 22-23

this boat was to take station off Sunderland—the probable objec-

tive of the German offensive—to scout and observe the patrol, the

commerce, navigational aids, and the mine fields, and to report the

results in special code words. Under no circumstances was the

locahty to be mentioned. After this tlie boat was to occupy station,

waiting between the Firth of Forth and the Moray Firth, near

Peterhead. Since, however, the U-46 was not ready for service at

the time, this problem fell to the lot of the TJ-l^l, which latter boat

should have been with the other flotillas operating in the North S(;a.

Aside from this the larger mine-laying submarines, U-72, U-?!/., and

U-75, were to proceed to the Firth of Forth, Moray Firth, and to

the westward of the Orkney Islands and lay mine barriers of 22

mines each. Should the pending operations be carried out imme-

diately after the mine fields Avere planted as planned, it was probable

that the enemy would not have sufficient opportunity to discover

and sweep these fields before standing out. Even though the

mines were prematurely discovered it was hoped that their presence

would delay the fleet in putting to sea. Having stood out on this

mission on May 18 the U-7.'f was followed on May 23 and 24 by the

other two boats.
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Furthermore, in order to keep the Humber under observation, in

which, in accordance with reports of a steamer on May 14, there

were a larger number of vessels assembled, including battleships,

the UB~21 and UB-22 stood out on May 22. These boats were to

take station from May 23 to the northward of the line extending

from the peace time position of Spurn Point Lightship to Outer

Dowsing Buoy, there to remain for 10 days. Finally another line

of submarines was to be established to the northwestwar4 of Ter-

schelling in order to protect the fleet from flank attacks in this

direction during the pending operations. For this mission the

Chief of the Fourth Submarine Half Flotilla, Lieutenant Com-
mander Prause, was selected and accordingly put to sea with the

U-67 and U-J,6 on May 22. The V-22, which should have been

attached to this flotilla, was left behind, not being in readiness.

The enemy, being occupied with similar preparations, had also put

out a line of submarines; thus the commander in chief, in addition

to the usual submarine blockade of the German Bight on May 15,

had sent the D-7 and E-30 to take station in the Kattegat to observe

the exit from the sound near the Anholt Island. Another submarine

put to sea on May 18 to cruise in the vicinity of Goteberg, while

the same day the British commander in chief was informed, through

their excellent system' of communications and secret service, " from
a reliable report " that an exceptionally large number of German
submarines were operating in the North Sea. (Jellicoe : The Grand
Fleet, p. 294.)

Since, however, everything was so quiet on the German side after

the operation against Lowestoft, the British were not prepared to

assume from this fact alone that a large-scale offensive was pending.

It was known that after the aircraft attack on Tondern near the

beginning of May Squadron III had been sent to the Baltic for

tactical exercises, and the submarines on patrol service near the

German Bight reported that aside from the regular movements of

the mine-sweeping division and the boats on patrol there was no
undue activity among the German men-of-war. Thus, in spite of

the fact, which became known on May 22, that at least eight and
possibly more submarines were operating in the North Sea, the

enemy were inclined to believe that this had to do with a resumption

of commerce raids rather than a fleet action. Accordingly, the ves-

sels of the Tenth Cruiser Squadron were withdrawn on May 19

from their usual blockade stations directly across the North Sea to

positions as far to the westward as possible. Furthermore, the

patrols in the vicinity of the fleet bases were strengthened and spe-

cial measures taken to protect vessels standing in or out of the bases

from submarine attacks and to safeguard them from mine fields

which might be l*id by outlying German submarines. In' particu-
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lar the mine sweepers attached to the fleet were engaged in sweep-

ing, beginning May 21 and each day subsequently, in the vicinity of

the " Long Forties," through which the fleet was accustomed to

pass en route to the southward. From May 23 on special deep mines

were laid in the Moray Forth to prevent the penetration of sub-

marines into the bases.

The German submarine offensive therefore did not find an un-

prepared enemy. As the 10 boats designated for scouting in the

North Sea stood out, 3 to the westward and the others to the east of

Terschelling, the U-52, Lieut. Commander Hans Walther, sighted a

destroyer 90 miles north off Terschelling and the submarines U-66,

Lieut. Commander von Bothmer, and the U~63, Lieut. Commander
Otto Schultze, sighted a number of patrol vessels near the Dogger
Bank and the Great Fisher Banks. In the area assigned for their

activities no important war craft were sighted, although radio mes-

sages from Brugge reported an enemy squadron near Bergen, other

enemy warships near the Humber, and a number north of the Ger-

man Bight. As & consequence some of the German submarines

liabitually cruised submerged at night; Further, the counter meas-

ures of enemy patrols were restricted chiefly to the left wing of the

5iubmarine line and were encountered chiefly by the U-52 off the

Firth of Forth.

Since the visibility conditions were generally very good, the masts

and smokestacks of fishing vessels were continually in evidence,

v/ith the result that the submarines were forced to submerge or

deviate from their course, a fact which greatly increased the diffi-

culty of a general survey of the area. As early as the 20th, the U-S2
Avas probably sighted by a steamer, which immediately after the

event put back to the Forth at full speed. On the next day at about

9 a. m. the U~6S, while 110 miles to the eastward of Aberdeen,

sighted a submarine followed by a small cruiser and about 12 de-

stroyers or subchasers. These were reported by radio through the

Arcona which was the relaying vessel for submarine communica-

tions. In the scouting line this message was picked up only by the

U-43 (Jiirst) and the U-66 (Von Bothmer), although it was

repeated by the station at Brugge. On May 22 the U-S2 had an-

other encounter with 12 subchasers and 1 destroyer. Botii times it

was impossible to avoid these craft, and the submarine was forced

to seek safety by submerging to 25 fathoms. It is probable that the

submarine had been located by the radio direction finders upon
sending out the message on the preceding day, and this accounted

for the increased antisubmarine activities of the enemy.

As subsequent events proved, the advance of the Grand Fleet

which was brought about by a sortie of the German fleet, actually

covered the greater part of the area in which the submarines had
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been cruising up to the forenoon of May 22. Further, the rendez-

vous of their forces lay in this area. The field of operations was

therefore in itself very happily chosen. Unfortunately, the Ger-

man fleet offensive had not yet begun when the submarines, in com-

pliance with their orders, left this field to take station off the Pent-

land Firth and the Firth of Forth, which disposition of forces, in

accordance with the original plan, should have given the submarines

further opportunity to attack the vessels returning to port after

the battle.

As the situation actually developed these boats were forced to

maintain position immediately off the enemy bases for a long period,

meanwhile being subjected to the full force of the enemy antisub-

marine activities.

In the meantime the ships of the High Seas Fleet which had been

sent to the Baltic for training had returned to the North Sea, ac-

cording to plan, on May 22, but the pending offensive which was to

have been initiated forthwith had to be postponed a'gain. The reason

this time was inadequate repairs to the battle cruiser Seydlitz. This

vessel, which had struck a mine in the operations of April 24, had

been reported ready for service on May 22 by the dockyard at

Wilhelmshaven ; but a flooding test which was made as a precaution-

ary measure on the night of May 23-24 showed that a broadside

torpedo room which had been damaged by the mine was not water-

tight, while the leaks in the transverse and longitudinal bulkheads

were so numerous that further repairs were essential. As the com-

mander in chief did not wish to relinquish this ship and repairs

could not be completed before May 28 [in view of the severe damage
sustained by the Seydlitz at Jutland, it was fortunate that the re-

pairs were properly madej, it was necessary to again postpone the

undertaking till after May 29, for better or worse. In the meantime
the orders which had been issued extending the sailing orders for

ships at the docks and in the harbors remained in effect, except that

further patrol and torpedo boat scouting operations were to be in-

augurated in the German Bight to keep the exits of the fleet clear of

mines and submarines. Further, the commander of the naval airship

detachment received instructions to carry out air raids over the

northern and southern portions of the English east coast but not to

alarm the central portion, which was to be the objective of the fleet

objections. Since the weather conditions remained unfavorable up
to the end of the month, the scouting operations at the extremity of

the German Bight were restricted to the frequently interrupted

flights of the aircraft from List, Helgoland, and Borkum, and the

patrol cruises of the mine-sweeping and barrier-breaking divisions.

On this mission the air squsfdron from Helgoland, 562 and 483 under
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Lieutenant Rogge, sighted an enemy submarine on May 24 about

35 miles south of Horn Reef. This submarine lay on the surface in

the vicinity of the Danish steamer- June and attempted to ram the

seaplane J^8S when the latter landed on the surface for the purpose

of searching the steamer. It appeared not improbable that there

was cooperation between the steamer and the submarine. Therefore

Destroyer Flotilla VI, Commander Max Schultz, was dispatched to

the northward to patrol the area between Horn Reef and List during

the following night (24r-25) and, if possible, to bring in this steamer

This search proved fruitless, as did its repetition during the next

night by Flotilla IX, under Commander Goehle.

In the meantime the TJ-J^S and TJ-Ji-lf. had taken station in their

sectors off the Pentland Firth, while TJ-66, V-63, U-51, U-32, U-70.

V-%k-, and V-d'B had closed in on the base at the Firth of Forth

according to plan. In this movement the U-62^ while proceeding

toward the Firth of Forth on May 22, ran into a net while cruising

under the water at about 6 a. m. when 90 miles ENE. on May Island.

[Off Rosyth. See fig. 8 -3 By submerging to a depth of 50 meters

the boat was enabled to get clear, but found on investigation the

next night that both legs of the mine-cutting device had been bent

and that the head of the middle periscope had been broken off. Of
the other boats which were proceeding toward the coast, the U-S^^

Lieut. Commander Count Spiegel von und zu Peckelsheim sighted a

sloop of the Atahis class and U-63, Lieut. Commander Otto Schultze,

when 180 miles to the eastward of Cromarty Forth sighted an old

cruiser with one destroyer, two smaller craft, and a submarine which

turned off before an attack could be made. Judging from inter-

cepted radio messages the presence of this submarine must have been

reported, since on approaching the coast it had to break through a

strong line of patrols and on May 23 laid a course near Tod Head
along the coast in order to reach the assigned sector. On the

evening of the same day the U-61 (Rumpel) sighted a large auxiliary

cruiser of about 10,000 tons, with one destroyer, about 50 miles

northeast of May Island. At 7.30 p. m. these vessels passed the sub-

marine at a distance of about 6,000-7,000 meters at full speed on a

southerly course. At 8.40 p.m. these were also sighted bj^ the U-70^

Lieut. Commander Wlinsche. Since this auxiliary cruiser might be

employed as a mine layer on account of the peculiar shape of the

stern, and was holding a course toward Amrun Bank [to southward

of Sylt, fig. 8J it was reported by radio bj^ the U-70. In the mean-

time one of the boats stationed off Pentland Forth, the U-JfS, sighted

two cruisers of the City class near the entrance at 7 p. m., but owing

to machinery derangements was unable to approach within torpedo

range.
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Furthermore, the weather was unfavorable for submarine opera-

tions with the exception of two days; either the sea was absolutely

smooth so that the periscope betrayed the presence of the submarine,

together with low-visibility conditions which changed to fog near the

coast, or else there was so much sea and spray that horizontal steer-

ing at the depth for attacking was very difficult and vision through

the periscope impossible. In addition to this it soon developed that

the submarines in those sectors nearest the coast were being sub-

jected to increasingly sharp antisubmarine operations from which

they could not withdraw out of their restricted areas without en-

tering the sector assigned to the neighboring submarine, thus hin-

dering the latter. At a place about 10 to 15 miles to the eastward

of May Island, where all boats had equal chances for attack, the

sectors were only from 3 to 4 miles wide, a fact which considerably

endangered the submarines, since it was learned that the British

were using their own submarines to hunt down the Germans. From
the English radio messages it was soon learned that individual boats

had been sighted and that an energetic search had been organized,

while at night even cruisers and destroyers were employed.

In the meantime the U-Ji-7, Lieutenant Metzger, had carried out

its survey in the neighborhood of Sunderland during the night of

May 21-22 in accordance with the plan. He determined that the

city was well screened toward the sea, lights being extinguished

and even smelting ovens giving no reflections which might serve as

a navigational light. As far as could be judged from the com-
mercial traffic no mine fields were to be expected near the coast.

After making these observations, which were transmitted to the

commander in chief on the 23d by means of special code words, the

submarine stood out in a wide sweep toward the Firth of Forth to

take station near Kinnaird Head.

Simultaneously with the other boats, the UB-27 (Lieutenant

Commander Dieckmann) had arrived off the Firth of Forth on its

special mission. On May 23 this boat fell in with the U-32 and then
with the U-63^ obtaining from them the reports which had been re-

ceived in the meantime from Brugge in regard to the enemy forces in

the North Sea as well as the latest dispatches ; then, while the U-GS
diverted the patrol, VB-27 laid a course for the Firth of Forth past
IBell Eock. Soon aftoT^ midnight the boat was forced to reduce
speed due to machinery derangements, so that the commanding offi-

cer decided to steer for St. Andrews Bay in order to effect repairs.

During the same night (23-24) while the U~63 (Schultze) was
cruising on the surface close in to the Firth of Forth, a light cruiser
of the Arethusa class was sighted at 2.45 a. m. This cruiser ap-
proached so rapidly that although the submarine immediately

652800—31 3
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swung to a parallel course it could not utilize the opportunity for

a certain shot at from 300 to 500 meters and was forced to submerge

to avoid attack from gunfire. A second craft which followed the

cruiser with screened lights at a distance of about 2,000 meters

could not be clearly distinguished. This circumstance showed that

Bell Rock was probably the point of approach for all entering and

leaving vessels, and the commanding officer therefore decided to

cruise further in this vicinity.

In the meantime the UB-27^ before it could reach St. Andrews

Bay, where it intended to lie on the bottom, sighted, at 7 a. m. on

May 24, four armored cruisers, apparently of the Monmouth class,

standing out of the Forth in column some distance away, while to

the southward of these were numerous destroyers. Since these ves-

sels steamed to the eastward at full speed, the attack which had been

initiated had to be abandoned. The hope remained that these

cruisers might be only the advance screen of a strong main body.

Therefore the TJB-27 proceeded at full speed to the southward to-

ward North Carr Lightship. At 8.30 a. m. the outlines of two

cruisers or destroyers were sighted to the eastward but disappeared

toward 9 o'clock without other vessels following. Presumably the

ships in question were the Fourth Light Cruiser Squadron, which,

according to subsequent English reports, had left Kosj^th under

destroyer escort on May 24 to cruise off the Norwegian coast from

Lindesnes to Utshire [the coast extending northwestward from The
Nase^ tig. 8 J, thence to return to Scapa. On May 24 the TJ-72

(Krafft), while about 120 miles to the westward of Hansholm en

route to the Moray Forth, sighted three small cruisers of the Gal-

liope and Cordelia class behind two submarines in line of bearing

on an easterly course, which passed ahead of the submarine at such

high speed that no torpedo shot was possible. At 8.30 a. m. on

May 25, while 120 miles to the northward of Kinnaird Head, this

submarine sighted two other vessels of the Cordelia class, this time

on a westerly course, but again failed to gain position for attack.

The commanding officer of the UB-27, having waited in vain for

the appearance of the fleet until 9.30 a. m. on May 24, concluded

that the enemy had either gained the open sea by way of Bass Rocl\

or else was still in the Firth of Forth. In the latter case it seemed

essential that the attempt to penetrate the harbor be made at night.

Before this was undertaken it was necessary to proceed to St. An-
drews Bay to rest on the ground in order to rejjair machinery derange-

ments. When this had been accomplished Lieutenant Commander
Dieckmann steered for May Island, submerged, penetrated the line

of destroyers at daybreak, and followed two or three steamers into

the Firth of Forth. Not until after ISV^ hours submerged cruising
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could the boat come to the surface after this successful penetration

of the Forth, but at 2.45 a. m. on May 25 it was able to rest on the

ground in Largo Bay with charged batteries. At 5 a. m. the next

morning, while this boat was proceeding at periscope depth in order

to push in further toward Inchkeith, there suddenly occurred a

grating and rumbling noise as though some trash or heavy weights

were being dragged across the decks. Since, however, the boat

steered well horizontally no further importance was attached to this.

At 6.30 a. m., as the commanding officer took a look around through

the periscope, he was surprised to see a long chain of green glass

balls streaming astern. The submarine was trailing a net, in which

it had probably become entangled during the night in Largo Bay.

At any minute the boat might be betrayed by it. The commanding
officer turned to the northward, sounded a 35-meter spot, and then

attempted to clear the net under water by backing both engines.

In this attempt the net became foul of both propellers and brought

them to a stop. To come to the surface was out of the question.

There remained nothing else to do but to submerge to 40 meters

and rest on the bottom until dark. After all preparations had been

made to clear the net and to blow up the submarine in the event of

a surprise attack, the boat came to the surface at 10.30 p. m. (May

25), after being under the water for about 20 hours, and found

light, misty weather, favorable to the undertaking.

Thanks to the determined efforts of the crew the net was cleared

inside of 20 minutes and stowed in the boat. The port propeller,

however, still remained foul and therefore further stay in that

vicinity was out of the question. As the boat was preparing to

put out from the Forth to clear the port propeller in the open

sea it encountered another grave danger. Shortly after midnight,

while steaming on the surface and attempting to pass between two
patrol vessels, it was suddenly brought to a standstill, being caught

in a net which was apparently suspended between these patrol

vessels. This net immediately began to burn with small flames

along its entire length, but the submarine succeeded in cutting

through in 10 minutes before the patrol could approach, and thus

gained its freedom. Another net was encountered shortly after

this; nevertheless the boat was able to pass by the Elie net off

May Island at 2.31 a. m. on May 26 and came to the surface at

7 a. m. about 10 miles to the eastward of the island.

As the' position of the smoke in sight indicated, the UB-27 found

herself in the midst of a number of patrol vessels which were dis-

posed in checkerboard fashion in all directions. At 10.40 a. m.,

May 26, the boat sighted a large auxiliary cruiser of about 10,000

tons coming up from the southeast and steering to the eastward.
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Although the distance was over 3,000 meters the torpedo was fired,

since the commanding officer did not believe he could safely make
a closer approach, owing to the lack of the port propeller, and a

better opportunity for attack was hardly to be expected on that

trip. The torpedo missed, the attempt proving that with only

one propeller it was difficult to hold the boat in position during the

shot. Since it developed that- the steel cable which was around the

propeller could not be cleared in spite of all efforts, the UB-27
started for port on May 27, arriving at Helgoland on May 30.

Furthermore, the U-72 (Lieutenant Commander Krafft) was

forced to abandon its undertakino- on Mav 26. On that date, when
about 100 miles to the eastward of Moray Forth, where the mine field

was to be laid, a heavy seaway showed that one of the outer oil tanks

was leaking, resulting in an oil track which became more pronounced
after the boat submerged. Aside from this the oil engines began to

develop trouble, and since the nights were becoming shorter the

successful carrying out of the mission appeared doubtful. The
U-72 therefore started on the return journey on the 2Tth, arriving

at Lister Deep on May 29.

In the meantime the other submarines stationed before the Hum-
ber, Pentland Firth, and the Firth of Forth proceeded with firm

determination to carry out their thankless mission, but sighted only

subchasers, patrol vessels, and destroyers. Owing to the energetic

defence measures, the low visibility, and fog they were frequently

forced to remain submerged during the day and were often forced

far out toward the open sea. These countermeasures were particu-

larly severe close to the coast, and especially near the channel which

led from the Firth of Forth to the northward past Bell Rock and

May Island. As a result the boat which was on the northern end

of the line, U-66^ under Lieutenant Commander von Bothmer, suf-

fered most severely from these defensive measures. If it were to

remain unseen—and only then could it hope to achieve its mission

of attacking important men-of-war—it was forced to remain under

water from 3 a. m. until 10.30 at night. Under these circumstances

the possibilities for making observations in that zone were extremely

limited. Hence it appeared to the commanding officer that it would

be more advantageous in the future to leave the coast areas to the

smaller boats and for the larger and faster submarines to operate

outside the line of patrols. Being able to cruise on the surface they

could intercept radio messages and thereby improve their position,

fn accordance with these views he resumed his activities outside the

line of patrols on May 25 and toward evening fell in with the U-Jf7

(Metzger), which was crusing between Kinnaird Head and Peter-

head. The next morning (INIay 26) the U-Ji.7 was sighted by a fish-

ing steamer in thick weather before it could submerge. On the day
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following (May 27) the TJ-7Ii. (Wiesbach) was engaged in a fight

with the armed fishing vessels Ranger^ Bodino^ Oku, and Khnberly

while on the " Long Forties " and was sunk with the entire crew

about 25 miles to the southeast of Peterhead. Whether this occurred

before or after the completion of the mine-laying mission off the

Firth of Forth will never be known.

The presence of German submarines in the vicinity of Pentland

Firth was soon determined, and on May 27 the flotilla leader

Broke, with 12 destroyers, stood out from Scapa to strengthen the

patrol. The U-Jf.3 (Jiirst) and <7-^^ (Wagenfiihr) were pursued

by these vessels on that date and for several days following. There

were a number of opportunities for torpedo attacks on these destroy-

ers, but the commanding officers refrained in order not to betray

their position prematurely. On May 29, after intercepting consid-

erable radio traffic which indicated an energetic antisubmarine of-

fensive, the U-Jf-Jf. submerged to 20 meters and shortly thereafter

heard the propeller noises of a destroyer passing overhead. It was
5 a. m. on May 30 before the submarine was able to come to the

surface. On the same day U-J^S sighted, at 12.30 p. m., 12 vessels

of the Foxglove class, which were at first thought to be light cruisers

steaming in closed search formation. The submarine fired a long

shot at six of the overlapping craft at a distance of between 2,000

and 2,500 meters, but missed. As the shot, however, was observed

by the Gentian, one of the mine-sweeping gunboats, a half flotilla

of destroyers, together with a number of aircraft, left Scapa imme-
diately to search for the submarine. While the 11-1^3 withdrew from
the chase as rapidly as possible, the U-Jf.J{., which was steering a

course that forenoon toward Pentland Skerries, ran into the full

patrol force. It appeared in the forenoon from the increased radio

traffic that the boat had been sighted from ashore and therefore was
proceeding seaward through the middle of the sector when it en-

countered the destroyers and toward midnight was forced to sub-

merge to a depth of 20 meters. Shortly thereafter a destroyer passed

over the submarine at high speed.

While in this manner the attention of the enemy was concentrated

on the area to the eastward of the Orkney Islands, the U-75, Lieut.

Commander Curt Beitzen, had proceeded on a wide arc on the 27th

past all patrols and supervision from TJtshire to the northward of

the Shetland Islands and approached the islands from the westward

during the night of May 28-29. [See note fig. 8.] Owing to con-

stant overcast sky and frequent fog the boat had had no fix since

leaving Norway, so that at midnight a large darkened warship was
sighted in the last minute, too late for a torpedo shot. Later the

weather cleared, and at about 1.10 a. m. the lighthouse at Noup
Head was made out. It had been determined by previous expe-
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rience that to the southward of this point, between Marwick Head
and the Brough of Birsay, there was a passage for men-of-war about
2 miles off the coast, which the TJ-75 was to block. This was done.

Sintireiy undisturbed by enemy patrols the boat laid several separate

lines from 6 to 8.35 a. m. at a depth of 7 meters below the low-
water level, a total of 22 mines, and started on the return trip.

Meanwhile, on May 28, near the Firth of Forth, the V-66 had
exchanged experience and news with the Jj-51 and the TJ-S3. Appar-
ently the pending fleet offensive was not yet under way, while it

developed from English radio messages which the 11-63 had inter-

cepted, that a German submarine had been sighted near Bell Eock
and the whole patrol force had been alarmed. On May 27 the

English submarine E-30 was sent to join the chase, so that on
several occasions a fight between two German submarines under
water was narrowly averted. On the 28th the TJ-63 was chased for

six hours by enemy patrol forces. As a result the XJ-66 proceeded

northward to the limit of the assigned area. Since at this point

strong antisubmarine measures were also encountered from fishing

steamers and systematic night patrols, possibility of success seemed

small, and the commanding officer on his own responsibility decided

to abandon his assigned area on May 30 after reporting by radio.

In order not to disturb the TJ-63 and the TJ-Jijl he took station on

the line Scapa Flow to Horn Reef about 60 miles to the eastward of

Peterhead. [This position is shown in fig. 8 1 This decision was
later justified when the boat was enabled to make an important

report from its self-selected operating area. Meanwhile the lJ-65

intercepted a radio indicating that in all probability H, M, S.

THdent would cross the sector of the submarine during the follow-

ing night, and in fact a ship of this description did appear at

10.30 p. m. A torpedo fired at 1,000 meters missed.

The exertions of the submarines stationed near the Humber had

also been in vain. For six days the sea had been like a mirror where

sea, sky, and horizon were blended in the periscope. The nights

were so light and bright that only under the greatest difficulties were

the boats enabled to charge batteries inside the lines of the patrol

without being discovered and were frequently forced to go to the

bottom after charging. On the evening of the 24th the UB-22
(Putzier) had, in fact, sighted six large auxiliary cruisers painted

blue, from 3,000 to 4,000 tons, while the UB-21 (Hashagen) dis-

covered a mine-sweeping gunboat of the Foxglove class; aside from

this no further men-of-war had been sighted except destroyers. In

the event that warships were standing in or out of the Humber the

commanding officer of the UB-21 assumed that they must be pass-

ing closer in to the coast. Therefore on May 28 he left his previous
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station in order to cruise between Spurn Point and Flamborough

Head, in spite of the fact that the patrol had evidently been

strengthened since the 27th. In the observation stations to the

northwestward of Terscheilling, which had been occupied since Mdy
23 by the U-67 (Lieutenant Commander Nieland) and the U-Jf6

^U-46 was just to southward of U-67'J (Lieutenant Commander
Hillebrand), nothing of importance had developed to date. The
U-67 had. sighted at daybreak of the 23d about 20 destroyers 40

miles NNW. of Terschelling which were steaming on a westerly

course, but contrary to expectation they were not followed by

larger units. On the other hand, it soon became apparent that

the Terschelling Bank was the field of activity of a number of

enemy submarines, whereby the possibility of remaining on the sur-

face was very much reduced, as far as the German submarines were

concerned, and their usefulness considerably impaired. At night the

presence of a large number of floating mines further made a cruise

on the surface very hazardous. In spite of all precautions the

U-46 was surprised by an enemy submarine on May 24 and attacked

by gunfire and later, when about to warn the TJ-67^ came into further

grave danger from a torpedo attack. On the 27th it was again

surprised in foggy weather by an enemy destroyer, but was enabled

to submerge and escape before the enemy could open fire. On
May 30 the TJ~I^6 was forced to return to Emden for the replace-

ment of the single perisco])e with which the boat was equipped, as

this had become unserviceable from leakage of water.

The prescribed period of waiting had thus come to an end for

the boats stationed off Scapa, the Firth of Forth, the Humber, and
Terschelling, and with the exception of the JJ-Ji.6 and the UB-^7
none of the boats had left their stations. This was the situation

when on May 30 the long-waited message from the cruiser Arcona
and from Brugge, " Prepare for enemy forces standing out on May
31 and June 1," announced the time set for the beginning of the

German fleet operations.

As early as May 28 decisions of far-reaching importance had been

made on the fleet flagship. In accordance with the existing orders

the submarines were to leave their observation posts on the evening

of June 1. If the cooperation of these boats was to be effective an

early departure of the fleet was demanded. On the other hand, in

the event of a close approach to the bases of the enemy the coopera-

tion of the airships was necessary, since such an advance would lead

the fleet into an area where it could not afford to accept battle

against its will. Owing to the unfavorable weather conditions there

seemed to be no prospect of employing the airships. In the event

that these conditions did not change before May 30 there remaiijed
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no alternative but to abandon the operation against Sunderland for

the time being. In that case the plan was to advance into the Skager-

rak, where the coast near Jutland would furnish a certain protection

against surprise from this quarter [on the other hand, the Jutland

coast presented a barrier against Avhich the High Seas Fleet could

be driven and trapped by superior forces. See fig. Qj, and the dis-

tance from the enemy bases would considerably reduce the chances

of the fleet becoming involved in battle unwillingly. Consequently

air reconnaissance would be less essential in this area; Correspond-

ing operation orders were issued to the commanders of the various

forces on the same day (May 28).

Final decision was reserved by the commander in chief, although

the advance toward the northwest seemed to hold the greatest prom-
ise. At midnight all vessels lying in the harbors and at the docks

were ordered to get up steam and clear for action. Toward noon on

May 29 the Seydlitz reported ready for service. On the inorning of

the 30tli there were easterly and northerl)'' breezes in the German
Bight, so that for the time being there could be no air reconnais-

sance, and the commander of the airship detachment, Commander
Strasser, reported that none could be counted on for the next few

days. Consequently the operations against Sunderland had to be

definitely abandoned and instead an advance to the northward sub-

stituted. While the ships of the High Seas Fleet were quietly assem-

bled in the outer roads, where they anchored preparatory to stand-

ing out, the fleet as wfell as the naval corps, received the broadcasted

code words " 31 May Gg 2490 " (the number of the operation order)

.

indicating the date set for the operations to begin. Thereupon, near

midnight May 30-31, the chief of the Flanders submarine flotilla

stood out from Zeebrugge with all available submarines at that sta-

tion in order to protect the fleet against any attack of enemy forces

from the direction of the Thames.

The purpose of thi^ new undertaking was the same as that in the

preceding plan against Sunderland, namely, to draw the enemy out

from their bases. Only in this case the purpose was not to be accom-

plished by a bombardment of the coast, but by the appearance of the

German cruisers in the vicinity of the Skagerrak. Vice Admirarl Hip-

per, commander scouting forces, therefore received orders to leave the

Jade at daybreak on the morning of May 31 with Scouting Divisions

1 and II, the second leader of destroyers on the Eegenshurg^ and

Destroyer Flotillas II, VI, and IX. He was to proceed to th3

northward outside of visibility of the Danish coast and to show him-

self off the Norwegian coast before dark in order that the English

might obtain information as to the undertaking. Later during the

afternoon and following night he was to conduct commerce raids
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near and in the Skagerrak. In the event of meeting enemy war-

ships, which had been frequently reported in this zone, he was to

engage and defeat them ; but in case of encountering superior forces

and lacking air reconnaisance he was to draw them toward his own
fleet. At the same time Admiral Scheer proposed to take position

at 5 a. m., June 1, 45 miles to the southward of Lindesnes to support

the cruisers with Battle Squadrons I and III, Scouting Division IV,

the cruiser Hamburg^ the first leader of destroyers on the Rostock^

and the remainder of the destroyer flotillas. The further disposition

of forces would be determined as the situation developed.

At the last minute, however, Admiral Scheer decided to alter this

original plan, which was also based on airship reconnaisance, in two

essential points. First he ordered that Battle Squadron II, which

was to have been held in reserve foi' coast defense in the absence of

the fleet, with the time for joining forces with tlie fleet held in

abeyance, should take position with the fleet from the start. Of still

greater importance was the decision to have the fleet stand out imme-

diately after the cruisers, contrary to the original plan. The basis

for this decision lay in the fact that the absence of air reconnaisance

made it imperative for the forces to maintain concentration, in order

that the tactical cooperation of all units might be assured from the

start. Toward 1 a. m. (May 31) Helgoland reported wind SW.,

force 3-5 ; Borkum, WSW. ; List, West, increasing. At 2 a. m. Vice

Admiral Hipper left the Jade with his forces. Toward 3.30 a. m.

the Scouting Division IV, Squadron III, the fleet flagship, and

Squadron I followed, while at the same time Squadron II stood out

from the Elbe.

It was rather a peculiar circumstance, but owing to the previously

described increased tension of the strategic situation, not accidental,

but of necessity, that Admiral Jellicoe was also engaged in making
preparations for an undertaking similar to that of the Germans for

the latter part of May. Under pressure of public opinion since the

bombardment of Lowestoft and the urgent representations from
Russian sources, as well as the failure of the previous weak attempts

to lure the German fleet as far as possible from their bases in order

to bring them to battle against superior forces, the commander in

chief of the British fleet had prepared a new plan which in the words
of the English semiofficial organ went far beyond anything that had
as yet been attempted. (Corbett: Naval Operations, Vol. Ill, p.

320.) According to this bold plan two squadrons of light cruisers

with one battle squadron as support were to appear off Skagen early

on the morning of June 2 and proceed through the Kattegat as far

as the northern passage of the Great Belt and the sound. In this

manner it was hoped to entice the enemy, which had made counter
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attacks after every British offensive, to advance to the northward
with strong forces. Thereupon he was to be attacked by the other

battle squadrons and the battle cruiser fleet which had in the mean-
while taken position for this purpose between Horn Reef and the

Great and Little Fisher Banks. In order to prevent the premature

discovery of the English fleet in this position, the aircraft tender

Engadine^ accompanied by a light cruiser squadron and destroyers,

was to cruise in the vicinity of Horn Eeef and by means of aircraft

prevent any German airships from approaching the British fleet.

In event, however, that the German fleet did not advance far enough

to the northward to be brouglit to battle, it was hoped that consid-

erable damage might be inflicted on it by a new mine field, placed

by the mine layer Ahdiel (in addition to the one laid on the night

of May 3—i) to the southward of Vyl Lightship. Furthermore, three

of the Harwich submarines were to take position to the northward of

this mine field from June 1 to '3 to await favorable opportunities

for attack. Two additional submarines of the flotillas stationed at

Blyth were to cruise to the eastward of Dogger Bank for the same

purpose. This plan, however, was crossed by the German under-

taking before it could be developed ; thus it came about that Admiral

Scheer prescribed the manner of action for the enem3^ If the

British plan may be designated bold, this must be exan more true

of the German plan in view of the relative strength of the fleets at

the time, especially in the event that the British happened to be at

sea at that time. However, it was more in accordance with the

German plan that the enemy should be drawn out by the appearance

of the cruisers off Skagerrak, and for this reason every effort Avas

made to keep the German preparations as quiet as possible. But in

spite of every precaution and the restriction of radio communica-

tions, the English were informed on the morning of May 30 that the

German Higli Seas Fleet was assembling in the outer Roads. This

fact, together with the puzzling activities of the German submarines

in the North Sea, pointed to a new German offensive of extraordi-

nary importance. Accordingly, the British Admiralty sent a warn-

ing to Admiral Jellicoe at noon on May 30 that the German fle^et

jwould proceed to sea in,_all probability early the next morning and

that already 16 submarines had left port, of which the greater part

were cruising in the North Sea. It was believed that for some time

past a large-scale operation had been planned on the German side

which would shortly be initiated, but aside from this assumption

there was no possibility of obtaining an insight into the intentions

of the German commander in chief. Final orders could not, there-

fore, be issued to the fleet, but as a precautionary measure -Ihe

Harwich destroyers and mine-sweeping gunboats were recalled from
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the east coast and all submarines were ordered to hold themselves

in readiness. Shortly after 6 p. m. Maj^ 30 it became known that all

units of the High Seas Fleet had received an important operations

signal, viz, " 31 May Gg 2490," which could not be fully interpreted

but left no doubt that a large-scale operation was immediately

pending. There was no time to be lost; therefore, at 6.40 p. m. a

telegram was sent by the Admiralty to Admirals Jellicoe and Beatty

to assemble their forces in the usual manner at the rendezvous about

100 miles eastward of "Aberdeen, and there await further develop-

ments. Aside from this they were informed that for the present the

Harwich forces as well as those at Nore would be held in reserve

until the situation was further developed; that in accordance with

the proposed plan to send the fleet in the direction of Skagerrak,

three submarines should proceed at once to take station near the

outer area of the German Bight to the westward of Vyl Lightship,

and that two others should occupy a position to the eastward of the

Dogger Bank.

In the opinion of the Admiralty it was not improbable that the

expected advance of the German fleet to the northwest, as indicated

by the disposition of the submarines, might be only a feint to cover

I
another operation in southern waters. Admiral Bradford [Com-
manding Third Battle Squadron, see fig. 7 ] had therefore received

orders, after the auxiliary cruisers and patrols had been recalled

from the east coast station, to assemble his cruisers at a previously

designated position off Swin and the following morning to put to

sea from Sheerness with the Third Battle Squadron. At the same
time Commodore Tyrwhitt was ordered to hold all available light

cruisers and destroyers at Harwich in readiness for immediate ac-

tion. In this manner all precautions were taken to assure a prompt
counter offensive against any undertaking in southern waters.

In the north everything was ready as well, and as early as 11.30

p. m. (May 30-31), or three hours before the German fleet stood

out, all divisions of the Grand Fleet were putting to sea in three

columns i^fig. 9 shows this advancej in order to reach the point of

concentration designated. From Scapa Admiral Jellicoe stood out

with the First and Fourth Battle Squadrons, Third Battle Cruiser

Squadron, Second Cruiser, and Fourth Light Cruiser Squadrons, as

well as the Fourth and Tweilth Flotillas and one division of the

Eleventh Flotilla; from Cromarty iVdmiral Jerram, with the Sec-

ond Battle Squadron, the First Cruiser Squadron, and the nine de-

stroyers of the Eleventh Flotilla with the flotilla leader; and from
Rosyth Admiral Beatty, with the First and Second Battle Cruiser

Squadrons, the Fifth Battle Squadron, the First, Second, and
Third Light Cruiser Squadrons, and 27 destroyers of the Thirteenth,

Ninth, and Tenth Flotillas.
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In order to facilitate the difficult exit of so large a number of

ships at night a comprehensive plan was put into effect somewhat

similar to the German scheme. The principal value of this arrange-

ment lay in the fact that only two signals were necessary to put the

project in motion. At a preparatory signal consisting of a single

word all ships raised steam for 18 knots and within two hours were

ready for sea, while the admiral commandant at the Orkney and

Shetland Islands notified the patrol forces of the pending departure

of the fieet. The second signal indicated the time for weighing

anchor of the first squadron, as well as the course to be laid after

passing the antisubmarine nets. Everything else, such as the order

in which the squadrons should leave the harbor, the choice of exist

course to the northward or southward of Pentland Skerries, the

squadron and division intervals, and the disposition of destroyer

flotillas for submarine screening, was definitely laid down and re-

quired no further signal. Finally, to guard against the danger of

submarines, the plan provided that from the time of passing Pent-

land Skerries until daybreak the squadrons were to proceed on three

different routes which lay 7 iniles apart. Similar arrangements

were also made for the forces leaving the Moray Forth and the Firth

of Forth. ( Jellicoe : "The-Grand Fleet," p. 299.

)



Chapter 9

SKAGERRAK—FROM DEPARTURE OF THE FLEET TO THE CRUISER
ENGAGEMENT

The lively activity of the German submarines in the immediate

vicinity of the bases of the Grand Fleet warned the latter to take

additional precautionary measures for its departure. For instance,

a few hours before Admiral Beatty with his forces left the Forth,

a submarine near this base had attacked the Trident^ the flotilla

leader of the Blyth destroyers, another had fired torpedoes at the

gunboat Gentian near Pentland Skerries during the afternoon,

while a third had been sighted near Aberdeen on the same day.

Of the large number of submarines attached to the High Seas

Fleet which were at sea, only the TJ-67, UB-22, U-70, and U-32
had received the code words announcing the beginning of the

German offensive; consequently these were the only boats which

on the night of May 31 were ready for the offensive after the long

period of futile waiting.

Upon receipt of the radio the U-32, which had been assigned

the middle sector extending to the eastward of the Firth of Forth,

laid a course to arrive at daybreak on May 31 at a point about

80 miles to the eastward of May Island. The commanding officer

based his decision on the fact that the English must be aware of

the presence of the German submarines in that area and, in case

they stood out for a counteroffensive, would, if possible, put to

sea during the night in order to pass the danger zone during dark-

ness. If this assumption were correct, and the fleet did stand out

in the evening hours', it must enter the area which was patrolled

by the U—32 at daybreak. The correctness of this decision was seen

to be proven. At 4.40 a. m. (May 31) two warships were sighted

from the Firth of Forth which were made out to be the light

cruisers Attentive and Adventure (in reality Galatea and Phaeton).

Separated by a distance of 600 meters from each other, these vessels

approached at 18 to 19 knots so rapidly that with the prevalent

conditions of low visibility the U-32 could only approach to within

900 meters. While making the attempt to attack the leading cruiser

with two bow shots and the second with two stern shots, the com-

manding officer was prevented from this by the fact that after

the first shot the periscope jammed in the extended position and
betrayed the presence of the submarine. At the second shot the

leading cruiser turned away sharply, while the second headed

(33)
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directly for the submarine. The boat was barely enabled to sub-

merge to 15 meters when the loud noise of the cruiser was heard

overhead. As the TJ-3% came to 10 meters at 5.10 a. m., two battle

cruisers, surrounded by numerous destroyers, were seen on a south-

easterly course through the periscope at the limit of visibility, but

it was impossible to make an approach for attack. The boat came

to the surface immediately, erected the radio masts, and sent off

the important radio message reporting the departure of the enemy
forces. [Note E, fig 9.J Although at the time there was a sub-

marine in the next square, the CJ-TO, which received this message,

it did not sight any enemy forces.

Meanwhile the U-S6 had received the code word from Brugge
announcing the beginning of the German offensive at 2 a. m, while

occupying its new station about 60 miles to the eastward of Peter-

head. Thereupon the first thought of the commanding oificer was
to return immediatelj'^ to the inner part of the sector which had
previously been assigned to him near the Firth of Forth. Since he

was under the impression that the German offensive would be

directed toward Sunderland it seemed highly improbable that the

English forces would stand out from the Firth of Forth in a north-

easterly direction and thus pass through the zone which had been

assigned to him. Further, previous experience had shown that in

the event of the fleet standing out, the antisubmarine offensive near

the coast would be well organized and that the submarine would be

forced to cruise submerged with little chance of seeing anything,

owing to the misty weather. For this reason the commanding
officer deemed it best to remain in his present position in the hope

that the forces from Scapa Flow might pass through his zone en

route to Horn Reef. The correctness of this decision was substan-

tiated. At 6 a. m., while about 60 miles to the eastward of Kinnaird

Head, there suddenly appeared through a fog bank an armored

cruiser, distant 5,000 meters, which was steaming at 20 knots toward

the submarine. The latter submerged immediately and prepared the

torpedo tubes for a shot. At this moment the cruiser {Duhe of

Edinburgh class) chanced to turn away and soon disappeared in

the mist. Shortly after, from the same direction, appeared a small

cruiser with four stacks {BirminghaTn class), then a large number
of destroyers steaming toward the submarine on line of bearing,

while behind these at an interval of 1,000 meters appeared eight

large warships in double column. Abandoning the proposed attack

on the light cruiser, the U-66 steamed toward the battleships, bul

was forced under water at a distance of 300 meters by a destroyer

while the squadron passed overhead. The hope of being able to

assume position for attack on the rear ship by steaming at right

angles to the course of the enemy and passing the antisubmarine
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screen could not be realized. When the periscope broke water the

battleships had already passed and soon vanished in the distance.

The fact that this attempt to take advantage of a brilliant oppor-

tunity for attack was unsuccessful must be attributed more to the

misty weather than to the effectiveness of the antisubmarine screen.

The experiences of the last few days had shown that in order to

achieve success the submarines must operate on the surface, and

therefore outside the zone of the enemy patrols. Only when they

were on the surface could information be exchanged by radio regard-

ing the sighting, position, and course of the enemy sufficient to insure

cooperation in the maneuvers for attack.

At 7.35 the U-66 came to the surface and dispatched a radio re-

porting the above incident. ^Note G, fig. 9.]| The objective of the

enemy forces was uncertain and to follow them would be useless.

Only upon their return would there be a possible opportunity for a

renewed attack. It seemed to the commanding officer that the squad-

ron which was sighted, apparently standing out of the Firth of

Forth, would hardly return on the reverse course on account of the

known danger from submarines, but that it would in all probability

stand into Scapa Flow. He was therefore about to approach this

latter base on the line from Utsire when the weather suddenly

cleared. Since now the possibility of sighting enemy forces seemed

considerably greater, he steamed at high speed about 15 miles to

the southeast in order to reach a position from 50 to 60 miles east-

ward of Peterhead by evening.

Of the other boats near the Firth of Forth, the TJ-63 had first

come to the surface at 5.45 a. m. after passing the rainy and foggy

night under water, and at 6.25 and 7.16 a. m. had received the mes-

sages from the U-32 and V-66 reporting contact with enemy forces.

From these it was evident that the enemy had put to sea during

the night. It was inferred from intercepted English radio mes-

sages regarding the strength and disposition of the patrol forces

that further enemy units would stand out or in during the next

night. The commanding t<fficer therefore decided to make for Bell

Kock and to cruise in that /icinitj'^ during the evening and morn-

ing hours of May 31 and June 1, on the chance that enemy forces

might cross that zone when returning to the Forth after the com-

pletion of operations. The departure of the fleet had not been

noticed by either this boat or the neighboring boat, the TJ-51^ which

had been on the surface in its assigned sector close inshore since

^- a. m. Further out to sea the JJ—b'B had been on the surface in

order to charge batteries outside the line of patrols, but like the

XJ-51 had not been aware of the departure of the enemy fleet. On
the other hand the TJ-21{. (Schneider), which had been close inshore
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to the southward gf the Firth at daybreak, stood out toward his

sector on receipt of the messages from the U-32 and V-G6^ but was

unable to make contact with the enemy. Owing to the increasing

wind and sea, the 11-1/7^ which was stationed near Kinnaird Head
close inshore, found it hopeless to attempt to follow the reported

warships.

The attempted attack of Ihe U-G6 on the Second Battle Squadron

on leaving Cromarty is not mentioned in the English accounts. On
the other hand, submarines were reported by the battle cruiser fleet

standing out of the Firth of Forth on the occasion of the attack at

4.50 a. m. by the U—32 on the light cruiser Galatea^ which was on the

left flank of the antisubmarine screen. While the first torpedo broke

the surface immediately ahead of the Galatea the second passed close

astern. Another submarine Avas reported hy the cruiser Yarmouth,

which the Lion, the flagship of Admiral Beatty, also reported dead

ahead. This vesrel, together with the other battle cruisers turned

eight points to port, returning to the original course 20 minutes

later; but before this could be effected the Turhulent, one of the

destroyers of the screen, sighted a third submarine, which, however,

was unable to make an attack. The principal submarine danger zone

appeared then to have been passed. The disposition of submarines

close to the enemy bases, on which such hopes had been placed by the

Germans for damage to the enemy forces before the battle, proved

of no avail. Furthermore, even in the service of information, the

short range of visibilit}^ and their low speed had proven the sub-

marines to be inadequate for this mission, so that the commander in

chief could not even be informed of the fact that the main body of

the Grand Fleet had put to sea. When at 6.37 a. m. the report of the

US^ was received on the fleet flagship that two battleships, two
cruisers, and a number of destroyers had been sighted standing out

from the Firth of Forth on course SE., and this message was fol-

lowed an hour later by the important report of the U-66 that eight

battleships, light cruisers, and destroyers were 60 miles eastward of

Peterhead, the commander in cliief at first inclined to believe that,

then as in the past, the enemy had received warning of the departure

of the High Seas Fleet. Opposed to this assumption was the fact

that the time interval between the report of the departure of the fleet

and the sighting of enem}^ forces was too short, and the strength

of the units and the divergent courses of the detachments reported

indicated that a connection betAveen the known movements of the

enemy and the German offensive was highly improbable. This con-

clusion was not influenced by the fact that shortly before the re-

ceipt of the message from the U-66 the principal decoding station

at Neumunster reported English intercepted radio messages showing

that two battleships or battleship squadrons with accompanying de-
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stroyers had left Scapa Flow. This message gave no insight into

the enemy intentions. Neither tactical cooperation of the reported

detachments, nor an offensive with the German Bight as objective,

nor any connection with the pending German operations could be in-

ferred from this information. The reports therefore did not in-

fluence the prescribed procedure, but only served to arouse the hope

that it would be possible to bring a portion of the enemy fleet to

battle.

Even on the English side, there was great uncertainty during the

forenoon of May 31 as to the extent of the German operations.

Apparently the English submarines on station near the German
Bight had less opportunity than the German submarines near the

English harbors to obtain information of value. Even the usual

observation of the German radio traffic, which in the past had fur-

nished the English with much of their available information, was

denied them at this time on account of the special precautions which

were exercised. The fact that at the beginning of the operations the

fleet flagship Friedrich der Gvosse had exchanged radio calls with

Entrance III station ship at Wilhelmshaven did not betray to the

enemy that the fleet flagship, and therefore the German fleet, was

standing out.

Even toward noon the English radiocompass stations believed the

German fleet to be still in the Jade. Although he was being con-

tinually informed by the Admiralty as to the developments.

Admiral Jellicoe had no reason to surmise that a battle was pending,

but rather supposed from the information received that one of the

usual cruiser raids was in progress and that the High Seas Fleet

would put to sea considerably later to support the returning cruisers.

It did not occur to him that since the appointment of Admiral

Scheer as commander in chief every German offensive would be

planned with the idea of deliberately seeking battle. [This is some-

what different than the previous statement of Admiral Scheer that

he did not intend to seek out the concentrated enemy fleet for the

purpose of a fight to a decision and did not desire the enemy to

force such a fight upon him.J This underestimation of the enemy,

coupled with the previous operation against Lowestoft, resulted in a

deployment of forces which was carried too far. He himself con-

templated a concentration with Admiral Jerram's forces, which at

9.30 p. m. stood out from Cromarty, to take station about 90 miles

to westward of the Norwegian coast on the line Lindesnes-Peterhead,

while Admiral Beatty had orders to be with the battle cruisers and
the 5th Battle Squadron at a point about 70 miles to the south-

southeastward of the main body and about 110 miles to the weotward

of the Jutland coast in the area of the Great Fisher Bank. Only

652800—31 4
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then should the two forces approach each other to within visual

signal distance, the battle fleet steaming to southward and the battle

cruiser fleet to the northward. To fulfill the primary mission of

drawing the enemy toward the fleet, the distance between battle

cruiser fleet and the main body was too great.

Since ail developments in the past had shown that in the North

Sea area a battle was hardly to be expected, the English had in the

course of time come to consider that the primary mission of the bat-

tle cruiser fleet was not close tactical cooperation with the battle fleet

but rather a means of defense against German raids on the south-

east coast, while the battle fleet itself was to be held back far enough

to prevent the enemy from making an unopposed attack on the

Tenth Cruiser Squadron, and thus rolling up the northern blockade

line. An interval of 50 miles between the detachments of the Grand
Fleet seemed to be the minimum to carry out these requirements.

Thus the disposition of forces which Admiral Jellicoe chose in this

instance was one which careful study and long experience had shown

to be advantageous and which was always resorted to in case the

enemy Avas known to be initiating an offensive with unknown objec-

tive. Only in the case of their own offensive operations was this

procedure departed from and then the interval was reduced to about

40 miles. (Corbett: Naval Operations, vol. 3, p. 325.) This strate-

gic disposition oj forces would not have jjroven faulty in this par-

ticular case had not Admiral Scheer altered his original plan in the

last minute, owing to the failure of air reconnaissance, and decided

to put out with the main body immediately after the cruisers, a

decision which, in the light of subsequent events, proved of the great-

est advantage in bringing about the German victory in the cruiser

engagement.

The route to the westward of Amrum Bank, passing through the

enemy mine fields, had been cleared by the mine-sweeping formation

and the fleet was led safely through to the open sea. Toward 8 a. m.

Scouting Divisions I*and II had reached a position about 35 miles

west of Lister Deep. At about 10 a. m. the battle squadrons also

stood to the northward of the English mine fields, headed then to

the NW., passing Horn Reef lightship 35 miles abeam, and, follow-

ing the route taken by the battle cruisers two hours earlier, laid

course for the Little Fisher Bank, near the southern exit from

Skagerrak. The commander in chief had ordered that in the event

of the weather improving five airships were to ascend on May 31 or

June 1, one to scout over the Skagerrak and one over the Hoofden,

while the other three were to cover the sectors to the north and west,

280 to 200 miles from Helgoland. [See fig. 8 for position of airships

at 3 p. m.J Therefore the commander of the airship detachment.
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Commander Strasser, gave orders for those ships, which were

assigned to the northern zone, to ascend at' 2 a. m., while the two

assigned to the southern area were to follow at 6 and 8 a. m. The

un-favorable weather conditions, however, did not permit the carry-

ing out of these orders until late in the forenoon. Two of the

ships, L-11 and L-17, were not able to clear their fixed hangers on

account of cross winds at that time. In place of these, two airships

from the rotating hangars at Nordholz, the L-21 and the L-23^ were

substituted, so that at 12.30 p. m. all five ships were in the air.

L-H headed toward the Skagerrak, L-23 toward a point 240 miles

to the eastward of Noss Head (Pentland Firth), L-21 toward a

point 120 miles eastward of Peterhe.ad (Moray Firth), L-9 to a

point 100 miles eastward of Sunderland, and L-16 to a point 80

miles to the eastward of Flamborough Head (Humber). Arrived

at these points, the ships were to proceed to the southward on the

line through these points, and passing from point to point, form a

scouting line between the second and fourth meridians to protect

the fleet against a flank attack from the English coast. Shortly

after ascending, however, it was realized that, owing to the misty

weather and the low-lying clouds at 300 meters, the airships could

only obtain a very restricted field of vision.

Meanwhile the High Seas Fleet was proceeding in formation

according to plan. The fleet steamed in single column, in the

following order: Squadron III, fleet flagship, Squadron I, and
Squadron II. [Fig. 13.J All detachments were up to strength

with the exception of Squadron III, in which the Konig Albert

was missing, having to remain in dock on account of condenser

trouble which could not be neglected. Disposed in a circle around

the fleet at distances of from 5 to 8 miles were the light cruisers,

Stettin, Munchen^ Frauenlob, Stuttgart, Hamburg, and Rostock,

each accompanied by 1 destroyer, while 26 other destroyers formed
the antisubmarine screen for the fleet. [Fig. 13 shows the disposi«

tions as follows: Stettin and V-48 were directly ahead of Battle

Squadron III. Rostock and S-53 were on port beam of Battle

Squadron III. Munchen and S-6.lf were on starboard beam of

Battle Squadron III. Hamburg and V-73 were on port beam of

Battle Squadron II. Frauenlob and G-Ji:2 were on starboard beam
of Battle Squadron II. The screen for Battle Squadron III was
composed of the First, Fifth, and Ninth Half Flotillas. The screen

for Battle Squadron I was composed of the Tenth and Fourteenth

Half Flotillas. The screen for Battle Squadron II was composed

of the Thirteenth and Fourteenth Half Flotillas.] About 50 miles

ahead were the 5 battle cruisers with Destroyer Flotilla IX
disposed as antisubmarine screen, while about 8 miles ahead of
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these Scouting Group II was disposed in a quarter circle on scout-

ing line from the northwest to the northeast. [Fig. 14. There
were three destroyers with the Elting—B-109, B-110, B~lll.'\

To these was added the flagship of the second leader of destroyers.

Dead ahead was the light cruiser Frankfurt with 5 boats of the

Twelfth Half Flotilla, to starboard the light cruiser 'Wiesbaden

with 4 boats of the Eleventh Half Flotilla, and Regenshurg with

2 boats each of the Third and Fourth Half Flotillas, to port the

light cruiser Pillan with 3 boats of the Third Half Flotilla, and

Elbing with 3 boats of the Fourth Half Flotilla. At 3 p. m. [the

times used in this account are one hour greater than G. M. T..

which is used in all British accounts and in the figures accompany-
ing this translation. Thus 3 p. m. German time is 2 p. m. G. M. T.]

the leading ship of the Squadron III stood 55 miles to the westward
of Lyngvig, while the leading ship of the battle cruisers was 65

miles to the west of Lodbjerg.

In the same latitude, and almost perpendicular to the course of the

Scouting Division II, the British battle cruiser fleet was approach-

ing, at the head in double column the First and Second Battle Cruiser

Squadrons, and 5 miles astern the Fifth Battle Squadron, while the

ships of the First, Second, and Third Light Cruiser Squadrons

were on a scouting line on a sector bearing SE. about 8 miles ahead

of the capital ships. [Figs. 10 and 12.] Had Admiral Beatty held

this course he would have passed about 40 miles astern of the Ger-

man battle cruisers and 20 miles aliead of the main body at about

5.30 p. m. The mission of the (xerman offensi^•e, to cut off and bring

to action part of the enemy fleet befoi-e the entire strength of the

British fleet could be brought to bear, would in this manner very

probably have been accomplished. Inasmuch as the British battle

cruiser fleet had received orders, in the absence of any developments,

after reaching the assigned position at 3 p. m., to swing off to the

northward to effect a junction with the Grand Fleet, the situation

developed in a different manner. As early as 2.30 p. m., Admiral

Beatty, who was leading his forces in his flagship Lion at the head of

the First Battle Cruiser Squadron, changed the disposition of the

light cruisers, shifting the line of bearing to EXE.-WSW., with the

center of the scouting line bearing SSE. from the Lio7i, so that the

light cruisers in tho proposed advance to the northward would form

a screen between his own squadrons and the probable line of ap-

proach of the enemy forces. At the same time he altered the forma-

tion of his squadrons, so that the Second Battle Cruiser Squadron

was in position 3 miles EISTE. of Lion, and the Fifth Battle Squadron

5 miles ISTNW. of the First Battle Cruiser Squadron, in order that,

after the change of course to the northward had been effected, one

squadron would be on each flank of the Lion. This maneuver de
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layed the advance to the eastward, but at 3 p. m., when the British

cruiser commander estimated his position about 10 miles from the

point he was due to reach at 3 p. m. (in reality he was 5 miles still

farther to the NW.), signal was made for all units of the Battle

Cruiser Fleet to change course to north at 3.15. At that time the

First Battle Cruiser Squadron was 45 miles to the westward of the

German battle cruisers, Avhile between the eastern flank of the Brit-

ish forces and the western flank of the German forces there Svas only

about 16 miles of open water. Although with the convergent courses

which the German and British forces were steering contact would

certainly be made sooner or later, it was distinctlj'' to the advantage

of the latter that this should occur as late as possible. The longer

contact could be delayed the closer the forces of Admiral Jellicoe

and Admiral Beatty would be to each other, and therefore the more
unfavorable would be the situation for the Germans. It was there-

fore a lucky accident for the (ierman fleet that shortly after the

change of course to the northward a very trivial circumstance served

to bring about an early contact of the forces.

At about 3 o'clock aboard the Elhing^ Commander Madlung, which

was on the extreme left flank on the scouting line, the Danish

freighter TL Fjord was sighted to the westward, and the B-109^ the

flotilla leader of the Fourth Half Flotilla (Commander Adolf Dit-

mar), together with the B-110 (Lieutenant Commander Vollheim),

was sent to board and search the vessel. At practically the same

moment this steamer was sighted also by the Galatea and Phaeton^

the light cruisers on the right wing of the British scouting line,

bearing about KSK. distant 12 miles. \Jralatea. Avas the flagship of

the First Light Cruiser Squadron in fig. 12.] As it happened the

freighter had stopped and was blowing off steam. While all other

vessels of the battle cruise)- squadrons swung to the northward at

3.15 p. m., the commander of the First Light Cruiser Squadron

(Commodore A. Sinclair) aboard the Galate^. headed toward the

Danish steamer with his two ships, followed srkirtly by the Incon-

stant and Cordelia.^ and soon thereafter made out the stacks and

masts of one, and then two, warships. At first these large boats of

Flotilla II which were in the vicinity of the Danish steamer were

erroneously held to be cruisers, and approaching closer the British

vessels took u]i the chase. i'e})()rting at 3.20 by radio, "Enemy in

sight." Eight minutes later these boats were recognized as de-

stroyers and taken undei- fii-e by the Galatea and Phaeton. At that

rjreat range the B-109 and B-IOO.^ which were soon straddled by
numerous shots, could not return the fire. Soon, however, help

appeared from the northeast, since the Flhing had sighted smoke in

the direction reported by searchlight signal and was steaming toward

it at full speed. The ci-aft which she sighted under the smoke clouds
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appeared at first to be battle cruisers on account of their high bow,

and were reported by radio as such at 3.27; only after the, enemy
had turned to the northward to engage the ETbing in a running

fight were they recognized as light cruisers. Then the B-109 re-

ported by radio, " Scattered enemy forces in 164 y IV " (about 90

miles to the westward of Bovbjerg). Shortly thereafter the Elhing,

being under fire herself, opened on the enemy at ranges of from

13,000 to 14,000 meters, and in spite of the relative speed of the

vessels on opposite courses was soon able to obtain a hit on the

Galatea., the first hit of the Skagerrak battle. The shot struck

under the bridge, penetrated two decks, but unfortunately did not

explode.

At 3.39, after the first straddling salvo, the Galatett turned away,

followed by the other vessels of the First Light Cruiser Squadron,

Cordelia and Inconstamjt., and was apparently attempting to draw the

German ships away to the northwest. In this manner Commodore
Sinclair was carrying out the idea of making it possible for the

British battle cruiser fleet, which he knew at the time of his advance

to be about 20 miles WSW. of the Galatea, to cut off from the south-

ward the increased number of enemy light cruisers and destroyers

which he had meanwhile sighted to the northeastward, as well as

a large smoke cloud " as from a fleet " in the north-northeast. By
this act he renounced from the start any possibility of obtaining

further information regarding the enemy. Not satisfied with this,

the Third Light Cruiser Squadron joined this maneuver, after its

commander, Rear Admiral T. D. W. Napier, had ordered the air-

craft tender Engadine to seek cover with the battle cruisers. The
ETbing, on the other hand, turned to follow the enemy on the course

which they had set, but was cautious enough after a few minutes to

bear off to the northward, so that from 3.48 to 4.07 the Galatea and

Phaeton could only be kept under fire at intervals at extreme range,

while the other English cruisers to the westward held out of range.

Simultaneously, the Frankfurt and Pillau closed in on the Elbing

from the eastward in about the same latitude.

Aboard the Frankfurt, the flagship of the commander, Scouting

Division II, Rear Admiral Boedicker, as well as aboard the Lutzow,

the report of contact with eneiiiy forces made by the Elbing by

searchlight, at 3.30 p. m., had been misread and was understood to

mean that the latter had sighted an enemy fleet of from 24 to 26

battleships. Upon receipt of this message Admiral Boedicker had

immediately abandoned scouting operations to the northward, since

the horizon was very clear in that direction, and, calling all other

vessels of the scouting line, stood to the westward at full speed. In

passing the Pillau joined him, and at 3.40 p. m. a radio was received

from the ETbing reporting enemy battle cruisers 105 miles to the
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westward of Hanstholm. Thereupon Rear Admiral Boedicker, with

the Frankfurt (Capt. Thilo von Trotha) and the Pillau (Com-
mander Mommsen) increased speed to 26 knots and changed course

in this direction. Ten minutes later, while a number of torpedoes

Avere running toward the German cruisers [the British do not men-

tion firing torpedoes at this time], five cruisers of the Caroline class,

in separate groups were sighted beyond the Elhing on a northerly-

course, but no battle cruisers were seen. Doubtless it was a case

of an error or mistake in the radio from the Elhing^ and this was

shortly corrected by a further radio message from that vessel.

While the Elhing led the German forces, eight enemy cruisers were

gradually made out, and at 4.17 p. m. both Frankfurt and Pillau

opened fire on the leading enemy ships. [Fig. 17 shows disposition

of Scouting Division II; Frankfurt and Pillau were concentrated.

Elhing was about 2 miles ahead and Wiesbaden about 4 miles in

rear. The Regensburg was about 2 miles on the starboard beam of

Scouting Division I. The British light cruisers were disposed as in-

dicated.] Since, however, several of the enemy sheered out, the

range became too great and fire ceased, although the German
cruisers were steaming at fuU speed after them.

The movement of the Elhing, and later the Frankfurt and Pillau

was followed soon by Scouting Division I. Upon receipt of the

first message from the ElMng, that smoke had been sighted bear-

ing southwest, Admiral Hipper, at 3.27 p. m., advanced on

course WSW. with ships disposed at wide intervals, accompanied

by the light cruisers Wiesbaden and Eegenshurg, which had closed

in from the right wing of the scouting line. Soon thereafter, while

under the impression that the Elhing had reported the enemy fleet

of from 24 to 26 battleships, due to a mistake in the signals, he

brought his ships in column on course SSW., since the ring of

splashes around the Elhing appeared to indicate the prospect of an

immediate action on that bearing.

The further reports of the Elhing and the commander of Scouting

Division II led to the conclusion that the enemy forces consisted only

of four light cruisers of the Calliope class, which were being pursued

to the jiorthward by the Elhing, Frankfurt, and Pillau. Therefore,

at 3.45 p. m. [shown at 2.45 in fig. 16. The courses in the text are

magnetic, while in the figures true north is at the top of the sheet.

Variation is 14° east], Admiral Hipper changed direction to the

westward, at 3.50 [this is 2.50 in fig. 16] changed course again to

WNW., nine minutes later formed column on course NNW., and at

4.10 p. m. following the light cruisers at 23 knots to the northwest

[this is shown at 3.10 in fig. 17]. With this maneuver he unwittingly

followed the tactics desired by Admiral Beatty. This officer had
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perceived from the reports of the Galatea that the enemy forces did

not consist of a few individual units, but comprised a strong fleet.

He decided, therefore, to abandon the original plan of operations

in the face of these new^ developments and, if possible, to cut off the

retreat of these rej)orted enemy forces. Scarcely had Admiral
Hipper turned to course WSW. when Admiral Beatty changed
course to SSE. with the First and Second Battle Cruiser Squadrons
[at 2.35 in fig. 15], a maneuver which was followed only some
few minutes later by the Fifth Battle Squadron, on account of the

signal being difficult to make out. This short delay was sufficient,

however, to increase the interval between the latter and the battle

cruisers to about 10 miles, since they were steaming at 22 knots

[This opening out of the Fifth Battle Squadron is shown in fig.

15.] At 3.35 p. m., when the Galatea reported heavy smoke clouds

bearing ENE. "as from a fleet," Admiral Beatty was induced

to dispatch the destroyers Onslow and Moresby to the aircraft

tender Engadine, which was in tlie vicinity, to order out a seaplane

for reconnaissance in that direction. Twenty minutes elapsed before

the plane could be launched and had taken off. On the other hand,

at 3.51 the Galatea reported that aside from destroyers and light

cruisers the smoke sighted came from about seven large ships.

[See position marked "C" of Galatea as noted in fig. 16.] From
their bearing, position, and the fact that this force maintained a

northerlj^ course, Admiral Beatty believed that he had advanced

sufficientlj^ far to the southward to cut off this detachment before

they could reach Horn Reef. He therefore eased off gradually to

port with the ships in three columns until the course was east at

about 4 p. m., ready to proceed at full speed at any instant. As a

matter of fact, the German battle cruisers were directly approaching

him at that time on course WSW. The distance between these

forces was still about 29 miles when the Germans, still outside the

range of visibility of the English, changed course to NW. at right

angles to the latter, drawing away to follow the light cruisers

Elbing, Frankfurt, and Pillau. After Admiral Beatty had failed

to sight the enemy on course east and a further message from the

Galatea reported that the enemy was being drawn to the northwest

behind the First and Third Light Cruiser Sc{uadrons, he altered

course to NE. and increased speed to 24 knots. [At 3.12 in fig. 17.]

At this time the Fifth Battle Squadron bore WNW. distant 7 miles,

the Second Battle Cruiser Squadron NNE. distant 3 miles from

the First Battle Cruiser Squadron, while the Nottingham, and

Duhlin of the Second Light Cruiser Squadron steamed to starboard

opposite the Second Battle Cruiser Squadron and the Southhampton

and Birmingham followed about 5 miles astern. At 4.20 two rapidly

approaching columns of large warships were sighted bearing WSW.,
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and at 4.22 the Seydlitz made out two battle cruisers (Second Battle

Cruiser Squadron), distinguished by the tripod masts, distant about

15 miles.

One minute later the Princess Royal made out smoke to the east

by north, but not until 4.25 did the other British ships sight the

smoke columns, which were later distinguished as masts and stacks

bearing ENE. Whether the British ships stood out better against

the clear background of the western horizon, or the German range

finders and glasses were better, or whether the light gray painting

of the German ships was more favorable need not be argued. At
any rate, the British were sighted earlier than the Germans, though

some time elapsed before the German forces could observe further

details as to course, speed, and formation of the enemy which was
in sight. It could only be roughly determined that their force,

among which appeared to be six large warships, was steering a

northerly course, and this fact was decisive in the selection of the

battle course. Not being inclined to avoid this opportunity for

battle, as contemplated in the original operations plan, Admiral

Hipper decided to accept battle on this unfavorable course, even

though in so doing he would be drawn away from his own fleet.

He therefore held his course, following Scouting Division II, and

ordered fire distribution from the right, read at any moment to

make signal to open fire. At 4.29 no change of course on the part

of the enemy could be discerned. [It should be especially noted

that Hipper did not sight the Fifth Battle Squadroii at this

time. This squadron, as is shown in fig. 18, was then too far away

to the westward. Many critics of Beatty have argued that he

should have brought the Fiftli Battle Squadron into action simul-

taneously with the battle cruisers. But had Hipper sighted 10

British ships it is certain that he would have turned to the south-

ward toward Scheer and avoided action. It therefore was fortunate

for the British that Hipper saw only six enemy capital ships.]

Meanwhile Admiral Beatty had been enabled to confirm the bear-

ing of the enemy forces, and finding that in trying to accomplish his

l)urpose of cutting them off from their base he had advanced too far

to the northward, changed course back to east and sounded " Clear

ship for action." At 4.33 he ordered the Second Light Cruiser

Squadron to take station ahead with the Ninth and Thirteenth

Flotillas, while the Second Battle Cruiser Squadron swung in be-

hind the First on course ESE. to form line of battle. [Note G, fig.

19.] At the same time the Fifth Battle Squadron, which was then
bearing WNW., distant 8 miles, was ordered by signal to advance to

the eastward at full speed. Visibility was good, the sun at their

backs, and the wind WNW. If Admiral Hipper held his course

the British battle cruisers would stand between him and his base.
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Whether the enemy was supported or not, Admiral Beatty's mission

was to bring ships of the same class to battle and to maintain con-

tact with these as long as he was not obviously inferior in numbers.

In this case, however, he had a measurable superiority, his position

appearing so favorable both tactically and strategically that he

could not be in doubt as to the correctness of his decision.

On the German side the movement of the Second Battle Cruiser

Squadron observed at 4.33 aroused the somewhat mistaken impres-

sion that the enemy was changing from column formation to de-

ploy on battle line to the so'uthward; therefore Admiral Hipper
swung off to starboard and went on course southeast. This new
movement of the enemy was followed all the more willingly, since

on this course was offered the possibility of drawing the enemy
forces toward his own main body. At the same time he reduced

speed from 23 to 18 knots in order to give the three vessels of

Scouting Division II opportunity to close up. The latter had sighted

the aproaching enemy seaplane a few minutes earlier. This plane

had been forced to remain at a low altitude on account of the low-

lying cloud banks and was, therefore, taken under fire at ranges

of from 4,000 to 5,000 meters. Admiral Boedicker was about to

send a detachment of destroyers to investigate a steamer which was

in sight having the appearance of an aircraft tender when Admiral

Hipper ordered the light cruisers to assemble on Scouting Divi-

sion I. These vessels thereupon put about, and this maneuver was

the only fact of importance which the airplane was able to observe

and report by radio. In attempting to carry out further recon-

naissance the motor failed and the plane was forced to land on the

water ; was hoisted in a quarter of an hour later.

Meanwhile on the German and British battle cruisers all range

finders and telescopes were directed on each other. According to

observations on the Lutzoxo the enemy appeared to be standing on

a southerly course at 4.35 p. m., three Lions leading, then Tiger

and two Indefati(jables, while at a great distance astern and barely

visible were four or five Queen Elizabeths, while a large number
of light cruisers and destroyers were seen steaming to the south-

ward. All hands were at battle stations and awaited Avith expect-

ancy the signal to open fire.

At 4.44 p. m. the German ships were clearl}"^ recognized as to

their class b}' the Lion., and it was believed that the following ships

stood before them, viz : Hinderhurg^ Lutzow., Derfflinger, Seydlitz.

and Molthe. It was a momentous event, which no one who had

experienced it co'uld ever forget, when, after a breathless approach,

the British and German battle cruisers, the most beautiful ships

of each fleet, stood aligned with majestic confidence "like fate it-

self," and swinging into battle line let loose the first thunder of
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gunfire which followed the preceding quiet and concentration of

forces.

Once before, in fact, these same ships had taken the measure of

each other in battle, on January 24, 1915, but this time the situation

was entirely different. At that time the contact occurred when all

preparations had not been completed on the German side nor had

provision been made to support the battle cruisers. This time the

meeting was 'sought by the Germans, and the full strength of the

German fleet was ready to prevent them from falling a victim to

superior forces. In the erroneo'us assumption that the High Seas

Fleet had not left the Jade up to noon, and without sufficient recon-

naissance ahead of him despite the large number of his light forces.

Admiral Beatty believed that this time he could achieve what had
previously been impossible; namely, to cut off the battle cruisers

from their base and with 10 ships opposed to 5 to inflict a decisive

defeat. Victory appeared to him to be certain as he altered course

of the battle line toward Horn Reef—^lie did not know what this

decision was to cost him.

Admiral Jellicoe also believed the German Fleet to be still in

the Jade when, at 3.20 p. m., on the Iron Duke^ at a point about

65 miles to the north-northwestward of the position in which the

German ships were sighted, he received the report of the Galatea.

At 3 o'clock, according to the fix obtained <5n the Iron Duhe he

was still about 19.5 miles behind the position he intended to reach

at that time on account of the delays occasioned by the usual

searching of merchantmen and fishing vessels. An increase of

speed over the cruising speed of 15 knots did not appear possible

if the destroyers were to retain sufficient fuel to accompany the

fleet for two days longer as planned. The impression made on

Admiral Jellicoe on receipt of the first signal, since only enemy
light cruisers and destroyers were mentioned, was that the German
forces, finding themselves opposed to superior forces, could find

no other way to escape the danger of being cut off from Horn
E-eef than by going through the Skagerrak. In that case the

Third Battle Cruiser Squadron, which, at that time, was in the

formation about 20 miles ahead of the Grand Fleet and close to

the entrance of the Skagerrak (about 50 miles WSW. of Lindesnes),

was in a very favorable position to block this attempt. [Figs. 10

and 11.3 Therefore he delayed dispatching the Third Battle Cruiser

Squadron to join the battle cruiser fleet as originally planned, and,

further, he saw no reason for altering the present course of the

fleet. He then ordered all vessels to raise steam in all boilers and

kept on the same base course at the same speed continuing to zig-

zag. On receipt of the message from the Galatea at 3.43 that large

clouds of smoke " as of a fleet " had been sighted to the east-
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northeastward of the position of that vessel, about 95 miles to the

westward of Lodbjerg, Admiral Jellicoe discontinued the zigzag

course being steered to avoid submarine attack, and advanced at

17 knots on course SE. bj' E. Twelve minutes later (3.55) he

increased speed to 18 knots, ordered his ships to expedite raising

steam in all boilers by every means, and to make all final prepara-

tions in clearing ship for action. At 4.02 he swung all columns

toward Horn Eeef on course SE. by S. and ordered the advanced

cruiser screen to increase the interval to 16 miles. A few minutes

later he received the 3.31 p. m. position of the Klhlnn and the

B-109, from the Admiralty. [Notes F and G, fig. 15.] This had
been obtained by means of the radio compass stations—a distinct

strategic advantage, which the German commander in chief did

not possess. Only when Admiral Jellicoe received by radio the posi-

tion of Admiral Beatty at 1-.15 p. m. did he realize that according

to the D. R. positions of the Iron iJuke and the Lion these two

flagships were separated by 71 miles. (It developed later that

there were errors in navigation in the determination of these

positions.) Thereupon he increased speed to 19 knots. Xi that

time there was no cause for apprehension over the great interxal

between these forces, since according' to reports. Admiral Beatty

was then on course NE. at 23 knots, while the (rahifea reported

the enemy following the First Light Cruiser Squadron in a north-

westerly direction. From this the estimate of the situation showed

that the enemy forces consisting of light cruisers and destroyei's

were being pursued to the northward by the battle cruiser fleet. In

that case the enemy must meet the advanced cruiser .screen of the

fleet at about 5 p. m. Therefore all flag officers received oi'ders to

inform the divisions under their command of the situation, and in

particular Commodore Hawksley. the commodoi-e of the flotillas,

was warned to pr^are to sight enemy forces within a ^•e^y short

time.

Scarcely was this flag signal hauled down when further reports

.showed the situation in an entirely different light. At 4.40 p. m. an

urgent radio from the Lion reported the sighting of five enemy battle

cruisers and a large number of destroyers; a second message desig-

nated their course as S. 55° E., while a third stated that Admiral

Beatty was engaged in battle. All hope of being able to attack with

the battle fleet in a short time was shattered. It appeared now that

instead of the general engagement which was sought this action was

to be a repetition of the previous vain attempts to chase the enemy

battle cruisers. The previous precatttionarj^ policy of holding back

the fleet to await developments 'was now at an end as a result of

these last reports. At 5 p. m. he increased the speed of all squadrons
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to 20 knots, changed formation to column open order to increase

speed over the ground, and directed the Third Battle Cruiser

Squadron, under Rear Admiral the Hon. H. S. Hood, to rejoin the

battle cruiser fleet at full speed to support the latter.

At 4.15 p. m. Admiral Hood, with the battle cruisers Invincible,

Inflexible, IndoTnitahle, and the light cruisers Chester and Canter-

bury, accompanied by the destroyers Christoylier, Ophelia, Shark,

and Acanta, had, on his own initiative, increased speed to 22 knots

and changed course to the eastward upon receipt of the first mes-

sage from the Galatea that the enemy light cruisers were being pur-

sued to the northward in the hope of cutting them off. On the^ fur-

ther report that enemy forces had changed course to the south-

ward, he had gone on course S. 26° E., when the welcome order to

join forces with Admiral Beatty was received. Admiral Hood's

forces were at that time about 25 miles ahead on the port side of

the Iron Duke, and about 43 miles to the N. by E. of the Lion, the

flagship of the First Battle Cruiser Squadron £the Lion, was flag-

ship of the battle cruiser fleet; Princess Royal was flagship of the

First Battle Cruiser Squadron], according to the 4.50 p. m., reporte-:!

positions. Since the Lion, according to the last reports, was on

course S. 55° E., Admiral Hood expected to make contact quickest

on course SSE., and therefore at 5.12 stood on this course at a speed

of 25 knots. The possibility of overhauling the faster vessels of

the First and Second Battle Cruiser Squadrons if they maintained

a southerly course was extremely small. Later it was to be shown
what an unexpected effect was to result from this advance of the

Third Battle Cruiser Squadron.

After the detachment of the Third Battle Cruiser Squadron

there followed half an hour of expectant waiting on the part of

Admiral Jellicoe, since the commander in chief received no re-

ports of what was transpiring in the meantime with the battle

cruiser fleet. In particular he was without information regard-

ing the Fifth Battle Squadron. When, at 5.17 p. m. he inquired of

the commander of that squadron, Rear Admiral Evan-Thomas, if

he were with Admiral Beatty's forces, he received the laconic re-

ply, " Yes ; I am engaged with enemy." There appeared, however,

to be no immediate cause for anxiety; on the contrary, Admiral
Jellicoe at the time had the greatest confidence that "under the

determined leadership of Admiral Sir David Beatty, with a force

of six battle cruisers and four of the best and fastest battleships, it

was certain that the five German ships would suffer severe injury

so long as it was possible to hold them within range." (Jellicoe:

The Grand Fleet, p. 329.) "In particular the vessels of the Fifth
Battle Squadron were superior to the German ships in fighting
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strength, while even the slowest vessel of that squadron possessed

sufficient speed to enable it to avoid superior forces." Much greater

apprehension was caused the commander in chief by the fact that

the deployment of all his forces to the southward would leave the

exits of the Skagerrak and the northern waters between Scotland

and Norway free to the enemy blockade runners, auxiliary cruisers,

and mine layers which might be at sea and afford them an easy

access to the Atlantic Ocean. In order to prevent this, he ordered,

at 5.38 p. m., the commander of the Tenth Cruiser Squadron, Ad-
miral Tupper, to reestablish the blockade lines to the Norwegian

coast which had been withdrawn to the westward on account of the

German submarine activities. At 5.50, as a result of the reports

from Adnxiiu-1 Beatty, Admiral Jellicoe sent to the Admiralty the

important message that a battle was imminent. Tliereupon all docks

and harbors along the coast were placed in readiness. Tugs, pump-
ing vessels, and other auxiliary vessels raised steam to be in readi-

ness to render aid to damaged ships of the Grand Fleet without

delay. Nowhere was the tension greater than in the squadrons and

flotillas which were left behind in port when the radio reports with

the red bands indicating urgency showed that important events

were transpiring at sea. The Harwich Force under Commodore
Tyrvvhitt suffered especially, since it had been repeatedly stated

that in the event of battle they should immediately seek junction

with the Grand Fleet. An urgent request for orders from the Ad-
miralty remained unanswered. On the other hand, toward 6 p. ni.

Commodore Tyrwhitt received a radio from Admiral Bradfoni

stating that the latter with the Third Battle Squadron and the

Third Cruiser Squadron under his command, had decided to leavb

his station near the Swim to proceed to Black Deep Lightship.

Thereupon the commander of the Harwich Force could no longer

be held back. He could still reach the frequently patrolled area

near Horn Reef with his cruisers and flotillas in sufficient time to

be in position to attack the retiring German forces during the night.

At 6.15 he therefore notified the Admiralty that he was putting to

sea, but at the same moment received orders from the latter to con-

tinue fueling his vessels, since he might be required later to relieve

the light cruisers and destroyers attached to the battle cruiser fleet.

The commodore saw in this order only an answer to his first re-

quest. He decided to await the results of his report that he was

at sea and proceeded to stand out. Twenty minutes later he was

in receipt of the following orders: " Return immediately and await

orders." (Corbett: Naval Operation, Vol. Ill, p. 350.)

The reason for this lay in the fact that in the Admiralty there

was alwavs the fear that the German offensive to the northward
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or to the northwest might be simply a maneuver cartied out as a

diversion to cloak a large-scale offensive in the channel, and they

could not risk leaving the easterly exits of the channel entirely

devoid of warships in the interest of a fleet action. In any event

they decided to await further developments before reaching a final

decision.

On the German side the full available strength of the fleet was

employed in this offensive without regard for the protection of

the German Bight in the meantime. Thus there were no reserves

of any importance left in the harbors. Of the 11 airships which

were read}^ for service at the time, 6 remained in their hangars, as

Commander Strasser, the commander airsliip detachment, deemed

it advisable, in accordance with the existing operation orders, to

liold these vessels in reserve for the action on the second day,

especiallj^ since weather conditions were unfavorable. Even those

ships which had put out were delayed 12 hours on that account, so

that on the occasion of the first contact between the German and

British forces none of these airships had passed the line between

Terschelling and Horn Reef. It is impossible to estimate the in-

fluence on the trend of events had the L-23 and the L-lJf., especially,

been able to reach the area which had been assigned to them in the

vicinity of the Skagerrak at the time designated. It was only to

be hoped that the airships would even then make contact with the

enemy forces. Practically all the airships had received relayed

radio messages regarding the action of Scouting Division II, as

well as the course and position of the German and British battle

cruisers. L-2L Lieutenant Commander of Reserve Dietrich, which

was assigned the scouting area over the northeasterly part of the

Dogger Bank, did not deviate from this mission to protect the NW.
flank of the fleet as a result of these messages, since the L-'23 and

the L-lJf. to the eastward of his position were considerably closer to

Ihe scene of activity, while the Z-P. Lieutenant Commander Stelling,

had abandoned the scouting zone to the Avestward on account of

engine trouble and returned to the hangar. On the other hand, the

L-23, Lieutenant Schubert, which was closest to the scene of the

reported action, left Horn Reef at 5 p. m. to reach that area. When
the commanding officer learned from later messages that Admiral
Hipper was opposed by superior forces, lie decided to alter this plan

and take over the protection of the northern flank of the battle

cruisers in place of the Z-/.^, which was known to be far astern.

He was further confirmed in this decision when upon receipt of a

message at 5.50 p. m. from the L-lJf., Lieutenant Commander of

Reserve Bocker, he learned that that ship was then at a point 15

miles to the northward of Horn Reef and was laying course toward
the reported enemy forces. Shortly thereafter the L-lIf. appeared
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far astern to starboard, while the L-23, which was then about 45

miles to the westward of Lyngvig, steered N. 30° E. toward the

Skagerrak. Meanwhile the L-16, Lieutenant Commander Sommer-

feldt, had reached a point 60 miles to the westward of Terschelling

at 5.10 p. m. to scout from there on over the Hoofden, while the Z-P,

Avhich was assigned the adjoining area to the northward, had re-

turned to the hangar at 4.28 from a point 60 miles to the westward

of Terschelling on account of the breaking of the starboard propeller

shaft, landing in Hage at 6.45 p. m. At 6.30 p. m. the L-21, accord-

ing to the chart record of the voyage, had reached a point within

50 miles of the place of reported contact of the (Terman forces with

the enemy, but owing to the mist}' weather, which was seldom

lighted up, and the low-lying clouds, had only a restricted field of

vision. Contrary to expectations, up to that time none of the air-

ships had sighted any surface craft, either British or German, as

the visibility was variable between 3 to 10 miles. [This entire

account shows most forcibly the limitations of airships.]

The German commander in chief was therefore forced to rely from

the start on the screen of light cruisers and destroyers for all informa-

tion regarding the enemy. At 3.28 p. m. he had learned that the

B-109^ about 85 miles WNW.of Bovbjerg,had sighted scattered enemy
forces. The leading ship of Squadron III had at that time reached

a position about 50 miles to the westAvard of Lyngvig. The enemy
was therefore 50 miles to the NW. of the main body and about 25

miles SW. of the German battle cruisers. From the reports, how-

ever, it was impossible to judge the strength or character of these

forces. The commander in chief therefore shifted the Hannover^ the

flagship of the rear admiral of Squadron II, to the rear of the

column, and while closing the other ships up to distance for battle,

held his course, speed, and formation, without approaching in line

of squadrons. When, half an hour later, Admiral Hipper reported

stroDg enemy forces. Admiral Scheer, had " clear ship for action "

sounded on drum and bugle and increased speed of the squadrons to

15 knots. The next reports from the commanders of Scouting Divi-

sions I and II brought disappointment, since the previous reports of

strong enemy forces and particularly of battle cruisers were re-

tracted. Apparently only 4 light cruisers had been sighted, which

were being pursued to the northward. At 4.30 p. m. Admiral Hipper

again reported strong enemy forces comprising six ships about 95

miles west of Lodbjerg on a northerly course, while the enemy light

cruisers had turned away. A complete view of the situation was
first obtained at 4.55 upon the receipt of the following message:

"Six enemy battle cruisers and light forces in 151 gamma (95 miles

west of Lodbjerg) on course SE. Scouting Division I 004 epsilon

(85 miles WNW. of Lodbjerg) SSE., 18 knots. Am engaged in battle
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with six battle cruisers. Request position own main body. Sig. Com-

mander Scouting Forces.'' Accordingly the situation was develop-

ing very favorably, since Admiral Hipper appeared to be successful

in following the ojjerations plan of locating a part of the enemy

forces and engaging them on a course to draw them toward the main

body. The distance of the German battle cruisers from the latter

was at that time about 60 miles. It was therefore.deemed essential

to support the weaker German battle cruisers as soon as possible

while at the same time cutting off the retreat of the enemy forces.

As time was pressing, Admiral Scheer did not assume the customary

formation of column of divisions for approaching the enemy, the

so-called "approach formation," but advanced in column at full

speed at 5.05 p. m. on course NW., Avhile the destroyer flotillas left

their stations in the antisubmarine screen and formed on their

leaders. This decision, together with the position of the main body,

was transmitted to the commander scouting forces by radio. The
situation appeared to be developing more favorably than was first

assumed, as far as Scouting Divisions I and II were concerned,

since no further strong enemy forces were reported. Thus, Admiral

Scheer believed he had sufficient time for a large enveloping move-

ment and therefore at 5.18 changed course of the squadrons to west,

in order to bring the enemy battle cruisers betAveen his own main

body and the scouting forces, thus preventing the enemy from escap-

ing at high speed upon sighting the German fleet. But even while

course was being changed the commander of the Scouting Division

II reported a battleship squadron of five ships to the northward of

the six enemy ships following the latter on course SE. which threat-

ened to join in the engagement between the battle cruisers and damage
or cut off the German ships. Under these conditions the situation

must become critical for Admiral Hipper in a short time. Further-

more, the westerly course of the main body then appeared unfavor-

able for an oversight of the battle and the further development of the

action. Admiral Scheer was thus compelled to abandon the scarcely

initiated enveloping movement and to proceed at full speed to form
a junction with his battle cruisers. At 5.25 he therefore resumed
column formation for all squadrons and returned to course north.

652800—31 -5



Chai'tek 10

SKAGERRAK—FIRST PHASE—ACTION OF THE BATTLE CRUISERS
AND PURSUIT OF BRITISH TO NORTHWARD

For more than a half an hour the cruiser action raged. Since 4.40

p. m. the signal, " Fire distribution from the left,"' had been flying

on the LvAzon\ the flagship of Admiral Hipper. But the German
commander still hesitated to gi^T the signal to open fire, as the range

of the leading enemy ship at that time was 18,700 meters by range

finder. This was about the extreme range for the 30.5-cm. (12-inch)

guns of the Lutzom and Derfflvnger, while the 28-cm. (11-inch) guns
of the Moltke could only lire at ranges less than 17,850 meters. On
the other hand the Sei/dJitz and Yon der Tann had 28-cm. guns,

which could range to 19,200 and 20,500 meters, respectively. At
these ranges the elevation of the guns on the Lutzow., Der-fjiinyer,

and Molthe was 13.5°, on the SeydJitz 16% and on the Vo-a der Tamn
20°. The reason for this reduced angle of elevation on the newer

ships is given North Sea, Volume III, page 207. All 15-cm. (6-inch)

guns had an extreme elevation of 19°, giving a range of 14,950

meters.

As a matter of fact the 30.5-cm. (12-inch) guns of the English

rear ships could not range over 17,000 meters, but the 34.5-cm.

(13.5-inch) guns of the three leading ships had a range of not less

than 21,000 meters, while the Ticjer had a range of over 21,900

meters. On account of the decisive effect of the first hits Admiral

Hipper had to make every effort to pass that danger zone, in which

only the British ships could fire, as rapidly as possible. At 4.45 p. m.

he therefore changed course of the battle cruisers tAvo points to star-

board to SSE., thus bringing the ships in line of bearing for a more

rapid approach to the enemy. To the general surprise, hoAvever, the

enemy guns remained silent, though as a matter of fact the British

were still in the midst of an evolution. Admiral Beatty was well

aware of the tactical advantage which the longer range of his guns

afforded him, and one Avould suppose that he would utilize ,this ad-

vantage by means of the superior speed of one or two knots which

his ships possessed, particularly in vieAv of the fact that the larger

caliber guns and the additional speed of his ships had been ob-

tained at a sacrifice of protective armor. It was shown, however, as

in the previous action at the Dogger Bank, that the theoretical re-

quirements of the British gunnery tactics—to engage the enemy at

the greatest possible range and beyond the range of the enemy guns—

•

(54)
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was not so easily carried out in practice. Entirely aside from the

fact that the English range-finder develojjment had not kept pace

with the increased range of the guns, the sun gauge to the westAvard

proved the most unfavorable for visibility, since the silhouettes of

the German ships with their light gray painting were indistinct and

blended into the background of sky and water. Thus, even Avhen

the range was reduced to 18,000 meters, Admiral Beatty still believed

himself to be outside of the effective range of his guns. Not until

4.45 did he change to the projected battle course ESE. with his flag-

ship, while the other vessels sheered out of column on signal, to form

line of bearing NW.-SPl, a formation which appeared to be the

most favorable for avoiding smoke from the stacks and the guns Avith

the prevailing Avind NW.
The British battle cruisers were still in the midst of this evolution

Avhen, at 4.48; the guns of the entire German line blazed out. [See

fig. 10. From the German charts of the battle the opening range

was 16,000 yards instead of 16,500 yards, as given in tig. 19.] Half

a minute later the leading British ships opened fire, followed only

some time later by the rear ships New Zealand and Indefatigahle.

The first salvo from the Lutzow, Captain Harder, was fired at

15,400 meters, the Der-fflinger. Captain Hartog. and the Seydlitz^

Captain von Egidy, at 15,000 meters, the Moltke^ Captain von

Karps, at 14,200 meters, and the Von der TaiDi, Captain Zenker,

at 16,200 meters. Thus, in accordance Avith the signal, '' Fire dis-

tribution from the left," each ship in the German line fired on the

corresponding enemy ship, except the Von der Tavn^ which fired

on the rear ship instead of the fifth ship, thus leaAdng the New
Zealand unengaged, OAving to the smaller number of German ships.

On the other hand, Admiral Beatty was attempting to take full

advantage of his numerical superiorty by concentration of fire

from his two leading ships on the Lutzoio. Therefore, the Queen
Mary, as third ship in the British column, should have taken the

Derringer under fire. This ship, however, had not made out the

signal for fire distribution and fired at first at the Seydlitz, so that

for about 10 minutes, the Derffliriger was not under fire from aiiy

ship. Further, the Tiger had also missed this signal, and opened

fire on the Moltke, together with the New Zealand, so that that ves-

sel, as well as the Lutzow, was under concentrated fire from tAvo

ships. Only the Seydlitz and the Von der Tann fought ship against

ship—i. e., the Queen Mary and Indefatigahle. As a result of the

unfavorable visibility conditions and the unreliable range-finder

readings, the fire from the British ships was at first very sIoav. As
was observed from the Regenshurg, which at the time was cruising

about 2,000 meters on the unengaged side of the German line at the

head of Flotillas II and VI, the shots were far over the German
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battle cruisers, so that for a time the Regenshurg and the destroyers

were in greater danger than the larger ships. One enemy battle

cruiser, probably the Tiger, fired for about 10 minutes at the range

of the Regenshurg while the latter was abeam of the Moltke. The
advantage of the weather gauge lay with the Germans, since the

smoke of .gunfire and from the stacks cleared quicker from the field

of vision.

Further, it was much easier for the Germans to get on the target

on account of their excellent range finders and observation instru-

ments. Besides, the newly constructed periscopes of the target-

bearing director, by means of which all guns of the battery were

kept constantly trained on the enemy, with electric repeaters, per-

mitted the observer to make out -all details of the enemy ships, even

at extreme range and greatly assisted observation of the effect of hits.

In the German fleet all the training had laid great stress on the

importance of " getting on" quickly and rapid fire. The results

of this training soon showed up brilliantly, and the gunnery officers

of the battle cruisers, Commanders Paschen and Von Hase, Lieu-

tenant Commanders Foerster and Schirmaker, and Commander
Mahrholz, were able to attain considerable fire superiority over their

opponents. For a space of one or two minutes the British battle

cruisers disappeared entirely in the midst of the columns of water

thrown up by the German shells. After the first salvo at 4.51 p. m.

the Lion and Princess Royal were each hit twice and the Tiger four

times. (These and other hits described are from British reports and

not German observations.) While the two hits on the Tylon resulted

in a number of casualties among the 10.2-cm. (4-inch) guns crews,

one of the heavy caliber hits on the Princess Royal put the forward

turret out of action. Ten minutes later one of the guns in this

turret was again made ready for action, but the other remained out

for the entire battle. Shortly thereafter the second turret was hit.

This shell did not penetrate the armor, but, exploding outside, filled

a number of compartments with smoke and gas, while the electric

generators going out of commission left the ship in darkness. The
damage done to the Tiger at the beginning of the action was even

greater. As early as 4.52 p. m. this vessel was hit in the forecastle.

Immediately afterwards two shells of a salvo of four penetrated the

ship. One of these pierced the 23-cm. (9-inch) armor of the after-

turret barbette, but unfortunately did not explode and remained

resting between the two guns in the middle of the turret. The

other shell detonated on striking the armor of the third turret and.

in addition to putting both guns out of commission for some time

destroyed the range finder and periscope. Owing to the fact that

two of the Tiger^s turrets were out of commission for a while it was

difficult for the battery to keep on the target.
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Meanwhile Admiral Beatty, by an increase of speed which forced

the rear ships to steam at 26 knots and, through gradual small

changes in course to starboard, had brought the enemy to bear more

and more on the quarter. This brought the battle lines closer

together so that the fairly powerful German secondary battery was

soon enabled to open fire. The latter had to be diverted shortly

toward a number of British destroyers which had dropped too far

back on the quarter, owing to the change of course of their own

squadrons, and Avhich now sought to regain the head of the column

by steaming^ between the two battle lines, whereby the heavy smoke

from their stacks still further obscured the British view of the Ger-

man cruisers. At 4.54 p. m. the distance between the two forces

had dropped to 11,800 meters according to the English range finders,

and Admiral Beatty had just ordered the rapidity of fire increased

when, for the first time since the German ships had swung into

column, the Queen Mary made two hits on the SeydUtz at 4.55 and

4.57. One of these struck the electric switchboard of the forward

distribution room, putting it out of commission, while the other

penetrated the barbette armor at the first loading stage of the inter-

mediate turret and caused the powder cases lying there to explode.

The turret was out of action and practically the whole turret's crew

was killed in the resulting flames, but it was possible to flood the

lower magazines in sufficient time to avoid more serious damage.

At o p. m. the Lutzow., the flagship of the German forces, was struck

for the first time. A salvo of heavy caliber shell penetrated the

forecastle, but did not result in any damage which Would impair

the fighting efficiency of the vessel. Meanwhile, at 4.57, Admiral

Beatty had turned aAvay two points from the enemy, in order to

increase the range in view of the light armor of his ships and to with-

draw as rapidly as possible from the all too effective fire of the Ger-

man guns. Two minutes later Admiral Hipper made a simultaneous

change of course of one point away from enemy, bringing ships into

line of bearing in order to hinder the enemy in spotting on. But
neither the small changes in course, nor the last change of. two
points could throw the Germans off their targets. On the contrary,

the battle raged with greater intensity with every minute, and

soon the German gunnery reached its maximum effectiveness. The
four-gun salvos of the individual German cruisers now followed

each other at 20-second intervals, and threw up such columns of

water around the enemy ships that the latter literally appeared to

be steaming through a series of fountains. On the Princess Royal
the after turret was put out of action by a heavy caliber shot, while

another penetrated the upper deck in the wake of the middle turret.
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At 5 p. m. the Lion received a hit which might easily have proved

fatal. This heavy caliber shell struck the turret located between the

two after smokestacks, knocked off a part of the turret roof, then

exploded over the left gun and ignited the powder charges behind

the guns and in the hoists. The turret's crew was killed, with the

exception of two men. The mortally wounded turret officer, how-
ever, ordered the doors closed to the magazines and same to be

flooded in sufficient time to save them. The flames, which then spread

rapidly throughout the entire turret and handling room, were not

able to ignite the numerous charges of powder stored in the maga-
zines and to this they owed the fact that the British flagship did

not meet the same fate as the Indefatigable^ the rear ship of the

line. This ship had been under fire from the Van der Tann for

only about 15 minutes when at 5.03 the latter vessel observed that

the British battle cruiser disappeared after two severe explosions

in the middle and after parts of the ship, which sent up clouds of

smoke over twice the height of the masts. As determined from
observations on the Neio Zealand^ the next ship in the line, the

Indefatigable seemed to be hit near the stern by two or three shells

of the same salvo. Smoke poured out of the afterpart of the vessel

without any flames being seen; and, while the ship failed to follow

in the wake of the ship ahead in turning to port, shortly after began

to sink by the stern. Immediately thereafter two further shots

struck the ship, one in the forecastle and one in the forward turret.

Even this time there was no evidence of either fire, flame, or smoke.

The shell had pierced the armor without premature explosion and

penetrated the hull of the ship ; onlj^ 30 seconds later was the tre-

mendous effect of these shell apparent.

Beginning from forward, flames and smpke burst through the

hull, then an explosion followed, which lifted parts of the wreckage

as high as 60 meters in the air. The damaged cruiser listed far

over to port and capsized, taking with her 57 officers and 960 men.

(Two survivors of this vessel were later picked up by the German
destroyer S-68.) [Note B, fig. 21 •] Fifty-two 32 cm. shell and

38 15-cm. shell fired by the Von der Tann at ranges from 16,200 to

12,300 meters had sufficed to bring about this result. With "change

of target to the left," the Von der Tann then shifted her fire to the

fifth ship, the Nev:) Zealand^ at which 52 heavy caliber shell were

fired up to the time when it became necessary to make another

change of target in the further progress of the action. On the sink-

ing of the Indefatigable^ the Nexn Zealand also ceased fire on her

previous target and opened on the Von der Tann. The nervous

tension on both sides, the deafening thunder of the heavy artillery,

the shriek of shell passing over the^ships, and the iron discipline, all

contributed to focus the attention of the personnel on their pre-

scribed duties, so that few even noticed the sinking of the Indefati-
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rjaoie. In particular, on l)oarcI the JAon they had enough to do to

look out for themselves, since between 5.03 and. 5.07 not less than

six shots fired by the Lutzow struck the ship one after the other,

starting numerous fires and causing a great number of casualties

among the crew. From observations on the Lutzow^ it appeared at

this time as though the British flagship listed 10° to starboard and

sheered out of tlie line, disappearing behind the other ships envel-

oped in smoke. From the other German ships in the line, the effec-

tiveness of their gunfire was unmistakable, while observations of

the hits showed clearly the penetrating power and explosive force

of the shell. At times the enemy fire ceased entirely, and even the

tactical formation of the English line seemed somewhat disorderly.

The reason for this lay in two different circumstances, which are

set forth in British accounts. In the first place, the smoke from the

leading ships as well as the five destroyers which were steaming

toward the head of the column between the battle lines, was par-

ticularly detrimental to visibility, with the prevailing northwesterly

winds, so that Admiral Beatty, at 5.06, had turned out one point

farther to starboard. At the same time, the line was alarmed by

messages from several ships, reporting approaching torpedo tracks.

These torpedoes had been fired by the Moltke between 5.04 and 5.08

at ranges of from 10,500 to 9.500 meters with angles on her own
bow of 45° to 55°. This was the only ship in tlie German line which

deemed the time propitious for making use of the torpedoes—in

which weapon the German cruisers were superior to the British

—

and had fired four shots at the Queen Mnry. the third ship in line.

At 5.11 the track of a torpedo was sighted close under the stern of

the Lion, a second passed under the Queen Manj, while a third was
observed by the destroyer Landrail to pass through the line between

the Tiger and Pi'ivcess Royal. Strange to say, the impression was

created on both the LAon and the Princess Royal that the torpedoes

sighted had been fired from the unengaged side, and could therefore

only have been fired by submarines. Admiral Beatty was further

strengthened in this erroneous assumption by the fact that the

Landrail^ which at the time was steaming abeam of LJion thouirht

to have ^sighted a submarine periscope, sliortly before the torpedoes

wei-e observed, while at the same time the light cruiser Nottingham,

which was somewhat farther ahead of the line, reported a second

submarine to stai'board. Admiral Beatty therefore firmly believed,

at the time, that he was passing through a line of German subma-

rines; and, while up to then he had found the smoke from the

destroyers LMndrail and Lydiard, which were on the unengaged
side, most disturbing, he was now thankful for the protection these

could afford his ships, as an antisubmarine screen.
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Whether or not these reports of torpedo tracks which so' disturbed

the British line were due to the torpedoes fired from the Moltke or

were simply a false alarm is difficult to determine. With regard to

the time the torpedoes were fired and the reports of their being

sighted, the distance appears too great and the time interval too

short for these to have reached the target. Even then, two of the

torpedoes, after passing the enemy line, would have had to describe

a curve at the end of their run and so create the impression that they

had been fired from the unengaged side. In particular, the fact

that these torpedoes might be responsible for the sinking of the

Queen Mary seems highly improbable.

The impression created on the German flagship from the start

was that the enemy was striving to increase the range, so that at

5 p. m., Admiral Hipper was forced to change course from SE. by

S. to SSE. and to S. by E. with constantly increasing speed, in

order not to draw out of range. When, shortly after the sinking

of the Indefatigable^ a new change of course was observed on the

part of the enemy, Admiral Hipper, not caring to lose the superiority

in fire which he had just obtained, turned to course S. by W. at 5.10

in order to approach at a sharper angle. [Fig. 21- It must be re-

membered that the German courses are magnetic. S. by W. (mag-

netic) is actually 177° (true), approximately that shown in fig. 21-]

This new evolution, however, brought him within the danger zone

of enemy torpedoes, and at 5.11 a torpedo fired at a sharp angle

described a circle at the end of its run directly ahead of the Moltke,

while a second torpedo passed close astern. Further, this approach

to the British line brought the German cruisers well within gun

range of the Fifth Battle Squadron and thus threw the balance of

the British numerical superiority into the scale.

At 4.57 this squadron was still some 7 miles astern of the British

battle cruisers, and the latter were shrouded in smoke shortly after

the opening of the engagement, so that the German forces which

were firing at them could not be distinguished. Further, the Fifth

Battle Squadron had received no signal directing it to join in the

engagement. Eear Admiral Evan Thomas, therefore, advanced

farther to the eastward and shortly sighted the faint outlines of

three light cruisers on southerly coui'se at a great distance about

four points on the port bow. These were the ships of Scouting

Division II, which, owing to the rapid development of the action,

had not yet been enabled to reach their prescribed station at the

head of the line and were at that time about 7 miles astern. At the.

same time, the commander of Scouting Division II, Rear Admiral

Boedicker, sighted five masts on the western horizon, while shortly

thereafter two stacks were made out behind each mast. From this

he assumed the vessels to be five ships of the Second Battle Squadron
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and reported them as sucli by radio. Only when a second mast was

distinguished on each ship was he able to recognize them as four

ships of the Queen Elizabeth class. The newest, strongest, and

fastest battleships of the British fleet had appeared on the scene of

action. Hardly had these ships been made out when the first 38-cm,

salvo struck near the Frankfurt, Elhitty, and Fillau at a range of

17,000 meters, forcing these vessels to make a simultaneous change

of course to the eastward and retreat behind a smoke screen. In

this maneuver, they were supported by one of the five boats of the

Twelfth Half Flotilla, the G-37, Lieutenant Commander von

Trotha, which had remained far astern. [Note E, fig. 20-3

Soon thereafter a better target was offered the Fifth Battle

Squadron. While Rear Admiral Evan Thomas was pursuing the

light cruisers to the eastward, he sighted the German battle cruisers

to the southward at 5.05 and discovered shortly after that Admiral
Beatty had changed from his original battle course farther toward
the southward. Thus opportunity was offered for the Fifth Battle

Squadron to reduce the distance to the battle cruisers, which had by
that time increased to about 8 miles, and to support the hard-

pressed leader of the latter as quickly as possible. Admiral Evan
Thomas therefore swung into the wake of the battle cruisers, and,

as soon as steady on the new cour.se, the-Barham, in the lead, opened

fire on the rear ship of the German line {Voio der Tann) at an

estimated range of 17,400 meters at 5.06 p. m. In this the leader

was soon joined by the Valiant, Warsjnte, and Malaya, which con-

centrated by pairs on the two rear ships Moltke and Von der Tann.

As the Hydra grew new heads for each one cut off, so the Imlefati-

yahle was hardly sunk befoi-e four new and powerful oj)ponents

appeared in its place. Fortunately, however, the German ships at

that time were so clouded in smoke and mist that at the great range

of the Fifth Battle Squadron hardly more than two ships at a

time could be made out from the latter vessels. Frequently, the

flash of gunfire from the German ships was the only visible indica-

tion of their location. Also, the destroyer flotillas of the Fifth

Battle Squadron made the mistake of attempting to steam up to

position between the lines of combatants, whereby the smoke from

their stacks further obscured the field of vision. The fire from the

batteries of the four Queen Elizabeths, which were equipped with

the most modern firing directors, proved vfery effective, particu-

larly since the (jerman ships were each engaged with the opposite

ships in the battle cruiser formation and had no guns available to

return this fire. Soon thereafter the rear German ships were

smothered in a veritable barrage of 38-cm. (15-inch) shell, in

which the well-bunched full salvos struck all around at very short
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intervals. The shell striking in the immediate vicinity of the ships'

sides caused the hulls to vibrate and rock, and early in the course

of the action the Von der Tann was struck well toward the stern

by a heavy-caliber shell fired from the Barham. The heavy^ impact
of this shot at the extreme end of the ship started the whole hull

in longitudinal vibrations like a tuning fork. The shell penetrated

the joint between two armor plates under water, detonated, and
forced pieces of the armor through several decks. The steering

engine ran hot, the rudder compartment was flooded ; but the worst

catastrophe, a breakdown of the steering apparatus—such as oc-

curred with the Blucher at the Dogger Bank action and delivered

the ship up to the pursuing battleship—was avoided. The rudder

continued to function after a short interval, the bulkhead of the

after machinery space was shored up, and finally only 600 tons of

water remained in the ship after counterflooding had reduced the

drag astern to 2° with an increase in draft to 10 meters.

At 5.16 after numerous straddling salvos, the Moltke was also

hit. A 38-cm. shell penetrated a coal bunker, demolishing the hoist

of a 15-cm. (6-inch) gun, while the flames of the explosion wounded
the crew supplying ammunition: then the casemate deck near the

gun was pierced, putting both gun and crew out of action. For a

while thereafter these two ships were able to avoid the too well-

bunched salvos by means of small changes in course and speed regu-

lated with regard to the enemy fire-control system.

Meanwhile, the intensity of the action betAveen the cruisers had

gradually fallen off since 5.06 p. m.. with increasing range, in spite

of all efforts of Admiral Hipper to maintain close contact Avith the

enemy. Spotting became more and more difficult for both sides, ex-

cept when one's own salvos struck at the instant the enemy salvo

blazed out; according to English accounts, the German salvos lay

mostly short at this time. On the other hand, enemy " shorts

"

threw up tremendous splashes near the German ships, thus con-

siderably restricting the view of the enemy. While better spotting

could have been done from higher up in the masts, the German ships,

contrary to the British system, were at that time not equipped to

control the fire from these elevated stations. As the range increased

to over 18,000 meters, on the German ships the point of aim was

shifted from the water line to the upper edge of the stacks, and

finally to the fighting tops of the enemy ships, but even this did not

avail for long, and fire had to be ceased entirely for a time. Also

at this time the fire of the British ships weakened considerably, since

they, as well as the Germans, had to avoid wasting the limited sup-

ply of ammunition under these unfavorable conditions for spotting

and at the long range. Even at 5.10 p. m. the Tiger had great
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difficulty in holding the target, since the Regennhxirg ^ which was in

position at the head of the German line, was frequently counted in

as one of the battle cruisers. [A most interesting fact.] Thus, the

Tiger^ OAving to this error, from then on fired on the third ship

{Seydlitz) ^ instead of the fourth ship of the German line {Moltke).

Periodically, some of the Engli.sh ships had to cease fire entirely.

When, however, Admiral Beatty saw that the Fifth Battle Squadron

had joined the action, he sought to close the range again with his

battle cruisers, in order to bring pressure on the head of the German
line at the same time the enemy's rear was under fire.

At 5.12 he therefore turned two points, and at 5.15 two points

farther toward the enemy. Since Admiral Hipper had held his

course S. by IV., and had only made a small change to column from

line of bearing to bring his rear farther out of range of the fire

from the Fifth Battle Squadron, both cruiser forces began to ap-

proach each other very rapidly and soon the artillery duel was
renewed in intensity. Again the Lion lay in the midst of heavy

fire from the Germans, received several hits, and for a time w^as so

enveloped in the smoke of the fires which were started that she was
scarcely visible to the ships astern of the Lutzoto. Therefore, the

JJerffiinger, now mistaking the Queen Mary for the second ship iu

the British line, shifted her fire to the latter at 5. 10. At 5.17 a shot

from the Queen Mary put one of the 15-cm. (G-inch) casemate

guns of the Seydlitz out of action. At 5.20 a shell penetrated the

barbette of the forward turret of the Von der Tann. The turret

was put out of action and jammed. The magazine was flooded,

but the explosive effect as well as the danger from gas and smoke

of all these shells was found to be very small. Apparently, the

shell had splintered on impact, as was observed in the case of many
of the enemy shell. Of the turret's crew, only a few, including the

turret officer, were slighth^ wounded by the flames. Three minutes

later, a third shell pierced the armored gun deck, striking between

the barbette and the roller path of the after turret, killing six men.

This turret, with flooded magazines, could only be made ready for

action again after clearing aAvay the wreckage and springing into

place the bent deck plates. The damaged air ducts soon filled both

steering engine compartments with smoke and gas, causing them
to be abandoned for about 20 minutes; the rudder operating mean-

while without derangement. Parts of the torn torpedo net could

be cleared before they came foul of the pi-opellers, a casualty whicli

would have rendered the ship helpless. At the same time, the first

casualty to the radio occurred, the heavy shock of the hits breaking

the wires of the main antenna. Fortunately, the ship was so

enveloped in smoke from the last shot striking the after turret that
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the New Zealand^ which was only hit once, shifted tire from the

Von der Tann to the Moltke.

At 5.26 p. xo. this ship was also struck near the stern. The pro-

tective bunker and water-tight bulkheads were pierced, but the

torpedo bulkhead held, keeping the water away from the vital parts

of the ship. Immediately thereafter, at 5.27, a further shot struck

the side armor at the water line, leaving a hole about 0.5 meter in

diameter, then exploded in a coal bunker, pierced the gun deck, but

did not penetrate the armored deck. While these events were taking

place at the rear of the line, the range had fallen rapidly from 18,400

to 13,200 meters and now the German shells again rained like a

hailstorm on the British battle cruisers. Although Admiral Beaity

immediately turned away two points, the Princess Royal was struck

at 5.26 by a shell from the Lutzow. At the same time, the New
Zealand and the Tiger were each struck once, and in particular the

Queen Mary, alreddy hit twice, began to suffer under the concen-

trated fire of the Seydlitz and Derflinger. At 5.26, while the Seyd-

litz was firing at this vessel at a range of 13,500 meters and the

Der-ffiinger at 13,200 meters, the leading German ships suddenly saw

the masts and smokestacks of the Queen Mary collapse, and smoke

and flames from the hull jDoured to a height of 700 meters, in which

the Tiger and Nev^ Zealand entirely disappeared.

As observed on board the Tiger and New Zealand, this ship was

hit simultaneously by three shots of a four-gun salvo. It appeared

from the splinters and the dull red heating on impact almost as

though these shells had not penetrated (which must have been the

case), when tAvo further shells struck the ship. Even in this case,

the first results appeared like small puffs of smoke shooting out

through the holes made by the' shell, but this was followed by a

tremendous dull red flame with heavy black smoke from the middle

of the hull as though the ship had split wide open. A similar sight

was noticed in the fore part of the vessel, the battle cruiser broke

together in the middle, while the turret roofs were thrown 30 meters

in the air and the hull disappeared under water with the exception

of the stern and the still revolving propellers. It was only with the

greatest difficulty that the Tiger, which was following in the wake
of this ship at a distance of 450 meters (500 yards) was able to

sheer out to port to avoid the wreck. Passing this abeam at a

distance of only a few meters burning wreckage was thrown on

the decks of that cruiser, while clouds of poisonous gas fumes were

drawn into the ventilating system and filled the aftercompartments.

The afterpart of the Queen Mary, from stack to stern, was still

above water as the New Zealand, after sheering out to starboard,

passed abeam at a distance of 150 meters. Now, however, this

floating wreckage capsized with a final explosion and disappeared
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under the waves. Fifty-seven officers and one thousand two hundred
and nine men were lost with this ship. Six men were picked up by

the destroyers Laurel and Petard^ while two men Avere rescued by

the German destroyer V-28. All that remained of the Queen Mary
was a large cloud of smoke which spread out like a gigantic pine

cone and for some time obstructed the clear view of the German
ships from the rear of the British line. Tiger and New Zealand

were forced to go to reserve speed to close this opening and take

proper distance from the Lion and Princess Royal.

With the superiority of fire which the German ships at the head
of the column obtained at that time, it is understandable how they

received but few hits in this phase of the action. But the rear ships

of the line, Moltke and Von der Tann, were more and more endan-

gered by the fire from the Fifth Battle Squadron. These were

practically not under fire at all, although at 5.18 the Von der Tann.

as the only one of the German cruisers, opened on the Barham.
At 5.23 a hit was made on the latter, but after firing 24 shots at

from 15,500 to 17,000 meters, the German cruiser was forced to

shift again to its previous target, the New Zealand^ after both

center turrets had been put out of action and the target had shifted,

bearing unfavorably. Now occurred on the Von der Tann another

severe casualty, which was not due to the enemy. The recoil cylin-

ders of the hot guns in the second turret failed, so that from now
on, the cruiser could fire only two guns of her main battery.

With the Fifth Battle Squadron joining the action and the sink-

ing of the Queen Mary, the artillery duel had reached an intensity

which could hardly be exceeded. At the same time, with the gradual

decrease in the range between the two battle lines, the time was

approaching when it would be possible to bring the destro3^ers into

action. On account of the development of the engagement on

southerly courses, each side had succeeded in bringing only a part

of their light forces into jjosition for attack at the head of the line,

while the rest of these forces were steaming up to take station. In

spite of that. Admiral Beatty, at 5.09, or only a few minutes after

the loss of the Indefatigahley had ordered the attack of the eight

boats of the Thirteenth Flotilla and the four boats of the Ninth

and Tenth Flotillas, which were leading, in order to relieve his

hard-pressed ships. On account of the damage to the radio installa-

tion on the Lion, it was 5.15 before this signal could be relayed to

the Princess Royal, and even then, five minutes more elapsed before

the leading group of the Thirteenth Flotilla—which was commanded
by Capt. J. U. Farie in the light cruiser Champion—could reach a

position to attack with the destroyers Nestor, Nicator, Nonmd, Nat-

borough, and Pelican under Commander Bingham. At the time, the
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German line of battle cruisers bore northeast distant about 8 miles.

These destroyers were followed by a second group, Obdurate, Neri^sa,

and Terrrmgent, while of the third group of destroyers, Narhorough,

Pelican, Petard, and Turbulent, the last two were forced out by the

light cruiser Nottingham and could only pass through the line, to

attack some time later, followed by the destroyers Moorsom and

Morris. [Figs. 22 and 23

1

On the German side at this time only Flotilla IX, under Com-
mander Goehle, had reached position ahead of the line of battle

cruisers, and on the close approach of the latter to the enemy line

in order to gain a decision these boats took formation for immediate

attack. At the same time Commodore Heinrich, second leader of

destroyers, had approached in the light cruiser Regensburg and

ordered the full force to attack when range-finder reading showed

the range of the enemy forces to have decreased to 10,000 meters.

Before the Regensburg had hoisted the red-checkered " Z " as a

signal to attack. Commander Goehle had reached the same decision

as a result of the rapidly decreasing range and with the group

V-28, V-26, and S-62 (Lieutenant Commanders Lenssen, Koehler,

and Ehrentraut) had crossed the line ahead of the Lutzow and

headed for the center of the enemy line. The leader of the Seven-

teenth Half Flotilla, Lieutenant Commander Ehrhardt, was fol-

lowed by the boats V-£7, S-36, and S-51 (Lieutenant Commanders
Buddecke, Franz Fischer, and Dette), then the group V-29 and

S-36 (Lieutenant Commanders Steinbrinck and Ihn), while as fourth

group followed the chief of the Eighteenth Half Flotilla, Commander
Werner Tillessen, with the V-SO, S-SJ^, and 8-33 (Lieut. Ernst Wolf
and Lieutenant Commanders Andersen and von Miinch). Scarcely

were the German boats clear of the line when they were approached

from the southward by the English destroyers, which were steaming

to attack the battle cruisers. While the artillery duel continued be-

tween the main batteries of the battle cruiser forces the secondary

batteries opened on the destroyers. At the same time the light

forces came together in a running fight between the lines in a sea

which was cut up with the splashes of shell, and soon this action

developed into numerous individual engagements, where both gun-

fire and torpedoes were used at close quarters. The sequence and

details of these fights can hardly be enumerated. At 5.33 the Nomad,
the second boat of the group Nestor, was hit in a boiler room by

the S-51 (Dette) of the Ehrhardt group, and shortly after was hit

by a torpedo from the S-5'2, the third boat of the group Goehle.

[The torpedo hit is not mentioned in English accounts.] Immedi-
ately thereafter the Petard, following the Turbulent of the Nestor

group, fired a torpedo at the V-29, leader of the Steinbrinck group

;
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but even in sinking this boat was able to fire four torpedoes at the

British line.

Owing to these fights with the larger and faster British destroyers,

the other boats of Flotilla IX were unable to approach the enemy
ships closer than 7,000 to 8,000 meters. From 5.34 to 5.35 p. m. 10

torpedoes were fired, particularly against the second, third, and

fourth ships. At 5.34 the Lutzoio also fired a torpedo against the

third ship in the British line, while the enemy battle cruisers and

battleships made simultaneous changes of course of two points after

the Qu-een Mary had blown up. That the loss of the latter ship

may be attributed partly to the torpedoes fired by Flotilla IX
appears, according to English observations, to be extremely doubt-

ful. But, even if this was not the case, the attack had the result tliat

the British fire against the German cruisers was weakened to a large

extent. Immediatel}^ after the attack, the boats on returning were

forced to break through the enemy destroyer groups with a resultant

lively artillery duel. Thus, at 5.34 the V-37, leader of the Ehrhardt

group, was hit twice in the starboard side of the machinery space,

cutting the main steam line, so that the boat had to be blown up,

owing to the approach of the four Queen Elizabeths. In the midst

of enemy fire, the Y-26 (Hans Koehler) went alongside and rescued

the entire crew of the F-!?7, among them two severely wounded men,

sunk the latter boat by gun fire, avoided a torpedo fired by another

destroyer, and rescued the greater part of the crew of the V-W
(Steinbrinck). [A particularly gallant exploit. The Germans

throughout the battle paid great attention to rescuing the crews of

their disabled ships.] The rest of the crew were saved by the ^-3o

(Lieutenant Commander Ihn), which then returned with the other

boats to the Regenshui^g, the flotilla otherwise having sustained only

minor casualties. This light cruise.r, the only one enabled to take sta-

tion ahead of Scouting Division I, had advanced to the SW. to cover

the attack and the retreat of Flotilla IX, and followed by the G-lOU
G-102, G-103, and. G-IOJ^ of Flotilla II, had contributed largely to

the relief of Flotilla IX by their effective gunfire and thereby

assisted in the saving of the crews of the V-27 and V-29. An attempt

to bring the G-103 (Lieut. Commander Fritz Spiess) and G-lOJi.

(Lieut. Commander von BartenAverffer) in position for attack on

the enemy line failed, since the latter now turned away to the

northward.

The English destroyer attack could not be fully developed on

account of the German counterattack. The Obdurate., Narborouyh.,

Pelican., Moorso^n, and Morris were forced out, the Obdurate re-

ceiving two hits. MeauAvhile, the Nestor and Nicator had ap-

proached the German line to 4,500 and 5,500 meters and each had
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fired two torpedoes against the Lutzow ; one fired by the last-named

destroyer broached after leaving the tube.

The danger from this attack was promptly recognized by Admiral

Hipper. After the course of the battle cruisers had been changed

to SE. at 5.28, a simultaneous change of course was made to ESE.
during the destroyer attack, and finally at 5.36, course Avas further

changer to east. Therefore, the torpedoes fired by the Nestor and

Nicator passed the German line without effect. But at 5.28 Admiral

Hipper changed course again to SSE., and at 5.41 he went back

o the original course of S. by W. in order to close with the enemy

once more. In spite of all his success, however, the position of

the German cruisers would soon have become critical, since the}^

were fighting against a superiority of two to one after 5.11. even

after the Queen Mary and Indefatigable had been sunk. On the

German battle cruisers, such fears had scarcely been formulated

when smoke was sighted to the southward, and messages were sent

by voice tube to all battle stations, which could hardly have caused

more rejoicing than a similar message on December 16, 1914, and

January 24, 1915. This message was, " Our own main body in

sight."

At the same time, the movements of the enemy showed that they

too had noticed this new appearance on tlie scene of action. The
German cruisers had just turned away toward the east from the

destroyer attack when Commodore Goodenough, on board the South-

ampton, sighted the mast of a light cruiser with four stacks, at

5.30. At that time the Southampton was leading the Second Light

Cruiser Squadron, and about 2 miles ahead on the port side of the

Lion. The light cruiser, which was sighted, was the Rostock,

which was steaming ahead of the German main body. Three min-

utes later, the Southa/nvpton sent the surprising message that battle-

ships were sighted to the southwest. Approaching these at high

speed, that vessel was soon able to make out the ships of the German
battle fleet, an appearance which at first seemed unbelievable to the

British. It Avas a moment of greatest importance when the South-

ampton, at 5.38 p. m., sent the following very urgent message with

priority to the commander in chief and commander battle cruiser

fleet. "Have sighted enemj" battle fleet to southeast. Course of

enemy is north. My position is 56° 34' N., 6° 20' E." [Note J,

fig. 23.]

This signal was all the more surprising to Admiral Beatty as, up
to that time, he was firmly convinced that Admiral Scheer had not

yet left the Jade. But any doubts which he may haA'e had as to

the accuracy of this report were dispelled by a message sent at the

same time by the Champion, which had advanced to the southeast

to cover the destroyer attack: " Course of enemy battle fleet is ENE.,
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formation column. Dreadnaughts leading. Middle of enemy line

bears SE. My position is 50^ 51' N., 5= 46' E."

This position given by the Champion was in error, owing to a

mistake in reckoning, and was really 12 miles farther south, while

the true position of the Southavipton was IS^/i miles to the westward

of the position reported. The errors made no difference to Admiral

Beatty, who had both cruisers in sight, but were to prove of the

greatest importance to Admiral Jellicoe, as will be shown latter.

What was to be done? Admiral Beatty, who had sought to in-

crease the range of the battle cruisers since 5.30, while the Lion

engaged the Lutzow ; the Princess RoyaU the Derfflin.ger; the Tiger^

the Seydlitz; and New Zealand^ the Moltke^ turned immediately to

port in the direction of the newly reported enemy. I At 5.40 he had

visible evidence. Twelve miles to the southeast, a battleship ap-

peared, and then, accompanied by a swarm of light cruisers and

destroyers, was seen what appeared to be an endless line of battle-

ships. This appearance of strength, which in the whole course of

the war had not been experienced and had been held to be impos-

sible, robbed Admiral Beatty of the hope of turning the cruiser

action to his favor, even after the severe losses already sustained.

He had no choice. At 5.43 the signal was hoisted on the Lion, re-

calling the destroyers and ordering a turn to the reverse course for

the battle cruisers and battleships. Immediately thereafter. Ad-
miral Beatty turned the former to course NW. and at 5.46 changed

with the battle cruisers to course north, in order to rejoin his own
main body by the shortest route.

For this purpose, the relative positions of the flagships Lion and

Iron D'ulce A'ere of the greatest importance. At 5.45, Admiral

Beatty therefore sent the following radio to the commander in chief

through the Princess Royal, viz: "Have sighted enemy battle fleet

bearing SE. My position 56° 36' N., 6° 04' E., 5.45 p. m." This

message was correctly transmitted by the Princess Royal and prop-

erly received by some ships of the Grand Fleet, but iij the shape in

which it reached the Iron Duke, it read, "26 to 30 battleships, ap-

parently enemy, bearing SSE., course SE." (The Iron Duke seems

not to have received the message direct, but relayed from the Ben-

how.) Only the position of the Lion was correctly received, and

thus the commander in chief was informed of the position the LAcni

thought she was in at 5.45 p. m. A furtlier question was, on what
basis was the Lion to judge the position of the Grand Fleet. Ac-
cording to the latest reported position of the commander in chief,

this force was at 4.15 p. m. in 57° 50' N., 4° 15' PI, on course SE. by

S., speed 19 knots. If this were correct, the Grand Fleet would

65280 0—31 6
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have been at 5.45, in 57° 30' N., 4° 56.5' E.; or, 66 miles NNW. of

the Lion. In order to reach them, the course of the cruisers should

have been N. 14° W. As the course was chosen farther to the north-

ward, this must be attributed to the fact that Admiral Beatty did

not wish to lose contact with the enemy and wished further to avail

himself of the cover of the Thirteenth Destroyer Flotilla which was

then returning from the attack. (Narrative of the Battle of Jut-

land, p. 25.)

This movement of the battle cruisers was followed immediately

by the destroyer flotillas and the First and Third Light Cruiser

Squadrons, in order to take station at the head of the line. Only

Commodore Goodenough, with the light cruisers Southampton, Not-

tingham, Birmingham, and Dublin of the Second Light Cruiser

Squadron, pushed on the southwest at 25 knots, in order to determine

the course, speed and exact composition of the enemy force sighted,

and, if possible, to reach a position favorable for torpedo attack.

But only the Nottingham was able to fire a torpedo at the German

line, at 5.40, at a range of 14,000 meters, whereupon the Second

Light Cruiser Squadron was forced, at 5.48, to turn off at a distance

of 11,800 meters to withdraw from the rapid fire of the enemy ships.

As early as 5.30 p. m., ships in action were sighted from the Konig.
the leading battleship of the German battle fleet [the terms " battle

fleet " and " main body " are both used by the author to describe the

forces under Admiral Scheer's immediate command as distinct from
those under Admiral Hipper], and soon thereafter the situation was
cleared to the extent that on the starboard bow were sighted the

ships of the Scouting Division I, while to port were two columns

of enemy ships, approaching the German main body on southerly

course. Of these, the easterly column were recognized as battle

cruisers engaging the German battle cruisers, while the other column
advancing to the southwest appeared to be light cruisers of the

Chatham class. Between the two lines of battle cruisers, the Ger-

man destroyer flotillas were returning from attack and were engaged

with the British destroyers. Since Admiral Hipper was at that

time engaging the enemy battle cruisers, he was not in a position to

make a report on the enemy losses and the condition of his own ships;

therefore Adniirn^ Scheer, as well as Rear Admiral Behncke, com-

mander of the leading Squadron III were forced to rely on their

OAvn observations for an estimate of the situation. From a radio

message sent at 6.10 by the commander Scouting Division II, re-

porting the presence of only four enemy battle cruisers, it was ap-

parent that the enemy forces had sustained severe losses. What at

that time appeared to the commanders of the German battleships

as an example of extraordinary courage—i. e., the approach of the
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British battle cruisers to within gunfire range of the German main

body—was in reality only the consequence of the complete surprise

occasioned by the appearance on the scene of action of the German
main body on the commander of the British battle cruiser fleet. It

was evident that every effort must be made by the German forces

to prevent the enemy from escaping unpunished from this danger-

ous position, in spite of his superior speed.

At 5.38 p. m. therefore, the German battle fleet increased speed

from 15 to 17 knots, and shortly thereafter it was reported from the

I'oretop of the Konig that the enemy capital ships appeai-ed to be

turning to a northerly course. At 5.45 the German battle fleet made
a change of course of two points to port by divisions, in order to

approach the enemy in seven colunms. Soon thereafter it was clearly

seen from the fleet flagship, which was leading Sc^uadron I, that the

enemy forces consisted of two groups of which the northerly group

was composed of four Queen Elizabeths^ while the southern group

comprised four battle cruisers. The signal, " Fire distribution from

the right, ship against ship," was followed at 5.4G b}^ the signal

from the fleet flagship to open fire. The head of the British column

was just making the turn to the northward, when Lion was fii'ed on

by the Konig, Princess Royal by the Grosser Kurfurst, and Tiger

by tbe Markgraf. The first shots of the Konig lay short of the Lion,

on account of the extreme range (19,200 meters), even with nuixi-

mum elevation of the guns, so that Kotiig, increasing to reserve

speed, shifted after two salvos to the Tiger, which latter ship was
under fire at various ranges from the Markgraf. At the same time

the secondary batteries of the Konig, Grosser Kurfurst, and Mark-
graf fired for a short while on two enemy destroyers {Nenter and
Nicator) at ranges of from 12,000 to 8,000 meters. After a few
salvos, one of these turned away, while the other remained in a

helpless condition and sank shortly after. Also, the Prinzregent
fired at one of the battle cruisers, but had to cease fire at 6.04, after

eight salvos, since all shots were very short at that range (20,400 to

19,500 meters) and the enemy was barely visible. At G.08 fire could

again be opened under much more favorable conditions against a

battle cruiser of the Indefatigahle class (the Nern Zealand) and
this was maintained at the rate of one salvo per minute, with ap-

parently good effect. On the other hand, no other target offered at

that time for the Kaiser, Friedrich der /rrosse, and the ships of

S(iuadron I, than the four shi])s of the Second Light Cruiser Squad-
ron. The latter therefore lay for a time under the concentrated fire

of 10 German battleships at ranges of from 13,000 to 19,000 meters,

but the large number of splashes hindered the spotting to such an ex-

tent that most of these ships ceased fire after a few salvos. Only tlip

Ostfn'esland and Nassau continued the fire (G.IO to 6.15), but no
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hits were made, as the enemy cruisers turned sharply to the north-

Avard and steering zigzag courses soon disappeared in the smoke.

In the effort to withdraw from the fire of the German battleships

as rapidly as possible, it was not possible for Admiral Beatty to warn

the Fifth Battle Squadron of the fact that the German main body

had joined the engagement. Even the signal for the turn to the

northward, which was hoisted on the Lion and intended also for

the Queen ElizabetTis, was not made out by the latter, as, at the time

they were Efbout ei^ht miles astern. Therefore the Fifth Battle

Squadron continued to engage the German battle cruisers on a

southerly course. Admiral Evan Thomas had seen the battle cruisers

turn to the north but could not understand the reason for this

evolution and held it to be his duty to continue the action on the

previous battle course. At 5.48 the leading ships of each detachment,

Lion and Barhmn, were standing on opposite courses about four

miles apart. Again the signal was hoisted on the Lion^ "Fifth

Battle Squadron alter course in succession 16 points to starboard,"

and the position of the German battle fleet was given. At the high

speed with which the squadrons passed, however, Admiral Evan
Thomas had already steamed into the lee of the battle cruisers, before

the change of course could be effected. In passing, the 38-cm. guns of

the Queen Elizabeths had to cease fire, since the battle cruisers cov-

ered their targets, and the latter ships were counted with great

anxiety. The Queen Mary and Indefatigable were missing. Scarcely

had the BarJiam passed the last ship of the battle cruisers when the

German battle fleet was sighted in the southeast, approaching in

three or four columns, and the ship found herself in the midst of an

intense salvo fire. This was from the Kronprinz and Kaiserin,

which at 5.50 had opened on the leading ship of the Fifth Battle

Squadron at an initial range of 19,200 meters. This fire was effec-

tively continued until the BarJumh had approached to within 18,600

meters and lay directly athwart the course of the German battle-

ships, before turning to the northward at 5.58, in the wake of the

battle cruisers.

Under this fire the Barham received two major caliber hits, of

which the first destroyed the auxiliary radio station, while the

second put the main radio out of action, thus preventing Admiral

Evan Thomas from receiving further reports of the engagement and

making an estimate of the situation difficult [fig. 243- At the

same time, these hits had resulted in a large number of compart-

ments becoming filled with gases and smoke. Powder cas:s on

the gun deck were ignited, splinters had penetrated into the lower

part of the conning tower as well as into compartments under the

armor deck, causing numerous casualties among officers and men. At
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6 p. m. Commodore Goodenough, when about in line with the r.ar

ship of the Fifth Battle Squadron, turned with the Second Li^ht

Cruiser Squadron to the northward at the same time. Thus the

light cruisers, which were close in the lee of the battleships, were

showered with splinters from the German shell. It was possible,

however, for this force to avoid hits by means of clever zigzag

steering, while at the same time the movements of the Fifth Battle

Squadron were effectively screened. The fire of the Krowprim and

Kaiserin had aroused the impression amongst the English that the

turning point of the Fifth Battle Squadron was under heavy fire,

but the Valiant succeeded in turning in the wake of the Barhami

without being hit, and the Warspite, as third ship, was not less lucky,

while the Malaya had previously made the turn and at 6 p. m. was

under fire from the T'ow der Tann.

[This question of fire at a turning point in the target column is

not a simple one. AYith a distance of 500 yards between ships and a

target speed of 25 knots, fire would have to be shifted from ship to

ship every 30 seconds. If fire is not so shifted, fire at a target, such

as that offered by the Fifth Battle Squadron, is the most difficult

imaginable because of the great change in the " rate of change

"

during a 16-point change of course by the target.]

Meanwhile Admiral Hipper had taken advantage of the interval

of weakened fire from the enemy, while the British squadrons were

passing each other, to turn in succession in a brilliant maneuver to

a northerly course ahead of the German battle fleet at 5.50. steaming

with reserve speed, with the Lutzow leading, to maintain contact

with the enemy on this new battle course. In this evolution, how-
ever, he disregarded the danger which he had previoush^ sought to

avoid by a simultaneous change of course of his ships. At the time,

all of the enemy destroyers had not carried out the recall signal

which had been hoisted on the Lion since 5.43 p. m. Thus the de-

stroyers Petard and Turbulent eacli fired three torpedoes at the

second and third battle cruisers of Scouting Division I at 5.50, while

this force was turning to the northward, and the NeHssa and Ter-

magant fired their two torpedoes at the fifth ship. With this sud-

den turn to the northward, the German battle cruisers ran directly

into the track of these torpedoes and only when it was too late to

turn out were several torpedoes sighted by the Seydlitz; one of

these was running on the surface, while two others were headed for

the ship. Shortl}^ thereafter, at 5.57, this ship was struck forward

by one of the torpedoes. The bulkhead at frame 14 was penetrated

and the forward station for ele6tric auxiliaries was put out of

action. The torpedo bulkhead held, so that the 28 and 15 cm.
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magazines forward, as well as the broadside torpedo room remained

in service. The ship took a slight list, which at this time was of no
importance, while the full speed could be maintained.

Meanwhile Scouting Division II, under Rear Admiral Boedicker,

with the Twelfth Half Flotilla (Lieutenant Commander Lahs), had
sought to rejoin the battle cruisers and the Wieshaden, which was
accompanying them, after standing to the southward to escape the

fire of the four Queen Elizabeths. [In fig. 23 the Twelfth and

Fourth Half Flotillas are seen close on the port beam of Scouting

Division I, with the Twelfth leading.] At 5.25 the enemy light

cruisers [the First and Third Light Cruiser Squadrons in fig. 23l.
which had been pursued at the beginning of the action, came in

sight again on bearing NNW., and at 5.35 the G-37. Lieut. Com-
mander von Trotha, which had remained somewhat in rear, cleared

the rear of Scouting Division II and proceeded to attack these

forces, firing two torpedoes at a range of 9,000 meters. These were

apparently ineffective. Scouting Division II quickly regained station

and, together with the Wleshadeii, formed the screen ahead of the

battle cruisers on the northerh^ course [fig. 24]. while the destroyers

between the battle cruisers and Battle Squadron III proceeded to

attack. While the Wieshaden was steaming up to take station

ahead of Scouting Division I the commander of Flotilla YI, Com-
mander Max Schultz, had .observed the enem}^ battle cruiser squad-

rons turn to the northward, while to the eastward of these vessels

appeared a group of battleships. As Flotilla VI had not received

reports of the position of its own battle fleet, these were not recog-

nized as enemy ships until later. At the moment of the turn of

Scouting Division I to the northerly course. Commander Schultz

realized that the tire of the battle cruisers would be considerablv

diminished, and decided to relieve the pressure on these ships by

an attack against the enem}^ battle cruisers, with the Eleventh Half

Flotilla, Lieut. Commander Wilhelm Riimann, which alone remained

with him. [Flotilla VI was composed of the Eleventh and Twelfth

Half Flotillas. For the attack of the Eleventh Half Flotilla see

figs. 23 and 24] Each boat was to fire two torpedoes at the enemy
ships. After an advance of 6,000 meters through the intense fire of

the light cruisers and destroyers near the British line, he succeeded

in reaching position from 8,000 to 9,000 meters from the enemy with

the G-U, V-U. S-W, V-32, G-87, and S-S6. (Lieut.
"^

Com-
manders Bohm, von Holleuffer, Baustaedt, Carl, Karstens, and

Conrad Grimm.) In all, seven torpedoes w-ere fired, the flotilla

being hindered by the retiring boats of Flotilla IX, whereupon they

turned to the eastward at full speed, and, passing between Scouting

Division I and Battle Squadron III, rejoined the Regenshurg.
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Although the position attained was ver}' favorable for torpedo fire,

since the battle cruisers were just passing the Fifth Battle Squadron,

no hits could be observed. According to British accounts, one toi"-

pedo passed ? stern and one ahead of the Valiant but no hits were

made either on the battleships or battle cruisers.

At the same time that Flotilla VI was attacking, the Nentor and

Nicator were making an attack on the German battle fleet. After

firing two torpedoes at the German battle cruisers, these two boats

had turned to the southward and when the German battle cruisers

made the turn to the northward, were offered another favorable

opportunity for torpedo attack. At that time Commander Bing-

ham on the Nestor suddenly sighted to the southward the line of

German battleships. This was the High Seas Fleet which was sus-

pected of still being at the Jade. He promptly decided to use his

last torpedoes against these ships, and, passing through the rapid

fire of the Regenshurg and the Rostock, which was steaming ahead

of the battle fleet, he approached the German line under fire from
ihe secondary batteries of the latter ships. At 3,200 meters the

Nestor fired torpedoes against the first and second ships, while the

Nicator fired at the same targets at a range of 2,700 meters. Then
the Nestor turned away to the northward, having been hit in the

forward boiler compartment. The Nicator, which was barely able to

avoid a collision, could not fire her fourth torpedo and turned away
to rejoin the other boats of the flotilla to the Avestward in compliance

with the recall signal on the Lio7i.

Although it had been possible for the German Flotilla IX to save

the crews of the V-27 and V-29, the Nomad and Nestor had been

left unable to manuever near the sinking German boats, and aban-

doned by the English to their fate. But before they were com-

pletely destroyed by the fire of the Rostock and the rapidly ap-

jiroaching Gennan battleships, they were able to fire their last toi--

pedoes at the (irerman line, even tliough they wei'e ineffective. Then
the survivors were rescued by German destroyers and were taken

prisoner. Of the 21 torpedoes which were fired by the British de-

stroyer flotillas in the course of this action, onl}^ one had reached

the mark, and that one had not pi'oven very effective. [Hits were

made on both V-29 and SeydUtz. In this particular attack there

can be no doubt but that the British destroyers excelled the Ger-

man, despite the disorganized character of their attack. The initia-

tive of the British captains compensated for failures of their higher

leaders. It is true that the British destroyers were much larger

and more powerful than the (iernuin boats.] On the other hand,

the boldly executed attack of the destroyers after the sinking of

the Queen Mar^j, before the arrival of the German battle fleet,

brought considerable relief to the British line, as the German battle
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cruisers were forced to turn out at a critical moment, even if only

for a short time.

Meanwhile, most of the German ships had attempted to hold on
to the British ships with their guns, even when they were at the

extreme range, in the hope of obtaining" a few hits and inflicting

at least some casualty before they could escape with their superior

speed. Immediately after turning, therefore, the Lutzoxo^ Derf^

flinger, Seydlitz, and MoltTce, at 5.55, renewed their fire on the

British battle cruisers, which since 5.48 were also under fire from

the Konig, Grosser Kurfurst^ MarJcgraf, and Primregent. As a re-

sult, Lion and Tiger^ at 5.59, were again hit, and turned sharply to

the westward, followed by the other two cruisers. Scarcely had the

Lion returned to the northerly course at 6.01, when she was again

struck by two shells at the same time. At various places new fires

broke out, which could only be fought with the greatest difficulty,

since the fire mains had been broken to a large extent by splinters.

In particular, the fire in the turret, which was hit earlier in the

action, broke out again with renewed intensity, setting fire to two

powder cases and killing the entire handling-room crew, while the

flames endangered tlie personnel on the upper decks. Soon there-

after the lAon j^assed the spot where the Queen Mary sank, and,

barely escaping the same fate, turned with the other cruisers to a

northwesterly course, withdrawing from the engagement while the

Fifth Battle Squadron covered the retreat.

The destroyers Onslow and Moresby, which had been joined by

the aircraft tender Engadine after the latter had left the First Bat-

tle Cruiser Squadron, had not noticed this new change of course on

the part of their own battle cruisers and continued on course NNE.,
thus approaching the German line more than their own. Being

eager to attack the German ships, which they had missed on account

of being dispatched to the Engadine, they steamed to attack the

Germ.an battle cruisers at 6 p. m. Before they could get within

torpedo range, however, they were met by an intense torpedo defense

fire from the hitherto invisible Scouting Division II, as well as

from the battle cruisers which they were attacking, and were forced

to turn awa}'. In this movement the smoke from stacks so obstructed

the British view of the enemy that the Moresby turned to the south-

ward between tlie two lines. Therefore the destroyer was shortly

in a good position for torpedo attack ahead of Battle Squadron III,

and fired a torpedo at the third ship in the line (Kronprinz) at

7,500 meters, which, however, missed. Both destroyers then retired

from the attack without having sustained any casualties.

Of the other destroyer flotillas, the First stood at that time with

the Fearless near the battle cruisers, the Thirteenth with the Cham-
pion near the Fifth Battle Squadron, while the First and Third
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Light Cruiser Squadrons were to starboard ahead of the line and thje

Second was astern to port.

As a result of torpedo-defense fire, the smoke from the stacks of

the destroyers, the fires on the Lion and Tiger^ the spray and clouds

of smoke from the shell striking, such a mist existed between the

heads of the columns that, especially from the British ships, the

eneni\ was invisible. A short battle ensued between Scouting

Division, II and the First Light Cruiser Squadron from 6.05.

to 6.JO at ranges from 11,600 to 14,000, until the latter turned away;
but the fire from the British battle cruisers became slower and

slower, until the Lion, which was least hindered by smoke, owing
to htr position in t-he line, ceased fire at 6.12. This ship had suffered

the most up to that time. On the southern course, she had sustained

10 major caliber hits alone, some of which were very severe, while

the Tiger, although struck 16 times, had not sustained such severe

damage to her armament. {Narrative of the Battle of Jutland, p.

24; Fighting at Jutland, p. 54.) N^one of the battle cruisers or

battk ships, which were being pursued, had sustained any casualties

from the German gunfire which affected the speed or handling of

the ships. At 6.10, Admiral Beatty was therefor so far out of

effective range of the German guns that he could reduce speed to

24 knots and stand on course NNIV. to join the Grant Fleet.

In vain Admiral Scheer sought with the utmost speed of his ships

and, in particular, of Battle Squadron III, to remain on the heels

of the enemy, and therefore ^turned the divisions two points farther

to port at 5.59 on signal from the fleet flagship, in order to hold con-

tact with the British battle cruisers on their course ISTNW. Only

the Markgraf continued ta fire on the Tiger with occasional inter-

ruptions after the change of course to NW., and since the enemy was

c ontinually drawing ahead, could finally only fire with the forward

turret. Fire had to be ceased entirely at 6.25, when the range was

!9,00(' meters, in order not to endanger the ship ahead. On the

other hand, the Grosser Kurfurst shifted at 6 from the Princess

Royal to the Yalmnt with an initial range of 17,400 meters, while

the Konig shifted from the Tiger to the Barham, but could only

reach this vessel for five minutes with the forward turret and then

shifted further to the Valiant. At 6.16 the Grosser Kurfurst was

forced to cease fire against this ship on account of the extreme range

[fig..25|.

Meanwhile the British battle cruisers had steamed so far out

of the action that, although they were followed at the highest speed

by Admiral Hipper, they were beyond the extreme range of the

guns of the German battle cruisers. The latter were therefore

forced to fire at the Fifth Battle Squadron, which was effectively

covering the retirement of the battle cruisers, and in this manner

came more and more to bear the brunt of the battle.
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At this time the ships of the Fifth Battle Squadron stood out

clearly against the golden western horizon, while the German ships

were shrouded in the dusk to the eastward, and almost completel}:

disappeared. Only when the sun broke through the cloud hanks

were the outlines of the German ships visible for a time, while the

sun blinded the German gun pointers. Otherwise the German
ships could only be located by the flash of their guns. At 6.11 the

Barham^ leading the. squadron, received two further major caliber

hits, but the farther the head of the column withdrew from the

German lines, the more was the fire concentrated on the rear ship^

—

the Malaya. Although at 6.27 the Lutzoxc Avas still firing on the

Barhami^ Derfflinger on the Valiant.^ and Seydlitz on the Warspite.

the Von der Tann had opened on the Malaya at 6 p. m. At 6.08 the

Kronprinz had joined in the fire on the latter ship, followed at 6.10

by the Kaiser.^ and at 6.27 by the Moltke. Thus, according to re-

ports from that ship, the Malaya lay under continually straddling

salvos from 6.05 to 6.30 p. m. Six salvos per minute Avere usual, and

at one time as many as nine salvos struck all around this hard-

pressed vessel in quick succession. Although the ship sheered

out to port, the Germans remained on the target, and at 6.20 a

major-caliber hit at the water line caused a violent shock through-

out the hull. Immediately thereafter the splinters of a shell broke

the steam lead to the siren, and the rush of escaping steam made all

communication with the forAvard spotting station impossible. At
6.27 a heavy shell struck the after turret and knocked off most of

the turret roof. The Malaya was about to use the secondary battery

to make a splash screen by firing short very near the ship in order

to hinder enemy spotting, Avhen two shells, striking one after the

other, put thfe whole starboard 15-cm. (6-in,ch) battery out of action.

Finally, at 6.35, when the guns of the Malaya could bai-ely fire al

extreme elevation, another major-caliber shell struck at the water

line, so that from 6.20 to 6.35 the ship Avas hit five times Avith heavy

shell. This ship suffered a loss of 63 killed and 68 Avounded, while

the Barham lost 26 killed and 46 wounded, most of the casualties

occurring during this phase of the action. While large quantities

of oil streamed out of the leaking and burning hull, the ship gradu-

ally listed to starboard, but could be kept from capsizing. A similar

fate was escaped by the Warspite and Valimit by the fact that

shortly after the opening of this phase of the action they sheered

out to port and formed line of bearing in the lee of Barham.., thus

being protected from this fire. Up to 6.40 the ships of the Fifth

Battle Squadron had received the following hits Avhile on the

northerly course: Barham.., 4; Valiant, 0; Warspite, about 5; and

Malaya, 7.

On the other hand, the fire of the Fifth Battle Squadron had not

been entirely ineffective, although only in the first phase of this ac-
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tion were they supported by the battle cruisers. The Barham and

Valiant had been firing principally on the German battle cruisers,

while the Warspite and Malaya directed their fire against the lead-

ing German battleships. At 6.09 the Grosser Kurfurst was struck in

the water line, while similar hits were made at 6.10 on the Mark-

graf^ at 6.13 on the Lutzoio^ and at 6.10 on the Derffiinger. All

around these ships surging columns of water were thrown up by

the shell while the decks were showered with splinters. Only the

Lutzow sustained grave injuries from these hits. One shot destroyed

both the main and auxiliary radio installations, so that hereafter

the important methods of communication between the commander
scouting forces and the commander in chief were restricted to

searchlight signals. In this phase of the action the Seydlitz suf-

fered severe casualties to her battle equipment. Between 6.06 and

6.OS this ship was struck twice near the bow, and at 6.10 a major-

caliber shell broke through the protective bulkhead of the second

turret and put the right gun out of action. Another shell struck

the third turret, which was already jammed, and started a fire

among the powder charges similar to that on the Lion. The fourth

and fifth port 15-cm. guns Avere put out of action by direct hits, and
finally another shell rendered the right gun of the fifth turret un-

serviceable. A hit on the roof of No. 4 turret did not penetrate.

[The Fifth Battle Squadron, unsupported by Beatty, gave a splen-

did account of themselves in this critical period of the battle. The
work of this squadron Avas probably the most effective of any per-

formed by the Grand Fleet at Jutland.]

On the contrary, the Moltke and Von der Tamn Avere not hit in

this phase of the action, but another casualty took place cm the latter

ship, Avhich was the second of this nature. The one remaining tur-

ret, Avhich Avas able to fire, was put out of action by the fact that

the guns would not return to battery after firing and remained in

the "run-in" position. In spite of the loss of the entire nuiin bat-

tery, the commanding officer, Captain Zenker, decided to reuiain in

formation in order that his ship should be counted in the enemy fire

distribution, and the enemy thereby hindered from concentrating on
one of the other ships. Since, however, he was not compelled to hold

a constant course to assist the fire of the battery, he was able to avoid

further hits by maneuvering his ship; and, although considerably

reduced in fighting efficiency, Avas able to maintain station with

Scouting DiAdsion I. [A most inspiring example.]

Meanwhile the visibility conditions wliich had previously been so

favorable for the Germans were now reversed. The enemy, avIio

were at this time directly in line with the sinking sun, could barely

be made out as the sun shone beneath the clouds. Spotting became
impossible, and for a while the German battle cruisers were acting
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only as targets, while the distance between them and the Battle

Fleet, as well as between the fourth and fifth divisions of the latter,

continued to increase, owing to their determined pursuit of the enemy

at the utmost speed. The decrease in the visibility conditions and

the consequent weakening of the German fire was promptly utilized

by Admiral Beatty to gradually envelop the head of the German
column by steering north and northeasterly courses with his light

forces. When, therefore, Admiral Scheer, at 6.21, ordered Admiral

Hipper to continue the pursuit with his forces in order not to let

the enemy get out of range, the commander of the scouting forces was

just about to report this enveloping movement of the enemy forces,

which naturally could not be observed from the fleet flagship far

astern.

This message could not be sent because just at that moment the

radio installation of the Lutzow was put out of action. There re-

mained nothing for Admiral Hipper to do but carry out these

orders, and at G.27 he therefore turned to the northwest Avith his

!)attle cruisers in spite of the unfavorable conditions in order to

make another approach to the enemy at full speed. This movement,

hoAvever, only facilitated the enemy's enveloping movement, and

consequently at 6.39 Admiral Hipper was forced to return to course

NE. [Fig. 26 This figure corresponds very closely with the offi-

cial German charts.] Even Admiral Behncke, on board the Kotiig^

had meanwhile observed that the enemy forces, after forming line

of bearing, had gradually hauled around to the northward. With
fhe fifth division, he, therefore, gradually followed this change of

course to starboard, while the other divisions performed a similar

evolution. Consequently the Battle Fleet was soon in a long-drawn-

out column about 7 miles astern of Admiral Hipper's forces, while

ahead and to port the squadrons and flotillas of Admiral Beatty

were chasing to the northward in the mellow light of the sinking

sun to rejoin the Grand Fleet. The first phase of the battle was
over, but contact was not completely lost before the German forces

had time to Reassemble, and, with an approach formation of line of

squadrons and the cruisers in a scouting line in advance, to secure

the fleet against surprise.



Chapter 11

SKAGERRAK—SECOND PHASE-THE ENGAGEMENT OF THE
BATTLE FLEETS

At 6.30 p. m., as the fire of the British battle cruiser fleet on the

one hand and the German battle cruisers and ships of Battle Squad-

ron III on the other slowly died away, the British battle fleet, under

Admiral Jellicoe, composed of 3 battle squadrons, was steaming in

line of divisions in 6 columns about 23 miles to the northward of

the Lion. After the detachment of the Third Battle 'Cruiser Squad-

ron, only five new cruisers of the Fourth Light Cruiser Squadron

remained available for the line of scouts. {Calliope, Constance,

Corrvus, Royalist, and Ca/roline.) Instead of keeping these vessels

far in advance of the fleet on a scouting line, Admiral Jellicoe had
draws them in close to the battleship divisions to form an antisub-

marine screen and had assigned the older cruisers, Active, Boadicea,

Blofnche, and Bellona, a similar mission on the flanks. With regard

to the later difficult deployment of the battle line, this disposition

of forces was somewhat questionable, since the very important service

of information in advance of the fleet fell to the very old and rela-

tively slow armored cruisers of the First and Second Cruiser Squad-

rons, In accordance with the original plan, these vessels should

have taken station in a line extending about 40 miles, with the guide

about 16 miles in advance of the fleet flagship; but they had not

reached half of this prescribed interval, as the battleships were

steaming at 20 knotsj when contact was made with the enemy. [See
fig. 11 for the dispositions of the battle fleet with attached cruisers.]

Further, owing to the constantly decreasing range of visibility, the

scouting line had drawn together so that it covered only 25 miles in

length, thus further reducing its effectiveness. Of the Third Battle

Cruiser Squadron nothing further had been heard since its detach-

ment, although it had been sent promptly to reinforce the battle

cruiser fleet, and at 6.30 had advanced about 21 miles beyond the

center of the battle fleet, which should have brought it on the scene

of action by that time. As was later determined, this squadron,

owing to a considerable error in the reported positions of the differ-

ent flagships, the Iron Duke on the one hand and the Lion and
Southampton on the other, had passed about 18 miles to the east-

ward of Admiral Beatty's forces ; and at 6.40, although in the same
latitude as the latter, had not sighted them. Thus, while this ad-

(81)
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vantageous position which the Third Battle Squadron attained was
due entirely to an error and can not be attributed to brilliant lead-

ership, it was later to turn to the very favorable account of the

British. Consequently, while the German advance screen was near-

ing the approaching screen of the Grand Fleet from the NW., -they

were surprised on the unprotected flank by an attack of Admiral

Hood's forces. [Figs. 25 and 26 3
Following the change of course of the German battle cruisers to

the northeast, and the simultaneous change of the British battle

cruiser fl'eet to NNE. (6.33), contact was lost for a short time, but

was soon thereafter regained. At 6.40 Admiral Beatty was again

able to recognize his enemy, and the battle cruisers, which had been

relieved for a time by the Fifth Battle Squadron, were able to open

fire.

At the same time Admiral Evan Thomas sighted the German
battle cruisers, and with the Barham and Valiant joined in the fire

on these vessels, while the Warspite and Malaya reopened the action

against the barely distinguishable leading ships of Squadron III,

although this fire was intermittent.

At the same time the First and Third Light Cruiser Squadrons,

after having been ordered at 6.27 to regain contact with the German
battle cruisers at 14,600 meters and to determine their course, had

gradually hauled ahead and to the northward so that Admiral Hip-

per was obliged to resume course NE. in order to remain outside of

torpedo range of these light cruisers. Also, the German main body

was forced to change course to north at 6.40 and then to north by

east, since this force was slowly being outflanked by the enemy battle-

.ships. Owing to the high speed of the fifth division the German
line had gradually been drawn out and the distance between ships

within the divisions themselves had been greatly increased; thus

the leading ships Konig and Grosser Kurfilrst (Captains Briining-

haus and Goette) found themselves alone with the battle cruisers

opposed to the forces of Admiral Beatty, which were outflanking

them. While up to this time the latter had stood out in bold relief

against the sinking sun, they were now enveloped in the mists, which

were spreading rapidly, so that Konig and Grosser Kurfiirst, from

6.40 and 6.43, respectively, could not find their targets with their

main batteries. On the other hand, the Konig seemed to offer a

much better target, since from 6.40 many shells struck in her imme-

diate vicinity. At 6.47 it appeared as though this ship, which was

far in advance of the vessels following, was being fired on by at least

three enemy battleships at the same time. It received its first hit

in this phase of the engagement. In order to hold his formation

together Admiral Behncke reduced speed at 6.49 to 18 knots, while
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at the same time, he changed course with the Konig to NNE. Mean-

while, Admiral Scheer had realized the hopelessness of further pur-

suit of the enemy and the necessity for further strengthening his

formation, which Avas too extended as a result of the signal for ' re-

serve speed." At 6.50 he therefore ordered speed reduced to 15

knots, and with the Squadrons I and II swung into column in the

wake of Squadron III. Since at that time it was becoming more and

more difficult to make out the situation from the fleet flagship, he

made signal " guide ahead," thus giving Admiral Behncke the choice

of the battle course.

As a result of the failure of the battleship divisions to keep up,

the pressure of the enemy outflanking movement was becoming more

and more pronounced against the German battle cruisers, while the

Moltke and von der Tann in particular were beginning to have

difficulty in maintaining this high .speed, which at times reached

26 knots. The fires had not been cleaned since 4 p. m. and were

therefore very dirty, while the crew had had no food since noon

and signs of exhaustion were becoming apparent among the fire-

men and coal passers. Further, the fuel oil lines for the auxiliary

oil firing had been choked with sludge, which was stirx-ed up in the

tanks, and were, to a large extent, inoperative. Even more serious

was the fact that the enemy fire, which would naturall}' be strength-

ened by a closer approach, covdd not be effectively returned owing

to the complete reversal of the previous favorable visibility condi-

tions, so that the guns of the battle cruisers were able to get on the

tai-get onl}^ intermittently and then for very short periods. For
example, the Der-fflinger, according to her gunnery report, did not

fire a single shot from 6.42 to 7.16. In order to put an end to this

state of affairs. Admiral Hipper made a change of course together

to NNW. at 6.47 and at 6.51 a further change to north, in order

to close with the enemy quickly, in the hope of bringing his fast

flotillas to attack and thereby lelieA'ing the pressure on his ships.

Of these, Flotilla II was the onl}^ one which had reached the as-

signed position ahead and to starboard of the cruisers. On the

other hand. Flotilla IX, which had attacked at 5.80. was still

far astern, while Commodore Heinrich and Rear Admiral Boedicker,

with their light forces, among which was Flotilla VI, Avere

steaming up to position. From the Regenshurg^ flagship of Com-
modore Heinrich, nothing was to be seen of the enemy except the

flash of gunfire, while the salvos which w^ere siolashing all around
the cruisers forced the destroyers to sheer out constantly.

But even while the German flotillas were advancing at full speed

to take position to attack the still invisible forces of Admiral Beatty
which were firing so effectively, the Grand Fleet approached rapidly

from the northwest, and before the German forces had the slightest
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intimation of the situation the light forces of Admiral Jellicoe and
Admiral Beatty had made contact. At 6.33, Rear Admiral Napier,

on board the Falmouth, which was cruising at the head of the Third
Light Cruiser Squadron about 4 miles in advance of the Lion,

sighted two or three armored cruisers approaching from the north-

west. These belonged to the scouting line composed of the vessels

of the First and Second Cruiser Squadrons, with the following

ships, Black Prince, 11 miles to the southward of the western

column of battleships, then Duke of Edinburgh, Defense, Wamor,
Minotaur', and Shannon with the Cochrane on the eastern flank

bearing ENE. from the last column of battleships. These older

and slower armored cruisers, which were advanced an insufficient

distance ahead of the fleet, were to prove entirely inadequate for

their mission as an advance screen. The battle lines advanced

rapidly from the southward toward the Grand Fleet and before the

leader of the latter could be informed of the situation or receive

any reports of the position of his own and enemy forces which were

in action, the two fleets had clashed.

The Black Prince, being nearer the enemy than the other ships of

the Grand Fleet, had at 6.40 p. m., after receipt of a searchlight

signal from the Falmouth, reported battle cruisers 5 miles to the

southward of her position. This was just at the time when Admiral

Beatty reopened fire on the German battle cruisers. Although this

message referred to Admiral Beatty's forces, for some imexplained

reason these were designed in the radio which Admiral Jellicoe

received some time later as enemy forces. (The Black Prince was
later sunk in the night action.) Since the German battle fleet was
assumed to be immediately behind their battle cruisers, this mes-

sage from the Black Prince shifted the position of the former some

20 miles to the northwestward of the point they should have reached

at that time, in accordance with the previous report of Commodore
Goodenough. Admiral Jellicoe therefore reached the correct con-

clusion that the message from the Black PHnce must refer to the

forces under Admiral Beatty. Nevertheless, this inaccurate message

only ser'i'ed to increase the great uncertainty of the British com-

mander in chief, which was caused by the very meager and con-

flicting reports on the developments of the action, a situation which

continued up to the time when it was no longer possible to delay

the deployment of forces for battle. Then, while the Black Prince

turned off to the westward in order to make way* for the approach-

ing forces of Admiral Beatty, shell splashed near the next ship in

line to the eastward, Duke of Edinburgh, while at the same moment
gunfire Avas heard or seen by all ships in the scouting line and also

by the ships of the Fourth Light Cruiser Squadron near the battle-

ships. Shortly thereafter, near the western flank of the advance
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screen, the battle cruisers of Admiral Beatty appeared engaged in

a brisk action, while to the northward of these were the First and

Third Light Cruiser Squadrons, surrounded by splashes of shell

from the enemy main and secondary batteries. The latter became

involved in the midst of the screen of the battle fleet while these

were deploying for battle, and therefore Admiral Beatty's signal at

6.50 to this force to attack the enemy van with torpedoes could not

be carried out.

Finally the First Light Cruiser Squadron succeeded in breaking

through between the fourth and fifth battleship divisions to the

northward, Ihus making room for the other forces, which, with the

destroyer flotillas of the battle fleet, were crowded together in the

smallest possible space while attempting to take position for the

pending attack of the battle fleet. At the same time the Third

Light Cruiser Squadron joined forces with ,the screen of the fleet,

the First and Second Cruiser Squadrons, and the Fourth Light

Cruiser Squadron, and with these swung to the eastward in order

to take station at the head of the battle squadrons on the probable

battle' course [fig. 27]. While still changing course at 6.47, how-

ever, Rear Admiral Sir Robert Arbuthnot, commandirtg First

Cruiser Squadron, sighted from the Defence three or four light

cruisers about four points to starboard, apparently on course NE.
These were the ships of Scouting Division II, which were about

5 miles ahead on the starboard side of the German battle cruisers.

The Third Light Cruiser Squadron was passing to the northward

when he opened fire with the Defence and 'Wam-'ior on the second

or third cruiser which was most clearly seen {yi^ieshaden)^ and,

finding that the first salvos fell short, turned sharply toward the

enemy. At the same moment shell struck near these light cruisers

from the eastward, while from the westward the forces of Admiral

Beatty were approaching in action with the German battle cruisers.

At 6.50 even Beatty's ships had reached the fleet screen, and six

minutes later he sighted the leading ships of the British battleship

columns about 4 miles to the northward of the Lion.

Promptly reaching the decision to prevent Admiral Hipper's

forces from sighting and reporting the pending deployment of the

Grand Fleet, he turned with his battle cruisers sharply from NNE.
to course east, and, st aming at full speed, supported by the Fifth

Battle Squadron, sought to force the head of the German column

around to this course. Consequently, the distance from the German
battle cruisers, which were in sight and apparently followed by
ships of the Konicj class, was rapidly reduced from 12,800

to 11,000 meters. But even then the ships of Admiral Beatty's

force could not be distinguished by the German forces and only

65280 0—31 7
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in the greater effectiveness ofthe fire was the approach of these ships

made evident. At 6.55 the Der-fflinger was struck bj^ a major-caliber

shell in the forward torpedo compartment and rapidly sank deeper

in the water, owing to the volume of space flooded, while the entire

forward part of the ship had to be cleared and all exits therefrom

closed. At the same time several shots striking the Seydlitz at 6.57

near the bow caused a fire in the forecastle. The situation therefore

became untenable for the German battle cruisers, as they were under

heavy fire which they could not return, while now to the northward

a large force of destroyers and light cruisers were assembling, appar-

ently ready for torpedo attack. At the same time the head of the

German line was lacking in fast flotillas, as these had been drawn
off to meet an unexpected attack of a new enemy from the eastward.

Admiral Hipper was therefore forced to turn to course east and

break off the proposed attack on the enem}' battle cruisers at 6.56.

Finally, in order to free his ships from the effective fire zone of the

enemy, he turned " ships right " at 7.05 to course SW. through
south. fSee fig. 27.] In this decision he was influenced by still

other factors which have been barely indicated. At this time the

Third Battle Cruiser Squadron joined in the action from the east-

ward, an attack which was as much of a surprise to the British as the

German leaders.

Admiral Hood had advanced witli this squadron about 25 miles

ahead of the battle fleet and had sighted no enemy forces, when at

6.27 the light cruiser Chester^ which was cruising about 5 miles to

the westward of the squadron as a scout, heard gunfire to the SW.
[See Note H, fig. 25-3 Fi'om this direction heavy clouds of smoke
were drifting toward the British cruisers, so that the range of visi-

bility varied from 13,000 to 5,000 meters, and was at times as low

as 2,000 meters. Shortly thereafter gunfire was seen through this

smoke cloud, and at 6.36 the indistinct outlines of a cruiser with

three stacks was sighted, which accompanied by a group of de-

stroyers was steaming to the northward. In order to protect her-

self from torpc'do fire in case this should not be expected advance

screen of Admiral Beatt3''s forces the CJiesfer turned immediately

on parallel course, wlien two further cruisers aj)peared likephantoms

in the mists and the British crui.ser was suddenly overwhelmed by a

hail of shell. This was Scouting Division II, under Admiral Boe-

djcker, which was cruising about 5 miles to the NE. of the German
battle cruiseis. He wiis successful in deceiving the enemy by means

of the English recognition signal, whicli had been made known by

radio messages, and approached to within 5,500 meters of the Brit-

ish cruiser, which had sudtlenly appeared on the visible horizon. Fire

was opened only when the vessel turned away. The Frankfurt^
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flagship, Captain von Trotha, fired first at 6,400 meters, followed

bv the Pillau, ElbincK and Wiesbaden, as well as by the torpedo

boats of Flotilla II to the northwestward and the Twelfth Half

Flotilla in the rear. Completely taken by surprise, the Chsster did

not return this fire until after the third salvo, while the fourth salvo

put the first gun of the port battery out of action and ^Vounded and

killed so many of the crews of the second and third that only the

fourth gun' could fire. In order not to confuse the spotting the

Elbing and WJeshaden received orders to cease fire. Meanwhile

Admiral Boedicker was pursuing this cruiser at full speed to the

I^E., and thus ran into the Third Battle Cruiser Squadron. Admiral

Hood had just heard the sound of gunfire from the direction of the

Chester, when at G.40 he turned his battle cruisers through nine

points to starboard and at high speed stood in between the Chester

and her pursuers, followed by the light cruiser Canterhiiry and four

destroyers, which were about 5 miles to the southward of the battle

cruisers. [Note G, fig. 26.J At 6.55 he opened fire on the German
light cruisers with the battle cruisers Inoincihle, Infiexthle, and hi-

doinitable at a range of 7,300 meters, and continued this rather effec-

tive fire until shortly after 7 p. m., when the last German cruiser

disappeared in a smoke screen, (In this pursuit he approached his

own fleet so rapidly that the Minotaur and Shannon nearly mistook

his vessels for enemy ships and fired on them.)

This heavy-caliber fire from a direction in which up to now no

enemy forces had been sighted, reported, or expected was all the

more surprising to Scouting Division II and to Admiral Hipper's

cruisers and destroyers, since all of Admiral Beatty's forces ap-

peared to be in action to the west ar d northwest, and, further, these

new enemy forces from which the heavy fire was coming were still

invisible. Only later were their bow waves visible, and finally, at

0.58, there appeared for a short time the ghostly and shadowlike

outlines of the larger ships and accompanying light forces. Ad-
miral Boedicker thought he recognized two cruisers of the "city

class " and several battleships or battle cruisers on course NW
The Elbing and FiJlau counted four first-line ships, but whether of

The Malaya, Iron Duke, or Agincourt type was doubtful. Were
these some of Admiral Beatty's forces which had unexpectedly

hauled around so far ahead of the German van ; were they new forces

just coming on the scene of action; or were they part of the still

invisible enemy battle fleet which had joined in the action with the

light forces and destroyers? Each question appeared idle. The
Wiesbaden, Commander Reiss, reported herself incapable of maneu-
vering and both engines out of commission when new salvos struck

near these light cruisers from the north and northwest from an
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invisible enemy (from Tiger, Defense, and Warrior). At the same

time the German battle cruisers lay to the westward in the midst of

heavj' fire. There was no room to escape in that direction. The

Frankfurt therefore turned to the reverse course with hard right

rudder and was followed b}- the other ships of Scouting Division IT,

with the exception of the Wieshaden. While still turning, the

Frankfurt and Elhing each fired a torpedo against the large ships

to the eastward; then they withdrew from the enemy fire in the

smoke screen and for a wonder escaped undamaged. [Xote B fig-

27.] Only the PUIau, Commander Mommsen. was struck by a

80.5-cm. (12-inch) shell at 6.58. which penetrated the forward boiler

compartment tlirough the smokestack. The oil and coal dust was

set on fire, four boilers put out of commission, the chart house and

upper and lower bridges fell in ruins, the reserve radio station was

destro^'ed. but the ship could still maintain 24 knots speed and was
finally successful in escaping in a smoke screen and rejoining the

other cruisers.

While the German lightcruisers were in the midst of their evolution

in turning away from the enemy, the Twelfth Half Flotilla under

Lieutenant Commander Lahs steamed up to attack first on easterly and

then on northerlv courses. While about to attack tlie badlv damaged
Chester, the latter group of destroyers had sighted an "enemy
detachment of numerous large battleships " on course NAV., and,

breaking off the attack on the Chester, turned to attack this larger

force on realizing the dangerous position of Admiral Boedicker's

forces. At the same time the British destroj-ers Shark, Acasta,

Ophelia, and Christopher were concentrated for attack behind the

line of enemy capital ships. The first group, ¥-69, S—50, and ¥-4-6.

(Lieutenant Commanders Stecher, Eecke, and 'Krumhaar), ap-

proached to within six to seven thousand meters and fired four tor-

pedoes, while torpedoes fired by the enemy destroj'ers at Scouting

Division II passed by these boats. The latter were warned by

signal, and as the first group of the Twelfth Half Flotilla then

turned awaj' to the westward under heavy fire from the ships

attacked, it was unable to observe the results of the shots in the mists

and smoke. Of the second group attacking, only the V-45, Lieuten-

ant Commander Lassmann, was able to fire on the enemy ships,

since the German light cruisers in turning away threatened to cross

the line of fire. Therefore the G-37. Lieut. Commander Wolf
von Trotha, was forced to direct his attack against the enemy de-

stroyers, and fired a torpedo at the latter at a range of from five to

six thousand meters. As the boats of the Twelfth Half Flotilla
*

were retui'ning from attack, they encountered Flotilla IX, under

Commander Goehle, proceeding to attack with the signal " Z."

i. e., the signal for attack. [Notes E and H, fig. 27.] Hindered in
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this manner by the Twelfth Half Flotilla, only the leader, V-28
(Lieutenant Commander Lenssen), S-52 (Lieutenant Commander
Ehrentraut), and /S-34- (Lieutenant Commander Andersen), were

able to fire torpedoes at about 6,000 meters at the enemy capital

ships, these being visible for only a short time. The other boats of

this flotilla became involved in fights with the enemy destroyers,

which, on account of their size, were frequently mistaken for light

cruisers. Thus the SSd (Lieut. Commander Franz Fischer) fired

torpedoes at 7,500 meters at what appeared to be two light cruisers

with four stacks, the leading vessel remaining stopped after the first

torpedo was fired; also the flotilla leader [F-^<??] fired at another

light cruiser on course SE. at 7.08 at a range of 4,000 meters.

Thereupon, Flotilla II, under Commander Schuur, steamed in be-

tween the fighting groups.

At the time of the attack of the Third Battle Cruiser Squadron

this flotilla was ahead and to port of Scouting Division II at the

head of the German colunm, had fired on the Chester, and then

had turned awaj^ with the cruisers. Thereupon G-101, G-102,

G-103, and G-104, led by Commander Boest, had followed Flo-

tilla IX to attack. However, the G-101 and G-102 had not been

able to sight the enemy, as the latter was blanketed by the

retreating light cruisers. Only the last two boats, G-103 and G-lOIf,

sighted suddenly to the eastward " a squadron of battleships " and

turned sharply to attack the van of the enemy column. At this time

the returning boats of the Twelfth Half Flotilla masked the

target for these boats. A second attack was impossible, since their

own battle cruisers were rapidly approaching and they had to

make way, so that only the G~10Jt was finally able to fire one torpedo

at the second enemy ship at 6.55, at from 6,000 to 7,000 meters.

The other boats of Flotilla II, under Commander Schuur, were

about to attack when signal was hoisted on the Regensburg^ flagship

of the second leader of destro^^ers :
'" Follow the leader." At that

time the Regensburg, with the leaders of Flotilla VI and Eleventh

Half Flotilla, was steaming up to the head of the column. Flotilla

II assembled its half flotillas and the boats returning from attack,

and joined the Regenshurg, and pushing through the confined spaces

bet\>een the battle cruisers and light cruisers of Scouting Divisions

I and II, opened fire on one English light cruiser and destroyers

which were approaching from ESE. One destroyer was fired on by
the Regenshurg from 7.04 to 7.08 at from 0,800 to 2,000 meters, and
was brought to a stop. This destroy^r was then taken under gunfire

by the leader of Flotilla VI, G-Jfl, which was following the Regem-
hurg, as long as its guns would bear in passing. Thereafter G-Jfl

fired on another destroyer which appeared to be stopped at a dis-

tance of from 6,000 to 8,000 meters, silencing the fire from the latter
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after the first straddling salvo. Since the German battle fleet was
now approaching from the westward and this destroyer might still

have an opportunity to fire torpedoes at this force, the G-Ifl fired a

torpedo set for a shallow run which exploded near the stern of the

enemy boat. [The destroyer apparently was the Shark.l The Elev-

enth Half Flotilla also participated in this action. Then the B-97,

of Flotilla II, made several hits with gunfire on this same destroyer,

carrjnng away the center stack, and was about to fire two torpedoes

at it when it was hindered by the Regeixshurg crossing the line of

fire. The latter was firing at a light cruiser at from 8,000 to 8,400

meters from 7.08 to 7.17 until the enemy turned away and disap-

peared in the mists. [This was the Canterburrj 7j^ Meanwhile, on

board the B-98 (Lieut. Commander Theodor Hengstenberg) , leader of

Flotilla II, the after torpedo tubes were hit while being trained.

Both tubes were put out of action and the mast went by the board, so

that B-98 had to join the Regeiisbuvg after turning away. '

The choppy sea resulting from the large number of boats steaming

at high speed, the motion of the vessels, and the spray on the tele-

scopic sights made sighting difficult. However, B~112 (Lieut.

Commander August Claussen) fired 82 10.5 cm. (4-inch) shells in a

short time against the light cruiser at a range of 7,500 meters and

against a destroyer at 4,500 meters, while the B-110 in the rear of

the line was able to fire onlj' two or three salvos, and the other boats

were forced to turn away by the approach of their own forces. Fur-

ther, the group under Boest joined with the " B " boats in the action

itom. 7.05 to 7.20 p. m. At 7.15 the Frmxkfurt sighted a destroj'er

dead ahead, which was on fire and apparently in a sinking condition

(Shark), and fired several straddling salvos at a range of 11,300

meters. Another destroyer (Acasfa) attempted to go alongside but

w^as driven off by German gunfire, while the sinking boat apparently

hoisted a white flag, although continuing to fire from one gun. An
English light cruiser to the southward was also taken under fire,

which had to be ceased shortly on account of poor visibility, while

at the same time the Frankfurt lay in the midst of a heavy fire.

In the uncertain light, and obscui'ed by mists and smoke clouds,

the enemy forces attacking from the eastward appeared to be much
stronger than they really were, so that Commodore Heinrich, second

leader of destroyers, was under the firm impression that the ap-

pearance of the numerous enemy destroyers, light cruisers, and

capital ships indicated an attack of the Grand Fleet from this direc-

tion. If this were the case it was not only necessary to protect ths

German battle cruisers from the attack of the destroyers approach-

ing from the eastward but to attack the van of the British battle

line with all flotillas at the head of the German line in a massed

formation in order to inflict as much damage to these as possible,
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while disregarding the enemy forces to the north and northwest. In

reality the attacking enemy forces which appeared so powerful in the

mist were so small in number that the large number of destroyers

only hindered each other without finding ade(}uate targets.

At 7.13 the hirincihle had to sheer out to starboard, as it appeared

to the other ships following, and to stop on account of a torpedo hit.

Shortly thereafter the hiflexihle and Indomitable sighted several

torpedoes, one of which passed under the former without exploding.

Four other torpedoes which were sighted close aboard were running

so sloWl}' that it was evident they were at the end of their run and

were easily avoided by sheering out with full rudder and high speed.

Even the supposed torpedo hit on the Invincible had done so little

damage, apparently, that the " breakdown " flag was soon hauled

down, and tlie ship resumed her station at the head of the column.

Even the Chester^ with three guns out of action, wrecked boats, and

holes in the stacks and hull, as well as the side armor, had her ma-
chinery intact—although two boilers were slightly damaged—and
was able to escape to the lee of the Third Battle Cruiser Squadron.

Thus the total loss to the English in this action Avas restricted to one

destroyer.

This was the SJiarl- (Commander Loftus Jones), which had
turned to port after the attack on Scouting Division II after firing

tlie forward and after torpedoes. At 7.15 this boat lay in a helpless

condition, with fuel-oil lines shot through and steering gear wrecked.

The reserve torpedo was about to be loaded when this was struck by
a .shell which exploded the air flask. Overwhelmed by the fire from
tiie Regensburg and the German flotillas, the Shark could, only

return the fire with one gun, when she was struck by a torpedo fired

from 4,000 to G,000 meters and began to sink. The AcaMa started

to the rescue but was struck both fore and aft, while the Shark
heroically refused all ofi'ers of assistance. The Canterbury^ which,

on southerly coui'ses, tried to render aid to the Sharl' and Arasta by

means of a well-directed torpedo defense fire, was struck by a 10.5 cm.

shell, which pierced several bulkheads without exploding, and the

\Tssel was forced to retire.

The extremely small losses of the English at this time were all

out of pi-oportion to the tremendous gain which resulted fi'oni this

surprise attack of the Thii'd Battle Cruiser Squadron on the unpro-

tected flank of the (Srerman forces. This is a ])voof of the tactical

advarita,gej[X)ssible to a squadron operating singly and not in the

fleet formation. Failing the attack of this force, the (xerman tor-

pedo attack, which had nlread.y been ordered, would have (aken

another dii-ection, namely, against the forces of Admiral Beatty,

and would in all jnobability have pi-evented the lattei- from complet-

ing the enveloping movement of the (TCiman van— as Mas done later
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by the British Battle Fleet. In that event there is a possibility that

the German battle cruisers and the Third Battle Squadron would

have surprised the enemy fleet in the midst of their deployment for

battle and would have been able to cap them (cross the "T")
instead of later being; brought into an untenable tactical position

themselves by Beatty's outflanking movement. [This is excellent

comment. Hood's forces exerted a powerful effect, which continued

throughout the action.]

As at 7 p. m. Admiral Beatty entered between the leading ships

of the columns of his own battleships on one side and the German
battle cruisers on the other, he was under the impression that Ad-
miral Jellicoe was about to deploy his battle line on the western

flank. Only in that case could he take station ahead of the leading

column in time to avoid interfering with the evolutions of the fleet,

and thus masking its view of the Germans. Thus the sudden change

of course of Admiral Beatty to the eastward was hard for Admiral
Jellicoe to understand. The only message which he had received

from Admiral Beatty since 5.48, " Have sighted enemy battle fleet

bearing SE. My position 56^^ 36' N".. 6° 04' E..'' was, as previously

stated, so distorted on receipt by the Iron Dul^e that after decipher-

ing it read, '" 26 to 30 battleships, probably enemy, bearing SSE.,

course SE." Further, the commander in chief had received no

word regarding the loss of the Queen Mary and Indefatigable.

On the other hand, Commodore Goodenough, the conmiander of the

Second Light Cruiser Squadron, which Avas in rear of the Fifth

Battle Squadron, had sent five very exact reports from the South-

ampton from 5.38 on.

From 5.48 on Admiral Jellicoe knew from these radio messages

that the van of the German column comprised vessels of the Kaiser

class, that the German battle fleet had advanced to the northward to

join the battle cruisers, and tljat the latter were on course north.

Further, the changes of course to XNAV. and back to north were

both reported. These reports Avere further confirmed by the direc-

tion-finding stations on the east coast of England, which '' cut in "

the position of the German forces after each radio sent bj' the

latter. At the same time the German messages were deciphered at

the Admiralty and relayed to Admiral Jellicoe Avith A'ery little delay.

As early as 6 p. m. the latter had received in this manner the posi-

tion of the German fleet, Avhich Avas exact within 4 miles, and at

6.53 he was informed by radio from the Admiralty that the German
fleet was in 56° 31' X.. 6° 5' E. at 5.30 p. m., on course north at a

speed of 15 knots. Even this reported position Avas accurate within

3 miles. According to all these reports he should have found the

enemy directly ahead. Therefore, as soon as he saw, from the head

of column of the Third Battleship Division, that the British battle
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cruisers were crossing the course of his columns in action with a still

invisible enem3% lie sent the following message by searchlight to

Admiral Beatty: "Where is the enemy battle fleet?" (7.01). That

there had been some misunderstanding somewhere was clear, since

Admiral Beatty had come on the scene a great deal farther to the

westward than his previous^ reported position would have indi-

cated. As stated before, this was due to an error in reckoning on the

two flagships; thus the calculated position of the Lion Avas about 7

miles to the eastward of the true position, while the error of the

Iron Duke was 4 miles to the northwest, making a total error of 11

miles. (Corbett: Naval Operations: Vol. Ill, p. 355.)

After this had been established by the sighting of the battle

cruisers, Admiral Jellicoe believed, that in spite of the reports from

{he coast radio stations which Avere free from pdsition errors, the

German fleet would appear farther to the westward. Consequently,

without waiting for an answer to the signal sent to Admiral Beatty,

he altered course of his columns to south at 7.02 in order to gain

sea room to the westward and to place his fleet directly in line of the

probable approach of the German fleet, A few minutes later he was

convinced, after a short consideration, that the new course was not

advantageous. This new course, south, brought the leading ships

of the columns in line of bearing with the western flank far ad-

vanced, thus making it very difficult to swing into column on course

east. As a result of the sighting of Admiral Beatty's forces it was
apparent that the D. R. positions reported contained errors in both

latitude and longitude, and therefore the enemy fleet should be

sighted about 20 minute? sooner than originally expected. Before

the columns could execute this maneuver of changing course and

resume the formation of di^ isions on line of bearing the enemy would

have approached within battle range. It therefore appeared of the

utmost importance to bring the fleet into formation as soon as pos-

sible with the line of bearing of the division guides at right angles

to the bearing of the ^nemy in order to permit the fleet to swing into

column in either direction. Therefore Admiral Jellicoe ordered the

columns to return to course SE. at 7.06. At this moment he received

from Admiral Beatty, who was then passing the western coliunn of

battleships about 2 miles to the southward of the Marlborough^ the

message by searchlight, ''Enemy battle cruisers bear SE.," neglecting

to answer the other question in regard to the position of the enemy
battle fleet. This message therefore only added to the existing

uncertainty in regard to the situation, since this directly contradicted

a report received some 10 minutes before from Commodore Good-
enough, from which it was to be assumed that the German battle

cruisers were in rear instead of in advance of their own battle fleet.

(At 6.50 the Southampton had reported " Enemy battle fleet had
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changed course to north. Enemy battle cruisers are SW. of the

battle fleet.")

In order to clear up this contradiction, there Avas nothing to do

but repeat the message to Admiral Beatty, "Where is the enemy
battle fleet? '' Since, in the meantime, the German battle cruisers

had made a simultaneous change of course away from the Lion^ the

latter had lost all contact with the last German ships, which he had
had in sight. Thus the British commander in chief received no
answer for the time being, and valuable minutes passed without his

being able to receive the information necessary for the deployment

of his battle line on the proper course. The general situation was
further confused b}' the fact that Admiral Beatty, in giving the

bearing of the enemy in his previous message, had neglected to give

their course. At that moment, however, he did not know what had

become of these forces.

Between the two lines there noAV lay the heavy smoke clouds from

the hundreds of ships which were steaming at full speed to reach

their assigned battle stations. These smoke clouds drifted in the

light southwest breeze toward the northeast and there combined with

the smoke screen which had been laid down b\- Scouting Division II.

thus forming an impenetrable battle mist which was broken only by
the flashes of gunfire, the detonation of shells, and the flames of

explosions. On the German side the impi-ession gradually dawned
that new enemy forces had joined the engagement, but the German
commander in chief was led to belicA^e from the reports of Scouting

Division II that the attack might be expected from the east and

southeast. On the English side the uncertainty was not quite so

great, although the cruisers and destroyer flotillas which were pass-

ing the battleship columns left a smoke cloud which screened all

view of the enemy forces.

Thus the in^portant service of information which was so neces-

sary for the initial deployment of the fleet had entirely failed on

the English side in spite of the large number of vessels available

for this mission. The report of Admiral Beatty regarding the

location of the German battle cruisers gave then, as before, the

only definite information on which to base the estimate of the situa-

tion. The first and natural thought of the British commander in

chief was to deploy in battle line on the western flank as this

column stood nearest the enemy. Since heavy caliber shell were

alreadj'' beginning to strike between the columns of ships, this deci-

sion would have meant that the oldest and weakest division of his

fleet would be exposed to the concentrated fire of the strongest

German ships while in the midst of the evolution, and possibly

further exposed to a mass attack from the German destroyer flo-

tillas. Further, the other battleship divisions would be forced to
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turn to starboard to form column on the sixth division, and then

to turn to port in the wake of that division, thus exposing them to

heavj- concentrated fire at the turning point before their own gun-

fire could become effective. Finallv the execution of this maneuver

woidd have brought the battle lines well within range of the tor-

pedoes of the German battleships, which, in view of the well-known

powerful torpedo armaments of these ships, would, in Admiral

Jellicoe's opinion, have been fatal. One must agree with the

British commander that such a decision would have brought his

fleet into a position the Germans would have very much desired.

The second possibility would have been to take the lead with the

flagship from the middle column, a maneuver which had often been

practiced, but which was rather too complicated to be executed in

the moment when they were immediately ahead of the enemy.

There remained nothing to do but to form the battle line on the

eastern flank, even though in so doing the evolution would at first

bring the fleet farther awav from the enemy.

At about 7.06, Rear Admiral E. F. A. Gaunt, commander of the

fiftli division, sent the following signal from his flagship Colossus:

" Kemember the traditions of the glorious 1st of June and avenge

Belgium."

As a result of the development of the battle line on the eastern

liank, quite some time elapsed before the British battle fleet was
able to join the engagement. It was 7.08 before Admiral Jellicoe

made the initial preparation for assuming battle formation, by send-

ing two of his destroyer flotillas to the head of the line and the

other to the rear; and it was 7.14, or four minutes after he had

again asked Admiral Beatty for the position of the enemy fleet,

before all doubts were removed regarding the correctness of the

procedure of deploying on the eastern flank. At the moment when
the Defence and Warrior passed ahead of the Lion^ crossing the

course of the First Battle Cruiser Squadron, Admiral Beatty sighted

the leading ships of the German Battle Squadron III and reported

by seai'chlight signal. " Have sighted enemy Battle Fleet, bearing

SSW." Shortly thereafter, the Lion and Tiger were again engaged

in a lively action with the German battle cruisers. On the Barham.

ihe leading ship of Battle Squadron III was also sighted, bearing

SSE. A report could not be made, however, until the message had
lost all importance, since at 7.15 Admiral Jerram, on the King
George, leading the eastern flank division, had received orders

from the commander in chief to stand on battle course southeast by

east and to take over the leadership of the British van. At the same
time the columns swung to port on signal, and forming column fol-

lowed in the wake of the leading division on the ordered battle

course. This evolution was just beginning when the first shell struck
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in the vicinity of the fleet flagship. At that time the situation was

not entirely clear to tne commandersi of the battleship divisions. As
observed from the leading ships in the column, the following picture

was presented : Ahead and to starboard the battle cruisers under

Admiral Beatty were in action with enemy forces, which could not

be distinguished; ahead of the battleship columns and between these

and the enemy were a number of armored cruisers, light cruisers.

and destroyers, which were only visible by the flash of gunfire,

lying in the midst of a heavy fire and trying to take position on the

flank of the fleet while the latter was still in the midst of the evolu-

tion [fig. 28 3. Their excess speed was too small to permit them
to clear the field for the British battleships, the majority of which.

being tormented by a well-directed fire, could find no other target

than the Wieshaden, which was lying helpless between the lines.

and opened fire on that vessel. In this fire, the Marlhorouq'h. lost

one of her heavy-caliber guns as a result of an explosion which

blew off the muzzle.

Under the poor visibility conditions which prevailed at the time

the rear division of the British fleet found itself in a dangerous

position on turning into the battle line. Scarcely had Admiral

Burney, at the head of the rear (sixth) division, turned to port, in

order to follow in the wake of the battle line to the northeast, when
straddling salvos struck near the Agincourt and Hercules^ the rear

ships of the column, and the water from the splashes was thrown

over these ships. This shows the exceedinglj^ dangerous position

the fleet would have been in had the deployment been made on

the western flank which was already almost within torpedo range

of the enemy ships. [Very correct comment.]

" Whatever circumstances may have influenced the battle ciiiiser

fleet to fall back on the battle fleet as the^^ did. the result was very

unfortunate. Even the fifth division was not in position to open

fire on the enemy, as the battle cruisers stood in betw^een. and when

the latter were clear of the battleships, it was very difficult to make
out in the smoke of battle whether the ships coming in sight were

friend or foe." (Report of Rear Admiral Gaunt: Battle of Jut-

land Official Dispatches, p. 77.)

Only after the battle cruisers had drawn clear was it possible for

the rear ships at least to make out the enemy forces. The sixth divi-

sion at the rear of the column made out four ships of the Kaiser

class and four ships of the Helgoland class, so that at 7.17, the Marl-

borough^ wdiich was leading the division, opened on a ship of the

Kaiser class at 11,900 meters, but was forced to cease fire after the

seventh salvo, at 7.21.

It was a fortunate accident for the English that the Fifth Bat-

tle Squadron was able to relieve the rear squadron of the battle
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fleet in this critical situation and bear the brunt of the attack, as

they did before in the case of the battle cruisers. [A well-deserved

tribute to Admiral Evan Thomas.]

At 7.06, as Admiral Evan Thomas sighted the Marlborough lead-

ing Admiral Burney's division, and a few minutes later the other

ships of that division came into view, he believed, as had Admiral
Beatty, that the other battleship divisions were to the northwest

(as they were not in sight) and that these ships were leading the

already developed British battle line. In that event the course

which had been prescribed by Admiral Beatty would lead him
directly across the course of the sixth division and thus bring him,

with the battle cruiser squadrons, at the head of the British line

into the position desired. But while he was engaged in action

with the German battle cruisers and Battle Squadron III. he

sighted the other ships of the battleship columns at 7.19 and then

realized as he crossed the course of the sixth division that his first

impression had been in error. The British fleet was still in the

process of deploying and the deployment had been made on the

eastern flank instead of the western. The battle station of this

fast Fifth Battle Squadron was then at the head of the first divi-

sion instead of near the sixth division. But it was impossible to

arrive at this station without entirely masking the fleet which had
already been hindered in the execution of the maneuver by the bat-

tle cruisers. There remained nothing for Admiral Evan Thomas to

do but swing out on a wide arc with reduced speed and place him-

self in rear of the sixth division, contrary to the battle orders. (The

battle orders provided that in case the battle line was developed

in the direction of Helgoland the Fifth Battle Squadron as well

as the battle cruisers were to take battle stations at the head of

the line. Only in the event that the line was headed toward their

own bases was the Fifth Battle Squadron to take station in rear

of the line.) This maneuver he found a difficult problem, owing
to the large number of light forces which were between him and

the battle cruisers, and which were striving to reach their battle

stations, while at the same time the battle lines were drawing to-

gether and a new attack was being initiated by the German battle

cruisers.

At 7.05 the German battle cruisers had executed ships right to

course south, while from the Von der Tann^ which stood nearest the

enemy, four enemy battle cruisers and four battleships could be

made out to starboard. [Note I, fig. 27.] These were the First

and Second Battle Cruiser Squadrons and the Fifth Battle Squad-
ron. By this time such a large volume of water had entered the

Seydlitz that it had reached the second deck in the forward com-

partments, and, the forward part of the A^essel having lost all buoy-
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ancy, it gradually listed over to starboard. While shells were strik-

ing all around Admiral Hipper's forces from both sides, Rear
Admiral Boedicker reported, as a result of the attack of the Third

Battle Cruiser Squadron, that enemy battleships had been sighted

to the eastward, and that the Wiesbaden had remained disabled

in that vicinity. [This completely incorrect information had a very

unfavorable influence on the conduct of the action by Admiral
Scheer.] At the same time he asked Commodore Heinrich to- dis-

patch destroyers to the damaged cruiser in order to take her in

toAV. He had ah-eady given up hope that this would succeed, on

receiving a. radio from the Admiral Hipper through the Derfflinger

at 7.17 that Scouting Division I would have to turn away from the

enemy, wh-^n the latter, led by the Lutzow, made another turn and
advanced at high speed toward the Wiesbaden. [Fig. 28, Note K.J
At this time, as was also observed from the Konig, a large number
of enemy light cruisers and destroj^ers approached the Wiesbaden.

Even the enemy capital ships maintained a heavy fire on this light

cruiser, Avhich was so valiantl}' defending herself. In order to re-

lieve the pressure on that vessel and on the battle cruisers. Admiral
Behncke turned towards the enemy two points Avith Squadron III

with increased speed at 7.15. In this he was followed by Admiral

Scheer on the Friedrich der Grosse and Squadron I at 7.18 in

order to bring the Wiesbade7i behind their own lines if possible.

At the same time the Third and Fourth Light Cruiser Squadrons

advanced from behind the line of armored cruisers. Black Prince^

Defence., and Wannor., in what appeared to be a very bold torpedo

attack on the German head of column, and opened fire on the Wies-

baden. In this attack the Fahnouth fired a torpedo at the Wies-

baden at a range of 4,600 meters. The British light cruisers were,

however, so intensely engaged with the W^iesbaden that they did not

even turn away undeh- the hot torpedo defense fire from the German
Battle Squadron III, so that the unfortunate cruiser became the

focus of a lively battle, which raged ahead of the still invisible

British battle fleet. At this time the destroyer Onslow proceeded

to attack. This boat had participated in the attack with the

Moresby on the German battle cruisers about an hour earlier, which

had been defeated by Scouting Division II, and since that time

had taken station to starboard ahead of the Lion. At 7.05 the

Wiesbaden had been sighted about 5,500 meters ahead of the First

Battle Cruiser Squadron. Since the former appeared to be in a

faA-orable position to fire torpedoes at the English battle cruisers,

the Onsloxo fired 58 salvoes at this ship at ranges from 3,600 to

1,800 meters ; then, since the German battle cruisers had at that time

headed for the Wiesbaden, the destroyer suddenly found herself in

a favorable position for torpedo fire against these forces. "When the
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latter had approached to within 7,300 meters, the commanding officer,

Lieutenant Commander Tovey, ordered all torpedoes to be fired.

But the first torpedo had scarcely left the tube, directed at the

middle battle cruiser, when the Onslow was struck by two shells

from the secondary battery of the Lutzou\ Avhile the escaping steam

completely env^eloped both torpedo tubes. The danger to the Lutzow
had still not been allayed, since at this time the destroyer Acasta^

Lieutenant Commander Barron, which had been with the Third

Battle C]-uiser Squadron, proceeded to attack.

This boat had just left the destroyer Shark under heavy gun-

fire, when owing to the new advance of Admiral Hipper, she sud-

denly found herself in a favorable position for attack on the flag-

ship of the latter forces. Although in turning to attack he was
met with a rain of shell from the secondary batteries of the German
ships he was still able to fire a torpedo at the Lutzow at a range of

4,000 meters. Even this time the zeal and determination which
characterized the British destroyers in attack was not rewarded

[that is, wlien they ^Aere allowed to get into the fight by their

superiors], and the Lutzow was not hit, while the destroyer turned

away enveloped in smoke with damaged steering gear and broken

steam lines so that she could neither stop nor steer, until 7.30 p, m.

Meanwhile Lieut. Commander Tovey, commanding the Onslow, had
learned that contrary to his orders only one torpedo had been fired

at the battle cruisers, whereupon he proceeded to within 3,200

meters- of the Wiesbaden and fired another torpedo which struck

the cruiser under the bridge but still did not cause the latter to

sink. Scarcely had this shot been fired when there offered a very

much better target for the two remaining torpedoes. About 5

miles away a long line of battle ships were sighted through the

battle smoke which proved to be Battle Squadron III approaching

at high speed. Although one fire room was out of commission on

the Onslov) and the engines were only capable of 10 knots, Lieut.

Commander Tovey again proceeded to attack although he could

coimt with certainty on the complete destruction of his boat, and

fired his last two torpedoes at the battleships. One of these was

sighted by the Kaiser at 7.25, and since it was running on the sur-

face was easily avoided. [Fig. 28 for Onslow^s position.] The

destroyer escaped. The attention of the ships of the battle fleet

was concentrated on other developments of greater importance.

At 7.05 the armored cruisers Defence. Warrior, and probably

/>/ark Prince had opened fire on the Wiesbaden: then at 7.15 they

ciossed the course of the battle cruisers directly ahead of the Lion,

causing the latter ship to sheer out. If Admiral Arbuthnot had

expected to find the destruction of the Wiesbaden an easy task, lit

was to pay dearlj' for his error, since at this time the outlines of
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the German battle cruisers and the battleships of Squadron III

appeared from the southwest through the smoke of battle. From
the Lutzow there was suddenly sighted at close range the outlines

of a cruiser with four stacks in the lee of the barely discernible

First Battle Cruiser Squadron. At first this was thought to be the

Rostock since it seemed highly improbable that such old armored
cruisers would approach so close to the German first line ships.

However the commanding officer, Captain Harder, was certain that

he had an English ship ahead of him, and opened fire at 7.16 while

the Derfjiinger still hesitated. At 7,000 meters he also fired a tor-

pedo at this enemy cruiser, whereupon the Grosser Kurfurst^ Mark-

graf, Kronprinz, and Kaiser joined in the fire. [Notes J and K,
fig. 28] Admiral Arbuthnot realized the danger of his position

too late. At 7.20 all three [the Black Pnnce was probably not in

this column] armored cruisers lay in the midst of concentrated and

extremely hot fire. Salvo after salvo struck these ships in the short-

est possible time, while observers on the Fifth Battle Squadron saw

the German secondary batteries lay barrage fire at a definite range

from the German ships. At this moment the Defence was com-

pletely covered with the splashes, while aft and then forward

tremendous fiames broke out of the turrets and the third catastrophe

of this nature occurred, a misfortune in this battle which was

restricted to English ships. The Defence blew up in a crater of

flame with an explosion which was heard by both fleets. ^Vhere

a ship had been before there remained nothing but a cloud of smoke

over the water, while no survivor escaped to testify to the disaster.

The hard-pressed Black Prince and Warrior were only barely able

to escape a similar catastrophe. A severe explosion occurred near

the stern of the latter ship which enveloped the whole .-hip in a

large smoke cloud under the protection of whicn the aruK-ied

cruisers Avere able to escape to the lee of the Fifth Battle Sqaadron,

since at this moment a breakdown of the steering gear caused the

Warspite to sheer out toward the enemy, thus covering the Warrior

from further enemy fire and assisting that vessel to escape.

As Admiral Evan Thomas swung in astern of the sixth division

with the Fifth Battle Squadron he came under the fire of the Ger-

man Sixth Battleship Division, although at the time the German

fire was rather uncertain on account of the poor visibility. In this

fire the Kaiserin, Captain Sievers, firing at ranges from 11,000 to

11,500 meters, made a hit on the Warspite which indirectly caused a

breakdown of the steering gear of that battleship at 7.17 p. m. [Note

D, fig. 29.] In making a turn to port the Warspite had come too

close to the Valiant and was trying to turn to starboard when the

rudder jammed as a result of the hit and the ship, barely missing

the stern of the ship ahead, sheered out toward the German Battle
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Squadron III. All efforts to bring the ship back into line were in

vain, so the commanding officer decided to swing around in the

circle at full speed and thus attempt to get back to his station. But

even this maneuver was only successful after the ship had de-

scribed two complete circles toward the enemy. However—luck in

misfortune—the sheering out of this ship saved the TFarnor from
annihilation since the latter was thereby screened from the enemy
fire. This battleship thereby drew on herself the concentrated fire

of a large number of German ships which had only then been able

to find a target. At 7.20 the fleet flagship Friedrich der Grosse

opened fire on this ship, followed at 7.22 by Konig, at 7.24 by Helgo-

land^ and immediately thereafter by Ostfriesland and Thuringen at

ranges of from 8,800 to 14,000 meters, with combined main and

secondary batteries, while passing on course northeast. Since, how-

ever, Battle Squadron III shortly thereafter was forced by the de-

velopments of the battle to change course to east-northeast and then

to east the Warspite was lost to view of the Konig at 7.26 and fire

ceased. After 20 salvos the Thuringen shifted fire to the next ship

to the right {Malaya) and at 7.35 the Friedrich der Grosse and
Helgoland lost the target, while the Nassau followed three minutes

later by the Oldenhurg took up tlie fire on the Warsjnte at a range

of 14,000 meters. Only the Ostfriesland was able to continue the

fire until 7.45 on this English ship, from which the flames were

"seen to"be spurting after the fourth salvo ; in the gathering twilight

and smoke clouds the ship could barely be distinguished, so that the

fire, at ranges from 13,000 to 16,000 meters, was slow and inter-

rupted. Finally, when the firing director sights as well as the range

finders and turret sights lost the target, fire was ceased, the high

relative humidity having caused the lenses to fog and thereby lim-

ited the ganfire. Owing to these circumstances the Warsjnte was
able to escai:)e to the northward from the fire of the German shij^s,

although hit 11 times, and able to return only a weak fire. An at-

tempt to resume station in the line astern of the Malaya after put-

ting another steering station in commission had to be abandoned

when it was found that water had penetrated the machinery spaces

through the badly shot-up hull when speed was increased over 16

knots. Therefore, tlie commanding officer, Capt. E. M. Phillpotts,

was oi'dered to leave the formation and return with his ship to

Rosyth.

On the other hand, the remaining ships of the Fifth Battle

Squadron had suffered very little under the German fire after

swinging in astern of the sixth division. A number of heavy cali-

ber salvos had passed close aboard these ships, but aside from the

Warsp/fe only the Valiant was hit and then only by 15 cm. (6-inch)

shell which struck the side armor and smokestacks. The major

652800—31 8
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caliber hits which the other vessels had received all occurred dur-

ing the German pursuit to the northward; thus the Barham
had 6 hits, Valiant 1, Malaya 7—3 from the battle cruisers and 4

from battleships. (Battle of Jutland, Official Dispatches, page

194.) After swinging into line in the wake of the Agiiwourt, the

Fifth Battle Squadron opened fire at 7.30 partly on the German
Squadrons I and III and partly on the Wieshaden.

Meanwhile Admiral Jellicoe had not failed to perceive the disad-

vantages of the deploj^ment of the battle line on the eastern flank

which was leading the battleships away from the enemy, since the

battleship squadrons were therebj^ hindered from joining in the

action which the First and Second Battle Cruiser Squadrons, the

Fifth Battle Squadron, and the armored cruisers were carrying on.

The First and Second Battle Cruiser Squadrons had scarcely

passed the fleet flagship and their smoke cleared from the scene

when Admiral Jellicoe was able to make out a number of the Ger-

man ships outlined against the sinking sun as these steamed on a

slightly convergent course to the eastward in action with the British

cruisers. At 7.24 and 7.27 he received further reports of the loca-

tion of the enemy Battle Fleet from the Southavij)ton and Lion

respectively. With a fast division at the head and rear of his

nearly deploj'ed battle line there was now offered the possibilitj^

of approaching within effective gun range of the enemy and bring-

ing his full superiority^ to bear on the latter, ship against ship.

At 7.29 he therefore ordered a change of course from SE. by E. to

SSE. for his ships in order to make a sharp approach on the enemy.

But a short reconsideration served to convince him that this signal

must be annulled. The necessity for reducing speed in order to

permit Admiral Beatty's forces to pass clear, had seriously hin-

dered the already very mucli delayed deployment of his battle line.

Behind the fleet flagship, several detachments had had to stop and

sheer out owing to the congestion of the line, thus greatly hindering

each other, while the rear diA'ision at 12 knots had not yet reached

the turning point of the column. Instead of the battle squadrons

being in a long, straight line, there was a highly undesirable

elbow in the column; and owing to the rigid tactics of the British

fleet, it did not seem possible for the commander in chief to turn

his divisions out of this formation to the desired course of SSE.

Admiral Beatty had passed the rear squadrons at 26 Imots, and

masldng the other ships, approached the head of the column at

such a sharp angle that Admiral Jerram on the leading ship, King

George F, was forced to sheer out to port to make way for him, thus

bringing his squadron further away from the enemy. Nothing

remained for Admiral Jellicoe but to hold his previous course and

at 7.33 the battle cruisers were far enough in the lead to permit the
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battle fleet to resume IT knots speed. Therefore, it had not joined

the engagement without considerable delay and it was 7.25 before

it could exert an}- effective strength. The reasons for this lay in

the fact that the German forces had clashed Avith the fleet screen on

an unexpected bearing, thus making the deployment of the fleet on

the eastern flank unavoidable, and this in turn brought about a sit-

uation where xVdmiral Beatty had no other recourse than to steam

as he did along tlie entire British line, between the latter and the

3nemy, in order to take his station at the head of the column.

Disagreeable as was the necessity for holding this course, this

maneuver was to prove very advantageous to the English in the

further development of the battle. At 7.20 the Third Battle Cruiser

Squadron under Admiral Hood was approaching Beatty's forces

from the eastward in order to carry out the orders of the latter to

take station ahead of the battle line, while Admiral Beatty changed

course to east and at 7.26 to ESE. to join forces with the Third

Battle Cruiser Squadron, While the German ships at this time were

engaged in action against the Defence, Warrior, and Black Prince,

and their attention was concentrated on saving the Wieshaden, a

new fast and powerful force was being concentrated ahead of the

German line which was not realized by the latter. This force was
shortly to bring the German line into an untenable position since the

head of the column was entirely divested of destroyer flotillas.

The fire effectiveness of the First and Second Battle Cruiser

Squadrons remained small even after the passing of the Wan^ior
and Defence, which had somewhat blanketed their fire. In par-

ticular the Lion seemed to be able to join in the action with greatly

reduced gunfire, on account of the hits sustained, while the Princess

Royal had been struck by a salvo passing over the Warrior at 7.22

which had put one turret out of action and penetrated the ship's side

in the wake of the after machinery space. This ship apparently

fired only two salvos therefore from 7.20 to 7.35, while from 7.21

to 7.29 the Tiger and New Zealand fired 7 and 11 salvos, respectively.

Therefore, the junction of the Third Battle Cruiser Squadron with
Admiral Beatty's force at this time was all the more advantageous.
The German battle cruisers and Battle Squadron III were still

on course northeast, when, shortly after the sinking of the Defence
they encountered an effective and well-directed fire from the north-

northeast at a distance of about 10,000 to 11,000 meters. With re-

gard to the previous developments of the battle, this force was at

first assumed to be a new detachment of enemy battleships. This
fire was so effective that the Moltke Jaelieved it to come from 8 or 10
ships of the Malaya or Iron Duke class. In reality this was the
Third Battle Cruiser Squadron under Admiral Hood, which at this

time had suddenly sighted the Lutzow and then the other ships of
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the German battle cruiser and battleship squadrons. Crossing the

course of these ships at 7.20 they delivered a raking fire from ahead

and passing between the British Third and Fourth Light Cruiser

Squadrons, executed a brilliant maneuver at 7.22 which placed these

ships about 2 miles ahead of the British battle fleet. [A well-de-

served tribute to Admiral Hood.] Steaming at the head of this

column they then renewed the action against the German battle

cruisers with the starboard battery.

This maneuver was the initiation of the sudden fire superiority

against the German head of column which in a few minutes was to

reach the height of its effectiveness during the battle, since at this

time the British battle fleet was commencing its attack. The van

of the English battle line was still blanketed by the smoke of gun-

fire and from the stacks of Admiral Beatty's forces when, at 7.24,

the Agincourt, the rear ship of the line, sighted the German battle

cruisers and opened fire on them, followed by the Bellerophon from

the middle of the line, while the Conqueror opened fire on a ship of

the Konig class. One minute later the Thunderer, eighth ship in

line and directly ahead of the fleet flagship, sighted four enemy
ships, battlecruisers and ships of the Konig class, but could not

open fire on account of being blanketed by the ship ahead, since at

the time the battle line was elbowed. At the same time the Third

Light Cruiser Squadron, which was now in advance of Admiral
Beattj'^'s forces, sighted the Lutzow and Derfflinger. These cruisers,

together with the destroyer Ophelia, which had returned to the In-

vincible after the first attack, joined in an attack on the German
battle cruisers, and from 7.25 to 7.29 the Falmouth, Yarmouth, and

Ophelia fired torpedoes at ranges of from 5,400 to 7,300 meters.

While this attack was being countered with the rapid fire of the

secondary batteries of the leading German ships, the ships of the

Lutzow class and Konig class were fired on at 7.30 b}' the Hercules,

Colossus, Benhow, and Iron Duke. At 7.31 the Conqueror joined in

this fire on the Konig followed at 7.32 by the Orion, then Monarch,

Thunderer, Royal Oak, and Revenge. Although most of the splashes

disappeared in the smoke clouds and the poor visibilit}' permitted

the ships to fire only from 4 to 8 salvos, at ranges of 10,000 to 12,000

meters, the fire proved very effective. In this the British fleet flag-

ship was ver}' lucky. Scarcely was the field clear after the passing

of Admiral Beatty's forces when this ship opened fire on the leading

ship of Squadron Til, which was just coming in sight {Konig). At
that moment the rays of the sun, which was bearing N. 54° W. bril-

liantly illuminated the ship, so that the Iron Duke was able to fire

9 salvos (43 shots) in 4 minutes and 15 seconds, without being seen

or fired on by the enemy ships. This fire ceased when the German
head of column disappeared in the mists.
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Ahead of the German column, extending from northeast to north-

west, nothing could be seen but the flash of gunfire from an un-

broken line of enemy ships, while all around, salvo after salvo

struck in the immediate vicinity. The situation appeared all the

more grave, as the fire could not be effectively returned since none

of the British capital ships were distinguishable in the smoke of

battle. The Liitzoxo and Konig in particular, lay in the midst of a

very heavy fire, so much so that it appeared as though several ships

were concentrating on these two flagships. From 7.26 on the

Lufzow was struck time after time near the bow, while from 7.32

on the Konig was also hit frequently. Fire broke out in the fore

part of this vessel from the shell penetrating the forecastle, while

splinters and clouds of gas enveloped the bridge as the ship heeled

over 41/2° to port after a severe concussion. At this moment the

first leader of destroyers, Commodore Michelsen, who, with the

Rostoch, Flotilla III (seven boats), and the First Half Flotilla

(four boats) had been steaming to starboard ahead of the Battle

Squadron III waiting to attain a favorable position for attack

since 6.45 p. m., now realized that the proper moment had come.

[Note F, fig. 30.J As a matter of fact, an energetic attack with

full force at this time must relieve the head of the German column.

However, the enemy was still so barely discernible, that the com-

mander of Flotilla III asked Commodore Michelsen in which bear-

ing the attack should be developed. He had scarcely passed through

the line between the Rostock and the battle cruisers, in order to

carry out these orders and transmit them to the boats, when turn-

ing off to starboard to fire three torpedoes, he suddenly sighted

through the smoke clouds the faint outlines of enemy capital ships

at a distance of about 6,500 m^eters. Since the flotilla would hardly

be met with an energetic tori^edo defense fire at this range the com-

mander decided to make a closer approach. At this moment, how-

eA'er, he received a radio from Commodore Michelsen not to attack,

and in spite of the fact that the very favorable opportunity for

attack could not be seen from the flagship, he broke ofl' the attack

and returned to the Rostock. (The reason for the signal to break

o& this attack is given later.) In turning aw-ay, however, the G-88
(Lieutenant Commander Scabell), the V-78 (Lieutenant Com-
mander Delbruck), and probably the V-IfS (Lieutenant Commander
Eckoldt) which had not received the last order, fired one torpedo

each, which must have passed close astern of the First and Second

Battle Cruiser Squadrons and reached the head of the British battle

fleet column, since at 7.47. the armored cruiser D\(ke of Edinburgh,

which was immediately ahead of the line, was forced to sheer out

from a torpedo which was attributed to a submarine. At the same

time the King George V sighted a torpedo directly ahead of the
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ship distant about 3,600 meters away. Meanwhile another danger

than the unfortunately abandoned torpedo attack confronted the

Third Battle Cruiser Squadron.

At 7.30 the smoke clouds parted for a short time so that the Ger-

mans were able to see the Invincible clearly outlined against the

black smoke and powder clouds which still shrouded the other

British ships; whereupon the Lutzow and Devfflinger concentrated

fire on this ship which had just become visible. Although hit sev-

eral times, this battle cruiser returned the fire with such good effect

that Admiral Hood called out from the bridge through voice tube

to his gunnery officer. Commander Dannreuther, " Your fire is very

good, keep it up as fast as you can—every shot is a hit." But imme-

diately thereafter his flag.ship met her fate. With the second salvo,

the Lutzow, with fire directed from the after station by Lieut. Com-
mander Gustav Bode, had straddled her target, and as the time of

flight gongs soimded for the impact of the third salvo the same

catastrophe overtook the enemy ship which had already befallen

the Indefatigahle, Queen Mary, and Defence. At 7.33 the third

salvo of the Lutzoxo struck the British battle cruiser between the

two center turrets, penetrated the armor, and exploded inside, so that

the turret roofs were hurled high in the air and the ammunition

below exploded. Flames broke out all over the ship and a tre-

mendous explosion was heard by both the German and British

ships. In the place in which the Invliicihle was formerly seen

nothing remained but a mass of wreckage and a smoke cloud which

rose several hundred meters above the water. Thus the mother of

all battle cruisers had gone the way of the two others. (N. B.

Corbett: Naval Operations, Vol. Ill, p. 366. The Invincihle was
the first ship of this class.) £Von Hase claims the Invincible for

his ship, the Derfflinger.'^

As the Inflexible and Indomitahle sheered out to avoid the wreck

of the Invincihle <hey noticed that the bow and stern of the ship

appeared to be widely separated, with each part resting on the

bottom in the shallow water, while a group of six men, including

the gunnery officer, managed to escape on a raft. These were res-

cued by the destroyer Badger of the First Flotilla on orders from
Admiral Beatty. Admiral Hood, worthy of the best traditions of

his forefathers, had paid with his death for his part in the brilliant

operations he conducted in the opening phase of the battle. Four
minutes later a heavy caliber shell struck the conning tower of the

/ Konig. The shot glanced off and detonated about 50 meters from
the ship, whereby the commander of Battle Squadron III^ Hear

Admiral Behncke, who was on the brfclge, was woulided, but still

retained command of his squadron.



Chapter 12

SKAGERRAK—THIRD PHASE—FROM 7.30 P. M. TO NIGHTFALL

The explosion which caused the loss of the Invincible brought to

an end one phase of the battle in which the English losses had far

exceeded the German, in spite of the fact that the British battle

fleet had joined in the engagement. Favored b}' the surprise attack

of the Invincihle on the unprotected German flank, as well as the

decrease in range of visibility experienced by the German ships,

the British fleet had obtained a tactically superior position. In

this the British were helped considerably by the attempt of the

Germans to maintain contact with the enemy forces once this had

been established, a desire which may be readih'' understood con-

sidering the long period in which the fleet had been held back from

offensive operations. Had the German commander in chief and

his subordinates been less eager to close with the enemy which they

had sighted, the presunrxption that additional strong enemy forces

might be encountered to the northward would have then induced

the commander in chief to undertake a somewhat less energetic pur-

suit of the British battle cruiser fleet, to seize the opportunit}^ to con-

solidate his formation and bring his divisions into " approach for-

mation " (with the division leaders on line of bearing about NE.-

SW.), proceeding to the northward at reduced speed, with well-

advanced screen in scoutin_g line, and prepared to swing into battle

line at the proper moment across the bearing of the British battle

fleet. In that event the head of the German column would not have

run, as it did, into the ring of battleships which was forming to

the northward without being strongly supported by the divisions

which were in the rear of the. formatiort. (Comment in the War
Piary of the Kaiser', Captain Count von Keyserlingk.)

As a matter of fact the (question Avas raised on the fleet flagship

during the pursuit of the battle cruisers, as to how long the pursuit

sliould be continued, in view of the time which had elapsed, since

the advance into the Skagerrak was now a dead issue and the con-

tact with the enemy forces had already been achieved. If the

pursuit were continued too long there was the danger that tlie Eng-
lish light forces might not be shaken off before dark and thus be

given opportunity for night torpedo attacks, which might result in

losses to the battle fleet. After the sighting of the British battle

cruiser fleet there was not much doubt that the British battle fleet

(107)
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was somewhere in the vicinity, while if this were the case everything

depended on the German fleet being able to meet them with full

strength should the enemy offer battle the next morning. These

considerations had, however, led to no decision when the fleet clashed

with ships which could only be vessels comprising the screen of the

Grand Fleet. Admiral Scheer thereupon held to the firm decision

to fight the pending battle on his previous battle course with his full

strength.

While the FHedrich der Grosse with the Kaiserin and ships of

Squadron I were firing on the Warspite and Squadron III was firing

on the Defense, Warrior, and Black Prince, the enemj^ fire on the

head of the column was increasing in intensity without the majority

of the German ships being in a position to join in the engagement.

Only the Prinzregent was able, at 7.15, to fire at ranges of from

17,200 to 16,000 meters at a ship in the English battleship column

{King George V class). Meanwhile, as could be observed from the

Friedrich der Grosse, the Konig was exposed to very heavy enemy
fire, while the line ahead of the fleet flagship had taken a decided

curve, due to the noticeable outflanking movement of the enemy
forces.

This resulted in a tactical formation very imfavorable for effective

gunnery and further prevented Flotilla II, which was near this

part of the line, from effecting their deployment. Nothing could be

seen from the flagship at the time of the German battle cruiseT-s,

which were steaming somewhat in advance of the column. In

reality these ships, which had borne the brunt of the battle for three

hours, had turned away from the enemy line hy a simultaneous

change of course to SE. at 7.26, since the hostile ei^veloping movement
w^as accompanied by very heavy gunfire and numerous torpedo shots

directed against the head of column. [In fig. 30 Scouting Division I

should be in line rather than column.] At the same time Admiral

Scheer received a radio from Flotilla V stating that, according to

information obtained from prisoners rescued from the destroyer

Nomad, there were 60 large enemy ships in the vicinity, among which

were 20 new battleships and 6 battle cruisers. This report was soon

verified when the van of the German column was surrounded on

both sides by an unbroken line of ships, from which the flash of

gunfire was observed. If the German fleet were held on course east,

then the turning point of the fleet would be under the concentrated

fire of the enemy line, which, as indicated by the gunfire now dis-

cernible, was gradually hauling past that point, thus putting the

German fleet in a tactically inferior position. Meanwhile the wind
had hauled around from WNW. to W., and then further to the left,

so that the smoke clouds from the German ships passed over the

leading ships of the line and then toward the enemy, obscuring the
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latter, while the German ships stood out in the light background

in bold relief against the sinking sun. For this reason, even though

it were possible to pass the knuckle without serious loss, a running

engagement on southerly course with the enemy fleet to the eastward

could only prove very unfavorable from a gunnery standpoint. It

seemed then to the German commander in chief that there was only

one possibility of extracting himself from this situation; that was

to turn his ships to the reverse course in order to give the ships at

the head of the line and the accompanying destroyers a breathing

spell, and then to renew the engagement from a more favorable

tactical position. Between the decision and the execution of the

maneuver the situation had become still worse.

At 7.36 the Konig was already on course south, following the

movements of the battle cruisers. The rest of the ships of the fifth

division were tx;rning on course SE.. while the rest of Squadron III

were on course east and Squadron I was steering NE. The exem-

plary training in tactical maneuvers which the German fleet had

received on the foundation laid by Grand Admiral von Koester

gave Admiral Scheer confidence in the fact that the proposed ma-
neuver could be executed without difficulty in spite of the elbow in

the line and the heavy enemy fire. This confidence in his unit

commanders and commanding officers was not misplaced. (In the

English accounts—Jellicoe, The Grand Fleet, 1914r-191(5, p. 404, and

Corbett, Naval Operations, Vol. Ill, p. 369—there is the tendency

to represent that this maneuver, which was twice repeated with

accompanying smoke screens and destroyer attacks, was one which

was done with forethought and frequently practiced by the German
fleet. It was supposed to be the maneuver by which, in any engage-

ment with the British fleet, the Germans could escape from the

enemy superiority as quickly as possible by renouncing their own
effective fire during that period. Thus, the turn of ships right

(left) on to reverse course was represented as being the general

policy of the German fleet where a battle was pending. In reality

the German battle plan was no other than the English; i, e., to

advance in " approach formation," well extended, and swing the

squadrons into battle line on contact with the enemy so that all

broadside guns might be brought to bear on all ships at the same
time and if possible from a tactically superior position. This was
not possible in the foregoing case for reasons previously given, and
Admiral Scheer had the sudden inspiration to make use of this

simultaneous change of course as one of the many maneuvers in

which the fleet had been exercised to meet the changing conditions in

the course of an action. This was not done to break off the engage-

ment, but to shift the fleet as quickly as possible in such a manner
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that the engagement might be renewed from a more favorable tacti-

cal position.)

At 7.33 p. m., after the Invinci'ble had been blown up, Admiral
Scheer gave the following signal from the Friedrich der Grosse:
" Turn together to the right to the reverse course." [Literally,

" Battle turn about to starboard," i. e.. " ships right about."] In

accordance with the prescribed methods for the execution of this

maneuver. Admiral Mauve, ^^ith Squadron II, should have initiated

the turning movement, while the rear ship of Squadron I, the West-

falen, Captain Redlich, should have turned only after Squadron II

had completed the maneuver. Since Squadron II had, however, not

yet reached the general battle course of the fleet and was still steer-

ing a northerly course on account of the high speed and changes of

course. Captain Redlich started the maneuver by turning the West-

falen, and, since the signal for course west was flying from the

flagship, he took over the lead of the column on this course at 7.39.

In the execution of this maneuver Squadron II was screened from

the enem}'^ by Squadron I, and the first intention of Rear Admiral
Mauve was to swing into the rear of the column astern of Squadron

III, but he decided against this, as it would then have intei'fered

with the movements of the battle cruisers and flotillas which were

then at the rear of the column. In making this change to course

west the Westfalen brought the column into a straighter line tlian

would otherwise have been the case. This corresponded to ihe

wishes of the commander in chief, since, had the maneuver been exe-

cuted as prescribed originally, the head of the column would have

been still farther away from the enemy fleet, which was to the north-

ward. While Rear Admiral Mauve was bringing his ships into posi-

tion to close in the wake of Squadron I by increase in speed and

on line of bearing, the ships of Squadron I had followed the turn

of the Westfalen and were on course west Avithin a few minutes.

During this maneuver the fire on the Warspite, which had continued

up to that time, had to be broken off. After the turn only the

Ostfriesland was able to fire two salvos at that ship and then had to

cease fire as the range increased from 12,500 to 16,000 meters. Be-

fore the Warspite finally disappeared in the mists she appeared to

be steering a westerly course, and this fact created the impression

on Vice Admiral Ehrhardt Schmidt, commander Squadron I, that

the whole enemy fleet had also turned on the reverse course in order

to follow the movements of the Germans. This observation was

also made by Captain Heufer on the Prinzregent. That ship was

also forced to cease fire after making the turn following the fleet

flagship, as was the Kaiserin, when about 3,000 meters south of the

Wiesbaden, after firing since 7.15 at a ship of the King George V
class. After the turn i;he ships of the fifth division were in the midst
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of as heavy a fire as before the turn, while the Konig^ with her radio

station out of action, did not receive the signal for this maneuver

When it was reported at 7.40 that the rear ship of Squadron I had

turned and was flying the signal "course west," which was repeated

by the other ships astern of the Konig^ this ship also made the turn,

and with increased speed closed up on the ships of the fifth division.

In the execution of the maneuver the Markgraf was forced to stop

one engine, since the bearings had run warm, and Avas able to resume

station in formation onl_y after extraor-dinary efforts. On the whole,

this dangerous and difficult maneuver was completed by 7.45 vv'ithout

accident, thanks to the su]:)erb seamanship displayed by the com-

manding officers and the thorough training of the fleet.

On the battle cruisers the signal for change of course was received

sooner than on the Konig^ and at 7.38 the Von der Tann had turned

to port through east to north, while the Moltke^ Seydlitz^ and Derff

linger turned to starboard in order to resume the reverse course

astern of the Konig. Only the Lutsow\, which since 7.37 could only

steam at reduced speed, was unable to execute this maneuver and,

turning off to course SW., sought to withdraw from the overwhelm-

ing fire to which she was being subjected. Tlie Derfjiinger was also

forced to stop for two minutes in order to clear parts of the torpedo

net which had been torn away by a shell and threatened to foul the

propellers. At this time the Seydlitz was forced to steer most of

the time from the steering engine compartment, as the many hits

which the ship had received had jarred out the clutch which con-

nected the steering gear to the bridge control. The leadership of the

battle cruisers thereupon devolved upon Captain Hartog on the Z^er//

linger. Since all signal halyards on this ship had been burned or

shot away and the signal searchlights damaged, the captain had no

means of communicating orders to the other ships of the squadron.

Meanwhile Commodore IMicheisen proceeded with the Rostock
and the boats of Flotilla HI and the First Half Flotilla to gain

the lee of the fifth division. As stated previously, he recalled Flo-

tilla III from the attack, which had been ordered at 7.32 upon
noticing the new maneuver of the battle fleet in turning to course

west, thinking that the main body would be in greater need of these

boats at some future development of the battle, since Flotillas II,

\'I, and IX had already fired most of their torpedoes. Further, he

had the feeling that the enemy would also change their course, with

the result that a destroyer attack would then simply advance into

open space or else encounter onty enemy light forces. On learning

later of the very favorable opportunity which had offered for attack

he was of the opinion that the attack had better have been carried

through in spite of the recall signal. At this time he was, however,
compelled to take measures to save the hard pressed Lutzovi. At
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T.50 he therefore dispatched the First Half Flotilla under Lieutenant

Commander Albrecht to that vessel and these boats arrived simul-

taneously with the G-37 and Y-1^5 of the Twelfth Half Flotilla.

In the midst of a very heavy enemy lire, the flagboat of the First

Half Flotilla, G-39, Lieutenant von Loessen, went alongside the

Lutzow and took off Admiral Hipper and his staff in order to bring

him to another of the battle cruisers. At the same time the G-Jf.0

and G-38, following the V-I^5 and G—37^ laid down a smoke screen

in a very effective manner which screened the Lutzow from the

enemy ships which were firing on her. But before this screen could

become effective, the Lutzow received four further hits, which re-

sulted in a number of casualties to her armament. The right side

of the second turret was penetrated, damaging the loading gear and

the right gun, while the explosion of a powder charge put the whole

turret out of action temporarily. A further shot striking between

the second and third turrets broke the electric leads to turret Xo. -i

so that the latter was forced to use the hand-operating gear. At
8.45 the Lutzow fired her last shot in the battle. At the same time

the enemy ships which had been firing on her lost the target and

wei"e forced to cease fire, after which the ship was lost to view.

Shortly after the turn of the fleet the Sixth Half Flotilla, Com-
mander Theodor Riedel, which was returning from attack with the

V~Jf8 (Lieutenant Commander Eckholdt) and the S-5Ji. (Lieutenant

Commander Karlowa), had encountered an English destroyer be-

tween the battle lines and had engaged this boat. In this action the

V-48 had received a hit which considerably reduced her speed. The
enemy destroyer was sunk immediately thereafter by a shallow tor-

pedo shot fired by the S-BJ). at 4,000 meters [possibly this destroyer

was the Shark] , whereupon several British battleships opened a very

heavy fire on the V-Ji.8. The G-Jj.2 (Lieutenant Commander von Ar-

nim), which had appeared and joined the action, tried in vain to take

this boat in tow or at least to save the crew. This was impossible,

and in order to save herself from complete destruction this boat

was forced to leave the F-45'to her fate in order to escape the fire

from the enemy battle cruisers and battleships. Steaming at full

speed toward the head of his own line, the commanding officer then

£aw that these ships were endangered by the heavy fire, and he there-

fore proceeded to lay a smoke screen between the lines to protect

these ships during the execution of the maneuver.

This smoke screen mixed with the screen laid down by the boats

in the vicinity of the Lutzow and soon had the desired effect. The

rear ships of the German column, which were steering west, now had

a breathing spell. Admiral Scheer then, at 7.48, changed course by

divisions two points to starboard in order to approach closer to the
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rear of the enemy line, which was still in sight up to the time of

the fleet turn. [See the formation of the German battle fleet at

6.55 in fig. 35] At 7.55 the enemy fii'e on the German rear ships

had noticeably weakened, and at the same time the battle cruisers

again came into sight from the Friedrich der Grosse. The turn to

the reverse course had therefore had the desired effect, and the com-

mander in chief had again obtained the initiative.

On the English side the turn of the German fleet to the reverse

course had been practically unnoticed, while in particular the two

remaining ships of the Third Battle Cruiser Squadron had lost all

contact with enemy battle cruisers after sheering out to port to

avoid the wreck of the Invincible. It had been observed that one

ship of the Lutzoxo class had sheered out of formation and was
thought to have sunk shortly after. But, although shortly after

this turn out. Captain Ellis had turned two points to starboard with

the In-flexihle, followed by the Indomitable, until they steered SE.

at 7.45 in an attempt to renew the action, they did not sight the

Lutzow again. On the other hand, Kear Admiral Napier, who, after

the torpedo attack on the Lutzovj at 7-35, was only about lO.OCv

meters to the northeastward of the German battle cruisers with the

light cruisers Yarmouth and Falmouth, had noted the change of

course of the German fleet to west shortly after the sinking of the

Invincible. Apparently he did not consider this of sufficient import-

ance to report, nor did he, as a result of the movement, attempt a

torpedo attack, but seemed to be anxious only to resume his station

at the head of his own column. Only in reply to a signal from

Admiral Beatty at 7.40, " What is the bearing of the enemy battle

cruisers?" did he reply that these had last been sighted at 7.30

turning to course west after the engagemeot with the Third Battle

Cruiser Squadron. Meanwhile, the Lion, Tiger, Princess Royal,

and New Zealand were forced to gradually dimiaish their fire, since

the torpedoes fired by Flotilla III between 7.37 and 7.40 had caused

chem to sheer out of column. The last that Admiral Beatty had

seen of the enemy was thus a very evident congestion at the head

of the column in which the Lutzov) had apparently turned to course

SW. Even as the Germans had concluded from the course of the

yiarsfite that the British had changed course to west, so Admiral
Beatty came to the conclusion that the other battle cruisers had
tollowed their flagship on this new course. He therefore changed

course to SE. at 7.44, and further to SSE. at 7.48, and then still

not finding the enemy in sight he made no further change to make
a closer approach but at 7.50 signaled the Third Battle Cruiser

Squadron to leave their advanced position near the enemy and to

lake position in rear of the New Zealand and to follow the forces
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under his command. At 7.53 he reduced speed of the First and
Second Battle Cruiser Squadrons to 18 knots in order not to increase

the distance between his forces and the battle fleet, at the same time
swinging to course south. At this moment, however, the gyro
compass of the Lion went out of commission, causing the ship to

describe a complete circle, thus delaying the advance of the whole
battle cruiser squadrons to the southward by about seven minutes.

[Note D, fig. 36.] At 8.01 the Lion was therefore again in the identi-

cal position she occupied before starting to change course to south.

As a result of the failure of the English light forces at the head

of the column to fulfill their mission as a scouting force, Admiral
Jellicoe was again forced to rely on his own observations for

information at a critical point of the battle. During the few min-

utes in which most of the British battleships were firing on the

enemy there had been at most three or four German ships in sight

from the head and center of the column at any one time. Only the rea i"

ships in the column had had a better view of the general situation.

When the fire died out on the battle cruisers steaming about 3 miles

to starboard ahead of the column it is no wonder that the battle-

ships were unable to find anj'^ targets. Thus the Iron Duhe had to

cease fire at 7.36, the Orion at 7.37, and the Marlhorounh at 7.3^^

Only a few ships were able to fire after 7.40; these were Neptune.

Benhow, Canada, and Barham, which fired until about 7.18 an<i

7.50, although spotting Avas impossible and the fire was intermittent.

The observations of the enemy from the battleships were restrictei

by the fact that they had turned to starboard by a change of

course of the division leaders and that the enemy ships had dis-

appeared from sight. Further, .the Thunderer.. Bentow, and Bar-

ham believed they had seen a ship of the Konig class take fire and

blow up at 7.50. From the above the only definite information

available was that the enemy had made some sort of turn away
from the British, but whether they had gone on tlie reverse course

by a simultaneous movement, or the head of column had changed

course to stand toward Helgoland was still doubtful. The only

possible evolution which would have cleared up the situation for

the British commander in chief and permitted him to hold the cap

on the German fleet which he had so fortunately obtained would

have been an immediate change of course of the battleship divi-

sions toward the bearing of the enemy.

The fundamental policy of the commander in chief was, however,

under all circumstances, and particularly in the opening phase of the

engagement, to keep the center and rear ships of the battleship

column outside the torpedo range of the German destroyers and

battleships. He also believed, although erroneously, that all German
battleships, as well as the cruisers, carried mines and that these
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would be employed in any evolution where these ships turned away

from the enemy. Furtlier, he calculated strongly on the presence

of submarines. Natural as would have been the decision to turn

sharply toward the enemy and to follow them with the whole fleet,

and much as this would have been in accordance with the best Eng-

lish naval traditions since the time of Nelson, such a maneuver

seemed impossible to the British commander, owing to the important

developments in mines, torpedoes, and submarines which, since t)iat

era, had increased the defensive armament of the weaker force. As
early as October, 1914, Admiral Jellicoe had sent in a memorandum
to the Admiralty, pointing out the changes in naval tactics required

by the recent improvements in these new Aveapons. Thus, he did

not believe it always possible to follow an enemy fleet in the direc-

tion chosen by the latter. '' If, for instance," he continued, " the

enemy battle fleet were to turn away from an advancing fleet, I

should assume that the intention was to lead us over mines and sub-

marines and should decline to he so dratV7i.^^ This statement of

policy was thoroughly agreed to by the Admiralty, in which Lord
Fisher had r";sumed his post as flrst sea lord. As a result of six

months' war experience, this policy Avas fully confirmed, and on

April 5, 1915, Admiral Jellicoe sent another supporting memoran-

dum to the Admiralty on this subject. In general, the situation in

Avhich he now found himself did not differ materially from the hypo-

thetical situation set forth in his communication to the Admiralty.

In fact, he believed he had every reason to suspect the presence of

submarines with the enemy fleet. He knew that quite a number
of submarines w^ere active in the North Sea, and, further, during the

course of the action, ship after ship had reported enemy submarines,

On the other hand, the clash with the German fleet had occurred so

suddenly that there was some question as to whether the enemy had

had sufficient opportunity to prepare such a submarine or mine trap

for the British fleet.

Even if this were not the case, the other 'considerations still cast

doubt on the advisability of following the enemy on their chosen

course, while this decision Avas further strengthened by the fact that

the British destroyer flotillas, the best protection against torpedo

attack, were still attempting to reach their battle stations and were

not available for a prompt counterattack. All plans for countering

an evolution in which the enemy turned aAvay under the protection

of their torpedoes led to the same conclusion, " nothing but suiKcient

time and superior speed could bring a solution of the problem, and
this meant that, if the contact of the fleets did not occur rather

early in tlie da^^ it would be extremely difficult, if not impossible, to

fight tlie battle through to a decision." The day was already draAv-

ing to a close, and thus the British commander in chief saw veiy^

slight possibility of Avinning a decisive victory in the action so for-
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tuiiately begun, owing to the turning away of the enemy fleet and

the decreasing visibility. One other possibility existed by which

the lost battle contact could be regained; that would have been to

turn the fleet immediately to course west instead of toward the

previous enemy bearings in order to secure the position to the north-

ward of the German fleet. In that case, however, the enemy would

.have still attained an advanced position in which the torpedoes

could be used with as much effect as in the other case. The only

way in which these difficulties could be overcome would ha^ve been a

division of the British forces based on an independent advance of

the rear and leading divisions, which might have been able to hold

the rear or the head of the German column in an artillery duel.

In clear weather and with a longer period of da3dight remaining,

something might have been accomplished along these lines. On the

other hand, it was actually so late in the day and the visibility

conditions were so poor that there was the possibility that the enemy
would be able to meet the attack of one of the detachments of the

British fleet with his full strength. This decision was therefore

rejected.

Admiral Jellicoe still did not know on which course the German
fleet had withdrawn, but the most probable assumption was that

Admiral Scheer had laid a course for the German Bight. For the

British commander in chief there was, therefore, only one decision

;

that was to place his forces as quickly as possible across the assumed

line of retreat of the enemy, since sooner or later these forces must

be sighted from that position.

At 7.44 he therefore ordered the battleship divisions to change

course to SE. Shortly thereafter the Marlborough, leading ship of

the sixth division at the rear of the column, was forced to sheer

out of formation to avoid a torpedo, while at the same time a shock

was felt on the Revenge, the next ship in line, as though a torpedo

had struck without exploding. At 7.54, however, an explosion oc-

curred on the Marlhorough close under the forward bridge. [Note
B, fig. 35.] In the forward fireroom the grate bars jarred off their

supports, while water poured in from the lower bunkers through

the damaged bulkheads and put five boilers out of commission. The
Diesel engine and hydraulic pump compartments were also flooded

and the ship listed 7° to starboard until the water could be con-

trolled by the pumps and held at the floor plates of the firerooms,

whereupon the vessel was again able to make 16 knots and resume

station in the formation. At the time of this explosion the Agin-

court, which was the rear ship of the division, reported an enemy
submarine, while at 8 p. m. the Marlborough sighted the tracks of

three further torpedoes. It was difficult to determine from which
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direction these had been fired. Immediately before the explosion

no torpedo track had been seen, so that the damage was believed to

have been caused by a mine ; but since the Wiesdaden was then being

passed about 8,500 meters abeam, this vessel was then suspected of

having fired the torpedoes, although that cruiser had already been

subjected to the fire of the entire British column. Since the English

destroyer Acasta drifted past in a helpless condition at this time,,

the Wiesbaden was at first thought to be an English cruiser by the

sixth division, but finally the MarrTbwough opened fire on this brave

but unfortunate German cruiser. The third and fourth salvos fired

split the whole side of the ship open to the water line and both stacks

went by the board. At 8.10 the Marlborough also fired a torpedo

at the Wiesbaden, whereupon this cruiser drifted past, a burning

wreck, until the flames reached the water line and were extinguished.

But even this destructive fire had not caused the cruiser to sink.

Meanwhile the Colossus had suddenly sighted an approaching Ger-

man destroyer, which finally disappeared in the midst of a heavy

fire from that ship at a distance of about 3,600 meters. Since no

other German destroyer was so close to the British line at this time,

it could only have been the V-If.8^ Lieutenant Commander Eck-

holdt, of Flotilla III, which, lost from her flotilla, had decided to

sacrifice herself as dearly as possible in the face of certain destruc-

tion. This destroyer probably made the hit on the Marlborough, if

the shot did not come from the Wiesbaden. fWhile no one can ever

decide to what ship can go the credit of hitting the Marlborough,

which had immense results during the coming night, the German
historian shows excellent taste in dividing the credit between these

two heroic German ships.]

This sudden burst of gijnfire from the sixth division had again

directed the attention of Admiral Jellicoe to the rear of his column.

At 7.50 he sent a signal to Vice Admiral Burney, the commander of

the rear squadron, asking if any enemy capital ships were in sight.

As he learned that this was not the case he believed that he had
hauled out enough to the eastward in order to proceed with safety

ajid could now place his forces on the line of the enemy retreat.

At 7.55 he therefore ordered the leaders of the battleship divisions

to change course four points to starboard and signaled the battle

cruisers that the course of the fleet from that time on was south.

At this time the Iron Duke passed the wreck of the Invincible, a

terrible sight, which was only somewhat mitigated by the fact that

most of the British ships thought that this was the wreck of a Ger-

man battle cruiser.

At 8 p. m. the artillery duel at the rear of the line was renewed

with increased intensity, as coincidentally with the change of the

66280 0—31 9
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British battleship divisions to course south the German fleet had be-

gun a new surprise attack.

As Admiral Scheer withdrew from the enemy enveloping move-

ment of his head of column by the reversal to course west at 7.35.

he supposed that the enemy, hesitating to give up the tactically

superior position which they had attained, would make a sharp ap-

proach to follow this movement. When, contrary to expectation, this

did not occur and, instead, the enemy fire gradually died out. Ad-

miral Scheer was inclined to attribute this to the heavy losses the

enemy had sustained in the early part of the action rather than to the

smoke clouds which lay between the lines. Based on the rather un-

certain observations, it was believed that the enemy losses, resulting

from the class of the fleets, consisted of one ship of the Queen FJiza-

heth class {Wa/spite), one battle cruiser {Invincible), two armored

cruisers {Black Prince and Defence), and two light cruisers lost,

while one armored cruiser {Warrior), three light- cruisers, and two

destroyers {Shark and Acasta) must have been severely damaged.

On the other hand, the Cierman losses were V-^S missing. Avhile

Wieshaden lay disabled between the lines and the Lutzow. with

Admiral Hipper on board, had disappeared from ^iew from the

flagship. The other battle cruisers, as well as the Kijnig. appeared

to have sustained severe casualties but were able to keep their sta-

tion in the formation.

Scarcely had Admiral Scheer regained freedom of action, there-

fore, when he, far from desiring the termination of the battle but

encouraged by the successful execution of the turning evolution,

decided to approach for a second attack. At 7.45 the Moltke re-

l)orted that the enemy head of column was bearing east by south.

There was still an hour before sunset and in that high latitude the

long twilight Avould hold some time longer before darkness finally

put an end to the capital-ship engagement. If he held the course

taken after the turning evolution, and the enemy followed this

movement, the resulting action would take on the character of

a retreat, with all the disadvantages attending such a maneuver.

Entirely aside from the question that in such an event the sliips witli

reduced speed might have to be abandoned, the enemy might be

able to force an action before dark and, depriving the German fleet

of the initiative, be enabled to cut off the line of retreat to the Ger-

man Bight. (Scheer: Germany's High Seas Fleet in the World Wai',

p. 225; and Report to the Kaisei', p. IT.) In order to coimteract

this there was only one means available in the opinion of tlie Ger-

man commander in chief—"To strike another blow at the enemy
by means of an energetic advance and to drive home a powerful

destroyer attack. The manetiver must surprise the enemy, shatter
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his plans for the remainder of the day, and, if the blow .were deliv-

ered with full strength, facilitate the escape during- tlie night. Fur-

ther, there Avas the possibility of making a last attempt to bring

assistance to the hard-pressed Wiesbaden, or at least to rescue the

crew."

While the envelopment of the German head of column, which had

occurred at 7.30, was the result of peculiarly fortunate circumstancei:?

for the English and had caught the German commander by sur-

prise, this time the latter had determined on another attack with

full strength directed against the middle of the enemy column in

the full knowledge that this would expose him to the danger of

the enemy '* crossing the T " for the second time.

The reasons for this decision were almost the same as those which

influenced Nelson at Trafalgar. The latter wrote :
" I think it will

surprise and confound the enemy. They don't know what I am
about." The coincidence was entirely accidental. Admiral Scheer

was by no means inclined to follow blindly the experience of Lord
Nelson, and this would have been a false analogy under the entirely

different battle requirements of modern times. The decision cor-

responded more to the intuition of the moment, and was so bold and

keen, as well as against all rules of the game, that only success could

justif}^ the maneuver. On the English side there has been, therefore,

a tendency to underrate the fundamental reasons for this decision of

the German commander. (Narrative of the Battle of Jutland, No.

41. Corbett: Naval Operations, Vol. Ill, p. 375.) They held that

Admiral Scheer had reached this decision as a result of the surprise

attack of the Third Battle Cruiser Squadron, which was detached

from the fleet, and that he had made a grave error in regard to the

position of the British fleet as a result. They assumed that he ex-

pected to be able to pass this fleet to the northward and then from a

position to the eastward to resume the engagement favored by the

dark horizon under better conditions of visibility, and combined

with destroyer attacks to force the enemy to the westward and safe-

guard his retreat toward Horn Reef. They further assumed that

the appearance of the Fifth Battle Squadron to the northward had
led him to believe that the British fleet had been divided and that,

with such a maneuver, a part of the fleet could be cut oft'.

None of these assumptions were true, and, brilliant as the last-

mentioned plan might have been, these critics forget that such a

decision would have necessitated a much more comprehensive view

of the situation by the German commander in chief for its execu-

tion than was actually the case. This criticism, based on a study

of the charts after the event, must be designated as a purely tlieo-

retical construction and does not represent the true situation of the
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German commander, who was forced to make decisions of the most

far-reaching importance in a few minutes in the midst of the greatest

uncertainty. [The above is considered excellent comment.]

As early as 7.50 Admiral Scheer had changed course of the bat-

tleship divisions two points to starboard in order to approach the

enemy. At 7.55 the signal was again flying from the fleet flagship

for a turn together to the right to the reverse course, i. e., ships

right about, an evolution which again had to be performed with the

column of ships in a curved line. At the same time the flagship or-

dered Commodore Michelsen to send destroyers to the Wiesbaden,

as this maneuver now appeared possible owing to the pause in the

actual fighting. By a coincidence this order was given at exactly

the same time that the British fleet, 10 miles away, was changing

course of the divisions to south after the first crossing of the T. At
the rear of the line, the Second Light Cruiser Squadron was the

only one of the British scouting forces which had been trying

since 7.47 to approach the German line, in order, as Commodore
Goodenough, its commander, wrote later in his battle report, "tf.<

observe the enemy's rear more clearly, their course being in doubt.''

[Note B, fig. 37.]

Scarcely had the German battleships executed the battle turn

to the rear, in which Admiral Behncke, on the Konig, had placed

his ship again at the head of the column and reduced speed in

order to permit the other diA'isions to close up on the van and

at the same time to give the battle cruisers an op^jortunity to

resume station in advance of the line, when a number of cruisers

with four stacks came into sight through the heavy smoke cloud

to the northward, apparentl}' for the purpose of making a - new
attack on the Wiesiadeii, turning, at 8.05, to an easterly course. At
the same time Captain Hartog turned to place his ship at the head

of the battle fleet, followed by the other battle cruisers without

signal, as these had scarcely noticed the evolution of the battleships.

He thereupon turned toward this enemy detachment on a north-

erly course. At 8.05 the Markr/raf opened fire on these enemy light

cruisers followed, at 8.07, by the Derffiinger, Konig, and Grosser

Kurfiirst, and immediately thereafter in the gathering twilight, by

the Kaiser and Pri,nzregent, at ranges from 9,000 to 16,500 meters.

Thus the Southarroyton, which was at the head of this light cruiser

squadron, was soon in the midst of an overwhelming fire. But

before turning off with the other light cruisers to join the rear of

the battle fleet the mission of this force had been accomplished,

and before the German battle cruisers opened fire Commodore
Goodenough Avas able to send a radio, reporting that the German
battle fleet was in sight from the SoutJiam'pton, bearing SSW. and
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steering ESE. At the same time Admiral Beatty reported that

he had also sighted the German battle cruisers bearing west of his

position. B/oth of these messages seemed to Admiral Jellicoe to

justify his previous movements with the fleet. At 8.05, as the

German battle cruisers opened fire on the Second Light Cruiser

Squadron, he held the time propitious to make a change of course

of the columns of divisions from S. to SW. by S. in order to ap-

proach the enemy column on a sharp hne of bearing. [Note A, fig.

38][ At this time, lioweve)?, the King George V^ which was at the

liead of the battle fleet, and the Duke of Edinhurgh^ which was

about 3.5 miles to port of the fleet flagship, each reported sighting

a submarine. Further, mistaking the purpose of Flotilla III, at-

tempting to rescue the crew of the Wiesbaden^ it appeared to the

British that a destroyer attack was being directed at the line from

the southwest.

Thereupon Admiral Jellicoe, not considering that these were

only a few more of the numerous false alarms of sighting subma-

rines which had occurred repeatedly throughout the day, ordered

the divisions to resume course south at 8.09, first in order to turn

toward the reported submarines and in the second place to assume

a more favorable formation than a sharp line of bearing to enable

the broadside batteries to counter the expected destroyer attack.

While these new evolutions were disturbing the British forma-

tion on account of the increase and decrease in speed at various

places in the line, and the sixth division was still firing on the

Wiesbaden, the rear ships of the Colossus division, and then gradu-

ally other ships in the line, began to sight the German battle

cruisers, accompanied by destroyer flotillas, appearing through the

smoke, while later the vague outlines of three or four battleships

appeared faintly in the mists. Therefore, beginning with the rear

ships of the column and followed gradually by all the ships of the

line, the British began to open fire on the German fleet until a few

minutes later even the ships on the southern flank had joined in

the fire with main and secondary batteries. The German leading

ships returned the fire.

At 8.04 the Neytume and ^S*^. Vinrenf, the third and fourth ships

of the Colossus division, fired at a range of 9,200 meters and from

four to six points on the starboard bow on the Devfflinger and

MoUke, respectively, while RBvenge^ the secend ship of the Marl-

borough division, also fired on the Derffimger. After the second

salvo of the Revenge^ flames were seen spurting out of the after

part of the German leading battle cruiser, while the third and
fourth salvos of the Neptune were also straddles. The Revenge
thereupon shifted her battery to the Von der Tann., leaving the

leading ships to the other vessels in the line.
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At 8.06 the Af/incourt, rear ship of the Marlhoraugh division;,

opened on one of the battleships, probably Kordg or Grosser Kur-

filrst^ which was just coming into view astern of the battle cruisers

at a range of 10,000 meters, but was forced to cease fire after the

fourth salvo in order to sheer out to avoid a torpedo. This may
have been fired by the V-JtS or the Wieshaden and was erroneously

attributed to a submarine. The guns of the Fifth Battle Squadron,

which had gotten into the lee of the sixth division on account of the

latter sheering out to avoid torpedoes, were forced to remain silent.

At 8.10, however, the Valiant, followed by the Barham and Malaya,

were able to open fire on the German battle cruisers and battleships

with their 38-cm. (15-inch) guns. At the same time the Revenge

fired 10 salvos at the Yon der Tann, and at 8.15 also fired a torpedo

at this ship. Meanwhile the Marlborough had fired no less than 14

salvos in six minutes from 8.12, at a range of 9,300 meters, at a ship

of the Konig class, although several gun charges were jammed as a

result of the list of the ship. After the sixth salvo a considerable

smoke cloud was observed near the foremast of the ship on which

she was firing, while during the twelfth, thirteenth, and fourteenth

salvos it was clearly observed that two shells struck under the bridge

and at the water line. At the same time the Hercules, third ship of

Marlborough division, fired at 8,200 meters on the second of a

number of battle cruisers which were ^'isible just ahead of the ships

of the Kaiser class {Seydliiz). The Herndes thought that hits

wej'e made on the third and fourth salvos. From S.13 to 8.20 the

Iron Duh:e also fired on a German battleship at 14.000 meters before

shifting fire to a battle cruiser. On the other hand the Ajax, second

ship of the leading division, lay short with her salvos at 17,300

meters and was forced then to cease fire on being blanketed by the

Fourth Light Cruiser Squadron. The German ships were in such

a very unfavorable position as regards visibility in this phase of the

battle that they could return only a weak fire to the very effective

fire of the British. Only a few shell struck near the Hercules and
Ag'mcourt, while the Colossus, which Avas nearest the enemy and
maintaining a heavy fire on the Der-ffldnger from 8.12 to 8.20, at

ranges from 8,200 to 7,700 meters, was struck once, probably by a

shell from the Scydlitz. After four salvos had landed just short

of the British ship, a shell struck astern of the afterstack at 8.16,

which destroj^ed the upper works and set fire to several powder
charges of the secondary battery. Also, a shell in the fourth salvo,

which struck short and exploded, sent splinters through the for-

ward stack and chart house and wrecked a searchlight.

The British ships, therefore, felt themselves less endangered by

the German gunnery in this, for them, very favorable phase of the

battle, than by the destroyers, which, according to their observa-
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iions. wort' inas.sin*: for attack. Against these thev directed the fire

of their 'Secondary batteries and later even the main batteries. What
they mistook for a torpedo attack was, however, the attempt of

four boats of Flotilla III to rescue the crew of the ^Vieshaden.

Scarcely had these boats broken through their own lines between

the fifth'and sixth divisions U) carry out this order when the lead-

uig German ships opened fire on the enemy ships on the other side

;f the Wipfthadev. while the latter ship herself lay in the midst

iif very heavv enemy fire. Then one salvo after another which

was fired at the German battleships by the enemy struck close ahead

'f the destroyers. Soon this enemy fire was concentrated on the

jidvancing boats themselves. Had the attempt to rescue the Wies-

haden^s crew been carried further, the boats would not only have

hindered the fire of their own ships but would have been exposed

to certain destruction Avithoiit accomplishing their mission. A
further advance of these valuable boats, which still had their tor-

i)edo armament intact, seemed futile, and the flotilla commander,

Commander Hollmann. did not believe he could accept responsi-

bility for such action. With a heavy heart he decided, therefore,

to abandon the attempt to rescue the crew of the Wiesbaden. But

m turning away toward their own line, the V-/'J (Lieutenant Com-
mander Delbruck) fired one torpedo, and the (7-88 (Lieutenant

Commander Scabell) three torpedoes at (i.OOO meters at the second

and tlurfl of a grou]) of capital ships, which were thought to be

-battle cruisers; in reality, tiiey were thips of the f'olossus and Marl-

borough division. [[Note A, fig. 39.3 -^t 8.05 the Colossus had
l>een firing with one mam battery turret un a m'oup of destroyers

which appeared to be approaching at a great distance behind the

J'-^cV. At S.Ui) the I>Piil>oir an-l Ballerophon. k-ading the fourth

aivision, fired with main and secondary batteries, at a range of 7,300

meters, at these boats, while at S.IO the Neptune also joined in this

fire with a salvo from her main battery until the i0.2-cm. guns
I ould be manned and continue the fire. At .^.11 the Iron Duke,

leading ship, and the Ca)iada, rear ship of the third division, fired, at

•'.000 meters, with the .secondary l)attery at the>>e destroyers. Ail

nf these ships believed they had made hits and thought they ob.served

one of the boats sink.

As previous!}- stated, two of the boats of Flotilla III had fired

rorpedoes in spite of the heavy torpedo defense fire, and soon there-

after the Neptune, third ship of the Colossus division, sighted the

tracks of three torpedoes of which one passed so close to the ship that

it could only be avoided by a turn Avith liard over rudder. As the

following itiip. the St. Vincent, held her course, the Neptune was
overlapped by the former and forced to cease fire. At the .same

cime Admiral Sturdee's di\ision. headed bv the Henhou\ turned
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ships left two points in order to avoid torpedoes reported by the

Neptune.

In the sudden renewal of the artillery duel at the rear of the line

these ships were soon completely enveloped in smoke. Admiral
Jellicoe could therefore only make out the faint outlines of the ships

of this division to the northwest of his position and was unable to

obtain an insight into the true situation. He was able only to ascer-

tain the fact that the Colossus lay in the midst of heavy enemy fire

and that enemy destroyers were attacking. He believed, however,
that the rear division was sufficiently endangered to order the com-
mander of the latter, Admiral Burney, to turn his division away
from the enemy at 8.12 and to place them on course south in rear

of the Iron DuTce division, which he himself was leading. [Note B,
fig- 39.3 As Admiral Sturdee noted this maneuver, instead of re-

turning to the original bearing with his division after turning ships

left to avoid torpedoes, he followed the orders issued for the first

squadron, and in turn placed his own forces in column in the wake
of the Iron Duke division. Scarcely had this phase of the action

begun under the most brilliant auspices for the British when the

appearance of a few destroyers sufficed to influence Admiral Jellicoe

to withdraw the division which stood in the most favorable tactical

position for effective fire on the enemy. Even the Fifth Battle

Squadron under Admiral Evan Thomas followed this movement
away from the enemy, although nothing should have hindei'ed this

fast and independent force from making use of its superior posi-

tion to make an even sharper approach on the enemy. The loss of

the radio stations on the Bm^ham, flagship of Admiral Thomas,
probably influenced this maneuver. At least Admiral Jellicoe was
determined, however, to bring the two southerh^ di^asions of the

Second Battle Squadron closer to the enemy. He therefore ordered

its commander. Admiral Jerram, to turn ships right at 8.16 in order

to place his squadron ahead of the Iron Z>M^e division and on the

same course. [Note F, fig. 40.] If this evolution were successful,

then the British fleet would be in column on course south and in

position to assume the tactical superiority by a second " crossing of

the T " ahead of the German column.

But before this maneuver of the Second Squadron could be exe-

cuted, this clever tactical evolution of the British commander in

chief was brought to naught by a drastic counter attack of the battle

cr'uisers and destroyers, which was ordered by Admiral Scheer.

Even at this time, the fire superiority of the British line against

the German battle cruisers and Konig division, had not reached its

height. At 8.14, the Orion and Monarch, leading the second divi-

sion, were able to join in the fire while, at 8.17, they were followed

by the King George V and Centurion, leading the column, as well

as the Benbow, Bellerofhon, and Temeraire of the fourth division.
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Of these, the first two each fired from 8.14 to 8.20 on the Derfflinger^

five to six salvos, at from 15,500 to 17,300 meters, while the King
George F, firing at the same target at 10,000 meters, fell short Avith

her salvos. At the same time the Centurion^ which was following

the King George^ fired at a ship of the Kaiser class at 16,000 meters

and observed that the latter was surrounded by destroyers and had

either reduced speed or stopped. At 8.24, the Marlborough fired

a torpedo at a ship of the Konig class. The other ships in the line

were firing on the battle cruisers. As though this were not sufficient,

ths, splashes of heavy caliber shell near the head of the German
column awakened the impression that a new detachment of enemy
forces was attacking from starboard. In reality, these were Ad-
miral Beatty's battle cruisers. At 8.10, as the battle cruisers came

into action, this force was about 8 miles SE. of Admiral Burney's

division and 3 miles to port and ahead of Admiral Jerram's leading

division and had then increased speed and hauled around on course

SW. by W. In spite of this, they were 5 miles farther away from

the German head of column than the Colossus division had been

befor.e being withdrawn. Meanwhile, the setting sun had disap-

peared behind the cloud banks and visibility conditions were so

much improved tliat the Lion was able to distinguish enemy ships

to the WNW., distant about 16,500 meters, and was able to open

fire on the German battle cruisers, followed by the Tiger and

Princess Royal. [Fig. 20 shows the B. C. F. reopening fire on the

enemy.] At the same time, Admiral Beatty increased speed in

order, if possible, to cut off the ships just sighted, which he held to

be the advanced squadron of the enemy line.

Thus, from 8.12 p. m., the German leading ships found them-

selves subjected to a fire, increasing in intensity, while nothing

w^as to be seen of the enemy but the flash of gunfire. As far as it

was possible to judge, the enemy line extended from NNE., in a

large arc, through east to SE., while their fire was concentrated

on the German battle cruisers and the ships of the fifth division,

which, apparently, made excellent targets as indicated by the posi-

ti(m of the splashes and rapidity of fire. An attempt, on the part

of the Kronjmm, to measure the range on the flash of enemy gun-

fii-e, was unsuccpssful. The fire could be returned only very weakly
and with constant interruptions even by the ships which were able

to fire at all from their very unfavorable positions. Thus, the general

situation at 8.14 might be characterized as ,the most unfavorable

during the entire battle. The enemy fire from ahead raked the

entire length of the (irerman line and, under this, the fifth division

began to suffer considerably, since the reduced speed, at which the

battle cruisers were steaming across at the head of the line, caused

a congestion at the head of column so that the sixth division was
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partly forced to stop and even back. These ships, therefore, lay

close together with practically no way on and offered the enemy

an excellent target. The Koni/j had been forced to turn to course

SE. in order to bring her broadside to bear on the enemy and it

began to appear as though severe losses would be unavoidable in

the further course of the action. Thereupon, Admiral Scheer de-

cided to Etttack with the battle cruisers, without regard to the pos-

sible losses, so that, with their help, the mass attack of torpedo

boats could be brought as close to the enemy line as possible while.

under the protection of this maneuver, the Battle Fleet could be

Turned for the third time on the reverse course and thus withdrawn

from the enemy envelopment for the second time.

At 8.13, the signal was hoisted on the Friedrich der Grosse.

which has since become of historical importance, "battle cruisers

turn together toward the enemy: attack with full strength.'" Three

minutes later (8.16) the signal was made for the battleships;

"Turn together to starboard to reverse course," i. e. "ships right

about."

The execution of this maneuver was somewhat more difficult than

the first time, as the fleet was so close to the enemy and exposed to

the full efi'ect of their combined fire. Since 8.10 the Konig, leading

the battleship column, had been in the midst of extremely heavy

fire, while the Helgoland, which was the fourth ship astern of the

Friedrich der Grosse, had been hit. at 8.15. by a ma]or caliber shell

which gouged a hole one-half meter in diameter out of an armor

plate near the bow. At the time the signal was made to change

course the Kbnig was further endangered by the gas and smoke

as a result of a direct hit behind turret No. 3. Although the

Kronprin2 and Markgraf were undamaged, the Grosser Eurfurst

was hit no less than four times inside of two minutes by 38-cm.

shell.

In order to expedite the evolution. Admiral Schmidt, command-

ing Battle Squadron I, started the turn with his flagship. Ostfries-

land. althougii the prescribed method of performing this maneuvei

required that he start the turn only after the rear ships of the

squadron had made the turn in order to reduce the danger of col-

lision. At the same time the commander in chief instructed the

com.mariding officer of the Friedrich der Grosse to turn to port ii

order to make room for the turn of the closely crowded fifth anc"

sixth divisions in their turn to starboard. The units of the lattei

divisions were crowded in so close to each other that they were ii

a critical condition under the heavy enemy fire. Before the turr

the KaiseHn was so close to tb.e ship ahead and steaming so slowly

that she was forced to sheer out to starboard. After th-^ turn.
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when she was again forced to slow down in order to increase dis-

tance from the Ostfriesland and make room for the Friedrich der

Grosse which had turned to port, the Prinzregent approached rap-

idly on the starboard hand so that it was some time before the

Kaiserin could regain position in formation astern of the fleet flag-

ship. The Markgraf also turned before the Kronprim^ which was

next astern, and for a time held off to the southward, out of forma-

tion, in order to avoid the turning point which was under concen-

trated fire from the enemy. Since the port engine of this ship was out

of commission, the commanding officer. Captain Seiferling, deemed
it necessary to get clear of the unfavorable line of bearing,

Konig—Kronprinz, as soon as possible, in order to obtain sea room
on the new course and be able to hold his ship in formation in spite

of his reduced speed. As a result, the Grosser Kurfiirst was forced

to steam SW. parallel to the Markgraf until the latter was able

to sheer into column behind the Kaiserin and Grosser Kurfiirst

between Kronprinz and Konig.

Thus, the ships of the fifth and sixth divisions, as well as the fleet

flagship, were forced to steam practically on line of bearing, at re-

duced speed, in a very cramped space during an extremely dangerous

period. Once again, it was due to the brilliant seamanship and train-

ing of the admirals and commanding officers that neither the turn

of the fleet flagship to port was misunderstood nor collisions re-

sulted. Fully realizing the danger of the situation. Captain Brun-

mghaus, commanding the Konig placed his ship 400 meters to lee-

Vv^ard of the formation and laid a smoke screen between his fleet and
the enemy line, although his own vessel was under straddling salvos.

Even during the turn, the ships of the fifth division were for some
time under a very effective fire that was apparently being directed

on them by Admiral Beatty's squadron. A large number of shell

struck so close to the Kronprinz that violent shocks were felt

throughout the ship, although no direct hits were made. At 8.25,

the Kaiser fired her last salvo at 16,000 meters on the starboard quar-

ter. At the same time a full salvo struck near both sides of the ship,

splinters striking the outer hull and damaging the torpedo nets and
living quarters, but only one shell made a direct hit—penetrating

the casemate armor and exploding in the hammock nettings. At
S.28 the commanding officer. Captain Count von Keyserlingk, or-

dered a smoke screen, since the enemy were still finding good tar-

gets in the German line, while they themselves remained invisible

except for the flash of their guns. At 8.35 the Markgraf was hit by
a major caliber shell which put one of the port 15 cm. casemates out

of action. Aside from these casual ities after the turn, the attack

of the battle cruisers and torpedo flotillas was bringing a very

marked relief for the fleet.
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On the signal " close with the enem^^ " the Derfflmger^ Seydlitz^

Molthe^ and Von der Tann, under Captain Hartog, von Egidy,

xon Karpf, and Zenker, proceeded at full speed toAvard the enemy,

AA'hich were surrounding them on a wide arc and firing from all

guns. The attack Avas carried out in compliance with the orders

without regard for losses, in spite of the fact that these ships had

sustained severe casualties to the greater part of their armaments

and in some cases had been badly damaged. Since 8.13 the two
leading ships in particular had been hit time after time. On the

j)erfjiinger the entire port 15-centimeter battery had already been

put out of action when a 38-centimeter shell penetrated the roof of

No. 4 turret at the joint between the vertical and inclined armor

[ilates over the right gun, turning the turret completely around to

\jOvi and exploding several charges of powder in the rigl^t hoist and

handling room. The gases and flame which filled the turret as a

result of this explosion killed all 75 men in the crew with the excep-

tion of a single man. These gases spread through the voice tubes

to the central station and forced the personnel to abandon the latter

for 10 minutes after the switches had been thrown to permit the

fire-control system to function. The station could be manned only

after the crew had put on gas masks. Immediately thereafter the

Seydlitz was hit aft by a major caliber shell.

The course of the battle cruisers, however, still conformed to the

signal to close with the enemy, and thej^ had attained a position 7,000

meters from the Colossus division—a very short range for capital

ships where no armor offered protection against enemy shell—when
at 8.17 the Derfflinger received a signal from the fleet flagship (sent

at 8.14) to operate against the head of the enemy column. Thus
A.dmiral Scheer considered the difficult mission of the battle cruisers

to have been practically fulfilled. [Admiral Scheer's part in the

so-called " death ride " of the battle cruisers has certainly been

exaggerated. The battle cruisers, as shown by the official German
charts, were already steering east directly for the enemy at 8.13,

when Scheer made his signal to close with the enemy. The author

now states that at 8.14 Admiral Scheer considered the difficult mis-

sion of the battle cruisers to have been practically fulfilled, i. e., in

one minute. Scheer therefore directed them to operate against the

liead of the enemy column, which message was received by the

Derfflinger at 8.17. But the Derfflinger at 8.15 had already changed

course 90° to the right to parallel the British fleet. Thus the battle

cruisers really paid no attention to Scheer's signals: Thej' were

already closing before he ordered them to, and they turned away

before they received his second signal. Both his signal and the
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conduct of the battlfe cruisers by Captain Hartog were splendid, but

unfortunately there was no connection between them.] Captain

Hartog turned his ship to course S. by E., parallel to the enemy line

and was thus able to bring his broadside and torpedoes to bear on

the nearest enemy ships. Seydlitz and Moltke were able to pass the

turning point without being hit, and only the Von der Town was

struck during the turn at 8.19 by a heavy shell from the port quarter,

which hit the lower part of the after conning tower, Avhile a torpedo

fired by the Revenge at 8.15 was avoided by change of course. [See

fig. 40, which shows the crowded interval from 7.15 to 7.20.] Splin-

ters from this shell passed through the slits of the afterfire control

tower, killing the third gunnery officer, Lieutenant Commander Lang-

held, both rangefinder operators and range transmitting crew, and

severely wounding all others in that station, including the second

torpedo officer, Lieutenant Plum. The greater part of the explosive

force of the shell was exerted outside the armor of the main deck

and spread through the gun deck and ventilating system to the star-

board engine room, where parts of the fragments and wreckage lay

on top of the condenser. The lights were extinguished and the

starboard engine room filled with gas and smoke.

But disregarding the devastating fire of the enemy which these

battle-proven German cruisers could scarcely return on account of

the poor visibility conditions, they were still able to form column

close to the enemy line and steaming between the latter and the

rear of their own battle fleet to cover the rear battleships in their

maneuver. At 8.20 they then followed the movements of their own
own fleet by a simultaneous cliange to WSW. and then to west, in

order to reach the head of their own column by the shortest route.

In turning away the Derfftinger once more came into the midst of

a heavy fire. At 8.23 a 38-cm. shell from the port quarter struck

the barbette of No. 3 turret and detonated between the two guns

under the turret captain's platform. In this case the shell also

exploded the powder charges and killed the entire turret's crew with

the exception of five men. All machinery spaces were filled with

smoke and gas, when two further shells pierced the forward stack

and another the after stack. Further the forward conning tower

received a direct hit by a 30.5-cm. shell at the same time. Yellowish

gases entered the fire-control station through the slits, but the

force of the explosion and the splinters did not damage the armor

so that the fire control and ship control continued to function without

interruption.

While the magazines of turrets 3 and 4 were flooded, the after

torpedo compartment filled with water, and the steering engine room

and port engine room were filled with poisonous gases.
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After this the enemy fire weakened considerably, owing to the

smoke screens laid down by the German destroyer flotillas and
Scouting Division II, which was to the southwest of the battle

cruisers. The Seydlitz was hit at 8.27 by a further shell which

put the right gun of the after turret out of action, while another

shell damaged a 15-cm. casemate gun; but the other ships, in par-

ticular Von der To/nm, and Moltke^ escaped without further damage.

Soon after, there was a lull in the battle as the attention of the

enemy was then concentrated on the mass attack of the destroyers.

As Admiral Scheer stood away from the enemy at 8.00 p. m. in

order to make his approach for a second attack on the enemy line.

Commodore Heinrich, second leader of destroyers, Avas able for

the first time to reassemble his flotillas near his own battle cruisers

and his flagship Regetishurg. This vessel, wdth Flotillas VI and
IX, had just rt-turned from the attack on the enemy Third Battle

Cruiser Squadron, while Flotilla II, returning from the attack on

the Canterbury and enemy destroyers, was still somewhat in rear

of Scouting Division II. But the Twelfth Half FlotiUa had re-

mained divided between the Lutzow and Flotilla II so that Flotilla

VI could assemble only four boats. Flotilla IX now comprised

only nine boats, after the loss of the V-27 and ¥-29 and had already

fired a part of their torpedoes. Flotilla III had reassembled on

the" Rostock^ the flagship of the first leader of destroyers and after

the vain attempt to rescue the crew of the Wieshaden was at that

time to starboard and ahead of Battle Squadron III. In this

Flotilla two boats S-6^ and G-Ji2 had not rejoined after the attack

so that the flotilla now comprised only four boats.

As the intensity of the enemy gunfire increased against the

leading ships and the Regenshurg herself Avas under heavy fire, it

appeared as though the enemy had received reinforcements in the

northeast as indicated b}^ the flashes of shells. The situation seemed

to the leaders of the destroyers to be so critical for the ships at the

head of the colunm that an attack with all flotillas appeared to b^

the only means of saving these ships from the destructive fire of

the invisible enemy. This decision had hardly been reached when

orders were received from the commander in chief for the flotillas

to attack. At 8.1 ) Flotillas VI and IX started the attack on course

ESE., followed at 8.23 by Flotilla III, which passed through the

ships of the Battle Fleet. [These 3 flotillas totaled only 17

boats.] The first group was accompanied up to the DerffUnger by

the Regenshurg^ which then turned off to bring Flotilla II to

attack, while the battle cruisers turned to the southward. Soon

Flotillas VI and IX had disappeared in the smoke screen, which

had been laid by the destroyers near the Lutzow.
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As these first two flotillas passed through the smoke screen they

were confronted by a sight which had been granted none of the

other German ships up to that time. On the arc of a large circle

an iron ring of about 24 battleships were seen on course ESE. and

SSE. accompanied by numerous light cruisers and destroyers. This

force was enveloping the head of the German column and their

guns were vomiting death and destruction. As Flotilla VI, Com-
mander Max Schultz, approached through the straddling salvos

to within 7,000 meters, a shell struck the forecastle of the G-Jf.1

(Lieutenant Commander Boehm). Two officers and two men on

the bridge were killed bj^ the splinters. At the same time the

G-86 (Lieutenant Commander Grimm) was hit. At 8.25 a major

caliber shell struck close to the bow of the boat Avhile the splinters

wounded the commanding officer and nine men, penetrated the radio

room, the bridge, and the steering compartment, damaged the

head of a torpedo in the forward tube and pierced the forward fuel

oil tanks, causing the latter to leak. Since the flotiHa might be

destroyed at any minute, it was essential that the torpedoes be fired

before it was too late. Thus, the flotilla commander turned away
to fire immediately after the G-8G and G-I^l had been hit. With
his last remaining strength the severely wounded torpedo officer of

the G-'-fl^ Lieutenant Wagner, personally fired two tor})edoes, while

at the same time the other three boats of the Eleventh Half Flotilla

each fired three torpedoes under very favorable conditions for a hit

on the enemy line. [Note E, fig. 41.]

All of these boats were able to return to their own line under the

protection of a heavy smolce screen although the G-8G could only

steam at 25 knots and the G-Ifl was forced to reduce speed even more.

For a while this smoke screen from Flotilla VI covered the boats

of Flotilla IX which was attacking further to the northward; but

as the latter broke through the screen it appeared as though the

enemy had ceased fire on the German battle cruisers and was con-

centrating on the flotilla. As the flotilla leader V-28 was hit near

the bow after approaching to within 7,000 meters, it was high time

to turn off for the torpedo shot before the boats were put out of

action. In spite of the devastating enemy fire all the boats were

able to fire their torpedoes.

V-28 turned off but could fire only on© torpedo as the second
stuck in the tube. The S-61 and S-36 could each fire only one

torpedo, while the V~2G^ leader of the Seventeenth Half Flotilla,

fired two, but had to hold the third shot as the smoke obscured the

target and the S-62 was in line of fire. The remaining boats each
fired three torpedoes, although they were in the midst of a heavy
lire, at ranges from 6,000 to 7,000 meters. The entire nine remaining
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boats of Flotilla IX attacked. V-^8, the flotilla leader, fired 1 tor-

pedo, the 4 boats of Seventeenth Half Flotilla, 7 torpedoes, and the

4 boats of Eighteenth Half Flotilla 12 torpedoes, or a total of 26.]|

These boats then escaped, by means of an artificial smoke screen,

the pursuing enemy cruisers and destroyers which broke through

the line for a counter attack. In spite of this the S-So (Lieutenant

Commander Ihn), which was also carrying the captain and a part of

the crew of the V-£9, which had been sunk previously, was struck

by a heavy' shell and breaking in two, sank immediately.

On the S^l a hit put one boiler and the steering engine out of

commission, while the flotilla leader V-28 could make only 17 to 19

knots on account of a large hole in the bow. Commander Goehle,

then turned over the command of the flotilla to Lieutenant. Com-
mander Ehrhardt, leader of the Seventeenth Half Flotilla. Later,

Commander Tillessen, commander of the Eighteenth Half Flotilla

took over the command and assembled the destroyer groups near

the Rostock while the Y-28 and the &^51 folloAved with reduced

speed making smoke.

Since the ships which were attacked were on lines of bearing

and offered excellent targets for hits the flotilla commander believed

that he could certainly count on a few hits although none could be

observed on account of the smoke and the splashes of the enemy
shell.

When, in the meantime Flotilla III, under Commander HoUmann,
advanced to attack, the battle fleet was in the midst of the turn and

these boats were forced to break through the line on the opposite

course between the second and third 'ships of the fifth division.

They then passed the smoke screen which had been laid by the boats of

Flotillas VI and IX which were returning from attack and standing

to the northward through this smoke, they finally commenced their

attack on the enemy to the eastward and southeastward after clear-

ing this screen. [Note D, fi^. 42. In this note the destroyer sight-

ing the British fleet was S-BIt- of Flotilla HI.] To their complete

surprise they sighted no enemy capital ships and turned to the

southward towards a group of six ships Avhich appeared to be enemy
destroyers attacking a disabled boat, Flotilla VI or IX. Only the

S-Sl^. (Lieutenant Commander Karlowa), which had rejoined the

flotilla during the attack, and was following about 000 meters astern,

passed by the turning point of the flotilla and advanced somewhat

further to the eastward, was able to distinguish the outlines of the

enemy cajjital ships. In spite of the fact that the boat steamed at

full speed it could not approach the enemy column closer than

9,000 meters and therefore fired a torj)edo at this range at 8.45. As
the boat turned the Wieshaden was again sighted some considerable

distance away. At about the same time a group of British destroyers
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had approached the other boats of Flotilla III and engaged the

latter in a running action after turning to a southerly course at

ranges of about 6,000 meters. The G-68 fired a torpedo at one of

these destroyers which was at first mistaken for a light cruiser.

When light cruisers and further destroyers were sighted behind

these enemy destroyers, the flotilla laid a smoke screen to protect

their own battle cruiser's, and turned to course SW. to rejoin their

battleship column.

The torpedo attack was even more difficult for the boats of the V
and Vn Flotillas, as they had made the turn with the fleet and were

steaming up to take position near the head of the column when the

signal of the commander in chief was received for the destroyers to

attack. From their position it was impossible for these flotillas to

obtain a view of the situation of the battle cruisers and Battle

Squadron III. Therefore, the commander of Flotilla VII, Com-
mander von Koch, felt that an attack from his position would be

useless and remained in the lee of Squadron II in order not to de-

nude the head of column of all torpedo-boat protection. On the

other hand Commander Heinecke turned with Flotilla V toward

the Rostock immediately on receipt of the message. Both Flotillas

V and VII were up to strength and had not fired any of their to-r-

pedoes. Flotilla V received orders from the Rostock to attack im-

mediately on course ESE., but it was not until 8.50 that the group

was able to pass through the increasingly dense clouds of smoke
which lay to the eastward of the battle cruisers and the fifth divi-

sion. [Note C, fig. 44.3 After passing the smoke screen nothing was

sighted but a few individual light cruisers and numerous destroyers

which opened fire on the flotilla at long range as these boats stood on

to course south. Behind these light forces nothing could be made
out on account of the enveloping smoke and a further advance with-

out supporting light cruisers was deemed futile owing to the su-

perior armament of the enemy destroyers and light cruisers. At
8.52 Commander Heinecke turned ofi^ and headed for his own battle

fleet on course SW.
Unfortunately the strongest and fastest destroyers, Flotilla II,

under Commander Schuur, Avere unable to join the attack. These
boats, which still had all their torpedoes, had been hindered by the

presence of Scouting Division II from regaining their station and
liad been under heavy gunfire for about three-quarters of an hour
without being able to get clear. (Owing to their large turning circle

they had great difficulty in following the turning movements of

the leaders of the other flotillas and this had proven disadvantageous

in the attack on the Third Battle Cruiser Squadron). Finally mak-
ing a wide sweep the flotilla leader was able to gain sea room and
was about to follow Flotilla VI through the line of battle cruisers

65280 0—31 10
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to attack when the smoke screen from the vicinity of the Lutzow

drifted past and completely obscured the view. At this moment
Commodore Heinrich hoisted the signal on the Regenshurg " follow

the leader." The flotilla thereupon abandoned the attack and fol-

lowed the Regenshurg. In this maneuver they became involved in

further difficulties as the flagship was compelled to sheer out to

avoid the battle cruisers which Avere making a simultaneous turn.

Thanks to the superb seamanship and determination of the com-

manding officers, this maneuver was completed without accident.

The recall of the flotilla was brought about by the fact that Com-
modore Heinrich had noted the lull in the enemy gunfire following

the attack of Flotillas VI and IX, and judging from this that the

enemy ships had turned away to avoid torpedoes, it was assumed

in that case that the attack of Flotilla II would be launched into

empty space as was the case of the attack of Flotilla III.

This impression of the second leader of destroyers was in accord-

ance with the facts of the case, since the pressure on the German
column which had become critical since 8.15 had been relieved. At

8.16 the Royal Oak, astern of the Iron Duke, had opened fire with

her secondary battery on the approaching destroyers, followed at

6.18 by the Agmcourt, and at 8.19 by the Marlhorough at 10.000

meters. At 8.20 the Temeraire, next to last ship of the Benhow divi-

sion, opened at 8,600 meters with the entire secondary battery. At
the same time the Vanguard, rear ship of this division, joined in the

fire with her main battery. At 8.24 the Iron Duke, Benhow, and

Canada joined the five on these boats at 9,000 meters. From the head

of the column the Tiger and New Zealand opened with the secondary

battery at 8.27 at 16,000 meters, being joined by the rear ships of the

squadron, Malaya and Valiant at ranges of 7,300 meters with the

entire secondary battery and two 38 cm. guns. But even this fire

was insufficient to halt the torpedo attack, so that at 8.30 the Temer-

aire and Hercules brought their main batteries to bear on the attack-

ing boats at 8,200 to 5,400 meters. Although a few salvos struck

very close to these boats, few hits were made, owing to the numerous

changes of covirse of the flotillas and the smoke of gunfire. It was

evident that gunfire alone would not offer sufficient protection against

the torpedoes of the attacking flotillas. At 8.18 the Barhatn, which

was third from the rear of the column, was forced to sheer out to

i! void a torpedo, while at 8.25 the Inflexible, in the battle cruiser fleet,

sighted the track of a torpedo which passed close astern.

At 8.20 Admiral Jellicoe therefore held the moment propitious

for resorting to the only method which his experience had shown

w^as effective to counter such an attack, although in the execution of

the maneuver he would have to sacrifice the effective gunfire against

the enemy fleet which he had attained as a result of his superior
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tactical position. This maneuver consisted of turning his ships

away from the approaching torpedoes by a simultaneous movement.

At this moment the Orion and Ki7ig George V divisions were in

line of bearing approaching ahead, of the Iron Duke, in compli-

ance with the previous signal, and was thus hindering the execu-

tion of the proposed maneuver. In order to gain sea room he

therefore ordered Admiral Jerram_at_8.21 to turn the ships of the

two leading divisions four points away from the enemy. Only

then was he able at 8.21 to order the other divisions to turn ships

left two points. At the same time he ordered the Fourth Light

Cruiser S(![uadron to stand to the westward at full speed to

force the enemy flotillas to bear off while avoiding if possible

interfering with the fire of the battle cruiser squadrons at the

head of the line. At this time the second wave of the German at-

tack was advancing on the British line. Meanwhile the hurried

range-finder readings and calculations on the flagship indicated that

a tuin of two points would be insufficient to clear the approaching

torpedoes. Therefore, at 8.25 Admiral Jellicoe was compelled to

order a further turn of two points away from the enemy. [Note D,

fig. 41.] While tliese events were transpiring, the greater part of

the British destroyers had not yet reached their battle stations, and

only a part of the Ninth Flotilla was available to make the counter

attack with the Fourth Light Cruiser Squadron.

Since Admiral Jellicoe was still uncertain as to how far the Ger-

man capital ships had turned off, he ordered the cruiser squadron

at 8.32 not to approach too close to the German line. Therefore,

after a short engagement with the German boats at 8,200 to 7,300

meters, this squadron turned off at 8.36 on southerly course to resume

.station ahead of the battle fleet. [Note A, fig. 44. J While turning

six torpedoes passed close by these cruisers, headed for the fleet.

Admiral Jellicoe, who was only later informed of these torpedoes,

believed that the maneuver started at 8.21 had taken his ships clear

of the torpedo danger zone by 8.35 [note A, fig. 43] and therefore

ordered the columns of divisions to resume course S. by W. at this

lime. His somewhat too early turning maneuver [that is, his turns

aAvay at 7.22 and 7.25], in the execution of wliich he sacrificed the

effective gunfire which had just reached its height, was practically

useless, since the German torpedoes were just about to reach his

line when he turned back to the original course. It was only due to

the fact that the sea was smooth and the torpedo tracks made by
the air bubbles were easily visible that the endangered ships were
able to sight them in sufficient time to sheer out. At 8.33 the Marl-

horough', which had already been damaged by a torpedo hit, sighted

the tracks of three torpedoes to starboard. By turning to starboard
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and then hard to port the ship was able to clear one torpedo ahead

and the other astern, while the third passed close b}^ or even und(!r

the stern without exploding. At the same time the Revenge^ second'

ship in the division, sheered out to avoid two torpedoes, one of

which passed within a few meters of the bow and the other close

astern. Further, the Hercules and Agincourt had to turn in all

about six points to port to avoid two torpedoes which just cleared

the bow and stern of the former ship.

The Colossus, leading the fifth division, was then forced to sheer

out to avoid a torpedo hit while the Royal Oak sighted a torpedo to

starboard which passed the Iron DuTce at slow speed about 180

meters to one side, and passing through the line between the Iron

Duke and Thunderer, finally sank after traveling 1,800 meters

further. At 8.43 the Marlborough division was again endangered,

whereby the Revenge was forced again to sheer out to port, just

clearing a torpedo which passed close astern. At 8.45 a division of

the British Twelfth Flotilla broke through the rear of the line and

made a counterattack on the attacking enemy torpedo flotillas. (In

this action a German torpedo boat of the " V " class Avhich was near

the Fifth Battle Squadron, was sunk. This boat was flying the pen-

nant of the commander of a half flotilla. It could therefore only

have been the V-J^S.

Although as a result of the so-called " percentage of hits," none of

the many torpedoes fired made a hit, the tactical results of this

mass attack of the German boats were very great. The twice-exe-

cuted maneuver of turning away and the individual movements of

the ships in sheering out from the torpedoes and erroneously

reported submarines had thrown the formation of the British battle

fleet into confusion at the ver}' instant when victory seemed Avithin

their grasp. The energetic attack of the destroyers, supported by

the battle cruisers, which was carried to within good torpedo range

of the enemy line, and the tactical effect of this attack followed by

the cleverly laid smoke screen which shrouded their further move-

ments, showed the British that the worst might be feared if this

maneuver were repeated under circumstances Avhere the visibility

conditions did not permit the torpedo tracks to be so clearly seen.

The commander in chief and the commanding officers were therefore

convinced that this particular experience in the battle should not be

underrated. (Note Jutland Dispatches, page 98, War Diary of the

Collingwood.) For the English a circumstance which was even

worse was that after the second attack all contact with the enemy

battle fleet was lost. At 8.18 the Iron Duke Avas forced to cease

fire on the German battle cruisers, since the smoke screen Avhich had

been laid between the latter and the British completely obscured
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the view from the British flagship. After an interval this ship was
again able to make out one battle cruiser through the smoke at 8.20

but before tlie salvo could be fired the ship had again disappeared.

Only the Canada and Superb were barely able to make out the faint

outlines of the Der-fflinger and Seydlitz and could fire a few salvos.

The Monarch, second ship of the Orion division, sighted the four

German battle cruisers just before the turn, while the Onon was also

about to reopen fire on a ship of the Konig class when the target was
lost as the turn to port was executed. Only Admiral Beatty's forces

and the shi]:)s at the rear of the line were still able to sight the Ger-

man forces. Thus the Der-fflinger and Seydlitz still offered a clear

target to the Collingwood, second ship of the Colossus division, which

was able to fire at 7,300 meters, while the Malaya fired on the Derf-

flinger at 9,200 meters. But even the ships in these divisions soon

thereafter lost their targets as the smoke screen extended, and the

Valiant and St. Vincent were then forced to hold their fire at 8.26,

after the latter had been able to hold on the Derfflinger uninterrupt-

edly since 7.45. Although the Indomitable was able to continue an

interrupted fire on the Derfflinger from the head of column until

about 8.40, practically all fire from the British line ceased after the

destroyer attack. After the turn of the German fleet the sudden

wave of effective gunfire of the British fleet had passed. In general

this had been restricted to about six minutes.

The dying out of the British fire and the final silence created the

distinct impression on the German side that the torpedo attacks of

Flotillas VI and IX had caused the enemy to turn away with prob-

able casualties resulting from torpedo hits, the extent of which were

indeterminate. However, that may have been, the attack planned

against the enemy center had succeeded and the fleet had been freed

from a tactically inferior position. The losses sustained in the at-

tack had not been too great a price to pay. Although the battle

cruisers and leading ships of Squadron III had evidently sustained

more casualties in this phase of* the engagement than in the- earlier

part of the battle, they were still able to maintain their station in

the formation and could make sufficient speed for the night cruising.

Even the Lutzow, when sighted at 8.30 abeam of the flagship, was
able to maintain a moderate speed.

During the attack of Flotilla IX, Commander Goehle had reported

at 8.15 from the flotilla leader V-28 that the enemy fleet comprised

more than 20 battle ships and that the were on course SSE. This

message was followed at 8.20 by a report from Admiral Boedicker,

stating that the Lutzow was under fire from capital ships to the NE.,

while at 8.32 Commander Tillessen, commanding the Eighteenth

Half Flotilla, reported strong enemy forces to the SE. As a result
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of these messages Admiral Scheer was for the first time definitely

informed that he had been engaged with the whole British fleet. It

was therefore certainly to be expected that the enemy would attempt

to renew the attack on the German fleet during the twilight and fol-

low this up by destroyer attacks during the night in order to force

the fleet further to the westward. Finally at dawn he would attempt

to force a second battle with full strength and bring his numerical

superiority to bear. If it were possible to counter the enemy envel-

opment and reach Horn Reef before the British fleet, the German
commander would again have obtained the initiative for the next

morning. In order to accomplish this the German fleet must be held

in close formation and kept on the shortest route to Horn Reef, hold-

ing this course during the night in spite of all enemy attacks. At
the same time every effort must be made to bring the German flotillas

to attack during the night, even though they ran the danger of not

being present for the expected action on the following morning.

Flotillas VI and IX had not yet returned from their last attack,

when Commodore Heinrich, second leader of destroyers, received in-

structions to employ these two flotillas as well as Flotilla II, which

had remained with the Regenshurg, for night attacks on the enemy
fleet. Thereupon Admiral Scheer ordered Squadrons I and II fol-

lowed by the fleet flagship to change course to SW. at 8.27 and to

south at 8.45, while Squadron III and the battle cruisers closed the

formation from the northeast and east.

In this lull in the battle the casualties Avhich had occurred during

the action could be ascertained. The following ships had no casual-

ties among the personnel and had received practicalh^ no damage

:

Kaiserin, Kaiser, Primregent Luitpold, and Kronprinz. Even the

other ships of Squadron III had suffered relatively little, although

Markgraf was hit 5 times, Grosser Kurfilrst 8 times, and Konig
10 times. All main battery guns were ready for action, while the

secondard battery, tdrpedo installations and propelling machinery

had suffered very little. Even the casualties among the personnel

were only moderately large. On the Konig the killed totaled one

doctor and 44 men, on the Kurfilrst 2 officers and 12 men, and on the

Markgraf 8 men. The last two ships had 6 and 7 severelj^ wounded
while the Konig had 20 men out of action on account of gas poison-

ing. On the other hand the damage to the ships of the fifth division,

exclusive of the armament, Avas considerable. As a result of a major

caliber hit on the Markgraf one compartment near the stern was

flooded above the protective deck, while the propeller shaft of the

port engine was apparently bent. A further shell had penetrated

the casemate armor and killed the crew of one of the 15 cm. guns.

Further hits had destroyed the torpedo net outriggers and rigging,

damaged the instruments in the radio station while splinters had
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caused a short circuit in the secondary spotting station. On the

Grosser Kurfurst two shells striking close together on the port side

forward had bent in three armor plates near the water line. A fur-

ther hit on the barbette armor of Number 2 turret had penetrated the

armor, while a piece broken out of the latter had gone through the

torpedo bulkhead. After these hits the whole forward part of the

ship except the double bottoms and torpedo compartment was filled

with water up to the main deck. At the same time another shell strik-

ing the barbette armor of the forward turret caused considerable

damage to the upper works forward by the resulting splinters. Fur-

ther splinters fi'om a shell striking under the casemate armor had

destroyed the air ducts to the forward fireroom, while another hit

bad loosened the plates at the armor belt, causing the adjacent double

bottoms and protective bunkers to flood.

As a result of the leaks the Grosser Kurfurst listed 4^ to port which

was finally reduced to 1° by counter flooding. After stopping the

leaks 800 to^j- of water remained in the ship. On the Konig a major

caliber shell had struck the forecastle doing considerable damage
in the hull forward. A further hit moved the armored transverse

bulkhead 1.5 meters aft, while the splinters penetrated tlie casemate

armor, gun deck and main deck, putting the oil burning firerooms

out of action for a time, as well as two casemate guns and exploding

their ammunition. In order to minimize the danger of gases the

magazine suppljdng these guns were flooded. Three further shells

had glanced off the conning tower, the face plate of the forward

turret and the forecastle, but did not detonate until after thej'^ had
ricocheted, doing no particular damage. Double bottoms and pro-

tective bunkers had flooded in several parts of the ship, necessitating

counter flooding to such an extent to keep the vessel on an even keel

that 1.600 tons of water were in the hull. On all ships of the

fifth division the mast tops nets and radio rigging as well as search-

lights were full of splinter holes, but thanks to the energetic efforts

of the ci'ews the damage was repaired and the ships again in readi-

ness for action in a very short time.

On the Von der Tann the loss of the two center turrets as a result

of the guns failing to return to battery was particularly disastrous,

but even in this case it Avas possible to overcome the derangement

by 8.30 p. m., although any further firing would probably result

in a repetition of the casualty. Shortly thereafter the after turret

was again ready for action as a result of the work of the mechanics

and repair gang which were able to cut away the bent plates with

oxy-acetylene torches and clear away the wreckage which covered

the magazine flood and drain valves, thus permitting the flooded

magazines to be emptied. The turret could be operated only with

hand gpnr after this. On the other battle cruisers this pause in the
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battle was utilized to extinguish fires, drain flooded magazines and

to clear away the wreckage where this hindered the service of the

guns, as well as repairing the radio installations and searchlights

in preparation for the night.

While the capital ships were thus engaged in repairing damage
and getting the ships ready for action, Flotillas VI and IX had

just returned from their attack. But it was soon evident to Com-
modore Heinrich, who had remained on the Regenshurg^ near the

battl'3 cruisers, that V-28 and G—I^l^ the flag boats of Flotillas VI
and IX, as well as the S-62, had fired all of their torpedoes, while

the other boats of the Eleventh, Seventeenth, and Eighteenth Half

Flotillas had fired all but one torpedo apiece. As a result of hits

the V-28 and S-51 were reduced to 17 and 21 knots, respectively,

while, the latter was forced to steer from aft, owing to the damage
to the bridge. Therefore the group, V-38, S-51, and S-52 joined

Battle Squadron I under command of the V-^S, while the other

five boats of FlotiUa IX, V-30, S-34, 8-33, V-£6, and S-36 as

well as G-42 of Flotilla III, proceeded under the command of Com-
mander Tillessen, to join the first leader of the destroyers who
with the RostocTc and Flotilla VII was steaming to the eastward of

Squadron I at the head of the line. Since he did not wish to

employ boats for the night attack which had less than two tor-

pedoes, Commodore Heinrich further dispatched the Eleventh Half

Flotilla to the same position. There remained available therefore

only the boats which had not participated in the last attack. These

included Flotilla II and three boats of the Twelfth Half Flotilla

under Lieutenant Commander Lahs, the V-96, S-50, and T-4.()

which had been protecting the Lutzoio. The escort of the latter

vessel was left to the G-37 and V—Jfd.

Meanwhile Flotilla III, on returning from the attack, sought

to make a last attempt to reach the Wieshaden but this vessel had

been lost to view and this flotilla as well as Flotilla V had not

yet been able to find their own main body. The only point of

departure which could be used in starting the search for the British

Fleet was based on the reports of the V-£8 and V-30, and these

positions had probably been altered considerably by the subsequent

movements of the enemy. As Commodore Heinrich passed the

Seydlitz at 9.02 he was informed by that vessel that six British

battle cruisers had passed to port of the Lutzow and were bearing

SSE. at the time. This report was based on observations made
by the Lutzow at 8.49, at which time the head of the enemy column

was bearing ESE. of that ship. However, in his instructions to

Flotilla II for the night attack at 9.09, the second leader of de-

stroyers voiced the opinion that the enemy was probably to be

found in the sector east to northeast. At 9.10 he changed the
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assigned search sector of Flotilla II to ENE. around to ESE.,

while the three available boats of the Twelfth Half Flotilla were

ordered to search in sector ESE. to SE. In order to give the

boats a starting point free from smoke and mists he proceeded

with the flotillas to a point in rear of the column to the northward.

He had scarcely arrived at this point and dispatched the flotillas on

their mission, when a message was received from the commander
in chief, ordering all boats to attack and placing these operations

under the direction of the first leader of destroyers. Commodore
Heinrich, who had foreseen this order, had therefore restricted his

operations to the tactically unfavorable northern sectors in order

that his forces might not interfere with the search operations of

the first leader of destroyers. He, therefore, reported immediately

by radio to Commodore Michelsen, stating the disposition he had

ordered for Flotilla II and the Twelfth Half Flotilla. [For their

positions see flotilla plots in fig. 46.] The latter decided against

giving any further orders in order not to delay the operations of

the boats during the short period of darkness, and for the time

being held back the boats of Flotillas V and VII and the Eighteenth

Half Flotilla which were concentrated near the Rostock.

Unfortunately, neither the Ftegenshurg nor the Frankfurt^ flag-

thip of Scouting Division II, took the occasion to repeat the im-

portant report of the Lutzoiv to the commander in chief. This was
sent by blinker, since neither the Seydlitz nor the Lutzom were

capable of sending radio messages. Therefore the impression grew
en the other ships and the fleet flagship that the last blow at the

enemy center had caused the British to abandon the pursuit, and

some officers were even inclined to believe that the enemy formation

might even have been shattered. No one seemed able to report defi-

nitely on the position of the British battle fleet after the torpedo

attack.

On the English side, the uncertainty regarding the subsequent

movement of the German fleet after the last clash was no less great.

Since Admiral Jellicoe had turned away to avoid the torpedoes dur-

ing the last attack, an hour had passed without reports of any kind.

As the last (lerman ships which were visible from the Iron Duke
passed out of sight in the smoke screen, the rear ships of the column
were still maintaining a heavy fire. As the main battery on these

ships had joined in the fire of the secondary battery against the

attacking torpedo boats, the fleet flagship did not realize that this was
only torpedo defense fire. Thus it appeared as though the rear divi-

sions which were out of sight in the dark horizon were still engaged
in a lively action with the German battleships and that the latter would
soon reappear. Far from assuming that the German fleet had made
another full turn to reverse course, the British commander Avas in-
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clined to believe that the head of the column had changed course not

more than eight points. A> he turned his ships through five points

lo starboard at 8.35 to ]*esiuiie the original course of S. bv "W. after

the torpedo attack, he believed that he would sight the enemy fleet

again at an}' instant and be able to renew the battle.

In this expectation, he was soon to be disappointed, and was
forced to conclude that the maneuver executed in turning away from
the enemy, whether avoidable or not, had cost him the decision of

1 hat day. The only thing he had achieved appeared to be that now.
as before, his forces were between the enemy and their line of re-

treat. He decided, therefore, umler no circumstance to abandon
this position until more could be learned regarding the location of

the enemy forces. Only in this manner could he hope to lind a

further opportunity in the course of the evening for striking a

decisive blow. After the policy of holding back, whicli he had dis-

played in the previous course of the action, it is doubtful if he was
fully determined to regain contact. If this were really the case, he

nmst have welcomed Admiral Beatty's illuminating signal sent at

8.40, showing that the battle cruisers at least had not lost all con-

tact and that the enemy was about 10 to 11 miles NW. by ^y. of the

Lion, although as a result of the errors in reckoning between the

/7'on Duke and the Lion, this would have placed the enemy aboiU

2 miles on the port beam of the Iron Duke. It jnight have been

assumed that since Beatty's force was not in sight from the battle

fleet, it must be about 5 or 6 miles ahead of the leading ship of the

column. From this the bearing of the eiiemy from the British bat-

tle fleet might have been easily calculated. Shortly after the receipt

of this message (8.42) Admiral Jellicoe ordered the fleet to form
column and from this formation to ttirn into line of divisions on

cottrse SW. in order to make an approach on the same course as the

battle cruisers. x\t 8.45 the last German ship had disappeared from

Admiral Beatty's view in the smoke screen laid hj the destroyers.

At the same time the uncertainty of the situation was further in-

creased by an urgent message from Commodore Goodenough, com-

mander Second Light Cruiser Sqtiadron, at the rear of the line, accord-

ing to which report a ntunber of enemy ships of a type not distinguish-

able, had been detached from the fleet and were on course NW. at

8.15. What Commodore Goodenough had seen was in reality the

turn of the units of the German fleet onto the reverse course, but the

fact that this ttirn had been made was not recognized by him, nor

was it to be inferred from the contradictory wording of his report.

At 8.45 Admiral Beatty repeated his report on the bearing of the

enemy by means of a searchlight signal relayed through the Mina-

tour to the head of the battle fleet column. Three minutes later,

manifestlv dez-eived Y r the turning evolution of the British fleet
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at the most important moment of the battle, he sent the foUowino;

message in order to give greater weight to his report, viz :
" Submit

that van of battleships follow battle' cruisers. We can then cut off

the whole of enemy's battle fleet."

Both of these signals were noticeably delayed in some manner
which was never clearly explained. The me-sage was first received

on the Iron Duke at 8.45, and if one can accept the English account

on this point, it was 9 p. m. before the message was decoded and

came to the attention of the commander in chief. Meanwhile, the

searchlight signal, which was reported at 8.59, sufficed to cause the

latter to swing the fleet in line of divisions to course Avest. Scarcely

had Admiral Beatty's urgent radio been reported to him when he

gave instructions to Admiral Jerram, commanding the leading squad-

ron, to follow the battle cruisers. (9.07.) In this he assumed that

the latter were still in sight from the van of battle fleet, but this was

not the case. On the other hand, the exact position of the battle cruisers

was unknown to Admiral Jerram at the time, and he could scarcely

hope to make contact witlr them as his ships were already steaming

at 19 knots, and owing to the numerous changes of course made by

the fleet, these ships were barely able to maintain their station in the

formation in line with the other divisions. It was also not clear on

what ground Admiral Beattj' based his assumption that he coald

cut off the entire enemy fleet. In sending the radio with this assur-

ance he himself had already lost contact. He was, however, trying

to reestablish this as soon as possible, and had changed course to

WSW. at 9 p. m. for this purpose, while at the same time he ordered

the First and Third Light Cruiser Squadrons to advance as a scout-

ing line on the same course in order to locate the enemy head of

column before dark.

I'nder these circumstances the situation was still as full of un-

lei'tainties for the British commander in chief as before. Neither

from his own ships nor from the Admiralty had he received any
reasonably complete reports on the strength, disposition, position,

or battle formation of the enemy forces. Neither had he been in

the position to make his own observations on these points which were

essential for a proper estimate of the situation on which important

tactical decisions could be based. All that he had seen was a tran-

bient view of the faint outlines of a number of capital ships of the

enemy forces. Whether these belonged to the van, center, or rear

of the enemy formation was a question to which he received no

answer from any source. Now. even these ships had disappeared, and
it was still doubtful whether this disappearance was due to de-

creasing visibility conditions or to a large scale tactical maneuver of

the enemy. (Corbett: Naval operations. Vol. Ill, p. 384.)
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(xerman airship, the L-14- was about 11 miles to the northward of

tlie British fleet flagship. At all events, the Falmouth, flagship of

the Third Light Cruiser Squadron, thought she sighted an airship

over the head of the British column at 9.19 for a few minutes.

'J'he five airships which had taken off toAvard noon had received

orders from Commander Strasser to return between 5 and 7 p. m.,

on account of the very uncertain weather conditions. Consequently,

tlie L-9 and the L-16 had returned from their reconnaissance to

the westward and landed at Hage between 7 and 8 p. m. On the

other hand, the L—21, L-23, and L—lJi. were about 100 miles to the

Avestward of Bovbjerg between 7 and 7.30, or about 40 to 60 miles

NW. of Hanstholm. Of these the L-21^ Lieutenant Commander
Dietrich, was scouting on the tvestern flank of the fleet on south-

erlj' course toward the Dogger Bank, and at 9.30 had proceeded

from a point about 100 miles NW. of Brokum Reef toward Helgo-

Jand, and landed at IS'ordholz at 2 a. m. The L 23, Lieutenant

Commander Schubert, had also gone on course SSW. at 7.30, ar-

riving over Vyl Lightship at 1.43 p. m., and landing at 2.30 a. m.

Only the L-14, Lieutenant Commander Boecker, which had turned

at 8.30 while on the sixth meridian about 50 miles SW. of Lindesnes,

was in a good position for sighting the enemy forces. As this

Axip picked up a radio from Flotilla IX at 9 p. m., reporting the

sighting of 20 enemy capital ships, it turned SSE. while 90 miles

to the westward of Hanstholm and under conditions of poor visi-

bility headed for the light at Lj^ngvig, which was made out at

midnight. Although in this manner it must have passed over the

entire battle field the ship neither sighted any vessels nor heard anj'

gunfire and landed at about 5 a. m. at Nordholz. It is probable,

therefore, that the position of the airship as well as the report of

the Falmouth Avas in error. If it had been possible for an airship

or airplane to A'iew the battle field at about 9.10 without same being

obscured by tlie darkness and smoke the observer would liaA^e been

astounded at the situation [fig. 45]. The fleets were only 12

miles apart; the British fleet was steaming at high speed in line

of divisions directly toAvard the German fleet, the German and
British flagships in the same latitude, Avhile the battle cruisers under

Beatty, Avith the light forces, were about to complete another en-

velopment of the German head of column. Another clash of the

floets seemed imminent.

On the German side nothing betrayed the approach of the British

fleet. The German forces had regained their close formation and were

on course south, Avith the squadrons in inA'erse order. With this

change of course the Westfalen had changed station with the Han-
nover', leading ship of Squadron II, so that the latter was now to
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starboard and ahead of Squadrons T and III, while the Deutschland,

the rear ship of Squadron II, was about on line with the Westfalen.

The battle cruisers, after the numerous vicissitudes of the battle, had

succeeded in rejoining the battle fleet and were now on the point

of taking station again at the head of the column. At 9.10 Scout-

ing Division IV was about 3 miles in advance of Squadron II,

Scouting Division II about 4^/2 miles ahead of Squadron I, while the

battle cruisers w^ere nearest the enemy about 3 miles on the port beam
of the Westfalen, and the Lutzow was steaming around to the rear of

the line to seek protection on the western flank. Only to the north-

eastward was there some contact with the enemy, due to the fact that

Flotilla V in returning from attack was being pursued by enemy
light forces. At 9.05 the Castor, leader of the Eleventh Flotilla, which

was steaming about 5 miles ahead of the leading battleship divisions,

had sighted heavy smoke to the WNW. and had turned toward this

with eight destro3'ers, while Commodore Le Mesurier proceeded to

his support with the Calliope, Cotnus, and Constance of the Fourth

Light Cruiser Squadron. [Note C, fig. 46.] At 9.15 this force was

able to make out about 12 German destroyers, which, it was assumed,

were about to attack the British battle cruiser squadrons to the

southward on course SSW. The British light forces thereupon

attacked these boats, opening fire at 9.18, and pursued them to the

NW. The boats of Flotilla V stood off and finally rejoined the

Rostock, following this vessel and the other boats in that vicinity

through the intervals of Squadron III and passed to the western

flank of the line. At 9.26, therefore, the pursuing British light

forces were suddenly confronted by a line of battleships distant about

7,300 meters, in the center of which appeared vessels of what were

taken to be the Por)imern class, followed by ships of the Kaiser

class on course south. The Prinzregent, Kaiser, and Markgraf were

able to distinguish on the quarter first one and then two light cruisers

with three stacks and several destroyers, and thereupon opened fire

at from 5,800 to 6,400 meters. While the destroyers turned off im-

mediately without attempting a torpedo shot under these very favor-

able conditions, the Calliope fired a torpedo at 9.30 at a range of

about 5,900 meters. The Pnnzregent fired one salvo, the Kaiser two
salvos with main battery, while the Markgraf opened with her

secondary battery before the enemy light forces disappeared in the

mists. In this very short action the Calliope was hit five times, two
guns being put out of action, with 10 killed and 23 men wounded.
During the progress of this action the guns of the Third Light

Cruiser Squadron and the British battle cruisers opened up again

farther to the southward. There Rear Admiral Napier had estab-

lished a north and south scouting line about 4 miles to the west-
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ward of the Lion, consisting of the light cruisers Falmouth, Tar-

mouth, Birkenhead, and Gloucester, later joined by the Canter-

bury. At 9.09 the Falmouth on the right flank of this line had
sighted ships bearing W. by N.. and had immediately reported

them. Five minutes later this ship was able to make out five Ger-

man light cruisers, bearing W. by N., which were about to pass

the British line of scouts to the southward. The Fahnouth turned

immediately to parallel course, and at 2.5 knots effected a concen-

tration with the other light cruisers in battle formation. The ships

with this force sighted were the German Scouting Divisions II and
IV.

On the other hand these last forces sighted four or five cruisers

on the "city" class at 9.17 apparently on course southwest; and,

while Read Admiral Boedicker, commanding the Scouting Division

II, was reporting the sighting of these vessels, enemy battle cruisers

appeared astern of this detachment. In order to oi)en fire with

his ships, and at the same time to clear the line of fire for the Ger-

man battle cruisers and Squadron I, Admiral Boedicker turned to

starboard, while Commodore von Reuter, in a more favorable posi-

tion, turned sharply toward the enem3^ The latter was soon

engaged in a lively action on converging course with the enemy
light forces at from 8,700. to 5.400 meters, in Avhich the British

were considerabl}'^ favored by the prevailing visibility conditions.

Only the two leading ships, Stettin and Munchen, were able to

return the enemy fire with about 03 shells, while the fourth ship,

Stuttgart, could make out only one enemy ship, which was

already under fire. The Hamburg was- forced to cease fire after

one salvo, since spotting observations were impossible. Under
these unfavorable battle conditions Scouting Division IV was in

a critical position from the start. Evidently they offered excellent

targets against the clear western horizon, and soon the Munchen
received two ir)-cm. hits. One of these detonated in the port cutter,

killing four men, and putting Xo. 3 searchlight out of action.

The other exploded in the upper part of the third stack, cutting out

a hole of 3 square meters, while tlie blast destroyed the lagging on

the four after boilers, making it difficult to keep u}) steam. As the

enemj'-, using his superior si)eed, hauled around ahead of Scouting

Division IV, Commodore von Reuter also turned slowly to star-

board, and finally turned away eight points in order to draw the

enemy, who was maintaining an effective fire at 10,000 metei's, to-

ward Battle Squadron II. The enemy refused to follow this move-

ment, and was shortW thereafter lost to view in the gathering

darkness.

This action was only the prelude to a series of larger engagements.
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Admiral Beatty had scarcely heard the sound of gunfire to the

westward when he stood over in that direction with his battle cruis-

ers, and at 9.18 sighted the German battle cruisers bearing XW. and

ships of the Helgoland or Deutschland class dead ahead. Although

the Lion had 3 of her heavy guns out of action, the Princess Royal

2, and the Infiexlhle 1 of her 8 guns, while the Tiger had a heavy

list wi(h more water entering the ship with e'\'er3^ turn of the rudder:

the battle effectiveness and, above all, the speed of these ships was

sufficient to permit them to accept battle under the protection of the

dark horizon without waiting for support from the battleship divi-

; ions, xidmiral Beatty, therefore, turned to port following the Third

Light Cruiser Squadron into action. At 9.20 the InfJexihle^ followed

by the Pn'ncess Royals Tiger^ and Ne/>v Zealand, opened fire at from

7,500 to 11,900 meters, in which the Lion and Indomitable joined at

9.23 and 9.26, respectively.

This sudden appearance of Admiral Beatt^^'s forces in this far-

advanced position to the southward came as a complete surprise to

the German battle cruisers, since they had not been able to pick up
the radio message of Scouting Division II reporting this force.

[That is, because their radio stations had been destroyed.] Admiral
Hipper was just on the point of stopping the battle cruisers in order

to transfer his flag to the Molfke when suddenly the flash of gunfire

was seen to the SSE. in tlie dark horizon and these ships were again

in the midst of an overwhelming fire from an invisible enemy. Nev-

ertheless, battle was accepted, and this force opened fire at about the

same time as the British battle cruisers—at 9.20 on the Seydlitz and

Moltke followed by the Von der Tann and Der-fflinger—with all

available guns of the main and secondary batteries. At 9.32 the Lion

and Princess Royal were hit, but the targets were still XQvy faint and
observation of splashes impossible, causing the fire to be frequently

interrupted. During this action the Von der Tann fired with four

guns of the main battery and five of the secondary battery only, 8 and

15 shells, respectively. [This was very creditable work, as it will be

remembered that at one time all her guns were out of action. The
utility of Captain Zenker's decision to stay with his division is now
seen.] Under these circumstances the enemy fire was considerably

more effective, aside from their numerical superiority. While the Lion

and Princess Royal evidently concentrated their fire on the Der-fflin-

ger. leading the column, the New Zealand and Indomitahle fired on

the Seydlitz. and soon these two German battle cruisers were suf-

fering severel}'. At 9.24 the Seydlitz was hit amidships, while soon

thereafter a heavy shell struck the only turret of the Derfflinger.

Avhich was still in action, and jammed the training rack for several

minutes. At 9.30 a heavy shell struck No. 4 turret of the Seydlitz.

while another struck the bridge, killing every officer and man on that

station and also causing a number of casualties in the conning tower.
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As Tvell as could be observed from the British cruisers, the Derfflinger

turned out to starboard in flames at 9.27, while the Seydlitz^ listing

heavily to port after two straddling salvos fired by the New Zealand.,

turned out of the formation. Both ships then disappeared from

view, the Seydlitz apparently sinking. Although the last observa-

tions were incorrect, these two battle cruisers suffered very heavily

from the hits received in this short action. On the other hand the

Von der Tann and Moltke w^ere uninjured. At 9.30 these last two

ships turned off following Scouting Division II through the line of

battleships between Squadrons I and II in order to give the latter

i a clear line of fire. At 9.31 the Derfflinger fired her last shot.

Up to this time Vice xidmiral Schmidt held his course and speed

with Battle Squadron I without being able to distinguish the enemy
V ships at which Scouting Divisions I and II ahead were firing.

i ^ Therefore, when torpedo tracks were observed by the WestfaJen and

fthe Rheinland, these were at first attributed to enemy submarines,

which were supposedly being attacked by the cruisers of Scouti:jg

Division II group. Soon, however, the salvos of heavy-caliber sliell

which passed over the battle cruisers and splashed near the leading

ships

—

Westfaleii and Nassau—covering the latter with fragments

from exploding shell, showed the true situation. Since, however,

the battle cruisers were in the line of fire, it could not be returned,

and even when the latter were clear of the line of fire the enemy

ships could not be distinguished. The battle cruisers had cut in

so sharply to the westward across the head of Squadron I that the

Westfalen, Captain Rodlich, was forced to sIoav down and turn out

CO port, followed by the Nassau and Rhehiland. Only the fourth

ship, Posen., Captain Lange, was able to pick up the turning point

of the enemy forces and maintain fire on it from 9.28 to 9.35 p. m.

The final relief of the battle cruisers came from a very unexiDected

source—this was the attack of the six older battleships of Squadron

II which had not been able to enter the actions earlier in the day.

While Scouting Divisions I and II as Avell as Squadron I turned off

tmd disappeared from the enemy view at about 9.30, causing the lat-

ter to cease fire for lack of targets. Squadron II, under Admiral

Mauve, held its course in order to approach the enemy. In this

manner the battle cruisers under Admiral Beatty were prevented

from turning to follow their previous enemy and were forced to

<urn parallel to this new enem}^ force. At 9.32 the Princess Royal

fired a torpedo at Squadron II, which, however, was ineffective,

while the British battle cruisers thereupon opened fire on the German
Battle Squadron 11. As the enemy fire gradually drew forward of

the beam. Rear Admiral Count von Dalwigk zu Lichtenfels, on the

flagship Hannover., turned slowly to starboard to course SW. in

order to bring all guns to bear. The hope of being able to dis-
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tmguish the enemy better was not yet realized. The Pommern arid

the Schleswig Holstein Avere unable to return the enemy fire on ac-

count of smoke and poor visibility which prevented spotting. The

Deutschland fired only one salvo, the Hessen five, the Hannover

eight, and the Schlesien nine. On the other hand, this more or kss

invisible enemy had soon spotted on. At 9.35 the Schleswig Holstein

was hit by a heavy shell, fired in all probability by the Princess Royal^

which put one l7-cm. casement gun out of action. The Pomniem
sheered out of the line for a short time apparently hit. while at 9.34

a hit on the Schlesien damaged the secondary spotting station by

splinters. As Rear Admiral Mauve saw the eifectiveness of the

enemy fire from his flagship at the rear of the column, he decided

rot to expose his ships any longer to this fire owing to the fact that

the armament of these older battleships was inferior to the enemy.

At 9^35 he ordered the squadron to turn to starboard eight points;

to the general surprise, the enemy did not appear to follow this

movement, but, judging by the location of the flash of gunfire, ap-

])eared to hold course SW. in order to haul around ahead of the

German fleet. At 9.36 the Princess Ro;/al was forced to cease fire,

followed by the Tiger at 9.40, then the New Zealand^ Indondtdble^

Lion^ and Inflexihle^ as these ships each lost their targets in the

smoke of battle and the darkened twilight. Following this each of

rhese ships in turn was severely shaken by a heavy shock between 9.37

and 9.44, which was at first attributed to torpedoes or mines, but

was later found to be due to the fact that they had passed over some

wreck, probably that of the destroyer Nomad or Nestor.

The fire at the van had scarcely died out when at the rear of the

column another action broke out. At 9.30 the German Flotilla

II and the Twelfth Half Flotilla had commenced search opera-

tions for the night from a point in rear of the German battle

fleet. Owing to the proximity of the enemy fleet the German boats

operating in the sector ENE. to SE. had made contact with the

enemy forces sooner than intended and before nightfall. At 9.30, the

British Second Light Cruiser Squadron, forming the screen at the rear

of the fleet, had sighted a German destroyer, probably F-^5, which

was still trying to rejoin the German fleet. This boat was taken

under fire by the Southannpton and Dublin and hit amidships, and
was later destroyed by the Twelfth Flotilla. Soon thereafter fur-

ther German destroyers were sighted to the !N W. approaching the

British line with the apparent intention of attacking the Fifth Bat-

tle Squadron. At 9.50, Flotilla II, under Commander Schuur, was
forced to turn off from four British light cruisers and numerous
destroyers, changing course to south and later forced off to the west-

ward. [Note C, fig. 47.] At 9.52, the three boats of the Twelfth

65280 0—31 11
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Half Flotilla also came within gun range of the Second Light
Cruiser Squadron and were under heavy fire for 20 minutes at

ranges from 3,000 to 5,000 meters. Since it was not sufficiently dark
for effective torpedo attack these boats turned off to west and north-

west. In this maneuver the S-60 was hit by a 15-cm. shell, which,

while not exploding, damaged the main steam line and one boiler as

well as putting the electric generators out of commission. The
speed was reduced to 25 knots and this boat was forced to return

to the fleet. At 10.10 Lieutenant Commander Lahs was able to join

Flotilla II, and at 10.40 this force w^as again able to proceed on

their mission to search for the enemy battle fleet.

Shortly before this clash of the German destroyers with the

rear guard of the fleet, the advanced screen also sighted other Ger-

man forces. The second division of the Fourth Light Cruiser

Squadron, Caroline and Royalist^ had not made the attack on Flotilla

V with the rest of the squadron, but had remained at their station a

few miles ahead of the King Geon^ge V division. These ships had
thereupon been joined by the Castor and the Eleventh Flotilla.

At 9.45 three German battleships were sighted to the NW. which

were gradually approaching the British line. At 9.55 these were re-

ported by the Caroline to Admiral Jerram on the King George F,

while at the same time the commanding officer of this cruiser, Cap-

tain Crooke, proceeded, together with the Royalist^ to make a tor-

pedo attack. At this point Admiral Jerram interfered and ordered

the torpedo attack broken off, as he was of the opinion that the

ships sighted must be part of Admiral Beatty's force which had

been lost to view for some time. But Captain Crooke was sure of

his observations, and, disregarding the countermanding order of

his superior, proceeded to carry out the attack on his own responsi-

bility. Thie was directed against the leading ships of Squadron I.

which since 9.45 had been on course south. On the German side there

was also considerable doubt whether the several craft sighted in

the darkness at 10 to port of the WestfaJen were friend or foe. as

the position of the German Scouting Division IV was very uncer-

tain at the time. Only after a recognition signal made by search-

light remained unanswered and two cruisers accompanied by several

destroyers were made out, did the Westfalen and Nassau open fire

at 10.08 at 7,400 meters. At the same time the battleships turned

six points to starboard to WSW. to avoid torpedoes which might

already have been fired. The Caroline and Royalist were there-

fore able to fire only one torpedo each at 7,300 meters. The cruisers

turned away after the fifth salvo from the Westfalen, and following

the Comus, which had meanwhile joined this detachment, disap-

peared under the protection of a heaA^y smoke screen.

Two torpedoes were sighted by the Nassau, and in spite of prompt

change of course one of these passed close by the bow while the other
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passed under the ship in the wake of the forward turret. The third

and fourth ships, Rheinland and Posen, had been unable to see the

enemy at any time. This action, in which the Westfalen fired seven

£^8-cm. shell had lasted in all 2 minutes and 24 seconds, and at 10.10

the squadron led by the Westfalen was again on course south. While

the Caroline^ Royalist^ and Coraus retired from the German line,

j)assing through their own line of battleships, the destroyers which

were following these cruisers made no attempt to fire their torpedoes

in spite of their excellent position for such attack. This neglect to

fire was largely influenced by the uncertainty regarding the posi-

tion of Admiral Beatty's forces, on which grounds Admiral Jerram

had also ordered the attack broken off. The destroyers did not deem
(he opportunity favorable for attack without support of the battle-

ships of the leading division, since during daylight the enemy sec-

ondary battery could open fire at ranges too great to permit driving

home the attack. [It Avould soem that some great opportunities M'eii'

lost at this time.

J

During these actions in the hours of increasing darkness a stream

of messages was pouring into the fleet flagship, while from this ship

some of the events could be actually seen as they transpired. In

spite of this, however, some time elapsed before the general situa-

tion could be entirely cleared up. At 9.21, when gunfire was heard

from the ships of the first division of the Fourth Light Cruiser

Squadron 2 or 3 miles to starboard of the head of the battle fleet, it

was believed that contact with the enemy had been reestablished.

Therefore Admiral Jollicoe turned away two points fi'om ih*\

enemy to course WSW. in order to bring the fleet into column paral-

lel to the expected course of the enemy. When shortly thereafter

Admiral Beatty opened fire from a position to the SW. and the

light cruiser CctLliofe^ about 3 to 4 miles ahead of the Iron Duke^

appeared to be under heavy fire, Admiral Jellicoe changed course of

the battleship columns back to west at 9.25 in order to make a

sharper approach on the enemy. This maneuver was entirely effec-

tive, since hardly had it been executed when the faint outlines of

large battleships were sighted directly ahead of the Iron Duke
Avhile from the forward turret no less than nine units could be

plainly observed. But before the contact was definitely established.

Admiral Jellicoe changed course of the columns at 9.28 to course

SW. in order to bring the fleet into column. During this evolution

the enemy forces were again lost to view. As a result of this exces-

sive caution an opportunity to deliver an effective blow from the

invisible background was lost again, since the German fleet was
unable to observe this advance of the British battleship columns.

The cruiser Comus of the Fourth Light Cruiser Squadron was
still firing at 9.38 and in answer to a signal inquiring on wliom she
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was firing, replied :
" Enemy battle cruisers to the westward." On

the other hand the position of the British battle cruisers at that

time was doubtful. The sound of gunfire which had proceeded from

the direction in which the latter were supposed to be had ceased very

suddenly, and at 9.45 an urgent radio from Admiral Jerram re-

ported that these vessels were no longer in sight. It was possible

that the ships sighted by the Iron Duke and reported by the Gorrms

might be the battle cruisers under Admiral Beatty. Not being in a

position to make an estimate of the situation Admiral Jellicoe there-

upon requested Admiral Beatty to report the bearing of the enemy
forces from his (Beatty's) position (9.46). Scarcely had his signal

been sent when a message was received from the Fal/mouth. flagship

of the Third Light Cruiser Squadron, and supposedly near the battle

cruisers, reporting that the enemy was bearing north of the position

of the vessel and on course WSW. In this report the Fahnouth
gave a position which was very evidently 5 miles to the northward

of her true position and thus placed the English battle cruisers ap-

proximately abeam of the British battle fleet. About 10 minutes

later Admiral Beatty inquired of the J/mo^owr -regarding the posi-

tion of Admiial Jerram and the leading battleship division, but that

ship was unable to give a definite answer, since the British head of

column had been out of sight from that vessel since about 9.10.

Even Admiral Jellicoe's inquiry regarding the bearing of the enemy
was delayed in receipt on the Lion, since the main radio antenna had
been shot away, but at 9.59 Admiral Beatty had already sent a

message to the commander in chief which answered the inquiry made
by the latter at 9.46. This report stated :

" Enemy battle cruisers and
older battleships bearing N. '34' W. -from my position, distant 10 to

11 miles steering SW. My position 56° 40' N., 5° 50' E. Course

SW. speed 17 knots."

At 10.05 this report was in the hands of the commander in chief.

Thus the situation was somewhat cleared up and was further illumi-

nated by a message which was now received from Commodore
Goodenough, reporting that the Second Light Cruiser Squadron,

from which gunfire was distinctly heard near the rear of the column,

was in action with German destroyers which were attempting to

attack the Fifth Battle Squadron. Soon thereafter, there was heard

another burst of gunfire to starboard—^this was the torpedo-defenSe

fire of the German Battle Squadron I against the cruisers Cardlme
and Royalist.

From all of the above it was evident that the German fleet was

again in the immediate vicinity of the British. The Falmouth^ with

the other light cruisers, had been in action with the German advance

screen, the battle cruisers had attacked the German head of column,

and turned them off, and the Caroline and RoyaUst had made a
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torpedo attack on the latter, while the Calliope had evidently

attacked the rear of German column, the German destroyers h^d

broken through the line in rear of the latter and had been driven

off by the Southampton and the Second Light Cruiser Squad-

ron. Thus, even though the British battle fleet proper had not

sighted the German fleet since 8.59—the sighting of nine ships by

the Irott Duke was only the individual report of a single turret

officer—there could be little doubt on the flagship as to the actual

position of the German forces. The commander in chief knew at

10 p. m. that the latter were approaching the British line and that

it was only necessary for him to hold his course with the battleship

columns in order to bring on another engagement. In such event

he would have been able—or might have assumed that he would have

been able—to force the enemy fleet still farther to the westward

than had already been done in the short action of the battle cruisers

in spite of the uncertainty of a twilight action, and the destroyer

flotillas, the greater part of which up to now had had no oppor-

tunity for attack, could have been employed in night attacks [fig.

47J. The British commander in chief was not willing to make
this decision. The sun had set about an hour before, while the battle

smoke settled lower on the water, and any attempt to bring on an

action at this time would have led to a night engagement. Admiral

JeUicoe wished to avoid this latter contingency under all circum-

stances.

At 10.01, while the screens at the head and rear of the fleet,

the Second and Fourth Light Cruiser Squadrons were still in action,

and the Westfalen and King George F, leading the two battleship

columns, were only 6 miles apart, he changed course of the British

battle fleet in line of divisions to south. Only Admiral Beatty,

with his battle cruisers, the Y'trst and Third Light Cruiser Squad-

rons, and the armored cruisers of the Second Cruiser Squadron,

continued his previous course until 10.30 p. m. Of these forces

the Third Light Cruiser Squadron had managed to retain con-

tact with the enemy the longest since they had turned to course

WNW., following Scouting Division IV, but these ships had been

finally forced to retire before the German battle cruisers and rejoin

their own battle cruiser squadrons. After this nothing further

was seen of the German forces, but it might have been assumed that

they were still to the northwestward of the British battle cruisers.

But even the position of his own battle fleet was uncertain, and

only at 9.16 did Admiral Beatty learn from a signal which had
been sent from the commander in chief six minutes previously to

the battle squadrons and destroyer flotillas that the battle fleet

had meanwhile changed course to south. Under these circumstances
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Admiral Beatty did not believe it to be either proper or desirable

to approach closer to the head of the German column in the gather

ine; darkness. These reasons were therefore:

1. On account of his distance from his own fleet.

2. On account of casualties to the armament of the battle cruisers.

3. On account of the evident concentration of the German forces.

4. On account of the fact that the latter were accompanied by numercu?
destroyers.

and finally because he was of the opinion that the position attained

between the enemy and his base gave assurance of being able to force

an engagement at dawn under very favorable circumstances. There-

fore, according to his view, the decision of the commander in chief

could best be carried out if he also stood on the coui-se the fleet

reported as taking. The mission of the battle cruisers in this situ-

ation was to make certain that the German fleet did not haul around

to the southward from the west ahead of the British fleet and thus

reach the German bight ahead of the latter. At 10.30. therefore,

he changed course of the battle cruisers to south, as well as the

Second Cruiser Squadron, which had been joined since S p. m. by

the Duke of Edinburgh and Chester, and reduced speed to IT knots,

tlie speed of the fleet, while the P'irst and Third Light Cruiser

Squadrons were advanced a few miles to form a scouting line to

the south and westward. [Fig. 48. The Second Cruiser Squad-

ron is shown in rear of the Battle Cruiser Fleet.] The consid-

erations which influenced this decision were in genei'al the same as

those which caused Admiral Jellicoe to avoid a further action and

to turn to the southward. This was reported by the Britisli com-

mander in chief somewhat as follows

:

The British fleet stood lietween the enemy and his base. Each side jios-

sessed an ample numl)er of destroyers, and it was very probable that in this

type he had a considera\)le superiority, if. as might be assumed, he had dis-

patched all available destroyers to sea as soon as a clash between the fleets

became apparent.

I therefore rejected any idea of ;i ui^ht engagement between the caiiital ships,

because such an action with the presence of these large numbers of destroyers

and the impossibility of i)eing able to distinguish friend from foe might easily

lead to a disaster. I was al.so in danger of sacrificing my superior position,

if in order to api)roach the enemy for a further action I went on an ea.sterly

or westerly course, and decided therefore to steer south in order that I might

be in the position to renew the engagement at dawn.

Further considerations along these lines led him to a clear compre-

hension of the inferiprit}^ of the British fleet in their equipment to

repel night torpedo attacks.

It was further well known to me that neither oui searchlights nor their

distant controls were of the best type. The fitting of the battleships with

firing directors for the secondary battery—a very important factor for night
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firing—had just been started, although this work had been the subject of re-

peated demands. The delay was caused by the difficulties of manufacture and

labor difficulties. Without this improvement, as I well knew, it was impossible

to obtain our most effective fire at night. We could not, therefore, count with

certainty on being able to repel torpedo attacks by gunfire. Therefore, in case

that destroyers made contact with our capital ships, we would have to count

on severe losses without being able to balance these by a corresponding suc-

cess. Our own destroyers were not a certain means of defense by night, since,

if for this purpose they were disposed in a circle around the fleet, they would
liave certainly been mistaken for enemy vessels and taken under fire by our

own ships.

But aside from the question of torpedo attacks, the result of a night action

between capital ships must be always regarded as a matter of chance to a

large extent, in which the greater or inferior skill on each side would play a

minor role. Such an action would necessarily be fought at very short range, in

which the result would depend on the developments occuring within the first

few minutes.

It is, therefore, an undesirable procedure on these grounds. The greater

effectiveness of the German searchlights at the time of the battle and the

greater number of torpedo tubes of their capital ships, in conjunction with

the great numerical superioi'ity in torpedo boats would, as I knew, give the

Germans the possibility of obtaining considerable success in the early part of

the action.

After the British commander had therefore decided to refuse a

night engagement in any case, there remained only one mission for

him, and that was to bring the German fleet to battle at dawn before

they could reach the protection of their own coast defenses. The pros-

pects for the resumption of such a battle depended, to some extent,

upon the relative losses of the two fleets during the day engage-

ment.

On the English side the following capital ships had been lost, viz

:

Queen Mary^ hidefatigable^ and Invincible. On the Lion and Prin-

cess Royal each ship had the turret out of action, but, in general, the

condition of the battle cruisers was such that they were ready to re-

sume the action at any time. In the Fifth Battle Squadron, the

Warspite^ although not destroyed, was forced to return to Rosyth.

Also the Malaya had suffered considerably, and in particular had lost

a greater part of her secondary guns crews, while the Barha/m had
received a large number of major-caliber hits; but, aside from this,

and in so far as their readiness for battle was concerned, such as speed

and gunfire, the battle effectiveness of the Fifth Battle Squadron
was about equal to what it had been before the battle. This was
even more true of the battle fleet itself, in which the Marlborough
was the only ship which had suffered any considerable damage or

loss of speed. Aside from this ship, the Collosus was the only other

ship in the battle fleet which had been hit. Of the armored cruisers,

the Defense was sunk and the Warrior out of action, while the losses

in the destroyer force was restricted to the Nestor ,Nom^, a/fid Shark
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sunk, and the Acasfa, Onsloiu, and Defender out of action. The ex-

tent of these losses was, however, not known to the commander in

chief at that time. He was onlj^ informed that the Invincible and
Defense had been sunk, that the Warspite and Warrior were return-

ing to port, while the Marlborough was reduced in speed to 17 knots.

On the other hand, he learned of the loss of the Queen Mary and

IndefatigabU onlj^ the next day, and so far as concerned the destroy-

ers knew only of the damage to the Acasta. Avhich he probably had
observed himself.

On the other hand the German losses had been considerably

overestimated, since the estimated resistance of the German ships

was judged by British standards and further the wish was father

to the thought. Although the actual losses of the Germans dur-

ing the day engagement were restricted to one light cruiser

{Weisbaden) and four destroyers (F-^'z, y-29, S-35, and V-J^8),

the British counted on the certain destruction of one battleship

of the Konig class, four additional destroyers and even one sub-

marine, while the doubtful sinkings which were reported to have

been observed were beyond all consideration. Although it was
correct, if the British assigned a very low value to the battle

effectiveness of the Lutzow. Derfflinger^ and Seydlitz, stiW the ships

of the Konig class had suffered considerably less than credited by
the British estimates, while the other battleships had practically

remained undamaged. The reports of German losses made on the

evening of the battle were, however, still so incomplete that Ad-
miral Jellicoe was forced to a large extent to rely on his own
observations and assumptions on this point. This much, however,

seemed to him to be a certainty : On the two occasions when there

had been a battle contact of some extent between the two fleets, the

German ships had been hit repeatedly and the British fire was

not very effectively returned. Although the reason for this lay

in the very poor visibility conditions which were detrimental to the

German fire control, Admiral Jellicoe assumed from this that the

British fleet was superior in the art of accurate shooting. It

must be granted though that at the time the loss of the Queen

Mary and Indefatigable were unknown to him. Further the reasons

for the German turning evolutions were so little realized by him

that he assumed the German fleet was only anxious to withdraw

from the British fire as rapidly as possible. Further, he concluded

from the three attacks of the German destroyers between 8.10 and

9.15, that so far as pertained to the enemy torpedo attacks and

especially their ability to make hits, that these weapons had been

considerably overestimated. Granted that these experiences of the

day action had been restricted to the above-mentioned facts in so

far as the British commander in chief was concerned and that
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this had caused him to underestimate the true fighting strength

of the German fleet, this very fact should have influenced him
to make use of the great numerical superiority in battle units

which were available to him to inaugurate another attack on the

enemy. But as a matter of fact, the decision to make another

attack was far from the thoughts of the British commander in

chief. After the first clash of the fleets his tendency was rather to

avoid further engagements while toward evening this had become

a definite policy, a proof that he was still very little convinced of

the British superiority in armament, gunnery, or tactics, even in

the face of the results achieved earlier in the day. The day, there-

fore, drew to a close without the British being able to make good

the severe losses sustained by striking another blow.



Chapter 13

SKAGERRAK—FOURTH PHASE—NIGHT

With the decision of the two British leaders to proceed on course

south at 10.01 and 10.30, respectively, the day's action was ended.

In making the definite decision to avoid further action they volun-

tarily gave Admiral Scheer a clear route to Horn Reef, since the

latter was fully determined to hold this course at the cost of battle,

or if necessarj' to force this passage with the full strength of his

leading squadrons. While the British commanders wished to avoid

a night action if possible, the (jerman commander saw in such a

battle his most favorable opportunity for the contemplated break

through the enemy forces. If this were not successful, he was in

danger of being cut off from his base by strong enemy forces pursu-

ing from the northward or standing out from the enemy bases from

the southward or westward. In any event he must arrive with his

fleet at Horn Reef by dawn and base his decisions for further action

on the results of the night action and the exigencies of the situation

resulting therefrom. Therefore the constant turning off of the lead-

ing ships as a result of the attacks occurring since 9.20 appeared most

unfavorable for the carrying out of this decision. He succeeded, how-
ever, by intervening with direct orders on several occasions in bring-

ing the fleet back on the course toward Horn Reef. At 10.08 as the

head of the column appeared to be turning off—a result of the attack

of the Caroline and Royalist—he sent the following radio (10.10) :

""Main body course SSE. y^ E.; maintain course [the (Terman word
used is ' Durchhalten !

', which is a most peremptory order, much
stronger than indicated in the translation]; speed 16 knots."' The

fact that at 10.15 the Lutzow was lost to view from the Konig, which

was then the rear ship of the column, could not alter this decision.

If the fleet reduced speed to equal that of this damaged cruiser or

turned back, then it would not be possible for the former to reach

Horn Reef by daylight. Since the weather was becoming somewhat
misty the commander in chief hoped that the Lutzow might escape

the notice of the enemy and thus reach port without such assistance.

Meanwhile the constant changes of course by the head of the

column had greatly increased the difficulties of Flotillas V and VII,

assembled near the Rostock, in their efforts to make contact with the

enemy. After Flotilla II and the Twelfth Half Flotilla had been

dispatched on their search sectors by Commodore Heinrich ENE. to

(158)
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SE. from the rear of the line, Commodore Michelsen had assigned

Flotilla VII the adjoining sector from SE. to S. by E. and

Flotilla V the sector from S. by E. to SSW. [Fig. 48. This figure

shows start of night cruise. The German flotillas were supposed to

start from the van of the fleet, but they actually left from a posi-

tion on the port quarter of the fifth division. Scouting Division IV
Avas ahead with Scouting Division 11. Divisions 3 and 4 were still

leading the battleship divisions and did not drop back to tlie rear

until 10.15. Seydlitz and Moltke were still in the rear and did not

take station on the port bow of the battleships until about 10.10.]

He was led to this decision on the assumption that the enemy forces,

Avhich were to the eastward at the close of the action, would probably

steam to the southward along the coast of Jutland during the night

in order to renew the action with the German main body at daybreak

in the vicinity of Horn Reef. In that event there was the possibility

of inflicting severe damage on the enemy during the night by means

of torpedo attacks in the prescribed sectors which might prove of the

greatest importance to the outcome of the battle expected at day-

break. As Commodore Michelsen dispatched his flotillas at 10 p. m.,

the position of his flagship, the Rostock, and the accompanying de-

.stroyers was, as he learned later, somewhat farther t5 the northward

than calculated and toward the westward and rear of his own fleet.

In order, however, to get the fires of these coal-burning destroyers in

condition for smokeless steaming preparatory to night operations,

after their slacking as a result of the daylight attacks, he was forced

to keep speed beloAv 18 to 21 knots in steaming up to position at the

head of the battleship column. Even at 15 knots these boats were

easily visible on account of the sparks and smoke from the stacks.

Further, in order to proceed to the attack in their assigned sectors

these boats were forced to pass through their own oattleship line

once or even twice on account of the numerous changes of course

made by the latter. This was a dangerous maneuver in the darkness.

A further difficulty was that owing to the uncertainty of their

l)osition they had to count on coming into the attack sector of one

of the other flotillas or even advancing into the area of their own
fleet, since the couise of the latter converged dangerously with the

assigned search bearing of Flotilla VII in particular. Therefore

when contact was made there Avould be great uncertainty whether

the vessels sighted were friend or foe. The division of the flotillas

into individual groups operating singl}^, as originally planned, had
to be abandoned for this reason by Commander von Koch, command-
ing Flotilla VII, and since a higher speed would have been detrimen-

tal, he proceeded at 17 knots on course SE. in close formation. In
Flotilla V, undo)' Commander Heinecke, .steaming on course S. y^

W., the order to proceed in individual groups was delayed on ac-
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count of the change to the opposite flank, which was twice executed,

and the interfering smoke, so that this flotilla did not deploy un-

til after midnight. Unfortunately, it had been impossible for either

the destroyers or light cruisers to establish the very essential con-

tact with enemy main body before dark. Further, there was the

danger that the flotillas, acting singly, might be annihilated by
some of the numerous enemy light forces or possibly forced so far

out of their sectors that they could not regain stations near their

own main body in time for the expected renewal of the action at

daylight. Although Admiral Scheer in ordering the night attack

of the flotillas had assumed this risk. Commodore Michelsen still

thought it of greater importance to have those boats again under
his immediate orders at daylight. He therefore sent radio instruc-

tions at 11.30 p. m. for all boats to rendezvous by Horn Reef at 3

a. m. and prepare to rejoin the fleet in that vicinity. Only in case

they were forced off their course were they permitted to take the

return route through the Skagerrak, as Commondore Heinrich had
already ordered for Flotilla II.

After dispatching Flotillas V and VII to attack, Commodore
Michelsen still retained five boats of Flotilla IX and one boat of

Flotilla III which he held for the time being in reserve. ^Yhile he

rejoining Scouting Division II with the RostocJi, Commodore Hein-

rich, with six boats of Flotilla III which had meanwhile returned,

followed with his flagship Regenshurg in the wake of the Derfflinger

and later the Von der Tann at the rear of the line. There he was
joined at 11.27 by the S-50, of the Twelfth Half Flotilla. Although

Commander Hollmann, commanding Flotilla III, requested that

his boats be dispatched to the attack. Commodore Heinrich deemed

it advisable to keep this flotilla in reserve to meet any unforeseen

contingencies.

When Flotillas V and VII were dispatched on their mission.

Battle Squadron II was leading the German fleet. Admiral Scheer

thereupon decided against leaving this squadron in that position

in the formation on account of their insufficient protection against

torpedo attack. At 10.10 he had therefore ordered that it take

position at the rear of the line. Although there was the danger that

the enemy might regain contact from the northward at daybreak

and bring pres:iure to bear on the rear, there would then still be

sufficient time to assign this squadron another position in the forma-

tion. At 10.20 the Westfalen^ leading Squadrons I and III, changed

course to SW. by S., in order to pass astern of Squadron II, so that

the fleet, contrary to the wishes of Admiral Scheer, was again de-

layed in its advance toward Horn Reef. Since Vice Admiral

Schmidt, commanding Squadron I, did not appreciate the reason '\

for this new turn to port [it seems as if this should be " starboard,'^

''^i\x>^i^.r
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as it apparently refers to the Westfaleri's change to SW. by S. at

10.20. The German text i.s obscure here and does not correspond

to the German charts, which show the Westfalen changing course to

the left at 10.20 rather than to the right], he was about to order

the Westfalen to steer SSE., when Admiral Scheer again signaled

the course of the fleet as SSE. i^ E., and at 10.29 sent the following

signal regarding the fleet formation, viz

:

" Squadron II in rear of Squadron III, battle cruisers at the rear

of the columns, Scouting Division II ahead, vScouting Division IV
to starboard."

At the time Scouting Division II was to port and abeam of

Squadrons I and III in the process of steaming up to position, while

Scouting Division IV had been forced out to the starboard side of

Battle Squadron II during the turn of the latter. Scouting Divi-

sion IV thereupon dropped back to the rear of this squadron in

order to take station as ordered on the starboard flank of Squadrons

I and III. But Battle Squadron II had still apparently not

received the order to take station at the rear of the column when at

10.30 the Hannover^ leading ship of the division, sighted dead ahead

the very faint and barely discernible smoke of four large ships and for

a few moments a bright truck light. This was immediately reported

by radio. What they had sighted were the armored cruisers of the

British Second Cruiser Squadron which at the time was crossing a

few miles ahead of the German Battle Squadron II in order to

join forces with Admiral Beatty's battle cruisers. (In the list of

messages appended to the Jutland dispatches, the following is

quoted on p. 472: At 10.17 a signal from the Duke of Edinburgh

to the Shannon: " Your truck light is burning.")

Rear Admiral Count von Dalwigk zu Lichtenfels thereupon sent

a blinker message to Scouting Division IV to resume station ahead.

At the same time Commodore Michelsen, who was steaming up with

the Rostock and the Eighteenth Half Flotilla, which had been

assigned the scouting sector SSW.-SW., ordered the latter to attack

the enemy ships just reported, although the great distance and prob-

able higher speed of the enemy as well as the impossibility of obtain-

ing an insiglit into the situation ahead made the success of this

attempt problematical from the start.

Rear Admiral Mauve, commanding Squadron II, had just at that

time received the radio message directing him to take station at the

rear of the column, but delayed the execution of the maneuver until

the situation at the head of the column was further cleared up. At
10.50, receiving no further reports of the enemy ships which had
been sighted, he turned his ships to the reverse course and at 11.10
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made a further turn to bring his squadron in column astern of the

Konig, which was in rear of Squadron III. [Taking station as

shown in fig. 49, third and fourth divisions.] This belated evolu-

tion to put the fleet in night cruising formation might have led to a

dangerous situation in the increasing darkness and the proximity of

the enemy forces, particularly since the battle cruisers were still t)ut

of the column and cruising on the port beam of Squadron I. Not

until 10.05 had it been possible for Admiral Hipper, who was with

his staff on board the G-39, to transfer to the Moltke. Apparently

he had not received the order to take station with his battle cruisers

at the rear, for no sooner had he hoisted his flag on the Moltke when
he made signal for 20 knots in order to reach the head of the column.

But only the Moltke and Sejjdlitz carried out this order, since the

Der-fflinger was too severely damaged and the fires of the Von der

Tann were too much in need of cleaning to permit a speed greater

than 18 knots. Thus the distance between the first two battle

cruisers and the latter increased rapidly. Thereupon the Berfflinger

and Fo-n. der Tam,n, which were then abeam of the fleet flagsliip,

again received orders to join the rear of the line, and in compliance

with these orders took station astern of Battle Squadron II.

Thanks to the expert seamanship of the squadron and flotilla com-

manders, as well as the commanding officers, the night cruising

formation was assumed shortly after 11 p. m. Twenty-four ships,

darkened and ready to open fire at any instant, were now in battle

column at 16 knots on course SSE. 14 E.

While the German night-cruising formation was based on the

principle of attack, the British was determined primarily by the

decision to avoid a night action under all circumstances. Seven

minutes after Admiral Scheer had given orders for the disposition

of his forces for the night (10.17) Admiral Jellicoe sent the follow-

ing radio for the night-cruising formation of the British fleet:

" Take station in accordance with organization No. 2 ; form squadron

columns disposed abeam to port, 1 mile apart." As a result of this

order, the fleet, which had maneuvered during the day in columns of

six divisions, was regrouped in three squadron columns for the night

cruising, to which the Fifth Battle Squadron added a fourth col-

umn on the eastern flank. [Fig. 50. ] By reducing the six columns

to three (or seven columns to four, if the Fifth Battle Squadron is

counted in), with greatly reduced interval between columns, he

hoped to increase the difficulty of the German flotillas in finding the

fleet, avoid mistaking units of his own fleet for enemy ships, and to

maintain closer coordination of his forces during the night. He
thereby took the risk that the slightest counteroffensive on the part

of the enemy would involve his "forces in an extremely difficult situa-
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tion. If one of the flank divisions were to be engaged in action or

forced to turn toward the other cohimns to avoid a torpedo attack,

the whole fleet would be thrown into the worst possible confusion.

There was therefore every reason to avoid an action at all costs

while in this formation. But instead of emi5loying his destroyer

flotillas for offensive operations during the night, the British com-

mander in chief ordered them to take station as a screen in rear of

the fleet at 10.27, at a distance of 5 miles astern of the battleships.

He further feared that, owing to the known proximity of the Ger-

man fleet, his own force might be mistaken for enemy ships and

fall a victim to the attacks of his own destroyer flotillas. [The

British formation ordered is shown in fig. 50, but probably was not

actually assumed until about 10 p. m. G. M. T.]

Having decided to assume no risks during the night, the British

commander in chief took particular care to neglect no opportimity

for bringing the German fleet to battle at daybreak. The possibility

that the latter might take the line of retreat around Denmark
through the Cattegat could, in his opinion, be excluded. Admiral

Scheer w^as 344 miles distant from the Little Belt when the daylight

engagement was broken off. and if this route were chosen the Ger-

mans would then give the British an entire day for the pursuit and

reneAval of the engagement. The greatest fear of the British fleet

commander was therefore that during the night Admiral Scheer

would attempt to break through to the eastward either ahead or

behind the British battle fleet. There were three possible courses on

which the enemy might reach the protection of his own bases. The
first lay past Horn Reef over the Amrum Bank, the second between

the British and German mine flelds to the westward of Helgoland,

while the third lay along the coast of Friesland from the Ems to

the Jade. All three routes were known to the Admiralty and the

British commander in chief. Of the three routes, the course past

the Ems along the coast, was the least probable for the German fleet,

since this was considerably longer than either of the others. The
course past Helgoland would have given the German fleet a distance

of 175 miles to steam from their 10 p. m. position, while to Horn
Reef the distance was only 142 miles. Although every probability

pointed to the enemy taking this last route. Admiral Jellicoe, for

some extraordinary reason chose to steer a course with his fleet which
would put him in position to cut off the German retreat in case the

latter took the route to the Ems or Helgoland. In order, however,

not to leave the blocking of the route past Horn Reef to the three

submarines alone which had taken station near Vyl Lightship and
were hardly capable of fulfilling this mission, he ordered the mine
layer Ahdiel at 10.32 to proceed at .full speed in advance and. in

accordance with orders previously issued, to strengthen during the
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night the mine fields which had ah-eady been laid to the southward
of the station occupied by the British submarines. The commander
in chief placed his greatest hope of preventing the Germans from
taking the route past Horn Reef on the screen of destroyer flotillas

in rear of the fleet. He was of the opinion that in the event of the

Germans attempting to pass the rear of the battle fleet a mass attack

of these boats would certainly force the enemy off to the westward.

As a result of the disposition of the two forces for the night there

arose the following peculiar situation : The German fleet was cruising

to the southward close behind the British, whereby the Westfalen,

leading the column, was, at 11.30, only 6 miles on the port quarter

of the British battle cruisers and the same distance directly

abeam of the western column of the closely crowded enemy battle

fleet. Both fleets were on slightly converging courses, and it would

not be long before these courses crossed. [Fig. 50 shows the positions

of the two fleets very accurately.]

As a result of the numerous changes of course made by the battle

fleet in taking position for the night-cruising formation, the Moltke

and Seydlitz^ of Scouting Division I, and the Frankfurt and Pillau^

of Scouting Division II, were unable to attain their position as

intended at the head of the column and were still on the left flank of

the battleships, trying to take position ahead of the line. Even Scout-

ing Division IV was at the time on the port side of the battleship

column, although the commander of this division, Commodore von

Reuter, assumed that he was to the southwestward of his own main

body, in the position he had been ordered to take as screen on the

right flank. As a result of condenser trouble the Elbing had not

been able to follow Scouting Division II and had joined forces

with Scouting Division IV, together with the Rostock, flagship of

the first leader of destroyers. (In Scouting Division IV the fol-

lowing vessels therefore followed the Stettin, viz : Munchen, Frauen-

loh, Stuttgart, Hamburg, Elbing, and Rostock. Meanwhile Scouting

Division II was comprised only of the Frankfurt and PUlau.) Still

further to the eastward and astern was Flotilla VII. (Leader:

S-U- Thirteenth Half Flotilla : S-16, S-17, S-20, S-16, and S-18;

Fourteenth Half Flotilla: S-19, S-%3, Y-189, G~172. V-186 had

returned to Helgoland during the forenoon on account of condenser

trouble.) At 10.30 this flotilla had passed astern of Battle Squadron

III in order to stand out on its course to attack the enemy, had been

mistaken by a ship of Battle Squadron III for enemy destroyers,

and fired on at 1,800 meters. " One salvo struck within 50 meters of

the S-23, and the flotilla commander had thereupon changed course

to SE. in order to increase the distance from his own battle fleet.
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At this time, however, British destroyers approached the German
cruisers and destroyers, which were still on the right flank of the

battleships.

These British destroyers had received orders at 10.27 to take

station 5 miles astern of the battleships and were disposed as fol-

lows: On the western flank the Eleventh and Fourth Flotillas,

while farther to the eastward were the Eighth, Ninth, Tenth, and
Twelfth Flotillas. These boats had just steamed to the northward
between their own battleship columns and were about to turn to

the southward to take their assigned stations in the formation when
the German Flotilla VII approached from the NW. At 10.50,

therefore, the /S'-^^, flotilla leader of the latter group, sighted a

column of destroyers dead ahead, which were the boats of the

British First Half Flotilla of the Fourth Flotilla, led by the flotilla

leader Tipperary ^ and soon thereafter six other destroyers were

sighted to port. (The First Half Flotilla, led by the Tipperary^

consisted of the Spitfir^e, Sparroiohatok, Garland^ and Contest;

the second, led by the Broke, comprised the Achates, Ambuscade,
Ardent, 'Fortune, Porpoise, and Unity.),

While still at a distance of 400 to 500 meters these boats were

mistaken for destroyers of the German Flotilla II. When the

recognition signal made by the German flotilla leader remained

unanswered, the 8-24, S-16, S-18, and S-15 fired one torpedo each

at 10.58. But whether they were warned by the flash of the tor-

pedoes leaving the tubes or by the splash of the torpedoes in the

water, the enemy at all events turned away on the first shot, so

that the other boats could not fire, and none of the torpedoes made
hits. [The positions of the Fourth Flotilla are shown in figs. 48

and 49, and their action with Flotilla VII is also indicated.]

Thereupon the flotilla commander, on the correct assumption that

he had made contact with the enemy protective screen in rear of

the battle fleet, turned to the southward in order to pass clear of

the western flank of this screen without being betrayed by search-

lights or gunfire. In the British flotilla, fire was opened only by

the destroyer Garland, which boat also reported the enemy flotilla

by radio at 11.02. Shortly thereafter a few torpedoes passed by

the Garland and the enemy disappeared from sight. The fact that

the British destroyers did not follow the Germans couFd only be

explained on the German side by the assumption that the British

were prompted by the same desire as the Germans, i. e., to approach

the enemy battle fleet for attack without being sighted. In reality,

the British Fourth Flotilla had just turned to the southward and

was on the same course as the German flotilla.

65280 0—31 12
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At the same time the two cruisers of the German Scouting Divi-

sion II, somewhat farther to the south and westward, clashed with

the British Eleventh Flotilla, which was being led personally by
Commodore Hawksley, on the light cruiser Castor. (The Eleventh

Flotilla consisted of the light cruiser Castor, and the destroyers

Ossory, Mystic^ Morning Star, Magic, Mounsey, Mandate, Minion,

Martial, MiTbrooh, Moon, Mame, Manners, Michael, and Mons.)
The leaders of the latter were still on course north when they were

sighted by the Frankfurt, and were mistaken fpr five cruisers and
reported as such by radio. These could not have been boats of the

German Flotilla II, as the latter were farther to the northward.

Thereupon the Frankfurt and Pillau each fired a torpedo at 1,000

meters, and, without firing or displaying any lights, turned off to

the westward in order not to draw the enemy destroyers now sighted

behind the light cruiser toward their own battle fleet. The British

flotilla thereupon turned off to course south. At this time Scout-

ing Division IV steamed up astern of Scouting Division II, and
the Castor sighted at 11.05 three or more cruisers on her starboard

hand, of which the leading ship of the group appeared to be an

armored cruiser. The latter made the British recognition signal,

which increased the doubt as to whether these ships were friend or

enemy, and immediately thereafter flashed their searchlights and

opened on the Castor with rapid fire at 1,000 meters. [As noted

in fig. 50, the forces engaged on the German side were Scouting

Division IV, plus Elbing and Rostock. "J
This fire was returned by

the latter at 11.15. The ships which opened fire were the Ham-
burg and Elbing, at the rear of Scouting Division IV. On the

Hamburg the radio antenna was torn away, the after stack, engine-

room deck light, and port longitudinal bunker pierced, three firemen

and the crew of No. 3 ijun severelv wounded. On the British

cruiser Castor a shell set one of the boats afire, thus lighting up the

ship and six more hits were sustained. All sigAal apparatus was

put out of commission, 12 men killed and 23 wounded, the side armor

protecting the vessel from more severe casualties. In turning away,

the Castor, Magic and Mat^e each fired a torpedo, one of which

passed under the Elbing without exploding in spite of all efforts on

the part of the latter ship to turn clear. The other destroyers,

blinded hj the gunfire of the Castor and still under the erroneous

impression that they were under fire from their own ships, did not

fire. Searchlights were extinguished, and the leader of the Eleventh

Flotilla decided against making a second attack as he did not wish

to lose contact with his own battle fleet, which was steaming ahead.

Apparently he deemed it more important to be with his fleet at the

time of the expected action at daybreak than to attempt to obtain

results during the night.
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During the progress of this action the battle cruisers Moltke and

Seydllts approached Scouting Di^•ision IV from the other side, and

about 1,000 meters on the port beam of the head of Battle Squadron

I, passed sharply across the bow of the Stetthv (11.35). In order

to a-^'oid collision the latter was forced to sIoav down, while the

Miinchen^ Frauenloh, and Stuttgart sheered out to port. At this

time four enem}' cruisers of the " cit}^ " class were sighted on the

port quarter distant 3,000 meters on a slightly converging course.

(These were the ships of the British Second Light Cruiser Squad-

ron.) [Notes D and G, fig. 50.] These ships were about to take

station astern of the battleships and had observed the engagement

of the Caster^ Avhen they Avere challenged by the German ships to

display the recognition signal. In reply to this the Duhl'm., second

ship in line, opened fire at TOO meters. At the same time about a

dozen searchlights flashed from the German ships and the Soutkavip-

ton and Dublin were overwhelmed by a hail of fire. On the other

hand, the Nottingliavi and Birvi'mgham did not light their searcli-

lights, and not being under fire Avere able to return the enemy fire

Avith greater effect. The engagement Avhich noAv set in Avas at such

short range that no sah^o could miss, and grew to terrific intensity.

The Stettin and Miinchen and the Frmienloh and Stuttgart concen-

trated their fire on the tAvo leading ships, and although they were
inferior in fighting effectiA^eness, fires soon broke out on the South-

mnpton and Duhlm. On the British flagship the searchlights Avere

extinguished and the guns ceased to fire. The Stettin^ Commander
Kebensburg, Avas about to turn off to fire a torpedo Avhen that ship

as well as the Miinchen, Commander Bocker, received tAvo hits- On
the Stettin one searchlight and the battle-order transmitter were
put out of action, while another shell burst a steam line, causing

the vieAv to be completely obscured. Commodore von Reuter then

turned aAvay to draAv the enemy toAvarcl his own battle cruisers.

The other ships Avere too closely croAvded together on line of bearing

to be able to fire torpedoes, with the exception of the Miinchen^ which
ship, turning towards the enemy with the Frauenloh, Avas able to fire

one torpedo. On the Hanihurg, Commander von Gaudecker, 10

men were killed, Avhile the commanding officer, naAdgator, and some
men on the bridge and at the forAvard gun Avere Avounded. The
Elbing, Commander Madlung, receiA'ed one hit Avhich Avrecked the

radio station, killing 4 men and Avounding 14. At this moment the

sound of an explosion droAvned out the noise of gunfire and the

shriek of the shell. Shortly after sighting the German ships the

Sbuthcmipton had fired a torpedo while her upper deck and bridge

were in a hail of shell from the enemy. This torpedo found its

target, and hit the Frauenlob, Commander Hoffmann, in the port

auxiliary machinery space. The electric lights Avent out, the ammu-
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nition hoists failed, and the ship listed far over to port, causing

the shell in the magazines to shift while enemy shellfire set the

after part of the ship afire. But nothing shook the heroic determina-

tion of the crew. Standing in water up to their waists the crew

of Xo. 4 gun, under Boatswain Schmidt, continued to fire until

the flames and water made an end to the struggle. The cruiser

capsized and giving three " hurras " for the Kaiser and the Empire,

the commanding officer, 11 officers, and 308 men sacrificed their lives

to their country. [An inspiring episode.]

The Stuttgart^ Commander Hagedorn, was barely able to avoid

the sinking Frauenloh^ by sheering out to starboard. In doing sc

she lost contact with Scouting Division IV, and sighting later one

division of the Battle Squadron I to starboard, joined forces with

this group. The Harnburg was also forced out of formation by the

fact that the battle cruiser Moltke crossed sharply across her bow,

while in the midst of the action. Only the Elhing and Rostock^

passing ahead of the Hamburg^ were able to rejoin the Stettin and

Munchen. In the confusion caused by this crossing of courses the

Seydlitz lost the truck light of the Moltke and. not being able to

maintain the speed of 22 knots, took station ahead of the fleet and, at

K distance of 10 miles to the eastward of the latter, proceeded inde-

pendently toward Horn Reef.

Meanwhile the British Second Light Cruiser Squadron had dis-

appeared from view of the German ships. Fired on with ninety-two

10.5 shell from the Munchen alone, these ships had suffered severely.

On the Southampton the German shell had annihilated the crews of

the searchlights and guns, killing 35 and wounding 41 men. The
ammunition was constantly exploding, and for awhile it appeared

as though the whole ship would blow up. On the Duhlin fires raged

between decks. A continuation of the action was out of the question.

Before the Frauenloh went down these ships turned away to the east-

ward and continued on this course until they joined up with the

Fifth Battle Squadfon. After extinguishing the fires on the South-

ampton and Duhlin, this force turned to course south, in rear of the

battleships. In this maneuver the Dublin lost contact. On that ship

the navigator had been killed and all charts destroyed, and it was not

until the following morning that this ship was able to rejoin the

Second Light Cruiser Squadron. As for the commander of this

^squadron. Commodore Goodenough, who had distinguished him-

self by such excellent scouting service up to that time, it was im-

possible for him to make a report of this action, as the severely

damaged flagship was unable'to send a radio message.

During these engagements the 3Ioltke and Seydlitz, which were

steaming up between Scouting Division IV and the German battle

fleet, had become separated and steamed thereafter to port and star-
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board, respectively, ahead of the fleet, on course south. Scouting Di-

vision IV was still firing at 11.30 when the Moltke^in attempting to

I'ejoin the fleet, sighted four large enemy ships to port which appeared

between this battle cruiser and her own main body and were appar-

ently maintaining contact with the latter. Without suspecting that

these were the rear ships of the British Second Battle Squadron on

the right flank of the British fleet, the Moltke turned away and was

forced to abandon any further attempts to rejoin her own battle

fleet after repeatedly making contact with this same enemy force at

11.55 and 12.20 a. m. Unfortunately this occurred so suddenly each

rime that the torpedo tubes could not be brought to bear without re-

}naining too long in the zone of fire of this superior enemy force.

This ship thereupon turned to course south in order to avoid further

dangerous contacts, and was able at 1.30 a. m. to rejoin the German
battle fleet. The Seydlitz also sighted three enemy ships at 12.45 to

])ort distant 1,500 meters on course south. This ship, being very

much reduced in fighting efficiency, turned off to the northward after

making the English recognition signal, but was again forced to turn

off to the eastward to avoid three destroyers which were at first

thought to be boats of the German Flotilla II. At 1.12 a. m. the

Seydlitz was finally able to resume course toward Horn Reef at

21 knots, and was able to observe from a great distance to star-

board a number of actions in which the German leading battleships

appeared to be involved. At 1.08 this ship reported the sighting of

enemy vessels by radio and designated them as battle cruisers, but

it was later determined that they must have been three ships of the

Malaya class. The Moltke was unable to report contact with the

enemy ships until 3.27 a. m,., as her radio had been disabled during

the daylight engagement, the message then being sent through th-3

destroyer G-39 to the commander in chief. Unfortunately neither

of these message reached the destroyer flotillas which had been dis-

patched to attack enemy forces. [It is remarkable that two battle

cruisers sighted the British battleships, while the destroyers failed.]

Up to midnight the German commander in chief had received

reports of contact with light forces only. None of the flotillas

which had been sent to attack had encountered other than light

cruisers and enemy destroyers, and the position of the enemy battle

fleet was still as doubtful as before. Admiral Scheer could by no

means assume that the actions reported were with the rear guard of

the enemy battle fleet; on the contrary, everything pointed to the

conclusion that the British commander in chief had detached his

destroyer flotillas from the main body and that these, supported by

light cruisers, had been ordered to attack the German fleet. Admiral
Scheer saw no necessity for turning away from these destroyer

attacks, owing to the well-known excellent training of the fleet in
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torpedo defense tactics, particularly since his principal mission Avas

to arrive at Horn Reef at daybreak. He therefore continued on his

course regardless of the sporadic actions which broke out on the

left flank, determined to defy any counteroifensive, no matter how
strong the opposing force. Thus, the head of the German battle-

ship column arrived at midnight at a point which had been passed

barely a quarter of an hour earlier by the British, and. without any-

one suspecting the connection, began to advance l)etween the enemy
battle fleet and the screen in rear of the latter. [P^ig. 51 . J Even at

this time the light cruisers RostocT<:^ Stuttgart, Elhhig, and Hamburg
had not yet succeeded in getting clear of their own battleships and

resuming station ahead, and were on the ])ort beam of the leading

division and thus forming a sort of screen on the left flank so far

as tlie battleships Avere concerned, but which Avas dangerous to the

light cruisers in the event of contact with enemy forces.

On the English side the Fourth Destroyer Flotilla, under Captain

Wintour, folloAving the flotilla leader Tlppera)-}/, was nearest to the

German main body. About T miles to the eastward of this group

was the force under Captain Farie. Avitli the cruiser Champion,

with seven destroyers of the Thirteentli and two of the Tenth

Flotilla. (Tliirteenth FlotilUi : Olxhn-afe. Mci-exhti, XeriMd. Nar-

horough^ Nicator, Pelican, Petard; Tenth Flotilla: Termagaut,

Turbulent.) In the same latitude and close aboard tlie Champion

on the port side Avere four destroyers of the HarAvich Ninth Flotilla

and one of the Tentli Flotilla. (Ninth Flotilla: Lijdiard, Lihertg,

Landrail, Laurel; Tenth Flotilla: Morris. The Moormm had been

dispatched to port on account of lack of fuel as a result of a liit

received in the daylight engagement.) On the other liand Captain

Stirling, with the FaulJi'ner leading ih(^ TAvelfth Flotilla, avhs

farthei' in rear to the northeastward, since the battleship division

under Admiral Burney. which he Avas following, could not maintain

speed owing to the damaging of the Marlborough in the day engage-

ment and had gradually dropped to the rear. (Twelfth Flotilla

:

Marksman, Obedient, Mindful, Marvel, Onslaught, Maenad, Nar-

whale, Nessus, Noble, Opal, Nonsuch, Menace, Mnnster and Mary
Rose.)

Such was the situation Avhen toward 12.80, Cai)tain Wintour, Avith

the seven boats of the Fourth Flotilla, sighted to .stai'boai'd the v;i<>:ne

outlines of a line of large ships on southeasterly course Avhich ap-

peared to be drawing ahead of the destroyers. Whether these were

friend or enemy was impossible to determine, and the flotilla main-

tained course for some minutes with the torpedo tubes ready to fire

and trained out to starboard. On these ships all remained quiet, and
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only when they had approached to within 1,000 meters and were

about to cross the course of the destroyers did Captain Wintour ven-

ture to flash the recognition signal. A raging, rapid fire was the

answer. The first salvo struck the Tipperary in the forecastle and

one shell hit the main steam line, while this boat, the Spitfire^ and

three following destroyers turned away, firing torpedoes at 900 me-

ters. The Spiffre was about to load for a second shot "when further

shells carried away the falls on the loading davits and the crew at

the tube w^ere killed. The Brohe^ flotilla leader of the Second Half
Flotilla, not having been picked w\^ by tlie enemy .searchlight, ap-

proached for attack, and fired one torpedo. Turning with hard over

rudder, this boat was nearlj^ rammed ])y the ship astern, the

Achates. The Tipperary, overwhelmed by a cascade of shell in the

beams of the German searchlights, soon burst into flames, and as a

terrible flaming torch, lighted the German fleet on its way; she was
soon thereafter to be accompanied by others in distress. The Gar-

land attempted to go ahmgside to rescue the crew of the TippeA'ary,

but was driven ofl' by the hea^•y enemy fire and turned away to the

eastward. The other destroyers in the rear were still in doubt as to

whether or not tlie First Half Flotilla had not accidently attacked

British sliips, until one of the German searchlights liappened by
chance to pass over its own line. This moment sufficed, however, to

dispel all doubts. Passing the sinking Tipperary^ the Atribuscade

fired two torpedoes, and the boats astern also attacked, while the

Unity lost contact; sliortly thereafter an explosion was heard from
the (irerman column and a gap was noted in the previous unbroken

line of searchlights directed at the destroyers. The flotilla had not

chanced upon a .screen but had been given an opportunity to attack

the fleet itself such as had not been realized by the German flotillas

at any time during the war.

But the British destroyer (-ommanders. in spite of theii' bravery,

showed themselves to be tactically unequal to the situation, while

the torpedo defense of Battle Squadron I, after the long periods

of training during peace time, showed no deficiencies. The first

salvo fired by the Westfalen at 12.30 hit the forecastle of the Tip-

perary and carried away the bridge. At the same time the ^yest-

faleih turned to starboard eight points to avoid a torpedo fired by

that ship and in five minutes fired ninety-two 15-cm. (6-inch) shells

and forty-five 8.8-cm. (3.5-inch) shrapnel at ranges from 1,800 to

1,400 meters. On the bow of the enemy ship the number '"G-CO"

was plainly discernible in the searchlight beam. The Nassau, Rhein-

land., Rostock, Elhlng, and liaviburg and the &-'32 astern of the

Rostock joined in this fire and opened on the enemy destroyers

which were following, while the Stuttgart from a position to one

side illuminated the targets with her searchlights and confirmed the
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spotting observations. The Tipperary defended herself with note-

worthy heroism, but the easily inflammable oil soon caused the

British ship to be enveloped in a mass of flame, while one after

another the ammunition cases exploded and shot after shot struck

forward; the after gun fired to the last man. At this time the

Spitfire, probably with other destroyers, approached to relieve the

fire on their flotilla leader and opened fire Avith their guns on the

German searchlights. From 12.30 to 12.36 a large number of shells

struck near the forward stacks of the Westfalen, Nassau, and Rhein-

land. which put some of the searchlights out of action and caused a

large number of casualties among the personnel on account of the

splinters and shell fragments. On the signal bridge of the West-

falen, seven men, including the commanding officer, were slightly

wounded and one severel}- wounded; on the Xassati, Captain Klap-

penbach, a shell killed 1 officer and 10 men; while on the Rheinland,

Captain Rohart, as the result of a single hit, 10 men were killed

and 20 wounded.

Another shell hitting the Nassau put two searchlights of the after

group out of commission, while on the Rheinland a shell struck

the armor of the conning tower without doing much damage. [This

demonstrates the value of guns as well of torpedoes in night de-

stroyer attacks.3 But the Spitfire was also approaching destruction.

Blinded by the flames from the flotilla leader, this ship realized too

late that the three leading German battleships had resumed their

original course. It was about 400 meters on the port beam of the

Nassau on an opposite course, Avhen the latter turned with hard

over rudder toward the destroyer. The latter attempted to turn to

starboard but was caught squarely by the stem of the battleship.

The two vessels struck with a speed of 20 meters per second. The
Nassau listed from 5° to 10° to starboard, so that the shell fired

from the forward turret could only pass through the bridge and

forward stacks without detonating. The blast was sufficient, how-

ever, to carry away the bridge, searchlight platform, and forward

stack of the destroyer. Thirty-two men were killed and three

wounded, while the bow^ was stove hj the collision for 20 meters down
to the second underwater bulkhead and caught afire. But in spite

of all this the destroyer could be kept afloat contrary to expectation,

smd was finally able to return to port on her three remaining boilers.

On the Nassau this boat was considered to have been sunk 'after

she had left part of her bridge hanging to the torpedo net of the

battleship and disappeared in the darloiess after two lieavy explo-

sions. On the other hand, the battleship had suffered little damage

;

one 15-cm. casemate gun had been torn from its supports and a

3.5-meter hole made in the bow above the water line. Before this

hole could be made water-tight the ship was reduced in speed to
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15 knots and tried in vain to resume station between the WestfaLen

and the Rheinland.

In the meanwhile the German cruisers which were in between

their own battleships and the enem}' destroyers had become involved

in a difficult situation. Forced to turn to starboard to avoid the

torpedoes fired by the English they found their way blocked by

Battle Squadron I. The Rostock was finally able to ease in between

the Nassaio and Rheinland when the latter gave way to starboard, but

the Elbing^ blocked by the Stuttgart, was forced to break through

the line of battleships ahead of the Posen (Captain Lange). The

latter shi^j realized too late the intention of the lig-ht cruiser in the

confusion of the battle and was only able to ease the shock of the

unavoidable collision. The Elhlng was struck on the starboard

quarter and disappeared rapidity from view. Although the shock

of collision had been very slight, a leak commenced in the cruiser

which soon filled both engine rooms. The lighting plant and steer-

ing engine were put out of commission, as well as all interior com-

munications. The ship listed 18° and the port battery could only

be made ready for action again after the ship had been put on an

even keel by counter flooding. For the time being the cruiser drifted

astern on the starboard side of the German line, unable to maneuver

or fight. [The ease with which the EVoinq sank is in sharp contrast

to the sturdiness of the Spitfire. See note C, fig. Sl-A.J The S-32
had also received two direct hits, one of which carried away the

main steam line, while the other detonated near the bridge, so that

this destroyer lay disabled near one of the burning English ships.

On the latter ship eight heavy explosions were noted. At 1.30 a. m.

the S-S'H was again able to get her engines in condition for operatio)!

and using salt feed for the boilers attempted to escape on course

east to the protection of the coast.

Meanwhile Vice Admiral Ehrhard Schmidt had withdrawn the

unengaged ships of his squadron from the danger of torpedo attack

by a simultaneous turn to course W. by S. But scarcely had the

leading ships, Westfalen and Rheinland, resumed their previous

course when they were forced to open fire with their port torpedo

defense batteries. After the loss of the Tipperary, Commander
Allen on the Broke, had noted that about six destroyers were still

following his ship and had turned with these to course south. These

destroyers were the Sparrowhaiok^ Contest, Achates, Afiibuscade,

Ardent, Fortune, and Porpoise. About five minutes after the first

attack he noted a large vessel with two smokestacks and heavy boat

cranes about six points to starboard which appeared to be about

to cross the course of the flotilla. The recognition signal made by

the Broke was answered by the flash of a number of searchlights

and a hail of shell.
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This was the cruiser Rostoch^ which was cruising about 1,000 meters

on tlie port beam of the leading ship of Sc^uadron I, and being the

first ship to recognize tlie danger, opened fire at 12.40 a. m. at 1,600

to 1,400 meters. At 12.50 the Rhe'mlancl and the Westfalen joined in

this fire. The latter fired thirteen 15-cm. shell at 1.400 meters, as

^vell as thirteen 8.8 shrapnel, while tlie former fired at 800 meters on

the second destroyer. Both ships turned with full speed to the west-

ward to avoid torpedoes, but before tlie other ships could join in the

fire the force of the destroyer attack had been broken. After only

45 seconds the forecastle and bridge of the leading boat were in

flames- The Broke Avas theref(U'e forced to turn off to port before

she was able to fire a torpedo. Tlie Span'OicJuiLvk was approaching

from this side, but before the left rudder coidd be eased a shell

.struck the bridge, killing the entire personnel at that station, while

the engine telegraph failed and the rudder jammed. Tlie Spairoic-

hau'h then realized to her dismay that the Btol-e was headed directlj'

for her at full speed. The Spttrfoivhawk was struck just forward

of the bridge, the bow of the Broke passing through tlie hull to the

center line. ]>oth destroyers were hanging together in a helpless

condition in the midst of the enemy fire, while 'l'-\ men from the

><parroirluvrh jumped and Mere thrown over onto the Broke by the

force of the collision. The other destroyers coidd avoid collision

only by a hair's breadth, while the Content was unable to sheer out

and cut oft' 2 meters of the stern of the SparrovJiairk. Finally, the

Broke, after suffering severe losses, was able to get clear and with-

draw at slow speed to the northward out of the range of the enemy
guns, while the Sparrowhaiok drifted, disabled, to the northwest.

In the blinding glare of the searchlights and tlie enemy shell the

other desti'oyers were unable to obtain a dear estimate of the

situation. Only one thing seemed certain. The leading German
ships werf of the We>itfnh'.}i class and there could be no fur-

ther doubt that the flotilla had made contact witli the van of the

(jrerman l)attle fleet as the latter was about to break through

to the eastward in the wake of the British battleships. That the

attack had not been entirely ineffective was shown by an explo-

sion in the German line. But here again it was not a battleship

but a light cruiser which had been hit. In the attempt to break

through the line to starboard between the Westfalen and Rheinland

to get clear of the line of fire of the latter, the cruiser Rostock had

received two hits from gunfire and one torpedo hit. This torpedo,

which was fortunately running on the surface, struck the cruiser in

No. 4 boiler room. The steam lines were damaged, the lighting plant

put out of action, and the steering engine failed, while a collision

was only avoided by the fact that the battleships gave way to star-
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board. The Bostoch Avas able to reach a position of security. The
tiirl)ines were forced to stop, two bottoms and three bunkers filled with

water, and two iirerooms Avere flooded. One compartment Avas

drained inmiediately, but 930 tons of water remained in the ship.

The ship listed 5° to port, and b}' intermittent stopping and going

ahead was able to follow the main body sloAvly to the southAA'ard.

[In fig. 51-B the Rostock Avas hit in the 11. -to encounter rather than

I'ae first action at 11.30. The loss of ^yle•<ha(}en. F/-auenloh, Elbhig,

and Rostoch would seem to shoAv that the German light cruisers Avere

less substantially built than the British ships of this type, AA'hicli on

many occasions suffered .severe injuiies without being lost.]

Meanwhile, after the collision betAA'een the Broke and the Spar-

rotchau'k, the command of the Second Half Flotilla had deA'oh'ed

on Commander Hutchinson, on the Achates, and, followed by the

Amhasrade. Ardent, Fortune. Porpoise, and Garland, he turned

to the eastward and Avhen about 3 miles from the point of the col-

lision turned again to course south to regain contact Avith his OAvn

battle fleet. In this num. uver the Contest., Avith her bent over boAV,

liad lost contact. The other destroyers wiue again approaching the

head of the German column.

At 1 a. m. the M\'8tfuien exchanged recognition signals Avith two

light cruisers of Scouting Division IV and had to sheer out to alloAV

these vessels to pass ahead. Shortly thereafter an enemy destroA^er

was sighted approaching on the port hand. The Westfalen made
tlie recognition signal and, opening fire, turn:d sharply aAvay to

;-.tarboard with full speed. In the beam of the searchlights the num-
Mcr ''30'' Avas distinctly recognized. The first sah^o carried aAvay

(lie bridge, tlio mast went by the board, and, after firing seA^en lo-cm.

.-hells and eight M.S shrapnel in 28 sei'onds, the Westfalen was able

to cease fii'c. as the <lestroyei' was in flames and fii'e had been opened

l)y the RlicJnlaiid . 'J'lie latter also turned away, but was forced

to cease tii'e when one of the (xerman light cruisers came in the

line of lire. At 1.13 a torpedo passed within 50 meters to one side

nf tlie Rhc'inhmd, Avhile the Rosen. Oldenhv-rg^ and Helgoland also

joined in the fire on the three leading destroyers at 1,G00 and 1,800

metei's. JJefore these were shot into a disabled condition and passed

out of si__ht in flames, two torpedoe tracks Avere sighted approaching

the Rosen, and the ship turned away. At the same time a shell

struck the forward searchlight group on the Oldenburg. Shell

I'i'agments wounded the commanding officer. Captain Hopfner, killed

the officer directing the fire of the secondary battery. Lieutenant

Connnand(!r Kabius, the searchlight and signal officers, and four

men, as well as Avounding three other officers and nine men, includ-

ing the helmsman and the Avatch officer who Avas standing in lee
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of the conning tower. Splinters Avent through the sight slits of

the fire-control station, and wounded two other men. The Olden-

burg was in danger of collision with the ships ahead and astern,

owing to the loss of the ship-control personnel, when the captain,

bleeding profusely, jumped to the helm and brought the ship back

on her course while the battery continued to fire uninterruptedly

and finally sank the destroyer 30.

When the German ships opened with their torpedo defense fire

shortly after 1 a. m., the Achates and Ambuscade turned on course

east, the latter firing her third torpedo at the ships which were con-

centrating on the Ardent. On one of these ships a red flame was
observed near the water line and soon after the searchlights were

extinguished. Further, the Garland and Ardent fired at the same

time one torpedo each at the leading German ships from a favor-

able position 1,800 meters on the port bow, while astern of these

destroyers the Fortune and Porpoise lay in the midst of very heavy

fire from the enemy capital ships. As the Ardent turned away to

port and passed the Fortune the latter was in flames but was defend-

ing herself bravely by gunfire against the superior enemy forces.

The Porpoise was struck by a shell at the same time. One torpedo

air flask exploded, the main steam line Avas carried away, and the

rudder and engine-room telegraphs failed to function, but the de-

stroyer was able to find protection in the smoke and steam from the

burning Fortune and, steaming slowly to N. by W., was able to

draw out of range of the German gunfire. The Garland sought in

vain to make contact with the other boats of this flotilla, which had
now ceased to exist, and finally joined up with the Contest.^ which

boat was, however, unable to make more than 20 knots.

Meanwhile the Achates and Ambuscade., thinking they were being

])ursued by enemy light cruisers, pro(!eeded singly to the northward.

What they mistook for an enemy cruiser was i)robably in reality

none other than the Black Prince. In the day action this vessel had
lost all contact with the First and Second Cruiser Squadrons after

the sinking of the Defence., and, with much reduced speed, probably

as the result of hits received, had followed the British battle fleet

at a great distance astern and in this manner had run into the midst

of the destroyer flotillas after dark. When this yessel sighted a

long line of ships on the port beam she probably mistook them for

ships of the British battle fleet and stood over to join forces with

them. Never was an error to be more dearly paid for than in this

case. While the leading battleships in the German column were

engaged in driving off the attack of the Fourth Flot^illa, the Nassau.

which was pocketed on the port side of the column, sighted, together

with the Thuringen soon after 1 a. m., a ship on the port beam with

four stacks which did not answer the recognition signal but turned

away to port. In the beams of the searchlights an enemy armored
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cruiser was recognized distant 1,000 meters. The Thuringen, Capt.

Hans Kuesel, immediately opened fire, and of 10 shots from the main

battery, 27 from the secondary battery, and 24 from the torpedo

defense battery, every shell made a hit. The shell tore through the

ship from aft forward, while the latter was turning, and the British

cruiser was unable to return the fire. Soon the flames from this

ship reached the mastheads. At 1.07 the Ostfriesland, Captain von

Natzner, joined in this fire, followed at 1.10 by the Nassau. At 1.15,

when the Friedrich der Grosse^ Captain Fuchs, opened fire, the

ship was only a burning funeral pyre, a gruesome sight, blazing

like a torch as it passed the line of German ships until, after several

severe explosions, it finally went to the bottom with all hands.

Thereupon the Nassau turned toward Battle Squadron III to avoid

the wreck of the Black Prince. The Kaiserin was forced to sheer

out and collision was only avoided by the Nassau going full speed

astern; she was able later to join the column astern of the Hessen.

Now, however, a second torch flared up to port near the head of the

battleship column. In the search for the other destroyers of the

flotilla, the Ardent, the only remaining undamaged boat of thai

group, had sighted smoke clouds ahead on the starboard hand and

had approached these at the same time as the Black Prince. Only

when it was too late to get clear did this boat sight four German
battleships approaching rapidly from the starboard side across and

about to cross her course. With quick decision the destroyer ad-

vanced to attack and fired a torpedo at the leading ship while the

explosions on the Black PHnoe were still resounding. The West-

falen was at the head of the coliunn. At a range of 800 meters the

searchlights of that battleship picked up the destroyer on the bow of

which the number " 78 " was plainly visible. While still in the beam
of light this boat flashed the British recognition signal by Morse
code. The Westfalen turned away just as the torpedo was fired by

the destroyer, while the first salvo fired at the same time carried

away the bridge and forecastle of the Ardent. After firing the

torpedo-defense battery for 4 minutes and 20 seconds, with an am-
munition expenditure of twenty-two 15-cm. shell and eighteen 8.8

shrapnel, the destroyer was out^of action. The boilers and steam

lines of the Ardent were blown up, and while the battleship search-

lights were extinguished and the ships vanished, the destroyer

remained behind a total wreck.

Meanwhile, at 1.10 Cormnodore Heinrich, on his flagship Regens-

hurg at the rear of the line, had sighted a burning ship drifting past

and dispatched the S-63, SS4, and G-88, which were astern, to the

v/reck. While on this mission the S-54 was called by the badly dam-
aged Rostock and returned to the assistance of the latter vessel,

while the 8-5S and G-S8 approached the British flotilla leader
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Tipperary, which was a mass of flame from stem to stern. The S-63
rescued nine English from a raft near the wreck, and when about to

rejoin her own forces this boat sighted on the port hand ahead an-

other craft which did not answer the recognition signal. The S-53
was about to fire a torpedo when the suspected ship sent the follow-

ing Morse signal :
" Here, Elbhig^ am disabled, please come along-

side." But before the destroyer could carry out this order a third

ship was sighted to starboard which in the light of the search-

light beam Avas recognized as an English destroyer with four stacks.

A shallow torpedo shot fired either by the &-oS at 600 meters or

G-88 at 300 meters passed under this vessel without exploding, while

the gunfire directed against it Avas returned only by a few scattered

shots. This British destroyer which the Germans had sighted

was the severely damaged flotilla leader Broke. Of the crew

r.f this vessel 42 men were killed, 6 missing, 14 severely Avounded, and

20 lightly wounded. But to the astonishment of the English, tJie

(Terman torpedo boats turned ofl' after a few sahos in Avhich the

destroyer received tAvo hits, and proceeding sloAvly to the northward,

thus allowed the Broke to escape the destruction Avhich Avas aAvaited

lis a certainty. The reason for this Avas that the Germans believed

the Broke to be sinking and the &-o3 thought it essential to retuin

to the assistance of the Elbing as soon as practicable. On her re-

turn this boat sighted a third enemy destroA'er Avhich had evidently

L)een abandoned by the creAv. While the S-o3 stood on toAvard liie

Elbing the G-88 sought to sink this Avrei-k by means of bombs. At
this moment the <?-88 was fired on from the rear by five destroyers

Avhich were approaching from both sides. As the G~88 had no move

torpedoes and was considerably reduced in speed she avoided an

action and turned aAvay, thereby losing contact Avith the S—53 a/^d

the Elbing.

At the same time the S-o2. Lieutenant Commander Ehrentraut.

had made contact Avith enemy destroyers at the rear of the line.

This boat, with the y-28 and S-51, had been accompanying the

fleet flagship, and at 11.50 p. m. had received orders, together with

the other boats, to proceed to the assistance of the damaged battle

cruiser Lutzoto. But only the S-52 had been able to carry out these .

orders. After searching in vain astern of the battleship column

and to starboard for this cruiser, at 1.17 a. m. this boat sighted two

groups of destroyers following a flotilla leader Avhich Avere approach-

ing on both sides on course south. The group to port opened fire,

but the German boat was able to escape pursuit under the protection

of a smoke screen at high speed, and reporting this contact by radio

proceeded to the coast of Jutland.
,
(According to the Jutland Dis-

patches, page 304, the Castor sighted a torpedo boat to starboard at
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1.15 a. m. As soon as this was recognized as an enemy boat, the

Castor turned toward it with the intention of ramming and opened

fire. The boat was too quick with a counter maneuver and sheered

out, under the fire of all guns, and was lost to view. In the belief that

this boat had been sunk, the Castar turned again to a southerly

course to rejoint the fleet.)

Those destroyers of the British Fourth Flotilla which had sur-

vived the last actions had been scattered in all directions and were

out of action, so far as the further progress of the battle was con-

cerned.

As the last destroyer of the Fourth Flotilla [the Ardenf^ went

down, the rear ship of the Marlborough division in the British battle

fleet was barely 4 miles to the southward of the head of the German
battleship column, since the speed of the leading ship of that divi-

sion had been so reduced as a result of the torpedo hits that the divi-

sion had gradually dropped 6 miles astern of the other battleship

columns. [Fig. 51-D. As already related, the contact of this division

with the Moltke, note A of fig. 51, occurred earlier in the eve-

ning.] Even the other British battleships had been able to observe

• to the NW. and astern the searchlight beams against the low-lying

(jlouds and the flash of gunfire, without being able to determine

the true meaning of these engagements. These ships had been so

close to the engagements of their own light forces that the Vanguard,

rear ship of the Fourth Squadron, thought that an attack was

being made on the Second Squadron to port, while the Thunderer,

rear ship of the Second Squadron, could have joined in the action

with gunfire. This ship had withheld her fire in order not to betray

(he position of the British battle fleet.

The Fifth Battle Squadron had been even closer to the enemy,

and these ships, followed by the light cruiser Birmingham, on the

starboard beam of the Marlborough division, were almost hit by wide

shots from the German battleships. Only the Malaya had an oppor-

tunity of recognizing these ships, when an explosion of a torpedo

gave her the chance to distinguish a ship of the Westfalen class

apparently on the same course as the British. The Malaya, how-
ever, neglected to report this important fact to the comm.ander in

chief. As a result. Admiral Jellicoe was forced to conclude from
observations made on the Iron Duke that these actions were only

attempts of the German flotillas to break through his screen in

an effort to attack the battle fleet, since he had received advices

from the Admiralty that the German flotillas had been ordered

to attack since 10 p. m. Even on the receipt of an answer, to an
inquiry directed to Commodore Hawksley on the Castor, stating

that not only destroyers but enemy light cruisers had been engaged,
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he held to his previous assumption that the latter had only attacked

in order to assist the destroyers to break through the screen in rear

of the battle fleet. He therefore remained in ignorance of the fact

that in reality these actions involved the flanking screen of the

German battle fleet and that this was a prelude to the attempt of

the entire enemy fleet to break through the rear of the British

fleet. However, since 10.41 he had been in receipt of an extremely

important communication from the Admiralty which should have

brought him to make the true assumption. At 10.06 the Admiralty

had intercepted and deciphered a radio from Admiral Scheer order-

ing airship reconnaissance in the vicinity of Horn Reef for the

following morning at daylight. From this it was evident that he

himself expected to be in that locality at that time. As a result of

further observations of German radio traffic the Admiralty was
able to warn him at 10.55 that three destroyer flotillas had been

dispatched to attack his fleet. But of even greater importance was
the fact that at 10.14 another intercepted radio gave the exact

course and speed which the German fleet proposed to maintain

during the night. Thereupon, further observations enabled them

to determine the exact position of the rear ships of the German
battleship column at 10 p. m., and after transmitting this to the

Iron Duke at 11.23, the Admiralty further compiled all the previous

information obtained in one message which was transmitted at

11.41 to Admiral Jellicoe. This stated that the German fleet at

10.14 had received orders to steer course SSE. ^/^ E., speed 16

knots, battle cruisers at the rear of the column. Although the ob-

jective, Horn Reef, was not mentioned in this dispatch, it was very

evident from the course and the 10 p. m. position. (This informa-

tion evidently was based on the deciphering of a message sent by
Commodore Heinrich at 10.13 to Flotillas II and VI :

" 10 p. m. own
main body rear ship 165 y lower. Course south." This message gave

the position of the Regenshiag. The true position of the rear ship

was, however, some 10 miles more to the northward at that time, and

this error was repeated in the information transmitted by the

British Admiralty).

But just this position reported by the Admiralty, 56° 33' N"..

5° 30' E., caused Admiral Jellicoe very properly to doubt the cor-

rectness of their 'nformation. [Note G, fig. 47, shows this position.]

If this position were correct, then at 10 p.m. the German fleet must

have been 10 miles to the SW. of the British advance squadrons at

the time the latter changed course to south. But from reports from

his own forces he knew that the German fleet at that time was to

the northwestward of the Iron Duke. But even assuming that this

reported position were correct and that meanwhile Admiral Scheer
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had really steered the course ordered at 10.14, it was still incom-

prehensible why his own forces had then not made some report of

contact with the enemy. [It is interesting that an innocent error

in the original German message caused all this trouble for the

British, and this suggests the possibility of sending false radio

messages for the enemy to decipher; precautions would, of course,

have to be taken to avoid deceiving our own forces.] After the

actions with the screen had begun in the rear of the fleet. Admiral

Jellicoe thought it impossible that Admiral Scheer would maintain

the course reported in spite of the reports from the Admiralty,

since this would lead him through the midst of the destroyer flotillas.

If he actually did this, then in the opinion of the British commander

in chief, the German fleet would certainly suffer severe losses.

Therefore he held it more than probable that these actions between

the light forces (as he assumed) would cause the German fleet to

turn oif to the north and westward. None of the reports received

indicated with any clearness that German battle cruisers had joined

in any of these engagements. Finally, at 12.38, Commodore Good-

enough was able to report through the Nottingham^ whose radio

was still intact, that he had been engaged with enemy cruisers to

the WSW. at 11.15. When, at the same time, another report was

received from the Birviinghavi stating that battle cruisers, number
unknown, probably enemy, had been sighted to the NW. on course

south from her position (given as 56° 26' N"., 5° 42' E.). Admiral

Jellicoe saw in this only a further confirmation of his assumption

that the German fleet was still to the westward, at least at the time

given in the reports, and that they had not in the meantime taken

a course toward Horn Keef. On account of the great reliability

which had previously characterized the reports from the Second

Light Cruiser Squadron, Admiral Jellicoe was inclined to place

greater confidence in these last two radio messages than in the

reports received from the Admiralty. Further reports were not

received. Bather, after the sporadic actions in the past quarter of

an hour, nothing broke the stillness of the night. This further

strengthened Admiral Jellicoe in his assumption that the German
fleet was still to the westward, while Admiral Beatty, steaming 15

miles ahead of the Iron Duke to starboard, was also certain that no

attempt had been made by the enemy to break through to the east-

ward. He had therefore instructed the Thix'd Light Cruiser Squad-

ron to keep a sharp lookout to the northwestward.

It was still not too late for the British to halt the break through to

the eastward, even after the destruction of the Fourth Flotilla, since

the remainder of the British flotillas were still to the eastward and
southeastward. But these flotillas had already become involved in

652800—31 13
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the previous engagements, since some of the German shell which
passed over the Fourth Flotilla had struck amongst the neighboring
Thirteenth Flotilla and soriie even near the JSTinth and Tenth Flo-

tillas. No better opportunity could have offered for these flotillas

to make contact with the enemy battle fleet and then initiate a well-

planned mass attack from both sides. Instead of this, Captain

Farie, leading the Thirteenth Flotilla on the Cliampicm, thought

that his flotilla had already been discovered by the enemy and taken

under fire, and finding himself hindered from attack by the Fourth
Flotilla to starboard, he turned suddenly hard to port, followed by
Ohdurate and Moresby. This movement, which was made without

signal, Avas not seen by the other boats of the flotilla, which, un-

aware of their error, maintained their course and finally fell in

astern of the Xinth and Tenth Flotillas which were led by Com-
mander Goldsmith on the Lydiard. (These destroyers were: Ne-
rissa, Termagant., Nicator., Narhorough, Pelican., Petard., and Turbu-

lent.) Shortly before this the I'mty, of the Fourth Flotilla, had

also joined on astern of the Laurel., so that Commander Goldsmith,

without being able to recognize this fact in the darkness, was now
folloAved by 12 boats instead of the original 5 in his division.

Unfortunately for the rear ships of this force, the involuntary

leader was completely unaware of the situation. On sighting again

a long line of ships to starboard at 12.30, the flotilla leader on the

Lydiard., mistook these for his own battleships, and thought they

were probably ships of the British Fifth Battle Squadron. He
therefore turned to course SE. with the Lydiard at 12.40, followed

by the other destroyers, to parallel the course of this assumed Brit-

ish battle squadron in order to increase speed to 30 knots and cut

in ahead of the latter to regain station on the right flank. This

maneuver would have succeeded had he reckoned on this longer

line of destroyers instead of a line comprising only five boats. As
it was the last four destroyers ran afoul of the head of the German
column in attempting to cross over. The Pelican and Narborough

had already crossed ahead when they sighted tAvo ships to starboard

which were mistaken for their own light cruisers and called by

recognition signal. At that moment the Pelican was illuminated by

a searchlight beam, which promptly lost the target again, but was

able to find and hold the last two destroyers, Petard and Turbulent.

In spite of this the Petard and Turbul-ent could not decide to turn to

starboard and attack in passing. The Petard sighted the leading

German ship at a distance of 400 to 500 meters, and being challenged

could only ansAver by means of a battle lantern which betrayed the

boat as an English destroyer. Her position was still excellent for a

torpedo shot, but having fired all torpedoes the boat was forced to

turn away and barely escaped being rammed by the bow of the
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enemy ship. Thereupon this boat was held by the searchlights of

two German ships which took it under fire. [Contact of fig. 51-E.]

The first hit put the after gun and gun's crew out of action, the

second penetrated the hull aft, the third broke the oil lines, causing

a fire, while another shell showered the midships section with frag-

ments and splinters. After the sixth hit the destroyer was able to

escape.

On the German side the Rheinlahd had sighted a destroyer at 1.45.

and thinking this boat was about to attack turned off to port. At
2.05 the Westfalen sighted a suspicious smoke cloud to starboard and
at the same time two destroyers of a large type were sighted to port.

Since the ship was apparently being attacked from both sides at the

same time, there remained nothing for the commanding officer but

to hold his course through the midst of these two groups. The boat

ahead, No. 606, was barel}^ able to clear the bow, and was then

taken under fire by the starboard battery with thirteen 15-cm. shell

and six 8.8 shrapnel, of which the first shot seemed to pierce the

hull and stop the boat. Before this could be definitely determined

the port batter}^ opened on another destroj^er with " 27 " marked on

the bow. The latter turned to parallel course for fear of being

rammed and steamed ahead of the battleship, so that the latter

needed only to turn one point to starboard in order to complete the

destruction of this boat with gunfire. The first salvo carried away
the stern gun of the boat, together with the entire personnel serving

it, while after the expenditure of nineteen 15-cm. shell and sixteen

8.8 shrapnel, the boilers of the destroyer exploded. With the sink-

ing of this boat, the Turbulent, this action came to an end.

The Fourth Flotilla had been destroyed, the Eleventh driven off,

and the Ninth and Tenth and a part of the Thii'teenth Flotillas had
broken through to the westward with some losses and without mak-
ing an effective attack. The Twelfth Flotilla, led by the Faulknor

and consisting of 15 destroyers, did not attack for the time being.

As the Champion, Obdurate, and Moresby turned away to the east-

ward to avoid the gunfire this movement was followed by the

Favlknor and the boats of that flotilla at 12.45. This flotilla was
forced off on course NE. by the Ckavipion and was unable to resume

course south before 1.20. At this moment the German cruisers

Frankfurt and Pillau, which had become separated from their own
main body, stood in from starboard toward the Menace and Nonsuch,

the two last boats of the flotilla. The Menuce turned with hard-

over rudder to escape being rammed, while the Nonsuch attempted

to fire a torpedo, but owing to the heavy enemy fire was forced to

steam full speed (33 knots) to the eastward to escape complete

destruction-, and in so doing lost further contact with her own
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flotilla. In this manner the strong eastern group of destroyer

flotillas was driven off from their favorable position before they had

had an opportunity to attack the enemy battle fleet. The passage

was clear for the German fleet. What Admiral Jellicoe had held to •

be impossible had become an accomplished fact.

In spite of the mass formation of destroyers astern of the British

fleet, Admiral Scheer had pushed through the midst of this screen

without the loss of a single ship while forcing this passage. All

conditions for favorable night attack of destroyers existed, such as

position, light, and weather. The ease with which the attacks were

driven off, the small number of destroyers which actually came with-

in the range of vision of the fleet, scarcely permitted Admiral Scheer

to realize the extent of the danger which threatened the head of the

German battleship column. Although the German coast stations

had carefully observed and intercepted the British radio traffic dur-

ing the battle, the decoding and deciphering of the messages took

considerably longer than it did the British Admiralty. Thus the

fact that the British commander in chief had employed his entire

strength of destroyers as a screen in rear of the fleet, and that the

head of his column had repeatedly run into this hornet's nest, as

well as other extremely important facts, the knowledge of which

would have been essential, were only learned by Admiral Scheer after

his return to port. The slight results obtained and the relatively

large losses of the British destroyer flotillas was all the more surpris-

ing in view of the existing situation. There was no lack of personal

bravery on the part of the British flotilla leaders, and this was fully

acknoAvledged by the Germans. As Captain Redlich, commanding
the Westfalen and a specialist on this subject, wrote in his report:

"All attacks of the British destroyers showed very little training

in the methods of making the approach to attack, inability to esti-

mate the situation and the counter maneuvers of the vessel attacked.

All attacks were executed individually and after approach, and
even though it is not in accordance with British tactics to fire during

the approach, the destroyers cam^e too close to the German ships

before turning and were thus picked up and fired on before they

were able to get into action." Commodore Michelsen, first leader of

destroyers, who had observed the attacks from his flagship Rostock,

stated that all attacks were made with noteworthy boldness, but with
an audacity which indicated a lack of knowledge of the proper
attack methods. To this fact he attributed the large losses sus-

tained by the flotillas. No attack was observed from a position ahead
of the ships aUacked.

The angle oT approach was too sharp in general; the night tor-

pedo range of the British torpedoes was evidently very short, cer-

tainly not over 1,500 meters. A number of torpedoes had been
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sighted close aboard the Rostock which had reached the limit of

travel. In the opinion of the commanding officers and the chief of

Flotilla VI, the use of a light fuel oil for boiler firing on these

destroyers had proven fatal in some cases, since it was frequently

observed after the first hits that fires broke out which, could not

be easily extinguished. On the English side the cause of the failure

was attributed to the grouping of too large a number of destroyers

together in one flotilla. No attempt was made to maintain contact

in order that the individual destroyers might make a mass attack

from both sides at" the same time. But even in the incomplete man-
ner in which these attacks were carried out, they would still have

been very effective against a fleet which was not so carefully trained

as the German in night attacks. Again, the German gunnery, ex-

pert tactics, presence of mind, and seamanship of the German lead-

ers and commanding officers had triumphed in the difficult situation

during the night engagements. The searchlight discipline,' the fir-

ing of star shell, and the fire control of the German leading ships

was a result of the long training in peace time undergone by Squad-

ron I and had reached noteworthy heights. In particular the direc-

tion of the fire control by the gunnery officers of the WestfaleUy

Commander Rinsch, Lieutenant Commanders Paul Wolff and

Fraudenberg, was very praiseworth3^ It was due to these excel-

lent attributes of the fleet that the break through to the eastward

made by Admiral Scheer was accomplished with such slight loss.

In the course of the night engagements the British lost four destroy-

ers sunk, and three out of action, while the only damage inflicted by

these flotillas was a certain amount of injury to the Rostock^ which

resulted in the loss of that vessel later on in the night. The capital

ships remained intact. [The loss of the ETbing also should be

counted.]

While the British destroyer flotillas without effort on their own part

had been given a brilliant position for attack on the German battle

fleet, the German flotillas, after the severe battles during the daylight

engagement, had been forced to first find the British fleet. Since the

conclusion of the day action had found these flotillas lost from all con-

tact with the enemy, there was no point of departure which would

serve as a fix to assist this search. There remained, therefore, no other

coursathan to launch these attacks in the various sectors from ENE.
to SW. in individual groups without the assistance of cruisers as

flotilla leaders, and this in turn led to a wide dispersion of the de-

irtroyer forces. It was unfortunate that the strongest and fastest

boats which comprised Flotilla II, and which had suffered least in the

day engagements, with practically full allotment of torpedoes,

should have been assigned the most unfavorable sector, ENE. to

ESE., from the 9 p. m. position of the German fleet. Thus, this
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flotilla advanced into empty space and soon after 1 a. m. returned

to port around the Skagen. [This appears to have been a grave

error, which might have cost the Germans dearly had the fleet

action been renewed the next morning.] In the adjoining sector,

ESE. to SE., there remained at 9.52 only the V-69 and V-J^6, of the

Twelfth Half Flotilla, after the S—50 had dropped out. Although
these boats had observed several night actions from a great dis-

tance at about 11.42, they did not encounter any enemy forces. The
boats of the Eleventh Half Flotilla, which had onl}^ one remaining

torpedo each, had joined forces with the Rostock immediately

after the opening of the night action and following the flotilla

leader had passed through between the units of the Battle Squadron
III. On the other hand. Commodore Michelsen still retained in

reserve the boats of the Flotilla IX which were still ready for

action. This flotilla comprised the VSO, S-^U, S-33, S-3S, V-26,

and G-l2 of Flo ilia III. On the report of the enemy forces near

the van at 10.37 these boats had been assigned a search sector from

SSW. to SW., while between these and the Twelfth Half Flotilla,

Flotillas V and VII, which were up to strength, were assigned the

.sectors from SSW. to S. by E., and from S. by E. to SE., respec-

iively. Thus it occurred that in those sectors which were most

favorable for sighting the enemy main body there were found the

slowest destroyers of the coal-burning type. Of these forces Flotilla

VII, under Commander Koch, had encountered the British Fourth

Destroyer Flotilla at 11 p. m. and after passing around them had

resumed its advance on course SSE. 14 E. At 12.55 the Four-

teenth Half Flotilla had been detached to act singly and proceeded

on course SE. by E., at 16 knots in order to increase the area covered

by the search. When a third group of three boats was about to be

detached from the flotilla at 1 a. m. for the same purpose to search

on course S. by E. I/2 E., a number of their own ships were sighted

on the starboard bow engaged with enemy destroyers, and the

flotilla leader decided to keep his forces concentrated rather than

?end his boats in between the lines of the forces engaged. There-

upon further heavy gunfire was heard to starboard, followed at

times by severe explosions, but the enemy main body was not

sighted.

In the light of subsequent events it would appear that Flotilla V
under Commander Heinecke, which had started the search for the

fleet ~at midnight, disposed in four groups on the general course

S. 1/2 W., would have had the most favorable oppottunity for ac-

complishing their mission. (This group comprised G~ll flotilla

leader; Ninth Half Flotilla: T^-i, V-4, V~6, V-2, V~3', Tenth

Half Flotilla: G-8, G-7, VS, G-9, and G-10.) As with Flotilla

VII, this group was able to steam nearly smokeless at only about
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18 knots on account of the slacking of the fires, and thus the ad-

vance of the flotilla was extremely slow. Further, this flotilla, as

well as the others, had received orders from Commodore Michelsen

to rejoin the German fleet by 3 a. m. Errors in navigation and in

the transmission of signals added to the difficulty. Thus, the search

had scarcely been under way for half an hour when the V-£, V-Jj..

V-6, G-9, and G-10 left station on the western flank and swung on
course SE., while the remaining groups at least held their course

until 1.30 a. m. Therefore these boats had attained so little distance

from their own fleet that they were in grave danger of becoming in-

volved in the actions between the German fleet and the British

Fourth Flotilla. At 12.35 one of the torpedoes probably fired dur-

ing this action passed under the G-11. At 1.04 the G~9 and G-10
sighted a light cruiser three points on the port bow, which had four

stacks and might have been the Rostock or an enemy cruiser, but

before the doubt could be cleared up the vessel disappeared to the

southward. Finally, this destroyer group was fired on by their own
ships at 1.20 a. m., and 20 minutes later were able to close other

boats of Flotilla IX. The latter group under the leadership of

Commander Tillessen had been searching on bearing SW. by S.

since 10.37, but not having sighted enemy ships had stood on course

toward Horn Reef since 1 a. m. As a result of this chain of cir-

cumstances which were favorable for the British, their battle fleet

was spared the test of a night torpedo attack which the Germans
were forced to meet. Neither the German battle squadrons nor the

flotillas were able to make contact with the British battle fleet dur-

ing the night. That the German battle fleet need not have feared

such a night engagement and that, with the British fleet in the

night formation which they assumed, such an action would have

been welcomed by the German commander is fully confirmed by
Admiral Jellicoe's own acknowledgment of the German superiority

in a night action.



Chapter 14

SKAGERRAK—LAST PHASE—JUNE t, 1916

After the destruction of the Black Prince and the Ardent there

AA'as quiet in the German lines. Summer nights in these high lati-

tudes are short. Tlie dawn Avas not far off and after the night en-

gagements just experienced, all was expectancy regarding the events

the coming day would bring. As the dawn broke toward 3 a. m. the

eastern horizon was clouded with the smoke of the advancing fleet

drifting in that direction. At this time a light drizzling rain set in

which restricted the visibility, while a strenglhening SW. wind caused

an increased seaway to delay the damaged and sinking ships on both

sides. While the Ardent and Fortune had already sunk, the Spar-

roichaick and llppetriri/ as well as the Wiesbaden farther northward

were drifting helpless in the seaway, the Lutzoiv, EThing^ and

Rostock as well as Porpoise and Spitfire were steaming slowly away
from the scene of the night engagements. The other destroyers

which had participated in the night attack had been scattered to the

four winds and were seeking in vain to regain contact with their

fleets.

Meanwhile the commanding officers of the battleships with the

exception of the first division, had not been able to obtain an insight

into the events which had transpired at the head of the column. In

most cases they were unable to make out whether this had been an

engagement of ship against ship or simpl}'' a number of destroyer

attacks. Although several burning wrecks had drifted past the ad-

vancing column it was impossible to determine whether these were

friend or enemy. On the other hand, thanks to the superb seaman-

ship displayed, these ships had been able promptly to avoid every

danger and to maintain station in the formation. Only the Nassau,

after her collision with the Spitfire, had had to relinquish her origi-

nal position in column and finally to sheer in between the Hessen and

Pomniem. Also the Schlesien and Schleswig Holstein after sheering

out to avoid. the broken down Rostock at 12.50 a. m. had taken posi-

tion at the rear of the line astern of the Derfflinger and Von der

Tann. But since 2 a. m. these ships had been steaming on the port

side of the line in order to regain their proper station in the forma-

tion. Aside from this the formation of the fleet had remained undis-

turbed. All units were at their prescribed distance from the leading

(188)
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ship, Westfalen, which after the last destroyer attacks, had resumed

the base course SE. by S. to readi Horn Reef.

At dawn the boats of the German Flotillas IX and V rejoined

the fleet after their futile attempt to locate the British main body

and toward 3 a. m. the F-2, F-^. and V-6 of the Ninth Half Flo^

tilla wei'e on the port beam of the Westfaten preparing to take sta-

tion at the head of column, while the Stuttf/art took over the screen-

ing of the flank. Further boats were expected to close the fleet to

port, especially the boats of Flotilla YII. On the other hand fur-

ther destroyer attacks were improbable with increasing daylight.

But the British Twelfth Flotilla still stood between the German fleet

and its objective—Horn Reef. This flotilla had been forced off to

the northward and eastward by the Chanipioji during the first at-

tack of the British Fourth Flotilla and later by the Frankfurt and

Elhing, so that the distance from its own fleet had been increased

to about 30 miles when the flotilla finally returned to course south

at 1.20 a. m. Still further to the eastward and northward, the

Champion and tlie two destroyers of the Thirteenth Flotilla, Ob-

durate and Moresby^ had returned to the southerly course at 1.05.

All of these units were now rapidly approaching the German battle-

fleet. Of these the closest unit was the Faulknor, leader of the

• Twelfth Flotilla under Captain Stirling. Astern of this vessel were

the boats of the First Half Flotilla in double column. (First Divi-

sion: Obedient, Mindful, Marvel, and Onslaught, to starboard; second

division: Maenad, Narwhal, Nessus, and Noble, to port.) In the

wake of these were the four boats of the Second Half Flotilla fol-

lowing the flotilla leader Marksman. (These were Opal, Menace,

Munster, and Mary Rose.) Without counting the flotilla leaders,

('aptain Stirling therefore had under his command 12 of the latest

and strongest destroyers, each equipped with four torpedoes and

capable of 34 knots speed. (Of the other destroyers of the flotilla,

the Nonsuch had lost contact, while the Mischief remained with the

armored cruisers.)

At 2.45 a. m., as the first streaks of dawn lighted up the darkened

horizon. Captain Stirling sighted to starboard a long line of battle-

ships which he was able on closer approach to recognize as German
ships. Thereupon, he turned to a parallel course at 25 knots and
ordered the first division to attack. But scarcely had the approach

for attack begun when the German ships, apparentl}^ noticing the

movement, turned away and were lost to sight. The British flotilla-

commander believed, however, that these ships would soon there-

after return to their original course. He therefore ordered the first

division to sheer into formation and steaming at full speed he pro-

ceeded on the assumed course of the enemy in order to attain a posi-

tion ahead of the column. Meanwhile he found opportunity at
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2.56 to send the following vevy important report by radio :
" Enemy

Battlefleet steering SE., bearing SW. My position 10 miles astern

First Battle Squadron." On account, of the great importance of

this message it was repeated twice, but neither the fleet flagship nor
any other receiving station acknowledged it. At about 3 a. m., the

Fatdknor turned 16 points to starboard in order to attack from a

position ahead on the rev^erse course. This movement was followed

only by the Ohedient, Marvel, and Onslaught, while the Mindful
remained behind on account of a casualty to one boiler [fig. 51-F ]•

The second division remained on the previous course because the

il/aenac/ leading the division thought that the torpedoes were to be

fired on approach and had trained her tubes to starboard. Five

minutes later, this division with the Narwhal was able to approach

for attack Avith the first division.

Meanwhile the Fatdknor with the three following destroyers had
again sighted the enemy ships to port immediately after the turn,

and was now able to distinguish clearly that these comprised five or

six ships of the Kaiser and Deutschland class. The conditions for

attack were' excellent in so far as pertained to illumination and

position of the flotilla. On the one hand, it was too light for the

battleships to use their searchlights effectively while, on the other

hand, it was sufficiently misty and dark for the destroyers to launch

a surprise attack. In addition to this the German destroyers

were just on the point of rejoining the fleet from both starboard

and port flanks—a fact which the English did not know at the time.

The attention of the fleet was focused particularly on the returning

boats of Flotillas IX and V, with which recognition signals had

just been exchanged. Although the Konig at the rear of Squadron

III had sighted enemy destroyers to port at 2.47 and had taken

them under fire, the,y remained in sight for only a minute and, turn-

ing off at full speed, were lost to view in the mists. When later

the Markgraf^ nearer the head of the line, sighted other destroyers

on the port quarter near 3 a. m., this ship hesitated to open fire before

the recognition signal had been answered, as there was still some

doubt as to whether these were friend or enemy. The Kronprinz

(Captain Feldt), next ship in column, was also unable to recognize

these as enemy destroyers, when the Grosser Kiirfurst (Captain

Goette) counted six destroyers (four stacks) at 3.02 about one point

forward of the port beam distant 1,400 to 1,600 meters, which were

steaming to attack in column in close formation. The Grosser

Kiirfurst turned six points to starboard and opened fire on the

second, third, and fifth destroj^ers. The Konig and Deutschland

(Captain Meurer) could not distinguish these vessels on account of

the smoke of the ships ahead, but turned to starboard and opened
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fire, too late, however, to halt the attack. The Fmdknor had already

fired one torpedo at the second and one at the third ship in line.

At 3.05 the Ohedient also fired a torpedo at a ship of the Kaiser

class, while straddling salvos struck near the destroyers. Between 3.05

and 3.08 the Marvel and Onslaught each fired four torpedoes, some

of which were still set for short-range shots. At the same time

the Mindful^ which was. still approaching for attack, sighted the

enemy and turned to fire^ but was forced to sheer off to clear the

destroyers which were returning from attack and could not there-

fore get off her torpedo shot. The latter force observed at 3.10

that one torpedo detonated in the wake of the second smokestack

of one of the enemy battleships and a distinct explosion was heard.

At this moment the Ohedient fired another torpedo at one of the

older battleships. Thereupon, all destroyers turned away under

cover of a heavy smoke screen.

Meanwhile the torpedoes had reached the German line. One of

them passed close to the bow of the Grosser Kiirfurst, while a second

detonated about 100 meters astern in the wake of the Kronprinz.

Two torpedo tracks were observed in the director telescope of the

Markgraf. The ship turned off, one torpedo passing about 30 meters

ahead and another under the ship without detonating. At 3.07 the

Hessen (Captain Bartels) was forced to turn out to avoid a torpedo

while opening fire on the destroyers. At 3.10 the Povimern (Captain

Bolken) was hit bj^ one or two torpedoes. Shortly thereafter, there

followed a series of explosions in quick succession, each one accom-

panied by clouds of smoke. Evidently the hits had occasioned the

explosion of a part of the ship's ammunition. Then the flames

spread rapidly over the entire ship reaching as high as the mast-

heads. The Poinmem broke in two while parts of the wreckage
were thrown high in the air, and as the Hannover passed to star-

board of the floating stern of that ship, this part capsized, the

rudder and propellers being visible high in the air for a moment
before sinking.

While the Hannover was still turning out, a torpedo approached

from port and passed close under the stern. The Hannover tui-ned

further with all speed to starboard, and a few minutes later felt a

heavy shock as though a submarine had been rammed under water.

The ships astern of the Ponrmiem were still under the impression

that the former vessel had been blown up by a mine or submarine,

when the Nassau, then the Scklesien and Schleswig Holstein made
out the faint outlines of three or four destroyers through the smoke
and mists to port. These were taken under fire but soon disappeared.

Promptly realizing the danger these ships all turned eight points to

starboard, but one torpedo passed the Nassau close to the bow, while

another passed clear astern ; these were the third and fourth torpedoes
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which had endangered the ship during this night. The Schlesien

(Captain Behncke) was forced to sheer out to avoid torpedoes, while

the Schleswig Holstem (Captain Varientrapp) maintained course

and at 3.12 opened fire on the enemy destroyers at 1,500 meters. The
latter turned away. But the second salvo fired at 1,000 meters ap-

parently made three hits on the last destroj^er which commenced to

burn. Thereupon all boats disappeared in the smoke from the

battleships which were drifting toward them.

As a matter of fact one shell had struck the Onslaught at this

time, wrecking the bridge and chart house, killing among others the

executive officer, mortally wounding the commanding officer, setting

fire to all ammunition and destroying all the navigational equipment

of the ship. Thereupon this vessel closed the Mindful and at 3.20

the division turned to port on to course south in order to regain

contact, but lost it again as they were forced to turn off, thinking

they were being pursued by enemy cruisers.

About 10 minutes after the Faulknor^ the Maenad and the Nar-

whal also approached for attack and at 3.20 each fired 2 torpedoes

at about 2,700 meters, whereupon, the Maenad, not satisfied with this

success, although a hit was believed to have been observed, turned

again and swinging the tubes to starboard fired her 2 last torpedoes

at 3,700 -meters. But these also missed, although the destroyer

thought that a heavy explosion had occurred near the fourth ship

of the German line.

It is difficult to say where the other destroyers of the flotilla

remained during the attack of the first division. In any event none

of them fired their torpedoes. Evidently, they had turned away
under the heavy torpedo-defense fire and believing themselves fol-

lowed by enemy ships had lost contact with the Marksman, leader

of the third division, and the destroyers following her.

Meanwhile the sound of gunfire had drawn on the Champion.

which with the destroyers Obdurate and Morsehy, was some three

miles farther to the eastward. These Tassels had, therefore, turned

to course west at 3.14, encountered the Marksman and Maenad, and

turned with them to course south at 3.25. At this time a few large

ships were distinctly sighted to the southward Avhereupon the Marks-

man inquired of the Champion if the}?^ were German or British

ships. The answer was, " German, I believe." The Champion held

course toAvard these ships for some minutes and then at 3.34 turned

suddenly to the eastward without any apparent reason. The last

destroyer Morsehy,, under Lieutenant Commander Alison, was the

only one which did not follow this change of course. At 3.35 he

sighted four ships on course SE., distant 3,700 meters which he

recognized as older type battleships. Making signal that the enemy

was to the westward, he turned with hard left rudder to make the
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approach for attack, and at 3.37 fired a torpedo set to run at high

speed. Soon after this the Schleswig Holstein sighted a few scat-

tered destroyers to port which turned away before they could be

taken under fire. At 3.42 the Von der Tann turned out to avoid a

torpedo, while the Moresby certain that a hit had been made, turned

off to rejoin the Ghamipion.

Meanwhile an incident occurred near the head of the German
column which can not be fully explained. The occasion of the

action near the rear of the line was not clear to the leading ships

in column as no enemy vessels could be sighted from that position.

These ships had, therefore, maintained their previous course, while

the F-^, F-4, and V-6 of Flotilla V, under Lieutenant Commander
Hoefer, were steaming up towards the head of column. They were

about 200 meters abeam of the Westfalen and Bheinland^ when at

3.15, or five minutes* after the explosion on the Pommem, a sudden

explosion occurred on the V-Jf. (Lieutenant Commander Barop).

The whole fore part of the boat was torn off and emerged for a few

minutes astern of the rest of the vessel. , Since no enemy vessel was

in the vicinity at the time, it was supposed at first that the boat

had struck a mine or had been hit by a submarine. The V-2 and

V-G went alongside the projecting stern of the sinking boat and
rescued the wounded and survivors; a difficult task in the heavy

seaway. Seventeen men were killed and two severely wounded.

Since Battle Squadron II at that time opened fire on enemy vessels

to port, the wreckage which was still floating was sunk hy gunfire

and a torpedo fired by the V-G. Whether the first explosion on

the F-^ was due to a drifting mine or a torpedo which happened
to be floating at that place or to one of the boat's own torpedoes has

never been fully determined. It can only be stated with certainty

that the loss was not due directly to the attack of the British

Twelfth Flotilla. Further, the attack of this flotilla showed what
might have been accomplished by the other British flotillas had they

been led in such a brilliant manner as the Twelfth and had fired,

not on the approach, but in passing the enemy ships.

But even this attack had certainly not fulfilled the hope which
Admiral Jellicoe had expected from the night attacks of these

destroyer flotillas. On the contrary, instead of splitting up the

(jerman fleet and driving them off' to the westward, these flotillas

had been unable to prevent the bold break through toward Horn
Reef, and instead had themselves been scattered in all directions.

Although Captain Stirling, commanding the Twelfth Flotilla, had
attempted at 2.56 during the progress of the attack, to report to

the commander in chief by urgent radio that he had encountered

enemy battleships 10 miles in rear of the first battle squadron, and
soon thereafter that he was about to attack while the enemy turned
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to course SSW. ; these signals were picked up by the Marksman.
only and not at all by the fleet flagship, thanks to the good inter-

ference of the German radio stations, although both messages were
repeated. (In reality the distance of the Faulknor from her own
fleet at the time these signals were sent was considerably greater

than reported, being about 25 miles.) But even though Admiral
Jellicoe had received this message of the Twelfth Flotilla, this

would not have effected the further course of events, since the last

opportunity to cut off the German fleet from Horn Reef had already

passed. At all events the British commander in chief was not aware
that the latter had been successful in breaking through, and further-

more, since no reports had been received since 12.30 regarding the

movements of the enemy fleet, he was forced to conclude they were

steaming astern of the British fleet to the southward. No reports

had been received from his light cruisers or destroyers, nor had the

admiralty sent further information concerning intercepted German
messages pertaining to the fleet movements, which might have

thrown light on his erroneous assumptions. He was, therefore, still

of the opinion that the German fleet would certainly be sighted

shortly after daylight. At 3 a. m. he decided in the absence of

further reports of the enemy within the next half hour to counter-

march to course north to meet thejn.

At 3.15 he, therefore, dispatched a radio directing the squadrons

to turn to the reverse course at 3.30 and to form battle line in column

on course north. But although Admiral Jellicoe believed that the

German fleet was still to the northward, Admiral Beatty held a

different opinion. The latter had seen nothing of the night engage-

ments which had occurred at the rear of the fleet. At the conclu-

sion of the daylight action the German forces had been to the west-

ward of the British Battle Cruiser Fleet. Consequently its com-

mander believed that the principal danger lay in the chance that

the German fleet might succeed in regaining their bases by hauling

around to the southward and westward of the battle cruisers during

the early morning hours. In order to prevent this he was about to

request permission of the commander in chief to scout to the SW.,

when he received orders at 3.22 to stand on course north and close

the battle fleet.

The one assumption was as erroneous as the other. The keen

decision of the German commander to break through towards Horn
Reef without regard for the opposing forces betAveen the fleet and

its objective did not come within the calculations of any of the

British commanders. While these officers suspected the German
fleet to be to the northward, westward, or southwestward of the

British, the former was in reality about 16 miles to the westward

of Horn Reef Lightship at 3.30 a. m. and about 30 miles NE. of
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the Iron Duke. On the other hand, the battleship division under

Admiral Burney, which was reduced in speed on account of the

MarlhorougK had fallen behind the other columns about 12 miles,

and was only about 15 miles to the southeastward of the German

van. The fact that this division had dropped astern was only

known to the fleet at daylight when the Marlborough reported by

radio at 2.56 that the ship could not make over 12 knots, while the

other ships of the division, Revenge, Hercules, and Agincourt had

continued at 17 knots. At 3.39 the British main body which was

to the southward turned to course north in compliance with the

orders received in the meantime. This force, led by the King

George F, consisted of the Second and Fourth Battle Squadrons and

the Fifth Division. At 3.44 the Fifth Battle Squadron, which was

some miles to the northward of the head of the battleship column,

also turned to the northward, as did the battle cruiser fleet, which

Avas 15 miles WSW. of the battle fleet; at 3.55 the three re-

maining ships of the Sixth Division also turned to the reverse

course.

Meanwhile the light cruiser Fearless, which had lost contact with

the First Destroyer Flotilla during the day action on account of

reduced speed, came in sight in the dawn astern of the Marlborough

and taking Admiral Burney and his staff aboard transferred the

latter to the Revenge. Thus at 4.35 that officer hoisted his flag

on board the Revenge and again took over the command of his

division. Soon thereafter the Faulknor, flotilla leader of the

Twelfth Flotilla, accompanied by the destroyers Obedient and

Marvel joined these ships. Thereupon Admiral Burney, under

instructions from the commander in chief, sent the Fearless back

to the Marlborough to escort the latter vessel to Rosyth or the

Tyne, while he rejoined the fleet with the rest of the sixth division.

But much more serious was the fact that aside from the Fourth

Light Gruiser Squadron, none of the light cruisers or destroyers

had as yet been able to rejoin the fleet. At daylight, therefore.

Admiral Jellicoe was disagreeably surprised to find himself not

only deprived of a whole battleship division but of the destroyer

and cruiser screen as well; and this, in a zone which he believed

to be fully controlled by German submarines. Even though dur-

ing the night he might have considered continuing the advance

toward Horn Reef in case the enemy were not sighted by daylight,

he did not now hold to this decision, but decided to hold course to

the northward until these missing forces, particularly the destroyer

flotillas, were able to close the fleet. That this decision meant
renouncing all hope of bringing the enemy fleet to battle again

was not apparent to the British commander at the time; rather, he

still hoped to stand between the enemy and their base. He expected
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to make contact again with the enemy at any moment. In spite

of the danger from submarines and the lack of vessels to form an

antisubmarine screen, he placed the fleet in single column in order

to be prepared for an attack of the German fleet if suddenly

sighted under the prevalent 3 to 4 mile visibility. This did not

occur, but neither did the British Battle Cruiser Fleet, the light

cruisers, or destroyer flotillas or the ships of the sixth division come

in sight. (The errors in dead reckoning positions which were con-

stantly increasing make it particularly difficult to collect the forces.

Thus the Hercules determined by a sight of the sun that the differ-

ence between the true position and the dead reckoning position was

almost 30 miles. Von Schoultz : With the Grand Fleet in the World
War, p. 191.)

For a while the hope was entertained that Commodore Tyrwhitt

might join the fleet with the Harwich Force and thus make up for

the sudden lack of destroyers and light cruisers. The latter was
still at anchor at Harwich, however, much against his will, since

the Admiralty was still uncertain whether or not the entire German
High Seas Fleet had participated in the action and wished to main-

tain certain reserve forces in the event of other detachments of

German forces advancing into the channel during the battle. But
even had the Admiralty been less cautious and had dispatched this

force to the scene of action on receipt of the message that a battle

was pending, it would have had no further effect on the outcome.

Admiral Tyrwhitt's cruisers and destroyers would have been unable

to join the fleet before 6 a. m., without steaming at such high speed

as to consume all the fuel on board these ships.

Meanwhile minute after minute passed since the countermarch of

the fleet to the northward had been initiated without the British

commander receiving any reports concerning the position or move-

ments of the German fleet to relieve the paralyzing uncertainty

which was oppressing him. With the decreasing visibility, the

chances of still encountering the German fleet diminished until

finally there appeared to be no other course to pursue than possibly

to capture one or more of the disabled enemy vessels. A clue for

this search was given by a message sent at 2.48, which was inter-

cepted by the Admiralty at about 4 a. m. in which a disabled Ger-

man ship, probably Lutzow, was reported at 11 p. m. in 56-26 N.

b°-Al E., on course south, speed 7 knots. Admiral Jellicoe, there

fore, ordered a sharp lookout kept for this vessel. In this, how-

ever, he was simply chasing a phantom, since the Lutzow had mean-

while been sunk by her own crew while about 60 miles ISTW. of

Horn Reef [fig. 51].

Although up to midnight the hope of bringing this damaged

cruiser into port had persisted, the large volume of water which
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had entered the ship was exerting such a pressure on the bulk-

heads that the latter could not be expected to hold. At 1 a. m. the

pumps on the drains were unable to keep the water from the electric

plant forward, and the' crew were forced to rely on the auxiliary

lighting system to continue work. Soon the forward turret was
awash and the water began to penetrate the forward fire rooms. An
attempt to steer the ship astern in order to relieve the pressure on

the bulkheads had to be abandoned as the propellers' were out of

water and the bow was drawing 17 meters. Finally, calculations

showed that there were about 8,000 tons of water in the hull of the

ship, and Captain Plarder, commanding officer, decided with a

heavy heart to abandon ship and at least rescue the crew, since the

ship was in danger of capsizing any minute. At 2.20, the engine

room received order to haul fires, the crew assembled on the quarter-

deck, while the G-37^ (r-38, G-4-0, and V-45, which had escorted the

ship since the conclusion of the daj^ engagement, went alongside.

Thereupon the crew, after giving three " hurras " for Plis Majesty

the Kaiser and the Lutzoio, left the sinking ship in perfect order

and quiet, wounded first. At 2.45 the ship was doAvn in the water

up to the bridge, and after two torpedoes fired by the G-38 under

orders from the commanding officer of the Lutsov\ the battle cruiser

disappeared under the waves. Thereupon the destroyers over-

crowded with men started the return journey towards Horn Reef.

If anything could compensate the commanding officer for the loss

of his ship it was, as he stated in his report, " the splendid example

of military discipline displayed by those under his command, Avhich

would leave in his heart the inextinguishable pride of having been

permitted to command them."

Strange to say the Wiesbaden^ which was drifting as a complete

wreck near the scene of the day's engagement, had still held together.

But at about the same time that the Lxitzoio went down this vessel

turned slowly on its side, and sank. Only one man, Fireman First

Class Zenne. survived the loss of this unfortunate vessel.

On the other hand the crews of the Elbing and Rostoch were
still fighting desperately to maintain the buoyancy of their ships,

and if possible to bring them safely to port. Hit by the Poseri's

bow the EWing, Captain Madlung, lay since 12.30 about 30 miles

to the southward of the place where the Lutzow later sunk. The
engine rooms were completely flooded, and there w^as no further

possibility of getting the turbines in operating condition. When
the S—53 came alongside shortly after 2 a. m. the commanding
officei- permitted all hands to abandon ship with the exception of

the executive officer, the torpedo officer, a squad to blow up the ship,

and one cutter crew. At 2.2.5 the S-53 stood clear with 477 men

65280 0—31 14
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aboard, including 9 prisoners from a British destroyer, and
steered for the Danish coast at full speed. Meanwhile Captain

Madlung with those remaining aboard rigged a small sail with

great difficulty, and attempted to take advantage of the prevalent

favorable breeze to bring the ship toward the coast to the eastward,

where he hoped to receive help from the home bases. Toward 3

a. m. he sighted a number of enemy destroyers to the southward,

and gave orders to blow up the cruiser. In the immediate vicinity,

however, was the British destroyer Tijjperary, which was on the

point of sinking herself, and which witnessed the sinking of the

German cruiser. But other British ships must have been near by;

for scarcely had Captain Madlung left the ship in the cutter with

the remainder of the crew when a cruiser or destroyer approaching

from the other side fired a number of salvos at the German ship.

Thereupon the cutter fished out of the water the completely ex-

hausted medical officer of the I'ipp&rai-y. One hundred meters fur-

ther on the cutter came iipon about 100 English seamen, some of

whom were on a raft, while others were drifting in the water, and

calling for assistance. These were the survivors of the Tipperary^

which sank at 2.45 a. m. At great danger to himself and his crew

Captain Madlung had blue lights burned to call attention of the

passing British ship to these men in the water. Five hours later

the crew of the German cutter was picked up b}' the Dutch fishing

steamer Kjmuiden 125^ and taken to Holland.

The Rostock^ Captain Feldmann, with Commodore Michelsen

aboard, was able to keep afloat longer than either the Elhing or the

Lutzoio: After receiving a torpedo hit at 12.30 the commanding

officer attempted to steer for the German Bight, about oO miles to

the westward of Horn Reef on course south, but on account of the

^alting of the boiler feed water, was forced to stop his turbines.

After a time it was possible to start them again, and in tow of the

S-54, which had remained behind as escort, to make as much as 10

knots. At 3.25 the V-71 and V-73, which had been dispatched by

Commodore Heinrich to assist this vessel, arrived on the scene and

formed an antisubmarine screen for the protection of the disabled

cruiser.

Meanwhile another destroj-er, S-3£ (Lieutenant Commander
Froehlich), which had participated in the same engagement as the

Rostock and received two hits, had sought protection near the coast

on course east, although frequently obliged to stop enroute. At
1.45 this boat sighted an enemy cruiser of the Aurora type, and

again at 2.55 encountered several English destroyers, but contrary

to expectation was able to avoid both of these enemy forces and at

4 a. m. had reached a position about 40 miles to the westward of

Lyngvig.
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The G-kO^ G-38, G-37^ and V-IfB^ however, which were carrying

the crew of the Lutzow in addition to their regular complement,

were twice more engaged in battle. At 3.20, while about 35 miles

to the northwestward of Horn Reef Lightship, they sighted two

English destroyers in the early dawn bearing SSW. and steaming

at high speed on a westerly course. These were probably the same

craft sighted by the S-32, and were in fact the destroyers Garland

and Contest, Avliich were searching for the other boats of the British

Fourth Flotilla. Although the German boats were considerably

handicapped in the use of their armament by the extra personnel

on board, the leader of the group, Lieut. Commander Richard

Beitzen, decided to engage these enemy destroyers by a surprise

attack with shalloAv torpedo shots. {G-40 carried 260 men, includ-

ing 30 wounded; G-S8, the commanding officer, 15 officers, and 50

men, including 12 severely wounded; the G-~37, 500 men, and the

V-45, 215 men from the Lutzow.) The destroyers passed so quickly,

however, that only the V-J^S was able at 3.30 to fire a torpedo at

3,000 meters, while in passing a lively artillery duel ensued at from

1,200 to 4,000 meters before the enemy destroyers Avere lost to view.

It was now so light that at 4.20 the German boats, while 15 miles

NW. of Horn Reef, were able to sight further enemy craft about 4

points on the starboard bow. These were made out as one cruiser

followed by four destroyers on the opposite course. The cruiser was

the C'havipion; leader of the Thirteenth Flotilla, followed by the

Ohdwate, Maenad, Marksman, and Moresby, which had turned to

the northward to follow the movements of their own fleet shortly

after the attack made by the Moresby. On the other side of these

vessels Lieutenant Commander Von Trotha believed he saw seven or

eight larger men of war for a short time. The situation had now
become critical for the German boats. Toward the south and south-

eastward the passage was barred by enemy forces. If the boats

turned off to tlie NE. or NW. they would soon fall a victim to the

superior speed and numerical superiority of the, enemy. For Lieu-

tenant Commander Beitzen there was therefore only one decision:

To attack the enemy, which was now only 4,000 meters distant, with-

out regard for the consequences and fight his passage through

toward Horn Reef. This was successful. The boats turned toward

the enemy detachment under a heavy gunfire and at 4.30 the G~Ji.O

and 1^-45 each fired two torpedoes at 2,500 and 2,200 meters, follow-

ing which a fire was observed to break out on the cruiser, while a

severe explosion occurred near one of the destroyers. The enemy
vessels turned off and did not take up the pursuit of the 'German
boats. Although the G-40 had received a hit near the after turbine,

it Avas able to continue at 26 knots for about 10 minutes in spite of
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the danger from the escaping steam, when it was forced to stop and

be taken in tow by the other destroyers, A leak from a hole 1.5

meters in diameter was stopped after listing the ship to port. As a

result of the heavy seas the tow line broke seven times before the

vessel was finally able to reach port.

The Rostock, in tow of the /S'-o^, was in a fair way to reach port,

when at 4.55 two enemy cruisers were sighted to' the SW., distant

about 8,000 meters. Although these vessels both turned away the

German cruisers soon thereafter received a radio message from the

airship L-11 stating that an enemy squadron was advancing toward

the square in which the Rostock was located. Thus the fate of the

cruiser was sealed. In order to prevent the crew from being taken

prisoner or sacrificed in a hopeless engagement, Commodore Michel-

sen called the destroyers alongside. Thej'' were successful in deceiv-

ing the enemy with the English recognition signal and a smoke

screen until the crew had been transferred to the destroyers and all

necessary preparations had been made for blowing up the ship. The
Y-71 and V-73 then fired torpedoes into the ship to expedite the

sinking, and at 5.25 the destroyers were able to withdraw toward

the German coast before the enemy ships had fired a shot.

The enemy ships Avhich were sighted were apparently the van of

the British fleet. Shortly before this hope had again been revived

in the British fleet that German ships might still be encountered,

when toward 4.40 a. m. the sound of heavy gunfire was heard from
the SSW. which was increasing in intensity'. At first it was be-

lieved that this could have but one meaning, namety, tliat Admiral
Beatty, who was known to be in that vicinity with the battle cruis-

ers, had again encountered enemy ships. At 4.42 Admiral Jellicoe

therefore turned the fleet in column of divisions sharply toward the

sound of gunfire in readiness to resume the action with the fleet

should opportunity offer. A further disillusion was in store for

him, however, as the gunfire proved shortly to have been caused by
the appearance of an airship which the Indomitable and the vessels

of the Third Light Cruiser Squadron had taken under fire and
driven off. At the same time the airship came in sight from the

fleet and was taken under fire for about three minutes by the entire

fleet, whereupon it disappeared . in the clouds without apparently

having sustained any damage.

It now stood to reason that Admiral Scheer would be fully in-

formed by the airship as to the course and position of, the British

fleet while the latter remained still in ignorance as to the whereabouts

of the German fleet. Although Captain Stirling had now rejoined

Admiral Burnej^'s division with some of the destroyers of the

Twelfth Flotilla and had reported that at 3 a. m. he had made a

successful attack on a part of the German fleet consisting of six ships
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of the Kaiser class and three cruisers and that these had last been

seen on course SW., Admiral Jellicoe was not yet in receipt of this

information. Toward 5.15, however, he received a message from the

Admiralty which completely cleared up the situation. This message

had been dispatched at 4.29 and received on board the Iron Duke at

4.55. It contained the completely unexpected and astounding in-

formation that the German High Seas Fleet Avas 17 miles distant

from Horn Reef at 3.30 a. m. and was on course SE. by S., speed

16 loiots. With the receipt of this message the last hope of Admiral

Jellicoe of establishing contact Avith the enemy vanished. But

Admiral Beatt3% in ignorance of this last message, still retained the

previous assumption that the enemy might be found to the west or

soutliAvest. He belicA^ed, therefore, that the course of the British

fleet to the nortliAvard could lead to nothing. (Admiral Beatty had

further received a report from the cruiser Birviingham at 12.30 in

which it was stated that enemy battle cruisers had been sighted. Due
to an error in 'the receipt of this message the course was taken to be

WSW. instead of south as reported, and this error had naturally

strengthened Admiral Beatty in his assumption that the British;

battle cruisers Avere betAveen the enemy and their base.)

Ax 4.05 he, therefore, requested authoritA' by radio, which was
frequently interrupted by German interference, to continue to scout

toward the southwest. (The Lion received the message from the

Admiralty relayed through the New Zealand at 4.54.) The situa-

tion being cleared for Admiral Jellicoe by this last radio from
the Admiralty, he could not agree to the proposal made by Admiral
Beatty. But even though Admiral Beatty must have receiA'ed the

message from the Admiralty, it was difficult for him to place com-

plete confidence in this report and to agree with the conclusion

that the German fleet had been successful in breaking through to

Horn Reef. In any event, he disposed his light forces on a scouting

line to the AvestAvard during his advance to the northward in order

that he might keep a sharp lookout on this bearing. At 5.30 he

was so little convinced of the change in the situation that he

sent the following message to enliven the personnel under his

command :
" Yesterday losses were severe on both sides. We hope

to cut off the entire German fleet and defeat them. Every man
must do his utmost. The Lutzono is sinking and another German
battle cruiser is assumed also to have been sunk." (Jutland Di.=-

patches, p. 488.)

This hope expressed with such confidence could not, howeA'er, be

shared by Admiral Jellicoe. Better than the commander of the bat-

tle cruiser fleet he realized the bitter truth that the opportunity to
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bring the great numerical superiority of the British fleet to bear,

once lost, was not easily to be regained. For the second time Ad-
miral Scheer had accomplished what the enemy had deemed im-

possible and had shattered all their well-laid plans. The German
fleet had broken through to Hoin Reef and the enemy rould not

risk pursuit in that area.

Although Admiral Jellicoe had received a dispatch from the

Admiralty at 4.20 stating that the decision had been reached to per-

mit Commodore Tyr^hitt to reinforce the fleet with 5 cruisers and

13 destroyers, even had this force been able to close the Grand Fleet

an hour before the time when they actually left port on this mission,

their influence would not have materially altered the course of

events. The commander in chief then considered the battle forma-

tion of the fleet in column to be useless, and in view of the danger

of submarines he formed the fleet in line of squadrons' at 5.30.

Thereupon the battle cruiser fleet was sighted from the left flank

division and at 5.40 Admiral Beatty received the following signal

from the Iron Duke:
"Tlie enemy fleet has returned to port, search for the Lutzovip

Taken literally, this message considej-ably anticipated the true

state of affairs, as the German fleet was 15 miles to the westward

of Horn Reef at 4 a. m., about to form in battle formation, while

Admiral Scheer was attempting to make an estimate of the situa-

tion based on the incoming reports. At 10 p. m. on the previous

evening he had sent a message to the commander airship detachment

stating that air reconnaissance was urgently desired in the early

morning near Horn Reef. This dispatch had, however, not been

leceived by the station intended, probably owing to the strong enemy
interference. However, Commander Strasser had on his own initia-

tive and in accordance with the deA^elopments of the situation issued

instructions for the five airships to cruise at dawn through the North

Sea and toward Skagerrak in the same manner as prescribed for

May 31. The weather conditions being more favorable than on the

previous day, the L-11^ L-13^ L-17^ L-£S, and L-24 were able to

ascend toward midnight followed at 2.30 a. m. by the L-13. Since,

however, the visibility conditions were extremely poor, these airships

were unable to render the surface craft their full effectiveness as a

scouting force. Although the L-24 and L-22 advancing to the

northward sighted searchlights and heard gunfire and explosions

between 1 and 2 a. m. about 35 miles XW. of Horn Reef, they were

unable to obtain a comprehensive vieAv of the tactical situation.

Then at 3 a. m. the L-22 was forced to abandon further operations

since a fresh SW. wind carried the ship so far to the eastward that

the ship was 70 miles WNW. of I.(yngvig. Meanwhile the Z-^4
cruised on the line between Ryvingen and Hanstholm to cover the
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rear of the fleet. In proceeding to this station this airship was fired

on by several surface craft at 2.30 while 50 miles to the westward

of Boa bjerg, and later at 3.05 came under fire from a detachment of

light forces. Steering a zig:ag course and at times seelfing protec-

tion in the clouds to avoid the heavy defense fire, this airship laid

several salvos of 50' kg. bombs of 3 to 5 each in the vi€inity of a

group of vessels which were in close formation and which were

estimated to comprise one destroyer flotilla and six submarines.

These craft could hardly be made out and were only located by the

flash of gunfire. Evidently it was the intention of the enemy to force

the airship off toward the Danish coast, since fire was renewed each

time the ship left the protection of the cloud banks. Thereupon the

airship cruised toward the Skagerrak and made what appeared to be

an important discovery. At 4 a. m. it sighted from an altitude of

2,200 meters a detachment of 12 large ships and a number of cruisers

in the Jammer Biglit Turning to course SW. in order to dis-

tinguish further details the airship could only make out tliat this

force, which had been proceeding on line of bearing with an advanced

screen of light cruisers, had now turned to the southward and was

steaming at full speed. At the same time the L-2Jf. was fired on by

two of the cruisers and forced off into the clouds to the NW. "VVliik a

heaxy mist lay over the water and made observations from above

very difficult, the clouds overhead parted, so that on every attempt

of the airship to approach this detachment it was taken \mder heavy

fire. Even fishing vessels, which appeared to be lying harmlessly at

theiv nets, hoisted the Danish flag on every appearance of the airship

and joined in the fire. When a cloud bank finally closed down to

800 meters tlie contact with this eneni}' force had to be abandoned.

Meanwhile the southerly Avinds had freshened considerably and
forced the ship to return. At 11 a. m. the ship had reached a posi-

tion over Tondern, but since weather conditions were unfavorable

theiv it landed at 6 p. m. a,t Hage.

T<) what extent these observations of the L-'SJ}. were in agreement

with the actual facts of the case and exactly what class of ships were

presi-nt at the time in the Jammer Bight has nevei- b(>en definitely

ascertained. All tliat has been admitted from English sources is the

stal( ment that the detachment sighted might have been a convoy, but

its strength, disposition of forces, and the purpose have not been
stated. (Corbett: Naval Operations, Vol. Ill, page 416.)

When Admiral Scheer, however, received the report of the L-'Hj:,

stating that a number of enemy ships including 12 large units were

sighted in the Jammer Bight, he thought he saAv in this an answer

to the puzzle as to the location of the British fleet after the con-

clusion of the daylight engagement. Thus, it did not now appear
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remarkable that the German destroyer flotillas had found no oppor-

tunity to attack during the night and that to the general surprise

the British fleet had not been sighted again by the Germans. Ap-
parently, the British fleet, or at least a part of it. had. owing to

their well-known apprehension of night torpedo attacks, retired to

the northward after nightfall, to Avait for daylight in an area to

the eastward of Hanstholm.

But before the report of the Z-^4 bad been receiAed by (he com-

mander in chief, Admiral Hipper had reported at 3.55 that the

Der-fflinger and Von d&r Tann had only two turrets ready for action,

the Moltke had 1,000 tons of AA'ater in the hull of the ship and

the Seydlitz, which had arriAed at 3.40 off Horn Keef, Avas severely

damaged. Therefore, Scouting DiA^sion I could not be considered

for any further se\-ere action and AA'as dispatched to port by orders

of the commander in chief, while he himself proposed to aA\'ait

further developments with the main body of the fleet off Horn Reef.

For the immediate protection of the fleet against sui-prise attack,

the L-17 cruised at the time about 50 miles WSW. to WNW. of

Horn Reef^ while the L-13 covered the area to the north and Avest

of Terschelling and the L-11 searched foi' enemy craft to the XW.
of Helgoland. As tlie last-named airsliip ])assed over Helgoland

it was not able to see the island on account of the low-lying mists,

and encountered cloud banks at higher altitudes Avhich restricted

the range of Adsibility to about 2 to 4 miles' At 4 a. m., however,

it sighted smoke clouds to the northward and continuing on in this

direction Avas able to make out 12 large wai'ships and numerous-

light forces, course NNE. at higli speed about 90 miles NW. of

Helgoland.

This force was the British battle cruiser fleet, although the number
of large warships was considerably overestimated and probably in-

cluded the armored cruisers of the First and Second Cruiser Squad-

rons. [Fig. 52, Notes G, H, and I indicate reports made by L-11.

3

Commander Schutze immediately reported this force by radio to the

commander in chief and at an altitude of from 1,100 to 1,200 meters

sought to maintain contact hy tracking. He Avas soon taken under a

heavy fire by this force and compelled to turn in circles toward the

eastward. Thereupon, he encountered at 4.40 another detachment

of six battleships accompanied by a number of light craft, about 18,

NNE. of the first group. These vessels turned from north to the

Avestward in the apparent effort to effect a concentration with the

other force. What he had really sighted the last time were the rear

ships of his own battle fleet. While he was maintaining contact with

this second group, a third group came in sight about 20 miles to the

northward of the group first sighted at about 4.50 a. m., which were

estimated as three battle cruisers and four light craft. In reality,
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these latter ships were the remainder of Admiral Burney's division,

escorted by the Faulknor^ Obedient, and the Marvel, which were still

attempting to rejoin the British battle fleet. The latter turned be-

hind the airship from the NE. and taking a position between this

ship and the other detachment of the British fleet, opened a heavy

fire on the airship, together with the other force so that the airship

was under fire from 21 large ships and a number of smaller craft.

Apparently the airship which was flj'ing between 1,100 and 1,900

meters, was clearly visible in the sunlight, while the mists which

covered the water prevented the airship from distinguishing more

than one group at a time while the other could only be located by the

flash of gunfire. Although the bombardment was fruitless, the ex-

plosion of heavy shell in the immediate vicinity of the airship de-

cided the commanding officer to run before the wind to the XE. and at

5.30 all the detachments of surface craft were lost to view. Although

at 5.35 the L-11 again descended to an altitude of 500 meters, the

mists near the water were so thick that no better view could be

obtained and the ship then cruised out of sight of the enemy between

them and its own fleet. This cruising in the vicinity of Horn Reef

was continued until 7 a. m. when orders were issued by the com-

mander in chief to discontinue air reconnaisance and the ship re-

turned to the hangar under orders from the commander airship de-

tachment recalling all airships.

The first re^jort of the L-11 regarding the •' 12 English battle-

ships and numerous light forces" about 75 miles WSW, of the

German fleet was received by Admiral Scheer at 4.30 a. m. Shortly,

thereafter, the L-2Ii, reported a detachment of ships on course

-touth at high speed from the Jammer Bight. The German com-

mander was, liowever, so certain that the squadrons which he had
engaged on the previous day had retired to the northward and that

the force reported at 4.19 by the L-2If, were these identical ships,

that he was not inclined to the belief that the squadron sighted

JDy the L-11 could be a part of the British fleet, as in reality they

were. He was rather inclined to believe that this latter force might
possibly be the Harwich Force, which standing out from port after

the news of the battle, had been assigned the patrol of the western

exits of the German Bight. In making this assumption he was not

perplexed by the relatively large lumiber of 12 battleships reported,

.-ince mistakes in types of ships were common in airship observa-

tions and on account of the poor visibility conditions which pre-

vailed were rather to be expected. It is very questionable if the

detachment reported by the L-11 Avould accept battle before concen-

tration with the forces to the northward. The great distance which
separated these forces from the German fleet could not be looked

on as a challenge to battle. No signs of the enemy forces were seen
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irom the latter at daj'break, but the weather was so misty that it

was barely possible to see further than the length of one squadron.

Of the light cruisers only the Frank/ tirt, Pillau. and Regensburg
were aA'ailable, while the air reconnaissance might fail at anj^ time

on account of the uncertain weather and decreasing risibility.

Enticing as wai? the thought of approaching the force sighted by
the L-11, it still appeared hopeless from the foregoing reasons to

bring them to battle. The encounter with the enemy and the

consequences would have been largely a matter of chance. For
(his Admiral Sclieer was not ready to accept the responsibilit}'

without previous replenishment of fuel and ammunition and the

repairs to his damaged ships. Aside from the fact that the flotillas

had fired most of their torpedoes and w-ere too restricted in their

radius of action for employment in a second oti'ensive. the leading

diips of Battle Sipiadron Til had lost considerably in fighting

efficiency, while the older ships of Squadron II after the loss of

the Po7)vnien} and the night action could not be exposed imme-
diately to the requirements of a modern battle.

The conmiander in chief, therefore, decided A^ery correctly to

abandon further operations and at 4.45 ordered Squadi'on II to

return to port, llie remaining squadrons were, however, formed in

column in battle line, Battle Squadron III and Scouting Division

II having the highest fighting efficiency nearest the enemy. Squadron

I and the Scouting Division TV to the southward of these, while

the flotillas were disiDOsed as an antisubmarine screen. The fleet

Avas, therefore, in readiness to resume the engagement on the appear-

ance of enenw forces near Horn Eeef. Admiral Scheer was largely

influenced in this decision to remain in the vicinity of Horn Keef

by the fact that since 1.47 he had been w^ithout reports from the

Lutzow. According to the last reports this shi]) should have been

70 miles NW. of Horn Reef on course south at 7 knots. Admiral

Scheer was, how^ever, not forced to wait much longer for an answer,

for soon the G-JfO in reply to an inquir}' stated that the Lutzov) had

been blown up and the crew taken off by the destroyers. Thereupon,

the last reason for remaining in the A'icinity, in which the ships had

been repeatedly forced to sheer out to avoid suspected torpedo at-

tacks, had vanished, since the maintenance of the field of battle in

naval warefare is useless—in contradistinction to war on land—once

the contact with enemy forces has ceased to exist. At 5.07 the com-

mander in chief, therefore, gaA^e the order " return to port bj'

squadrons." One-half hour later he received the radio from the

L-11^ reporting the presence of three enemy battle cruisers 70 miles

to the S^V. of Horn Reef in the vicinity of the other forces and

shortly thereafter the further report of six enemy battleships. But

owing to the prevalent visibility conditions it was evident that the
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airship mifijht easily mistake the number of ships in the locality

and from this message it was apparent that the enemy which were

to the northward of Helgoland were stronger than originally as-

sumed. From the same message it was learned also that these ships

had turned to course west immediately upon sighting the airship.

In this Admiral Scheer could find only a confirmation of his previous

assumption tliat the enemy would not seek battle without first closing

the forces reported to the northward. At 5.47 the L-11 further

reported that the forces he had sighted had turned to the northward

and that contact had been lost, also that the position of the airship

was uncertain. Tims the po.sitiou of the enemy as reported by the

airship must also be imcertain, and these forces could not then be

located and brought to battle without adequate scouting and a large-

scale operation. For these reasons the last reports of the airship

could not influence the commander in chief to alter his decision.

AVhat Admiral Scheer had already attained was " glory enough to

rank him with the greatest iieet commanders of all time" (Corbett:

Naval Operations, Vol. Ill, p. 418).

The one hope which reuiained to the British fleet for counterbal-

ancing the losses suffered in tlie day engagement did not rest in a

renewal of the artillery duel, in which it had shown itself inferior

on the previous day, but only in tlie em])loyment of the underAvater

weapons of naval warfare.

On the previous evening at 11.15 p. m. the mine layer Ahdiel, under

Commancier Curtis, on orders from Admiral Jellicoe, had left the

battle fleet and advanced at 31 knots on course SSE. toward Horn
Reef. This vessel was to lay a mine field 15 miles SW. by W. of

Vyl Lightship, to the westward of a similar mine field laid on May
4 consisting of a hook-shaped barrier on the probable line of re-

treat of the German fleet. This was a further proof that Admiral
Jellicoe had counted on Horn Eeef as the objective of the German
fleet during the night advance. I'nseen by the German craft, this

vessel had reached the initial point of the mine barrier by 2.24 a. m.

and had completed its mission of laying the mines by 3 a. m. The
mines were set at 4.5 metei's under low-water level with a space of

onlv 10 miles free between the two mine fields, so that there was
reasonable certainty that the German fleet would strike one or the

other mine field during the return to port. Unnoticed as on the

approach to this locality the British minelayer completed the task

assigned and retired at 30 knots to the northward.

Almost simultaneously with the arrival of the Ahdiel the E-5o,

H-26, and I>-1 appeared ofF Horn Reef. These boats had left Har-
wich on May 30 and in accordance with the plan for British fleet

operations which had been .scheduled for Maj' 28 took station to
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the westward of Vyl Lightship with an interval of 8 miles between
boats. [Note X, fig. 51, and Note I, fig. 9.] A further group con-

sisting of the destroyer Talisman and the submarines G-2^ G-3,

(r-Ji, and G-d had received orders to take station on the fourth

meridian 80 miles to the NW. of Borkum Reef and had taken up
these positions on May 31. [Notes J and I, fig. 9.1 When the

British operations })lanned for May 28 had been shattered by the

German fleet advan(;e, it still appeared that the submarines might
take station to advantage in accordance with the original plan, as

a more favorable position for attacking the German ships returning

to port could hardlj' have been devised. In this, however, the

British overlooked the fact that the original orders for these boats

were for them not to show themselves until June 2, but to remain

on the bottom, and since these boats had received no information

regarding the change in plan, they acted accordingly. Thus the

German fleet in returning to their bases steamed directly over this

line of submarines without the latter making the slightest attempt

to attack. The presence of enemy submarines in these waters was
iiowever strongly suspected and several ships thought they were

being attacked between Vyl Lightship and Horn Reef—an uneas-

iness which can probably be attributed to the V-Jf. which was
thought to have been sunk by a submarine. For a time the tor-

pedo defence fire against suspected submarines was so energetic in

Squadron II that the light cruisers which were drawn to the scene

by the gunfire were themselves endangered and the commandei- in

chief was forced to order the firing to cease.

This gunfire had scarcely been silenced when the fleet approached

the mine field laid by the Ahdiel on May 4. The mine-sweeper

division which had steamed out to meet the fleet reported nothing

.suspicious. Individual drifting mines Avere so cojnmon in this area

that these could not be regarded as a warning. The cruisers of

Scouting Division IV and seven ships of Squadron I had already

passed the barrier, while the Derflinger and Von der Tann were

steaming up on the port side of the column to join the Moltke at

the head of the fleet when at 6.20 the Ostfviesland^ directly ahead

of the fleet flagship, ran onto a mine. The cable and part of the

mine case fell on the ship's deck, so that the deton^ftion coiJd not

have been the result of a submarine's torpedo as first suspected.

The effect of this explosion was extremely small, thanks to the ex-

cellent underwater subdivision of the hull. Although the protective

bunkers and double bottoms in four compartments to starboard were

flooded, one man killed and eight slightly wounded, the torpedo

bulkhead, although slightly leaking in one place, kept any dangerous

amount of water out of the hull and the ship was soon able to make
15 knots and return to port under her own power. On orders from
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the commander in chief the other ships following the Ostfriesland

held their course and escaped any further damage since the enemy

mines were spaced about 10 to the mile.

At 9.40 Commodore Heinrich turned about and advanced wth
the Regenshurg and three boats of Flotilla IX toward Graa Dyb
Lightship [position shown in fig. 53J in order to meet the G-I^O

snd other boats which were standing in with the crew of the

Lutzow on board. At the same time the commander, First Half

Flotilla, Lieutenant Commander Albrecht, stood out toward Lyngvig

through Normands Channel with the G-SO^ V-73, and V-88 in

order to tow into port the jS-32, which was anchored disabled. Dur-

ing the day it was possible to pick up these disabled boats and return

(o port.

Toward 7 a. m. the Seydlitz had been able to close the other ships

of the battle fleet. But the approach to the coast was verj^ difficult

for this battle cruiser. As a result of the great mass of water which

had penetrated the ship it was hard to estimate the speed of the ship

through the water, while most of the charts had been lost in the

l>attle or so badly smeared with the blood of the wounded that they

were unreadable. The reserve charts, as well as the gyro compass,

were located in a compartment Avhich was flooded. Even the reserve

gyro compass installation had suffered from the moisture. Witii

the loss of practically all navigational facilities it is not extraor-

dinary that the ship missed the lightship and ran aground at 3.40

a. m. to the eastward of North Ton Buoy of Horn Reef Shoals.

Fortunately the ship was able to back off into deep water, and then,

accompanied by six boats of Flotilla VII; to j-ound the lightship

and close the rear of the fleet at 6.40 a. m. Although up to that

time the ship had been able to make moderate speed it was now
forced to drop to 10 knots and later to 7 knots in order to ease the

pressure on the severely strained bulkheads forward. But even

though the ship was now drawing 13 meters forward, with the fore-

castle under water, it was able to navigate the Am'rum Bank Chan-
nel, piloted by the Pillau, and escorted by five mine sweepers as a

submarine screen. Toward 10 a. m. the ship grouhded again ojipo-

site Hornum, and could only get clear by counter flooding in the

after compartments. At 3.30 p. m. the situation had become critical.

The only remaining buoyancy forwaid was the broadside torpedo

room, while the list to port had considerably increased. The ship

Avas steei-ed by the stern, and an attempt on the part of the Pillau

to assist with a tow was a failure, while the increasing seaway and
ihe freshening breeze to force 8 greatly endangered the vessel. As
a consequence the Seydlitz was only able to reach the Jade on June 2

\yith the assistance of two pumping vessels, while even then the most
extraordinary efforts were necessary to stop the leaks and finally
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^et the ship into the drydock. The fact that this ship was saved

was due to the superb seamanship displayed by the commanding
officer, Captain Von Egidj', the executi\e officer, Commander Von
Alvensleben, and the battle-tried personnel under their command.
While the Seydlitz was still to the southward of Anirum Bank

on June 1 the other ships of the fleet had reached the river mouths,

protected from submarine attack by sea planes. Only on his return

to port did Admiral Scheer receive reports which indicated the

total extent of the enemy losses. Thus the S-16, Lieutenant Com-
mander Loeffler, reported that he had two prisoners aboard who
believed themselves to be the sole survivors of the battle cruiser

Indefatigable. Another boat asked if it was known that the battle

cruiser Queen Mary had been sunk, while the further reports of

Admiral Hipper showed that still another battle cruiser must have

been blown up. Further the loss of a number of enemy destroyers

was fully determined, while the reports of losses sustained by the

German fleet remained within moderate limits. At 10.16 the radio

station at Neumunster reported that the enemy main body which

was about 20 miles WSW. of Horn lieef Lightship had started to

return to port, course north speed 20 knots. At 4 p. m. Admiral

Scheer dispatched the following message to his forces :
" In proud

and thankful acknowledgment of the perfect leadership of the

squadrons and the devotion to dut}- of the personnel I wish to

express to the fleet my heartiest appreciation, while remembering

with deepest regret those comrades who offered their blood and their

lives for their country. Germany and our Kaiser ' uber alles '
!

"

Five ships of Squadron 1 immediately took over outpost duty

near the Schillig Roads {Posen., Nassau, Westfale/i, Thuringen, and

Helgoland).^ while four ships ready for action anchored outside the

locks of the Jade. The remaining ships proceeded directly to port

to refuel and take ammunition. Of Squadron III, which bore the

brunt of the battle with the battle cruisers, only the Konig, Grosser

Kurfurst^ and Markgraf required a more or less extensive overhaul

period, while the other ships were able to effect repairs during the

regular overhaul periods without restricting their fighting efficiency.

The report of the radio station at Neuni mister regarding the re-

tirement of the British main body was correct. At 5.30 a. m. Ad-

miral Jellicoe had abandoned his battle formation to cruise to the

northward in open formation Vvcll extended to search for disabled

ships, friendly and enemy, in the vicinity of the night action and in

particular to find the Lutzoic. This change of formation had scarce-

ly been effected when the light cruiser Dublin, which had lost con-

tact with Commodore Goodenough's squadron during the night, and

was steaming alone to the northward, reported an enemy armored
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cruiser and two destroyers. The position given in the report was

about 15 miles abeam of the Iron Duke's position at that time, but

was rather uncertain as the navigator of the Dublin had been killed

in the action with the German Scouting Division IV and the charts

had been destroyed. Admiral Jellicoe was not influenced to change

course by this report and held his own course to the northward, but

-Vdmiral Beatty, who had now come in sight of the fleet flagship,

requested permission at 6.15 to scout to the eastward and southward

in order to capture the enemy ships reported by the Dublin. In his

opinion this vessel could only be the Lutzom. What the Dublin

actually saw was the light cruiser Rostock with the destroyers V-71

and V-7o. which cruiser shortly after, while 50 miles NW. of Horn
Reef, was abandoned by the crew and sunk. The sinking of this ves-

sel was so expertly sci-eened by an artificial smoke screen that the

Dublin could not determine that it had been sunk and on an inquiry

from Admiral Jellicoe replied that the enemy cruiser had apparently

disappeared in the mists at high speed. The advance of the British

l)attle cruisers to the southward and eastward was naturally without

result. At T a. m. x4.dmiral Jellicoe also turned with the battle fleet

to a southeasterly course and thereupon received a report from the

Admiralty stating that a disabled enemy cruiser which had been

previously reported to him at 5.30 had been abandoned by the crew

and was still afloat on the present course of the fleet. But this vessel

was not sighted by any British ship.

Admiral Beatty wished to scout in the direction toward Horn
Reef, but received orders to close the fleet and take station to the

eastward of the battle fleet which at S.IG had returned to course

north. At that time the right wing column of the battle fleet,

the Fifth Battle Squadron, was about 30 miles WNW. of Horn
Reef Lightship. A quarter of an hour later Admiral Beatty

turned on course NNE. to take station to the eastward of this

squadron. But he apparentl.y did not hold this course for a suffi-

cient length of time, owing to a difference in dead reckoning positions,

and, on turning to the northerly course at 9 a. m., he was in the

wake of the fleet about 30 miles astern of the Iron Duke. The
latter was now approaching the scene of the night action where

the (xerman fleet had broken through th(^ rear screen of the British

fleet. This was soon evident from the oil patches, wreckage, life

preservers, and bodies which were seen floating in the area where
sevei'est night engagements had been fought. But here again was a

further disillusionment, for, contrary to expectation, were found the

widences of the severe losses Avhich had been sustained by the

Fourth Destroyer Flotilla. In the immediate vicinity the Span-ow-
havsk was drifting disabled in the waves. About an hour after the

sinking of the Elbing this destroyer had supposed itself attacked
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by a German submarine and the last remaining gun had been

manned for defence when it Mas found that the suspected submarine

was in realitj^ a raft containing the survivors of the Tipperary, who
were only saved after the greatest exertions. Soon thereafter the

destroyer Marl'xman and the cruiser Puolhi came in sight. At 6

a. ni. the former vessel, in company with the Ohdurate^ had managed
to rescue the fully exhausted commanding officer and two men from
the wreckage of the Ardent^ while the Maenad picked up 10 men
from the crew of the Fortune. The Marksman then tried to take

the Sparrmohawk in tow but after vain attempts, lasting several

hours, this expedient had to be abandoned on account of the increas-

ing seaway and the boat was linally sunk by gunfire on ordei-s from
xldmiral Burney, who was approaching with his division at that

time. Shortly before this the commander in cliief himself passed

through a mass of wreckage, and after learning of the loss of the

Tipperary from the Marka/nan, the destroyer Oak found a life

buoy belonging to the Ardent. At another })lace a buov of the

Black Prince was found. The destroyer Acasta was taken to Aber-

deen in tow of the Nonsuch, the Porpoise was escorted by the Gar-

land to the Tyne, the Spitfire also laid course for the latter port,

while the other destroyers rejoined the Heet formation with the

exception of those which had to be detached for lack of fuel. After

this short excursion to the SSW.. at 10 a. m. the battle cruiser fleet

had again resumed station and thus all detachments had then re-

joined the fleet with the exception of the sixth division, which was

unable to close before evening. It was now apparent that a further

delaj' in that vicinity might bring new dangers to the fleet.

\t 10.17 Admiral Jellicoe received a communication from the

Admiralty stating that German submarines had received orders at

7.20 a. m. to advance to the northward of Horn Reef to search for

the Elhiny, and from 10 to 20 minutes after the receipt of this mes-

sage the Benhotc and Colossus suspected submarine torpedo attacks

and therebj' caused other ships to sheer out of formation. Admiral

Jellicoe thereupon decided to abandon further search for disabled

German vessels, since these might well have been sunk in the mean-

time. At 11 a. m., therefore, the fleet swung to course X. by W. while

about 50 miles XW. of Horn Reef. In order to make certain, how-

ever, that no disabled or missing British shi])s were left behind he

ordered the battle fleet and battle cruiser fleet to steam in open

formation, well extended to cover the scene of action of May 31.

They thereby ran the risk of striking the wrecks of the Queen

Mai'y., Indefatigalile, and Invincihle. Therefore, Admiral Beatty

deemed the moment propitious to inform the commander in chief

of the exact latitude and longitude in which these ships had been
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sunk. The radio message in which this information was given had

quite an unexpected effect on the fhigshii). On in(iuiry from the

commander in chief, Admiral Beatty stated thaflhe Queen Mary
and Indefatigable had been lost at 5.30 and 5 p. m. on the previous

day, and the question showed that Admiral Jellicoe had been un-

aware of his loss up to that time. This communication had a very

depressing effect on the flagship. The British connnander was en-

tirely unprepared for the news of such severe losses; who knows

but what a timely knowledge of these Losses might have prompted

]iim to a more energetic offensive durin'g the day engagement of May
81 and the morning of June 1 in order to make good the damage

inflicted on his fleet? In an}'^ event it was a fateful neglect on the

part of the commander of the battle cruiser fleet to inform his

superior of the loss of these vessels only at this late date. Further

apprehension Avas caused the latter by the uncertainty regarding

the missing destroyers of the Fourth Flotilla and also the fact that

lie did not know whether the Marlhorough^ Warspite, and Warrior

could be safely brought to port. Although the greatest eagerness

prevailed in the Admiralty for news regarding the outcome of the

battle, Admiral Jellicoe restricted his conununications to the bald

statement at 12.08 p. m. that the further search for disabled German
cruisers in the prevailing \\eather with poor visibility had been

without result, that he would continue the search for his own dis-

abled ships, and that the Harwich Force, with the exception of a

submarine screen for the Marlborough^ was not needed.

At 12.25 Admiral Jellicoe came back again to the question of

the loss of the Queen Mary and Indefatigahle and inquired whether

these ships had been sunk by mines, torpedoes, or gunfire and learned

from Admiral Beatty that in all probability the loss was occasioned

by enemy gunfire. He then inquired of the commander Second

Cruiser Sq^iadron regarding the Duke of Edinburgh and the

Black Prince and was informed that the former ship was with the

squadron while the latter was missing. Scarcely had Admiral
Jellicoe received this last piece of ill news when a further message

from the Marlhorough to cap the climax stated that that ship was
being attacked by enemy submarines. (12.14.)

While ill tidings were thus following one after another, in rapid

succession, the British commander in chief sought in vain for

definite news of the German losses. Toward 1 p. ni. he was in-

formed by the commander of the First Squadron, that at least one

of the flotillas, the Twelfth, had made a successful attack during
the night, although it was erroneously reported that a German
battleship had been sunk in that engagement. Admiral Beatty
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reported tliat, aside from the Lutzow, another German battle

cruiser had probably been sunk, an assumption which, however,

was later found to be unsuppoited. Further he had to report the

loss on the English side of the destroyers Nsfitor, Onslow^ [the

Onslow regained port], Nomad ^ and Turbulent. The hopes still re-

jiuiined that the Fifth Battle Squadron would be able to report some

success but this was not ftdfiUed. In reply lo an inquiry. Admiral

Evan Thomas reported that although a large number of hits had

been observed, none of th(> German vessels had been forced to fall

out of the formation, while, on the other hand, the Warspite.,

Malaya.^ and probably the Barham, had sustained such severe dam-
•ige that the wliole Fifth S<iuadron with the exception of the Val-

ient would require docking. Soon theiviaftei- (8. ().")) Admiral Jelli-

coe learned from a radio message sent by the Engadhie that the

;irmored cruiser Warrior had had to be abandoned GO miles to the

eastward of Aberdeen.

This cruiser had taken pait in the engagement which had proven

so fatal to the Vefe7i.'<e. and, receiving \") major caliber hits and G

smallei- caliber hits, had only escaped complete destruction by the

accidental blanketing of the Warspite. The aircraft tender Erxja-

dlne had then taken the damaged cruiser in tow. The ship then

had over 100 dead and wounded aboai'd. During the night the

wind and sea had increased considerably, water filled both engine

jooms in an alaniiing manner and at 8.45 a. m. the situation had

become so critical that the ship had to l)e abandoned. They Avere,

therefore, forced to be content with saving the crew, a dangerous

and difficult task in the southwest storm, but the Engadine was able

to take on board all the crew of the cruiser, including the wounded.

The Emjadine thereu})on laid course for the Firth of Forth, while

the seas were breaking over the wreck of the Warrior. When the

Second Cruiser Squadron appeared on the scene where this cruiser

was last reported, rothing was to be seen of the wreck.

From noon on Admiral Beatty searched the field of battle with

his ships disposed on a 30-male front between the wrecks of the

Queen Mary., Invincible., and Indefatigable., while the battle fleet

steamed on tlie western flank to the northward. But neither the

.Yextor. Onslu>i\ Nomad. Turbident, nor the flotilla leader Broke

weie sighted, and at r>.ir) ]>. m. Admiral Beatty. while 50 miles SW.
of Lindesnes, set course for the Firth of Forth, where the Valiant

had already preceded the battle cruiser fleet under destroyer escort.

At the same time the cruiser Canterbury was dispatched to Harwich.

Several ships buried their dead at sea, and at 8.05 p. m. the battle

fleet, with the Barltam and Malaya, turned' to course NAY. to return

to Scapa Flow.
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While all the other shii)s of the Grand Fleet had been steaming

aAva}' from the German bij^ht since 4 p. m.. the Marlhorour/h, after

Admiral Burney had transferred his flag, had also been on a north-

erly course, but at 5.30 had changed to S. 38 W. on orders from the

commander in chief to pass to the southward of the Dogger Bank
barrier' en route to the Tyne or to Rosyth. Although the destroyer

screen requested from Commodore Tyrwhitt could not possibly have

reached this vessel at the time and lier reduced speed made her an

easy target for German submarines, she Avas left to proceed without

adequate escort. Admiral Jellicoe was anxious to remove the re-

maining shi]:)S from the submarine danger zone as quickly as possible.

Although no German submarines had l)een with the fleet on the

day of the battle, on May 31 the following submarines were in readi-

ness for action in the Ems, U-19, U-22, TJ-lfS^ and U-6.!^^ while the

U~^3 lay in readiness at Helgoland. Originally they had been held

m readiness to repel any attack of the English forces on tlie German
coast in the absence of the fleet. Since, however, in the course of the

afternoon (May 31) it developed that a[)parently the entire British

fleet had participated in the action, it seemed better that these boats

should be dispatched to the northward in order that they might be

employed to advantage the next morning when the uncertainty of

the situation had been cleared. Therefore, at 9.45 p. m. on May 31,

Commander Bauer, leader of submarines, on his flagship Hamburg^
with Scouting Division IV, had sent the following message through the

U-G7^ cruising nortli of Terschelling, viz. "To Commander Third

Half Flotilla (Commander Gayer) : All available submarines pro-

ceed to northward, reporting positions at 6 a. m."

At the Ems, where the events transpiring at sea had been follow-ed

intensely in so far as this was possible from the radio communications

intercepted. Commander Gayer had decided on his own initiative, to

proceed with the three boats at the Borkum Roads to the meridian of

Terschelling Bank Lightship to establish a line about 45 miles long

to await opportunity to attack damaged British vessels en route to

the English bases to the southward. The radio orders of the leader

of submarines found these three boats already underway, and soon

they were jjroceeding at full s[)e(!d with the proper interval between

imits, past a point 40 miles to the northward of Terschelling on

course north. On the other hand, the fJ-5-j. Avhich had arrived at

Helgoland from the lialtic only that morning, and the f^-67 [her

position is shown in fig.53j, which had been lying on the bottom after

sighting two enemy submui'incs in a fog neai- 'I'erschelling, were in

Ignorance of these orders issued by their commander.

During the night the ci'uiser A7-cona^ which was designated to

relay messages to the submai'ines, rec(Mved a large number of raes-
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sages regarding heavy fighting to the northward of Horn Eeef.

At 4.30 a. m. (June 1) the U-Ii.6 reported at Borkum Roads from
Emden after changing her periscope. The commanding officer was
definitely informed of the situation and further that enemy forces

were apparently attempting to reach the scene of action from the

northward. At that time the other submarines, TJ~19^ TJ-22^ and

TJ-6.lt. were from 45 to TO miles to the northward of Terschelling

according to their positions reported b}^ radio. At 7.30 a. m. the

11-22 sighted a destroyer of the "M" class which however rapidly

disappeared without being followed by other men of war.

Meanwhile the commander in chief had asked the leader of sub-

marines if a submarine might be dispatched to the Elbing^ which

was supposed to be about 50 miles WNW. of Horn Reef. Since the

radio transmitter of the Hmnburg had been damaged in action, the

leader of submarines requested that this order be transmitted through

the Arcona to the commander Third Half Flotilla. This was re-

ceived at 9 a. m. and transmitted directly to the U-19, while the

U-22 and U~6Jf. received the message later in the day ; the U-53 also

left Helgoland to search for the Elbing.

Scarcely had this order been dispatched when the main decoding

station at Neumunster reported that a disabled English ship was

about 100 miles to the northward of Terschelling on course WSW.
(10.15).

This was the Marlborough. As early as 5 o'clock this ship had
sighted a Zeppelin and fired at it without result. Thus the position

of the ship being laiown it could only expect further attacks from

the German coast. At 10.30 two German submarines were sighted

to the westward about 8 miles distant which appeared to be headed

for the Marlborough with conning tower awash. (It is possible

that one of these was the U-OJt., which boat, however, did not see the

Marlborough.) When the boats submerged five minutes later, the

Marlborough at 11.50, while 70 miles north of Terschelling, changed

course to S. 56 W. At about this time Admiral Scheer ordered the

Commander Third Submarine Half Flotilla to dispatch submarines

to attack the British man-of-war reported by the station at Neu-

munster. The U-.!i.6 was in the most favorable position for this

attack. On the assumption that this boat would be about 20 miles

to the southward of the English ship on the receipt of these orders

and that the latter would be steaming at 7 knots the U-.'iG would

then ha\'e to proceed to the southwest shoal of the Dogger Bank in

order to intercept the enemy ship at the exit to the eastward of Silver

Pit. These instructions had not yet reached the submarine whtn
at 11.30 a. m. while 65 miles to the northward of Terschelling two

vessels were sighted one point off the starl»oard bow. which were

made out as one destroyer with four stacks (light cruiser Fearlesfi)
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and one battleship of the Iron Dxilx class (Marlborough). The bat-

tleship had considerable list to starboard and was down by the head

making about 10 to 12 knots on zigzag course in a general south-

westerly direction. The four bow tubes were immediately made
ready for action and at 12 noon the boat Avas about 3,000 meters dis-

tant bearing 70°. The Mnrlhorough, howe\ er, had sighted the tor-

pedo fired from an oil patch about 2 miles distant and turned off

6 points so that the torpedo passed about 50 meters to port. After

this countermaneouvei- the commanding officer thought that further

torpedo shots would be useless as well as a pursuit of the enemy
vessel on the surface on account of the increasing sea from S\V.,

although it was possible that the damaged battleship would thereby

be further reduced in speed and the single destroj-er as escort was
insufficient protection against submarine attack. It is possible that

the nervous tension due to the long wait off Terschelling may have

had some influence on this decision. The [1-/46 continued the ad-

vance to the northward and tlius relinquished a brilliant opportunity

to inflict further damage on the enemy after the battle. At 2.45

p. m. the Marlhorough mnde contact with the much needed Harwich
Force and thereupon received a screen of eight destroyers as a pro-

tection against submarine attacks.

One-half hour after the failure of the U-J^6 attack, the U-19
farther to the northward and about 20 miles eastward of the posi-

tion reported by the Neumunster Station sighted a light cruiser and

one destro3^er (probably of the Fourth Flotilla), which the sub-

marine was unable to a[)proach. At 2 p. m. the r-.!i.6 reported by
T-adio the failure of the attack, and the Arcana was thereupon able

to transmit to this boat the instriu'tions regarding the pursuit to-

ward the southwest shoal of the Dogger Bank. In the correct

assumption that this message must apply to the ship attacked near

noon the commanding officer turned to follow this A'essel, but sought

in vain for the damaged ship in the rain and decreasing visibility

on course SSW., then SW. by S.

At the same time the third boat, V-6'7^ with the commander
Fourth Half Flotilla aboard. Lieutenant Commander Prause. also

sought to make contact with the disabled ship reported b}^ the Xeu-

munster Station. Finally this boat reached the same conclusion

as had the commander Third Half Flotilla, and laid course for

Silver Pit, but made such low speed against the increasing wind and

sea that no enemy ships were sighted.

Meanwhile the other submarines had advanced about 50 miles

WNW. of Horn Reef, where a few hours before the entire British

battle fleet had been cruising, and sought in vain for am' trace of

the EWrng or her crew. From 7.1.'') on the J^-Z'2i passed oil streaks

uiik^s wide, and cruised through traces of wreckage, bodies, and
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life buoj's, finally fishinir up one such buoy marked "Turbulent."

An attempt to communicate with the V-19 and U-6.'4 was without

result. Meanwhile the commander Third Half Flotilla had re-

ceived information of tlie jireatest impoi-tance from the station at

Neimiunster. The latter reported tliat the enemy main body was

in position 20 miles WSW. of Horn Reef at 10.47 a. m. The sub-

marines then received orders as follows: Z'-G.'f. to proceed toward

the Great Fisher Bank. U-22 toward the Firth of Forth, and U-19

toward Peteiliend, in order to intercept the Grand Fleet in its ex-

pected turn to the westward. This occuri-ed. By dawn, however,

all their boats were forced to abandon furthei- operations, as the bad

weather which had set in made the use of any weapons impossible,

and greatly decreased their speed. On the return toward Lister

Deep the U~6Ii, was attacked at 8 a. m. June 2 by an enemy sub-

marine 3 miles to the westward of Vyl Lifjhtship. One of the tor-

pedoes fired by the British boat passed close astern, the second 5

to 10 meters to one side, while the third exploded on the bottom after

broachino- near the bow. At noon June 3 the boats cruising to the

]S[W. of Horn Reef were recalled.

Thus while all efforts to attack the retiring enemy fleet from this

area had remained fruitless the hopes placed on the submarines in

the immediate vicinity of the enemy bases were also doomed to be

unfulfilled. Since the Germans had counted on the appearance of

British forces from the southern ports during the progress of the

fieet operations, Commander Bartenback, commanding the submarine

flotillas in Flanders, had stood out from Zeebrugge on the night of

May 30-31 with all available submarines. The primary mission of

this flotilla was to lay mine fields near the exits from Harwich and
the Thames, in the vicinity of Sunk Lightship, Inner Garbard and

Galloper Lightships during the night of June 1. The following

boats were assigned to this duty: UC-10, TJC-G, and TJC-1^ under

Lieutenants Nitzsche, Ehrentraut, and Ramien. At the same time

the following boats were ordered to be on stations at 4 a. m., June 1,

on a line 18 miles long near the coast in the vicinity of Lowestoft to

attack warships standing to the northward, viz: UB-17, UB-29^
TJB-19, UB-10, UB-12, and UB-6. (Lieutenants Wenniger, Pust-

kuchen. Lieutenant Commander Becker, and Lieutenants Kiel,

Salswedel, and Neumann.) At 8 a. m. the boats on the eastern flank

of this line were to swing to the southward in order to form a second

line with boats disposed at interval of 5 miles perpendicular to the

first line for the purpose of intercepting enemy warships which were

returning after the advance and were steering a more southerly

course from the Thames. In the absence of developments up to 9

p. m. all boats were to advance to the eastward to form a third line

30 miles in length by 7 a. m., June 2, across the Hoofden between the
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shoals of Smiths Knoll and the mouth of the Maas. From this line

until 5 p. ni. the boats were to cover the zone to the line of the fifty-

second parallel of latitude betAveen Orfoi'dness and the Maas Li<jjht-

ship. In this manner it was hoped to cover the entire zone crossed by

the enemy ships by boats cruisin;^' re<>ularly tlirou<ihoiit the area in

question. In oider to locate the enemy forces which might already

be at sea and thus in a [losition to attack the (ierman fleet on the flank

during- the proposed operations, the flotilla commander embarked on

the UB-18 to cruise together with the TJB-'23 along the coast of

Holland as far as Terschelling and finally to attach themselves to

the southern flank of the third submarine scouting line.

Only one of the boats was unable to carry out this project, having

suffered a machinery derangement in putting to sea. The UC-G
ran afoul of a submai-ine net near Inner Gabbard, but was able to

get clear and lay mines, together with the UC-10 in the locality

ordered at midnight May 31 and June 1. Of the other boats en-

gaged in this undertaking only the TJB-10 sighted strong enemy
forces.

These Avere eight enemy destroyers which passed the submarine

on a southerly course about 9 a. m. June 1, 20 miles to tiie eastward

of SoutliAvold. All other boats encountered only individual destroy-

ers aside from the usual patrols and seaplanes, and this was all that

was seen of the Plarwich Force during the offensive. An effort

which was made to hold the boats on the third line for 24 hours

longer as a result of the developments in the North Sea in the mean-

time was doomed to failure on account of the impossibility of estab-

lishing radio communication. As the boats took up position on the

fourth line according to the plan and retired at 5 p. m. they were

unaware of the events which had meauAvhile transpired in the fleet

engagement.

The most favorable opportunity for attack lay with the boats of

the High Sea Fleet flotillas which had been waiting for a long time

in tlie vicinity of the enemy bases to the northward. [For their

positions see fig. 53.] Of these submarines only the U-67, UB-22,
TJ-70, and U-32 had received the code words announcing the com-

mencement of the fleet operations, while all the other boats were

totally unprepared. On the evening of the battle at 7 p. m. the

UB-21, however, was able to fire a torpedo in shoal water at an

enemy destroyer distant 1,200 to 1,400 meters in the vicinity of the

Humber. The destroyer was hit and lay in a cloud of smoke, M'hile

the submarine withdrew before the pursuit of the patrol forces to

deep water. Soon thereafter the submarine retired toward her base.

During tlie following night the V—52^ which was cruising in the

vicinity of the Firth of Forth between Longstone and St. Abbs
Head, sighted at 3.18 June 1, two darkened warcraft, either light
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cruisers or destroyers, which were about to enter the mine-strewn

zone near the entrance to the Forth. Soon thereafter an incom-

plete radio message was intercepted reporting a battle in the North

Sea. Since the radio reception with the net cutters as antenna sup-

ports was uncertain and the radio masts had been broken off, the

submarine proceeded to the northward through the increasing wind

iind sea to seek junction Avith the U-^Jt and U-70. At 6.20 the U-H
was encountered, but as this boat had received no radio message the

submarine returned to its assigned zone of operations.

Meanwhile the U—32 whicli was also operating in the vicinity of

the Firth of Forth had stood out as far as possible on account of the

poor visibility conditions and the increasing bad weather. At 9.15

a. m. this boat had sighted a destroyer and in the hope of achieving

at least some result on the last day of the undertaking, had fired a

torpedo at- lier at about 1,200 to 1,500 meters. Owing to the poor

weather conditions prevailing tlie torpedo missed.

There now appeared from the eastward the first of the returning

warships wliich had participated in tlie battle. This was the badly

damaged Warspite which at tliis time entered the zone of operations

of the submarines near the Forth. At 10.35 a. m. this battleship

was about 100 miles ENE. of May Island and was approaching the

l^rotection of the harbor without destroj^er escort or protection when
two torpedoes suddenly passed close by on each side of the ship. In

the rough sea, however, no trace of the submarine could be seen. The
attack had been made by the USl under Lieutenant Commander
Rumpel. Although the submarine had been able to hold her depth

during the approach in spite of the heavy sea and spray, the peri-

scope submerged jiist as the shot was about to be fired at a di-stance

of 600 meters. Even though both bow tul)es were fired only one

torpedo left the tube which soon thereafter broke the surface and be-

trayed the attack, as the battleship immediately turned away to the

northwestward and steering zigzag courses retreated at high speed.

After a radio had been dispatched reporting this event, very hea\'y

enemy radio traffic was noted, and as a result an energetic counter-

offensive was to be expected. This the commanding officer did not

believe the boat able to endure. Further, he was not fully aware of

the nature of this encounter as he mistook the battleship for a ves-

sel of the Canoptcs class and not the Warspite and also had not no-

ticed that the vessel had been disabled in battle. He, therefore, aban-

doned pursuit of the vessel prematurely as he entirely misjudged

the speed of which the battleship was capable, and submerging to a

depth of 22 meters he retired toward his base during June 2. .

The attack, however, had sufficed to alarm the entire coast patrol

on the receipt of the message from the Warspite reporting the at-

tack. The first destroyer of the patrol was just coming in sight at
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12.42 when the Warsjrite sighted the jjeriscope of another submarine

which emerged close by the bow. The battleship thereupon signaled

full speed m an attempt to ram the submarine but the transmission

of the order through the steering engine room to the engine room

(which was the only telegraph still in working order) took too long

and the maneuver failed. The submarine sighted by the Warspite
was the U-63. This submarine had been cruising on May 31 and

June 1 between May Island, North Carr Lightship, and Bell Rock,

keeping a vain lookout for enemy warships, and after one engine had

broken down was about to return to port, when at 12.30 p. m., while

about 40 miles eastward of the Firth of Forth, two or three enemy
ships were sighted to the SE., which were steaming at high speed

on a northerly course. In the heavy spray the submarine lost the

leading ship from view in the periscope, but on looking around

again the U-S3 sighted a cruiser on the starboard beam. (In reality

this was a destroyer which had just joined forces with the Warspite.)

Although the vessel had already passed the submarine turned to at-

tack. At this time a loud propeller noise was heard, and turning the

periscope the commanding officer suddenly sighted on the quarter

a large cruiser with three stacks (apparently the Warspite) which

was about to ram him while at the same time a shot was fired from

one of the guns on the upper bridge. The distance was between 50

to 100 meters at that time. Submerging rapidly the submarine

brought up on the bottom at 50 meters and immediately rose to a

depth of about 7 meters, was taken under fire but was able to escape

by submerging to 27 and then to 35 meters, although pursued and

bombed repeatedly by the escorting patrol forces. The submarine

thereupon continued on to port.

Meanwhile the U~52 had returned to its assigned zone of opera-

tions near the coast in the vicinity of Berwick. There it was forced

to submerge twice during the afternoon to avoid enemy destroyers

but at 5.28 p. m. it fired a torpedo at the last boat of a group

at a distance of about 600 meters. When the submarine submerged

after the attack to 30 meters a severe explosion was heard. The
torpedo had made a hit; but at the same moment the rudder

jammed. The U~52 was, therefore, unable to come to periscope

depth to observe the result of the shot but was forced to continue

steaming in a circle under water at 40 meters. After a quarter of

an hour's work it was possible to free the rudder from the obstruc-

tion but the steering gear was still out of commission and the com-

manding officer wgfs forced to return to port past Horn Reef, using

the propellers to steer.

In the meantime the leader of submarines, Commander Bauer,

had made every possible effort to keep the submarines stationed

on the coast of England and Scotland at their" stations one day
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longer, instead of permitting- them to return according to the plan

on June 1, since in his opinion, the damaged ships returning from

the battle would hardly be able to reach port before June 2. It

was further to be assumed that some of these vessels would return

to the Tyne instead of going to the Firth of Forth in order to

relieve the congestion of the docks at Rosyth. "V^Tiile the German
fleet was still at sea returning to port at 9 a. m. June 1 he there-

fore had the following message repeated twice from the radio sta-

tions at Nauen and Brugge: " Since damaged ships returning from

Skagerrak are to be expected, the period of waiting off east coast

is to be prolonged one day if possible. Tj-32 and V-2Ii. to take

station off the Tyne for the same period." This order was at first

received only by the JJ-'BIf. which immediately proceeded to the

Tyne [fig. 53]. At 5 p. m. the V-32^ after repairing the radio

antenna which had been damaged by the high seas, was able to

get this message and thereupon laid course for the Tyne.

The neighboring boat, U-70^ had noticed an appreciable increase

in the activities of the patrol forces since June 1 and had been

forced to submerge so frequently while about 60 miles outside of

May Island that the boat was imable to pick up radio messages.

Without knowledge of the order extending the period of waiting

by one day this boat started to return to port on the same day.

Thus most of the German submarines had already left the assigned

zones of operation near the Firth of Forth when the British battle

cruiser fleet approached from the NE. on the morning of June 2.

In particular the most important sector which had been occupied

by the U-32 was now free of submarines, as this boat had proceeded

to the Tyne according to instructions received. Thus, the entrance

of the battle cruisers into port was accomplished without loss. At
the same time the battle fleet was approaching the Pentland Forth,

which area had been occupied only by two German submarines from

the start. Of these the 17-4.3 had sighted two patrol vessels on

June 1 and a torpedo fired at one of them at 300 meters had gone

under the target. This boat then left the assigned sector pursued

by the patrol vessels onl};' a few hours before the approach of the

battle fleet. This boat had received no information concerning the

events which had meanwhile transpired in the North Sea, nor had it

received the order to remain on station for one day longer. On
the other hand, the other boat assigned to the sector near Pentland

Forth, U-J(.Ai had received the orders to wait on station from the

radio sent out from Brugge during the evening of June 1. Soon

thereafter the lively enemy radio traffic between the British cruisers

and destroyers indicated that enemy warships would also be ap-

proaching Scapa Flow. Since it was to be assumed that these
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craft would attempt to pass the submarine danger zone during the

hours after nightfall, the ^-44 steered in the middle of the assigned

sector well out to sea in order to intercept these ships in daylight.

Owing to the very poor visibility, howe^'er, the submarine was soon

forced to submerge to 20 meters. Although the commanding officer

had decided to remain on station during June 2, it was found at

daybreak that the seas were so heavy the boat could not be main-

tained at the attacking depth, and further, the increasingly bad

weather prevented the boat from making an approach on four

auxiliary vessels which were sighted to the NW. soon after coming

to the surface. The NW. wind having increased to 9 and 10 in

strength, the boat started to return to port, choosing at first a

southerly course to reach the line between Firth of Forth and Skagen

before steering to the eastward. Therefore, the British battle fleet

passed to the northward of the zone of operations of the f/-^^ and

JJ-Ji.3 without encountering a submarine offensive on return to its

base.

At about the same time the Marlborough was approaching the coast

near the Tyne from the southwest shoal of the Dogger Bank. On
the evening before the wind from WSW. had gradually freshened

to force 6 and the increasing sea had increased the difficulties for

this badly damaged ship. When some of the bilge pumps became
choked the water rose again in the forward firerooms. The situation

thereupon became critical and as the ship could not make more than

10 knots, the attempt to reach the Tyne was abandoned and the

vessel headed for the protection of the high cliffs near Flambor-
ough Head in order to proceed from there along the coast to the

number.
Although the TJB-'Bl and UB-'ii'2, had already left station in this

vdcinity on the evening of June 1 after a long period of waiting,

the U-If.6^ on the other hand, was then approaching Flamborough
Head. After the failure of the attack of this boat on the Marlbor-

ough on the previous afternoon it had received orders to follow the

battleship to that point. As a result of the bad weather the advance
of the submarine had been so slow that at 10.25 a. m. June 2 it was
still about 25 miles ENE. of its destination, while the Marlborough
had already passed the entrance to the Humber about 2 hours earlier.

Thus, instead of sighting the battleship, the submarine sighted only
five light cruisers and nine destroyers (probably the HarAvich Force)
on a westerly course, which passed the bow of the submarine distant

about 10,000 meters making a shot impossible. At 5.30 p. m. the

lJ-Ii.6 put about close ashore and laid course for the Ems.
Meanwhile the 11-21^. and TJ-32 cruised in the vicinity of the Tyne

without sighting any warships other than a few destroyers. After
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receiving a radio from Brugge at 4.26 p. m. June 2 stating that no
further damaged vessels were to be expected in that vicinity the

two submarines started to return to port at 9 p. m. on that date.

The U~66 and U-70 had also made great efforts on June 2 to

locate and attack the damaged enemy ships which were en route

to their home bases after the battle. Although the U-66 had al-

ready left its self-chosen station near Cromarty Forth at 10 p. m.
June 1, in order to reach Horn Eeef before dark the next day, it

was able to pick up the message from the fleet and repeated from
Brugge at 3 a. m. the same night stating that damaged enemy ships

were to be expected near the Firth of Forth and the Humber. Fur-
ther, the boat was able to intercept a message from the station in

Flanders ordering the flotilla to remain on station 24 hour's longer

to intercept returning English forces. From the messages the com-

manding officer was able to conclude that a large-scale fleet offensive

had been. in progress in the southern part of the North Sea. He
was about to proceed to this locality when he received a message

from the Arcona stating that damaged English vessels were to be

expected approaching from the Skagerrak. He thereupon decided

to intercept these vessels on the line between the Firth of Forth and

Skagerrak. This decision was reported to the leader of submarines

b}'^ radio but did not meet with the approval of the latter. Accord-

ing to the radio messages which had been intercepted and further

transmitted to the submarines, a number of enemy ships which had
been disabled in battle were steering courses for the Humber and

Rosyth. If the speed of some of these vessels were assumed to be

as low as four knots and taking into account the further delay due

to bad weather conditions, it was possible that even as late as the

evening of June 3 and the next day there might still be favorable

opportunities for attack in the vicinity of the Firth of Forth. The

U-66, therefore, received orders to patrol that area until the eve-

ning of June 4 if possible. This order was not carried out, how-

ever, since it developed from further radio messages that the com-

mander in chief did not count on the submarines being able to en-

counter any further damaged enemy ships from that time on. The

commanding officer of the U-66 thereupon broke off the undertak-

ing. The U-70 was also en route to port when at 7.30 a. m. June

2 that boat received the radio ordering the submarines to remain

24 hours longer on station if possible. But in a manner similar

to the commander of the U-66, this officer did not deem it proper

to carry out these instructions as he would be unable to reach hl^

assigned sector in sufficient time against the heavy seas, while fur-

ther the lov visibility conditions and the counter-offensive measures

near the coast gave no promise of achieving any success. He felt

that greater results were probable if he stood further out sea on
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the probable line of approach of these disabled enemy ships. In

the course of the afternoon the storm died out. Since however

nothing was sighted up to 11 p. m., the V-IO returned to port.

The ^-^7, although without information regarding the events

which had transpired in the meantime, held out the longest on its

assigned station near Peterhead. There it sighted a destroyer in

the high wind from the NW., force 9, on June 2, but was forced to

abandon the attack as a shallow torpedo shot in the high seas

Avould have no chance of success. At 10 p. m. this boat also left its as-

signed station in accordance with ordei-s received before proceeding

on its mission and started to return to port, arriving olf the Ems
on June 4. The majority of the submarines had reached their home

bases on the preceding day. On the latt:r part of the trip to port

most of these boats had encountered only enemy destroj'^ers and

submarines.

At the scene of the battle the TJ-75 was the only submarine which

was present at the same time with the Grand Fleet on June 1. This

boat had reached the vicinity of the Norwegian coast near Utsire

at about 8 p. m., May 31, on its return from the assigned mine-laying

operations near the Orkney Islands. On June 1 the boat reached

a position about 90 miles to the westward of Hanstholm, without

being aware of the events which had occurred in the meantime, and

came upon a large field of wreckage filled with drifting spars, life

buoys, matting, and oars, while dead fish and sea gulls were thick

on the surface of the water. At 3 p. m. the submarine sighted the

wreck of the Iwvincihle in 57° 3' N. and 6° 0' E., while a British

destroyer cruised in the vicinity, but strange to say, the British battle

cruiser fleet, which was in the vicinity at the time, was not sighted.

From this time on the wind and sea increased, and by the following

morning the storm was raging at full strength. In the bright

sunshine the heavy seas were breaking completely over this sub-

marine, which proved to be an excellent sea boat. Considerable

water was shipp:d through the conning tower, while the command-
mg officer and watch officers were forced to wear life belts. The air

intake for th*^ Diesel engines had to be closed and the air for these

motors drawn through the conning tower. This opening suddenly

closed, while the engines continued to run, and the personnel b?low

were in danger of being entirely deprived of air. Finally the chief

engineer was able to open the air intake after efforts on the part

of the captain to open the conning tower escape had failed, and the

crew were saved from a serious situation. After the U-75 had
avoided three enemy submarines, which were in the vicinity of Horn
Reef, the boat received the first news of the battle from one of the

patrol vessels and stood in to Helgoland on June 3.
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[The above detailed descriptions demonstrate most forcibly the

limitations of submarine operations against combatant ships.]

Three days later the mine field which was laid by the TJ-75 on
May 29 to the westward of the Orkneys in the regular warship

channel was to become effective. [Noted in fig. 8.] On June 5,

Lord Kitchener with a staff of six officers arrived at Scapa to

embark on the cruiser Hampshire for passage to Archangel. The
mission of Lord Eatchener was the strengthening of the Russian

resistance and admitted of no delay. On the eve of the fiel4 mar-

shal's arrival a severe storm came up and prevented the usual

sweeping operations in the channel which the Hampshire was to

pass to the eastward of the Orkneys. It was, therefore, decided to

route the Hampshire to the westward of the Orkney Islands close

in to the coast where the vessel might have the protection of a

destroyer escort, as the seas there were not so heavy. It appeared

practically impossible that this route could have been strewn with

mines by an enemy surface craft. The German submarine mine

layers had heretofore restricted their activities to the area to the

southward of the Firth of Forth, and it was, therefore, assumed

that the radius of action of these vessels was too limited to permit

more extensive operations and therefore no danger from this source

was to be expected. The severe weather which prevailed at the

time was the best possible protection against attacks from other

submarines and this was also the reason why the passage on both

sides of the Orkney Islands had not been swept for mines for the

past four or five days.

In reaching this conclusion, however, it was overlooked that the

fishing boat Laurel Cro^on had run on to a mine field and been

sunk in this v&vy zone on June 2. Thus the British commander in

chief must have been aware of the existence of this mine field. The

fact that in spite of this the dangerous route to the westward of

the Orkneys was selected for the Hampshire can only be explained

on the ground that the entire communication service was so over-

loaded with the reports covering the recent battle that the sinking

of a small fishing vessel was not brought to the personal attention

of the British commanders. The armored cruiser stood out to sea

at 6.30 a. m., June 6, with Lord Kitchener on board and escorted

by two destroyers. Conditions were made even worse by the fact

that the wind hauled around to the NW. at 8 a. m., making it

necessary to send the destroyers back to port as they could not

maintain the speed of the cruiser against the heavy seas. A half

an hour later the Hampshire struck a mine about 1.5 miles from

shore between Brough of Birsay and Marwick Head and, as observed

from ashore, sank in 15 minutes. In the heavy seas no boat could
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be lowered by the damaged cruiser, the ship capsized, and onl}^ 12

men were saved by drifting ashore on a raft. The others, including

Lord Kitchener and his staff, were drowned before assistance in

the form of destroyers and patrol vessels could reach the spot. In

the loss of Lord Kitchener England mourned the passing of a man
who was a pillar of the strength and greatness of the Empire, and

an emblem of the national unity, as testified by the obituary notices.



Appendix 5

ORGANIZATION OF THE GRAND FLEET ON MAY 30, 1916

Battle Fleet

Fleet flagship, Iron Duke

SECOND BATTLE SQUADBON

First division Second division

King George V (flag). Orion (flag).

Ajax. Monarch.

Centurian. Conqueror.

Erin. Thunderer.

POUBTH BATTLE SQUADBON

Third division Fourth division

Iron Duke (flag). Benbow (flag).

Royal Oak. Bellerophon.

Superb. Temeraire.

Canada. Vanguard.

FIEST BATTLE SQUADBON

Fifth division Sixth division

Colossus (flag). Marlborough (flag).

Collingwood. Revenge.

Neptune. Hercules.

St. Vincent. Agincourt.

ATTACHED LIGHT CBUISEBS AND DESTBOYEB8

Boadicea. Active.

Blanche. Oak.

Bellona. Abdiel.

THIED BATTLE CEUISEB SQUADBON

Invincible (flag).

Inflexible.

Indominatable.

Canterbury (attached light cruiser).

Chester (attached light cruiser).

FIBST CBUISEB SQUADBON

Defense (flag).

Warrior.

Duke of Edinburgh.

Black Prince.

(22 8)
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Twelfth flotilla

Faulknor (flag).

Marksman.
Obedient.

Maenad.

Opal.

Mary Rose.

Marvel.

Menace.

Nessus.

Narwhal.

Mindful.

Onslaught.

Munster.

Nonsuch.

Noble.

Mischief.

SECOND CEtnSEB 8QUADB0N

Minotaur (flag).

Hampshire.
Cochrane.

Shannon.

FOUBTH LIGHT OBOTBEE 8QTJADBON

Calliope (flag).

Constance.

Caroline.

Royalist.

Comus.

DESTBOYEB FLOTILLAS

Eleventh flotilla

Castor (flag).

Kempenfelt.

Ossory.

Mystic.

Moon.

Morning Star.

Magic.

Mousey.

Mandate.

Marne.

Minion.

Manners.

Michael.

Mons.

Martial.

Milbrook.

Fourth flotilla

Tipperary (flag).

Brokeachates.

Porpoise.

Spitfire.

Unity.

Garland.

Ambuscade.
Ardent.

Fortune.

Sparrowhawk.
Contest.

Shark.

Acasta.

Ophelia.

Christopher.

Owl.

Hardy.

Midge.

65280 0—31-

BATTLE CEUIBEB FLEET

Flagship, Lion.

FIBST BATTLE CEXHSEE 8QUADBON

Princess Royal (flag).

Queen Mary.

Tiger.

SECOND BATTLE CEUISEB 8QUADB0N

New Zealand (flag).

Indefatigable.

FIFTH BATTLE SQUADBON

Barham (flag).

Valiant.

Warspite.

M?alaya.

-16
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FIRST LIGHT CRTJISEE SQUADRON

Galatea (flag).

Phaeton.

Inconstant.

Cordelia.

SECOND LIGHT CRUISER SQUADRON

Southampton ( flag )

.

Birmingham.
Nottingham.

Dublin.

THIRD LIGHT CRUISER SQUADRON

Falmouth (flag).

Yarmouth.

Birkenhead.

Gloucester.

4

First Flotilla

Fearless (flag).

Acheron.

Ariel.

Attack.

Hydra.

Badger.

Goshawk.
Defender.

Lizard.

Lapwing.

DESTROYER FLOTILLAS

Thirteenth Flotilla

Champion (flag).

Nestor.

Nomad.
Narborough.

Obdurate.

Petard.

Pelican.

Nerissa.

Onslow.

Moresby.

Nicator.

AIRCRAFT TENDER

Engadine

Ninth and Tenth Flotilld.i

Lydiard (flag).

Liberty.

Landrail.

Laurel.

Moorsom.

Morris.

Turbulent.

Termagant.
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ORGANIZATION OF THE HIGH SEAS FLEETS ON MAT 31, 1916

The Main Body

Fleet flagship, Friedrich der Grosse

BATTLE SQUADRON III

Fifth division

Konig (flag).

Grosser Kurfurst.

Markgrftf.

Kronprinz.

First division

Ostfriesland ( flag )

.

Thuringen.

Helgoland.

Oldenburg.

Third division

Deutschland ( flag )

.

Pommern.
Schlesien.

Stettin (flag).

Munchen.

Sixth division

Kaiser (flag).

Prinzregent Luitpold.

Kaiserin.

BATTLE 8QXJADBON I

Second division

Posen (flag).

Eheinland.

Nassau.

Westfalen.

BATTLE SQUADRON II

Fourth division

Hannover.
Schleswig-Holstein.

Hessen.

SCOUTING DIVISION IV

Frauenlob.

Stuttgart.

Hamburg (flag of the leader of submarines)

DESTROYER FLOTILLAS

Rostock (flag of the first leader of destroyers)

Destroyer Flotilla I

G-39 (leader)

First Half Flotilla

G-39 (leader).

G-40.

G-38.

G-32.

Second Half Flotilla

(231)
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DKSTBOTEE FLOTILLAS—Continued

Destroyer Flotilla III

S-53 (leader)

Fifth Half Flotilla Sixth Half Flotilla

V-71 (leader). S-54 (leader).

V-73. V-48.

G-88. G-42.

Destroyer PlotUla V
,

G-11 (leader)

Ninth Half Flotilla Tenth Half Flotilla

V-2 (leader). G-8 (leader).

V-4. G-7.

V-6. V-5.

V-rl. G-9.

V-3. G-10.

Destroyer Flotilla VII

S-24 (leader)

Thirteenth Half Flotilla

S-15 (leader).

S-17.

S-20.

S-16.

S-18.

Fourteenth Half Flotilla

S-19 (leader).

S-23.

V-89.

The ScotiTiNQ Fokces

SCOUTING DIVISION I

Lutzow (flag)

DerfBinger.

Seydlitz.

Frankfurt ( flag )

.

Pillau.

Moltke.

Von der Tanu.

SCOUTING DIVISION II

Elbing.

Wiesbaden.

DESTEOYEB FLOTILLAS

Regensburg (flag of second leader of destroj'ers)

Destroyer FlotUla II

B-98 (leader)

Third Half Flotilla

G-101 (leader).

G-102.

B-112.

B-97.

Fourth Half Flotilla

B-109 (leader).

B-110.

B-111.

G-103.

G-104.
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DESTROYER FLOTILLAS—Continued

Destroyer Flotilla VI

G-41 (leader)

Eleventh Half Flotilla

V-44 (leader).

G-87.

G-86.

Twelfth Half Flotilla

V-68 (leader).

V-45.

V-46.

S-50.

G-37.

Destroyer Flotilla IX

V-28 (leader)

Seventeenth Half Flotilla

V-27 (leader).

V-26.

S-36.

S-51.

S-52.

Eighteenth Half Flotilla

V-30 (leader).

S-34.

S-33.

V-29.

S-35.

StJBMARINES OF THE HiGH SeAS FLEET

Hamburg (flag of leader of submarines)

First Submarine Half Flotilla

\'-159, UB-20, U-77, UB-28, U-74, U-71, U-72, UB-21, UB-22, UB-27. U-25

Second Submarine Half Flotilla

T-99, U-51, U-52, U-53

Third Submarine Half Flotilla

G-137, T-71, U-20, U-47, U-22, U-19, U-24, U-43, U-44, U-45, U-46, U-48

Fourth Submarine Half Flotilla

T-101, T-36, U-28, U-64, U-32, U-67, U-63, U-66, U-70, U-69

Naval Airship Detachment

L-9, L-ll, L-13, L-14, L-16, L-17, 1^21, L-22, Lr-23, L-30
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Expenditure of ammunition ty the German ships during the Battle off the'

Skagerrak

Ship 30.5 cm. 28 cm. 17. cm. 15 cm. 10.5 cm.;
8.8 cm.

Torpe-
does

Remarks

Lutzow . 380
385

400
235
450
246
98

137
216
214

2
1

Approximate.
Derfllinger
Sevdlitz 376

359
170

Moltke . . 4
Vr>n (Ipr Tann
Konig 167

135
254
144
224
169
160
72

111
107
63
53

Grosser Kurfurst.. .

Markgraf..,
Kronprinz
Kaiser _ _. . 41

106
135
151

101
115
61

88
64
26
74

176

Prinzregent
Kaiserin .

Priedrich der Grosse..
Ostfrlesland
Thuringen
Helgoland
Oldenburg
Posen - --. - 53

35
106
51

-s 1

- 9
--5

Rheinland - -

Westfalen 106
5

6
24

Deutschland
Schlesien .. 20

34

20
21

Hessen
Schleswig-Holstein '

Hannover - 8 44

Elbing 230
113
379

1

1

2
PUlau 4

2

500
372
81

159
64
92

784
648
267
239
222

Prankfurt _ ..

Rostock
Reeensburg
Stettin
Mtmchen
Stuttgart
Hamburg __

Flotinal . - - 8

1

22
1

29
5

31

Flotilla n
FlotUla HI - - -

Ninm Half Flotilla

Flotilla VI
Flotilla VII
Flotilla IX. 1 1, 587

Total. 2,424 1,173 95 3,857 5,300 109

' Includes total ammunition supply of boats which were sunk.

Total fired: Shell
Main battery

.
3, 597

Intermediate 3, 952
Secondary 5, 300

The main battery made 120 hits, equal to 3.33 per cent.
The intermediate and secondary batteries made 107 tiits.

Note.—According to the British rei)orts of ammunition expenditure and the hits made
the following' is the result

:

Total fired by British ships, 4,598 main battery shells, which included 1,239 .?S.l-<.m

shells.
These made 100 lilts, equal to 2.17 per cent.

(234)
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Hits received iy German sliips

Ships
Heavy
projec-
tiles

Medium
and
light

projec-
tiles

Date
when
repairs
were
com-
pleted

Remarks

Battleships:
Konig . - 10

8
5

2

July 21
July 16

July 20
Grosser Kurfurst
Markgraf. -

Kaiser - -. - .

Ostfriesland July 26
June 16

Mine- hit.

Helgoland - . 1

Oldenburg. - - . - _ - 1

2
1

1

Nassau July 10
June 10
June 17
June 24

(>)

()
Oct. 15
Sept. 16
July 30
Aug. 2

July 8
(»)

July 17

«
(')

July 20
June 29

(1)

June 15

Rheinland
Westfalen- - .-

Schleswig-Holstein . . . _ . . . 1

1

24

17
21
4
4

Pommern . Torpedo hit.

Battle cruisers:

Lutzow ^ - . .

DerfSinger.. .. ...... . . 9
2Seydlitz Do.

Moltlie _._

Von der Tann
Light cruisers:

Pranlrfnrt. 3
1Elbing 1

Pillau ... 1

Wiesbaden .. .. .

Rostock.. _ Do.
Stettin 2

5Munchen . .

Frauenlob. Do.
Hamburg 4

1

1

1

3
1

2

Destroyers:
S-50 .-

B-98.. 1 June 20
June 15
July 31
June 19

(')

(')

O-40.
i

S-32 1

S-51..
V-27 . i

V-29 1 Do.
S-35....
a-41 :.. 1

1V-28 June 13

(')V-48 .

Total ^ 100 42

1 Sunk.

[The heavy hit against V-29 must be meant for S-35.

J
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German guns put out of a<;tion

Ship Main
battery

Secondary
battery

DerfiSinger 4
4

2
Seydlitz .. . .. 2
Moltke . - - - 2
Von der Tann ... .. 2
K6nig 2
Grosser Kurfurst 1

Markgraf .. . ---_ . _ . . 1

Schleswig-Holstein . ^. 1

Total - - 10 11
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Appendix 14

German personnel losses in the Battle orff the Skagerrak

Types of ships and names Killed or
drowned Wounded Total

Strength
of crew
on May

31

Percent-
age of
losses

Battleships:
Ostfriesland 1

8
10
11

2
844

1

3
45
15
11

10
14

20
16

8

11

22

30
27
10

844
1

12
72
25
24
1

11

165
183
153

40
46

23
16

21

589
20
36
28

321
39

3

4
13

90
22
6

8
5

1,390
1,284
1,128
1,139
1,124
()

828
865

1,315
1,284
1,286
1,249
1,278

(')

1,391
1,425
1,355
1,174

492
(')

562
(')

(')

400
365

0)
326

79
Oldenburg .. 1 71
Rheinland 2 66
Nassau ..- 2 37
Westfalen - . - 89

— Pommern
"Schlesien _ 24
"~ Schleswig-Holstein , 9

27
10
13

1

11

50
26
55

23
35

19

12

18

1 39
KSnig 5 47

Grosser Kurfurst ... 1 95
Markgraf ..... 1 87
Kaiser .08
J'rinzregent Luitpold... .. 86

Battle cruisers:

Lutzow..H 115
157
98
17

11

4
4
3

589
14
8
8

320
14

1

3

2
SO
18
1

1

Derfflinger _ . . . 13 16
Seydlitz 10 74
Moltke 2 95
Von der Tann 3 92

Light cruisers:

Pillau 4. 67
Elbing .

Frankfurt 3 74

Wiesbaden
Rostock 6

28
20
1

25

2
1

11

Stettin 9.00
Munchen 7.67
i'rauenlob...
Hamburg 11.96

Destroyers:
O-40
S-32
B-98
V-48.... - _

V-4 4
5
7

5

G-87 -

G-86 - -

Q-41

Total 2,429 492 2,921

Sunk.
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Appendix 17

Summary of the most im,portant radio messages and signals during the Battle

off the Skagerrak

[All times given are summer central European times. In dates, V means May and VI June. Thus 31

V is 31 May. Signals of special interest are marked *]

From

—

To- Time
group

Time
received

Contents

May 30

Brugge

Commander in chief-

Commander scouting
forces. V
Do -4

All submarines

-

^leet

Patrol boats

lAirplanes

Do_

Commander in chief

Do

Mine Sweeper
Division I.

Fleet.
do

1048..

1137-

.

-.do.

1231..

1640.
1841-

Helgoland Air Sta-
tion.

•Arcona

Commander in
chief.

Ostfriesland

1650-

•2002-

4.59 p. m-

Nordholz .

Arcona

•Schillig..

.do.

.do.

Commander in

chief.

2105

2120

9.12 p. m..

9.48 p.m..

10.20 p. m-

Do- -do- 10.45 p. m..

Prepare for enemy forces standing out
31 V and 1 VI.

Complete concentration in outer roads
before 8 p. m. at latest.

30 V and 31 V search for submarines.

31 V search for submarines west of

Helgoland, Amrum Bank, and List.

Sweep passage west of Helgoland and
Amrum Bank 30 V. On 31 V search
for submarines in that area at dawn.

"31 Gg. 2,490."

Van of Squadron III will pass war light-

ship A of the Jade at 4.30 a. m. Squad-
ron II commence taking part in the
operation following Squadron I.

Radio guard in German Bight at en-
trance III.

Air reconnaissance impossible for pres-

ent, account weather conditions.
Leader of submarines. High Seas Fleet:

U-46 in 150y near Terschelling light-

ship has sighted enemy submarines 6

times. Fired on once with torpedo
and once with gunfire. Impossible to

cruise on surface in this zone by day-
light. Many floating mines in this

area. U-46 ready for service in South-
ern North Sea after renewal of peri-

scope, XJ-22 ready for service. Signed,
Third Submarine Half Flotilla.

To commander in chief: Propose air re-

connaissance to-morrow morning.
Signed, Naval Airship Detachment.

For leader of submarines: cruising be-
tween Terschelling Bank Lightship
and 121y. Signed, U-67.

For commander in chief and commander
scouting forces:

1. Steamer report: May 27 about 6 hours
after passing Spurn Point Lightship
(on course Hull-Rotterdam) one
squadron 8 large battleships, 12 de-

stroyers course SW.; sighted in dis-

tance.
2. Report of a pilot returned from
Helder: Had heard from an English
captain that numerous cruisers and
destroyers were between Hull and
Ijmuiden. No date. Signed, Naval
Staff.

Weather prediction for tomorrow
changed. Northerly winds along
coast low down, hauling around to
east in morning. Up to 1,000 meters
strength seldom over 5. Cloudy.
Good visibility. NW. North Sea
probably fresh SW. breezes. Pre-
diction uncertain. Signed, Naval Air
Weather Service.
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Summary of the most tmportant radio messages and signals during the Battle

off the Skagerrak—Continued

From-

May31

*Nordholz-

Schillig

.

Helgoland Island.

List -.

Commander in chief.

•Arcona

Commander in chief.

•Neumunster

Arcona.

Commander Scout-
ing Division II.

Commander in chief.

•Hamburg

Nordholz.

Arcona

L-9

•Neumunster.

Commander in chief.

L-16

lr-21-

1^23
•Airstation List.

Arcona.

L-14..

•L-23.

L-16..

To—

Entrance III.

Commander in
chief.

Entrance III

-do.

Commander
hospital ships.

Entrance III

Screen

Entrance III.

-do.

Scouting Divi-
sion II, Flo-
tillas II and IV.

Screen.

Fleet...

Entrance III.

.do..

.do.

.do.

Fleet
Entrance III.

.....do

do
Fleet flagship.

Entrance III...

.do.

.do.

-do.

Time
group

0135.

0405

0415.

0650.

0652.

0700.

0744.

Visual..

0950-

1035.

1115.

1150.

1225.

1118.

Visual.
1230...,

1235.

1300.

1315.

1316.

1330..

1600..

...do.

Time
received

2.20 a. m...

4.06 a. m...

4.18 a. m...

6.37 a. m.

7.40 a. m.

7.48 a. m.

8.50 a. m.

11.32 a. m.

12.26 p. m.

12.49 p. m-

12.55 p. m.

12.53 p. m.
1.04 p. m..

1.10 p. m..

1.16 p. m..
1.19 p. m..

1.20 p. m..

1.46 p. m..

2.17 p. m..

2.20 p. m..

Contents

1.40 a. m... To commander in chief: Airship re-

connaisance impossible for present
owing to weather. Signed Naval Air-
ship Detachment.

To commander in chief: Steamer re-

port. 29 V 6 p.m. 5 miles NE. Hans-
tholm lightship one submarine na-
tionality not known. Course to-

ward Skagen.
To fleet:. Air reconnaissance impossible

for the present owing to weather con-
ditions. Signed Air station, Helgo-
land.

To fleet: Air scouting not possible at
present account unfavorable weather.

Hold hospital ships in readiness at
their anchorages.

To fleet: 2 capital ships, 2 cruisers, and
several destroyers 099y III on south-
erly course. Signed U-32.

Main body will steer from square 100a
VII toward 046e IV.

To commander in chief: 2 large war-
ships or groups with destroyer escort
left Scapa Flow.

From U-66 to commander in chief: 8
enemy capital ships, light cruisers,

destroyers on northerly course in
132b III.

Scouting Division II, Flotillas II and
IV scout on bearing NW. to NE. in
this order: Elbing, Pillau, Frank-
furt, Wiesbaden, Regensburg.

Screen close at 5 p. m. to visual signal
distance.

U-72 sighted Wednesday evening 3

light cruisers, Cordelia class, 2 sub-
marines near the Skagerrak course
east, and on Thursday evening one
light cruiser Calliope class in latitude
of TJtsire course W.

To commander in chief: Air reconnais-
sance will be attempted. Signed
Naval Airship Detachment.

To leader of submarines: Two enemy
submarines in 138y on course N. sig.

U-67.
To commander in chief: Have ascended;
course WNW.

To commander in chief: Weather report
for Firth of Forth: Wind 1, rainy,
misty. Barometer 767. (These re-

ports only made when ship detach-
ments are at sea.)

Course N.
To commander in chief: Have ascended.
Course W. by N.

.1 To commander in chief: Ascended on
course to 092e III for scouting.

Ascended on course N. by W.
Took ofi: Plane 559 radio wave 553, at

1.15 p. m. from List. Mission: Scout
to westward. Landed: 2.11 p. m.
Result: Scouted over 159b. Returned
account very low clouds. Visibility
1 to 2 miles.

All ships. In message 0650 from the
U-32 the group number should prob-
ably have been V and not III.

To commander in chief: Ascended on
course toward Horn Reef.

To commander in chiief: Position 129b.
Visibility H mile.

To commander in chief: Position 64e.

Very misty. Visibihty 4 miles.
Course WNW.
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Summary of the most important radio messages and signals during the Battle
off the Skagerrah—Continued

From—

May 31—Continued

•1--21

•Elbing.

Lutzow.

*B-109..

Lutzow.

Do....
Frankfurt.

Lutzow.

B-109...

Elbing..

Lutzow

.

*Do.

Do...

*B-109...

•Lutzow.

L-9

Lutzow.

.

Do
Do
Do- -

Do
Do

,

Commander in chief.

Franlifurt-

Lutzow.

Elbing..

Lutzow.

Do
Commander in chief.

Do..

*E!S:ng.

Lutzow.

•Do.

Do..

Elbing..

Do..

•List..-.

To—

Entrance ni

Commander in
chief.

Scouting Divi-
sion I.

Eegensburg

Scouting Divi-
sion I.

.do.

Regensburg,
Wiesbaden.

Scouting Divi-
sion I.

Regensburg

Commander in
chief.

Scouting Divi-
sion I.

Commander in
chief.

Scouting Divi-
sion I.

Regensburg

Commander in
chief.

Entrance III

Scouting
sion I.

do....
do....
do...-

Divi-

do
do_ __.

Commander
scouting
forces.

Commander in
chief.

Scouting Divi-
sion I.

Lutzow

Scouting Divi-
sion I.

do.
Battle Squad-
rons I and II.

Fleet..-. ._

Scouting Divi-
sion I.

Commander in
chief.

Scouting Divi-
sion I.

Fleet flagship . .

.

Commander in
chief.

do

Time
group

1500.

1531...

Visual

1525...

Visual

.

...do....

Visual...

1534.-..

Visual

.

1527

Visual.

1535--.

1536.-..

1540—.

Visual.

..do..-
-.do...
..do...

...do.,
--do..
1548-.

1550.

Visual.

1526....

Visual.

...do...
1704...

1706...

Visual.

...do...

1650-.

Visual.

1615..-.

1612....

1600.-.

Time
received

Contents

3.20 p. m...

3.27 p. m...

do

3.28 p. m...

3.29 p. m.

3.30 p. m.
do....

.3.32 p. m.

do....

3.33 p. m.

3.34 p. m.

3.35 p. m.

3.36 p. m.

3.38 p. m.

3.43 p. m-

do....

do....

3.44 p. m-
3.47 p. m.
3.60 p. m.

3.49 p. m.
3.52 p. m.
3.55 p. m.

3.55 p. m..

3.57 p. m...

3.59 p. m.-.

3.59 p. m...

4 p. m

4.12 p. m..

4.15 p. m..

do

.do.

4.15 p. m.

4.21 p. m.

To commander in chief: 104b. Visibility
6 miles, wind W. by N. 3, clouds
about 300 meters.

Enemy armored cruiser in sight W. by
N.

Turn together to port to WSW.

To second leader of destroyers: 164y IV,
scattered enemy vessels. Signed,
Commander Fourth Half Flotilla.

Speed 18 knots.

Follow the leader.
Close this ship.

Speed 21 knots.

To second leader of destroyers: Re-
ported enemy forces steering east.

Signed, Fourth Half Flotilla.

Am under fire.

Clear ship for action.

Smoke of several enemy craft in sight
inl64y. Signed, Horamander scouting
forces.

Full speed.

Recognition signal of the enemy is

"P. L." Signed Fourth Half Flotilla.

Scouting Division I is in 031e, course
ssw.

To commander in chief: Position 020b.
Visibility 2 miles; course NW. by W.

Turn together to starboard to course
WSW.

Speed 18 knots.
Turn together to starboard course W.
Battle signals follow. Man battle sig-

nal stations.

Speed 21 knots.
Turn together to course NNW,
Own main body at 3.45 p. m. in 065e,

IV.

047d not armqred cruisers, but 4 light

cruisers Calliope class on coiu:se NW.
Signed, Commander Scouting Divi-
sion II.

Follow in order of tactical numbers.

4 ,enemy cruisers Arethusa class in

sight.

Course NNW.

Speed 23 knots.
Close up.

Clear ships for action. Full speed,
course N.

4 modem enemy cruisers in sight to the-
westward, fifth and sizth .coming in
sight, distant 16,3CO meters.

Course NW.

Only 4 enemy light cruisers in sight.

Position Scouting Division I, 022e
course NNW.

Speed 25 knots.

To commander in chief: Scattered
enemy forces in 152y FV.

Reported enemy forces steering NNW.
]52y IV.

Radio airplane 561 taking off on course
NNW. Signed, List Air Station.
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Summary of the most important radio m,essages and signals durvng the Battle

off the SJcagerrak—^Continued

From- To- Time
group

Time
received

Contents

May 31—Continued

Frankfurt

Lutzow -.

Friedricti der Grosse

.

Lutzow

•L-9

•Lutzow.

•Do..

Commander in
chief.

Scouting Divi-
sion I.

Fleet
Scouting Divi-
sion I.

Entrance III...

AU.

1614...

Visual

-

4.24 p. m.

do....

Do..
Do..
Do.

Scouting Divi-
sion I.

do-
do

All

Visual...

1550

1629

Visual...

.do.

.do.
1629; vis-

ual

Frankfurt. Fleet.

Lutzow.

*Do....
•Frankfurt.

Scouting Divi-
sion I.

do
Lutzow

Visual...

...do

Friedrich der Grosse.
•Frankfurt

•Lutzow.

Do...
•Do..

Do.

Do.

All
Commander in

chief.

Scouting Divi-
sion I.

do
Scouting Divi-
sion I.

All

1633

Visual..
1628

Do..
•Do.

Scouting Divi-
sion I.

do...
All..

Visual..

...do...

...do...

1632....

Visual...

...do..

Do.

Second leader of des-
troyers.

Lutzow

Commander in Chief.
Do

Lutzow.

Friedrich der Grosse.
Lutzow

Do
Do

Commander in chief..

•Do

Scouting Divi-
sion I.

Flotilla IX

Scouting Divi-
sion I.

All
Fleet; comman-
der scouting
forces.

Scouting Divi-
sion I.

All
Scouting Divi-
sion I.

do
do

AU...
Rostock

1648..

Visual.

...do...

...do...

4.26 p. m...
do

do

do

4.29 p.m.--

4.32 p.m...
4.35 p.m...

do

4.37 p. m.--

4.39p.m-.-

4.40 p. m.--

do
4.41 p. m
4.42 p.m.--

4.45 p. m
4.48 p.m..-

4.49 p.m
4.35 p.m.-.

4.54 p.m
do

1709.

' Frankfurt. Lutzow.

Frederich der Grosse.
Lutzow..- -

Second leader of des-
troyers.

All
Scouting
sion 1.

Flotilla IX..-

Divi-

Visual...

...do.-.

...do...

...do...

...do.-.

...do...
1721—.

1712....

VisuaL.
-.do...

...do...

5 p.m

5.03 p. m.

5.04 p. m.

5.05 p. m.
do...

5.07 p.m...

5.11 p.m.-.
5.12 p.m.-.

5.14 p.m.-.
5.18 p. m...
5.i0 p. m...

do

do

6.21 p. m...
5.25 p. m...

5.26 p. m...

Have opened fire on enemy light cruis-
ers.

Speed 18 knots. ^ 5^ J "2^
Distance 700 meters, k ^> -^

Course NW. by N.

To commander in chief: Position 005b.
Have turned about; starboard pro-
peller shaft broken.

Scouting Division II close Scouting
Division I. Strong enemy forces in
sight in 151y.

Fire distribution from the right.

Speed 18 knots.
Course SE.
Enemy main body in sight in 151y.
This force consists of 6 ships on course
N.

Scattered enemy craft I59y. Follow as
quickly as possible. Signed, Com-
mander Scouting Division II.

Fire distribution from the left.

Speed 18 knots.
Enemy airplane in 159y. Commander
Scouting Division II.

FuU speed.
The enemy light cruisers have turned

off. Have ceased firing.

Ships take distance 500 meters.

Change course together to SSE.
Commence firing.

Scouting Division I.

Speed is 21 knots.
Increase speed.

Position 004e, SE.

Leading ship is guide.
6 enemy battle cruisers, light enemy

forces in 151y, course SE. Scouting
Division I in 004e, course SSE, 18
knots. Am engaged in battle with 6
battle cruisers. Report position own
main body. Signed, Commander
scouting forces.

Change course together to SE. by S.

Interval 15,500 meters.

Change course together to S. by E.

Course NW.
Own main body position 5 p. m. 043e
center, course NW., speed 15 knots.

Change course together to S. by W.

Ships take distance 500 meters.

T

Speed 23 knots.

Destroyers attack.
Leading ship take guide.
Course West.
First leader of destroyers: Concentrate
main body destroyers.

Enemy main body 151y, English Second
Battle Squadron, 5 shipe. Reported
enemy force steering SE.

Course N.
Reduce speed.

Distance 10,000 meters. Flotilla IX at-
tack.
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Summary of the most important radio messages and signals during the Battle
off the Skagerrak—Continued

From—

May 31—Continued

V-29
Lutzow

'Stettin ---

•Commander in chief.

Liitzow

Frederich der Grosse.
Do

Lutzow

Stettin --

Lutzow-

1^14

Lutzow

Frederich der Grosse.

•Lutzow

•Frederich der Grosse

•Do -
Lutzow

Do
Do

Frederich der Grosse.
Do
Do —

.

Lutzow

•Do...-

Commander in chief.

Lutzow

Commander in chief-

Lutzow

Do

Commander scouting
forces.

•Frankfort

Lutzow

Commander in chief.

Lutzow

•Commander in chief.

Lutzow

Commander in chief.

Lutzow

1^14

Friedrich de Grosse..

To—

Flotilla IX
Scouting Divi-
sion I.

Fleet

Lutzow.

Scouting
sion I.

All flotillas..

All
Scouting
sion I.

Frederich
Grosse

Scouting
sion I.

Entrance III

Divi-

Divi-

der

Divi-

Scouting Divi-
sion I.

Fleet.

Scouting
sion I.

All

Divi-

Divi-
do..

Scouting
sion I.

do-...
.-.do...
Fleet

do...
do

Scouting Divi-
sion I.

do

All.

Scouting Divi-
sion I.

All...

Scouting Divi-
sion I.

do

Second leader of

destroyers.
Commander in

chief.

Scouting Divi-
sion I.

All

Scouting Divi-
sion 1.

Lutzow

Scouting Divi-
sion I.

All
Scouting Divi-
sion I.

Entrance III_--

AU

Time
group

Visual -

-.do._-

.--do...

1731-

Visual-

-..do.-
...do--
---do...

-.do.

..do.

1715..

Visual...

..do

--do

..do

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do-

.do-
-do.
-do.
.do-

.do.

Visual

-

Visual.

...do..-

...do...

1737...

Visual—

-

Visual

-

1821-.-

Visual-

Visual.

1810...

Visual.

Time
received

5.26 p. m.
5.27 p. m.

5.28 p. m.

5.30 p. m.

5.34 p. m.

5.35 p. m.
5.36 p. m-
....do...

do...

5.38 p. m.

5.40 p. m.

5.41 p. m.

5.42 p. m.

5.44 p. m.

5.45 p. m.

5.46 p. m.
..-.do.-_

5.49 p. m.
5.51 p. m-
----do...
5.53 p. m.
5.54 p. m.
5.55 p. m.

5.57 p. m.

5.58 p. m.

6.02 p. m.

6.05 p. m.

6.06 p. m.

6.10 p. m.

do.—

do....

6.13 p. m.

6.15 p. m.

6.17 p. m.

6.19 p. ni-

6.23 p. m.

6.25 p. m.
6.26 p. m.

6.27 p. m.

6.30 p. m.

Contents

Attack.
Turn together to SE.

Gunfire to NNW. 14 W., distant about
4 miles.

To commander scouting forces: Own
main body 034e, course N. Speed, 15
knots.

Change course together to ESE.

Take station to starboard.
Increase speed.
Change course to E.

Scouting Division II in sight NNW
H W.

Change course together to SSE.

To commander in chief. Position 140a-
VII, on course to I51y IV, visibiUty
3 miles.

Change course together to SSW.

Divisions change course together 2
points to port.

Scouting Division I: Open fire on
enemy battleships.

Fire distribution from right, ship
against ship.

Commence firing.

Change course together to SE.

ading ship take guide.
Course N.
Operate against rear of enemy column.
Annul last Signal.

Increase speed.
Course N.

Fire distribution from right, ship against
ship.

Divisions change course together 2 points
to port. Course NW; maximum
speed.

All battle cruisers reduce speed.

Divisions change course together 2 points
to starboard. Course NW.

All battle cruisers increase speed.

Battle cruisers change course together
to N. by w

.

Please concentrate destroyers on star-
board bow.

All sliips. Van of enemy battle cruisers
006e right upper. Only four ships
strong. Reported enemy vessels
steering SR. Signed, Commander
Scouting Division II.

All battle cruisers change course together
to NNW.

Divisions change course together 2
points to port.

Battle cruisers reduce speed.

Commander scouting forces: Take up
pursuit of enemy.

Battle cruisers increase speed.

Increase speed.
Battle cruisers change course together

to NW.
To commander in chief: Position
091eIV. Course N. by E.

Divisions change course together 2 points
to starboard.
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Summary of the most important radio messages and signals during the Battle

off the Skagerrak—Continued

From-

May 31—Continued

Lutzow.._

L-21 _

•Lutzow
Commander in chief.

Lutzow

.

Do..

Commander in chief.

Lutzow

Do.

Commander in chief.

Wiesbaden

•Lutzow.

Do...

Do
•Frankfurt-.
•Wiesbaden.

Second leader of de-
stroyers.

•Frankfurt

•Do.

Do...
•Lutzow.

•Commander Scout-
ing Division II.

Do...
Konig
Commander in chief.
Lutzow

•DerflBinger.

Commander in chief
Leader Flotilla V...

Second leader of de-
stroyers.

Commander Scout-
ing Division I.

Friedrlch der Grosse..

Rostock
•Commander in chief.

•Rostock
•Leader Flotilla III.

•Rostock

Commander in chief..

•Rostock..

Moltke.

L-23
Deutschland
•Second leader of de-

stroyers.

To-

Scouting Divi-
sion I.

Commander in

chief.

Moltke
All

Scouting Divi-
sion I.

do

All
Scouting Divi-

sion I.

do

All
Twelfth Half

Flotilla.

Scouting Divi-
sion I.

do

do -.

LutzoW
Commander
Scouting Divi-
sion II.

Flotillas II, VI,
IX.

Derfflinger

Commander in
chief,

do.

Scouting Divi-
sion I.

Regensburg

Lutzow
Squadron III
All....
Scouting Divi-
sion I.

Commander in
chief.

Fleet..-.
Commander in

chief.

Flotilla II.

.do.

All.

Flotilla III.
Fleet

Flotilla III
do

Flotilla III.First
Half Flotilla.

All
First Half

Flotilla.

Commander in
chief.

do.
Squadron II

Flotilla VI.

Time
group

Visual

.

1830....

Visual..

Visual-

—do...

.do...

.do...

.do.

.do.

Visual-

..do...

.-do...

1701

1906.

1921....

Visual

.

Visual ..

1850

1730.

Visual.

...do...

...do...

.do.

.do.

..do.

..do.

..do.

...do...

...do...

1930...
Visual.
...do...

Time
received

6.39 p. m.

6.40 p. m.

.....do...
6.44 p. m.

do....

6.50 p. m.

6.51 p. m...
6.53 p. m...

6.55 p. m...

.-.-do

Contents

6.58 p. m.

do....

6.59 p. m.

7 p. m
do....

7.01 p. m.

7.02 p. m.

do....

7.10 p. m.

do....
do....

7.14 p. m..

7.15 p. m..
7.17 p. m..
7.18 p. m..
7.20 p. m..

do

7.21 p. m.
7.25 p. m.

.27 p. m...

...do

.28 p. m...

32 p. m.
36 p. m.

7.37 p. m...

39 or 7.42

p. m.
39 p. m...
40 p. m...

7.45 p. m.

47 p. m.
50 p. m.
52 p. m.

Battle cruisers. Leading ship take
guide.

4068y. Visibility 6 miles.

Shift main battery to battleships.
Leading ship take guide. Divisions
change course together to N.

Battle cruisers change course together to
NNE.

Battle cruisers change course together
toN.

Reduce speed.
Battle cruisers. Leading ship take
guide.

Battle cruisers change course together
to E.

Increase speed.
Turn away. Full speed.

Destroyers attack.

Change course together to starboard to
column on reverse course.

'

Reduce speed.
Am under fire from enemy battleships.
Both engines broken down. Unable to
maneuver.

Dead ahead of leading ship (i. e., take
position).

To commander scouting forces and
commander in ciiief. Am under fire

of enemy battleships. Signed, Com-
mander Scouting Division II.

Enemy battleships in 025e. Signed,
Commander Scouting Division II.

Wiesbaden disabled. 024e.
Turn together to starboard to column on
reverse course.

Send destroyer to Wiesbaden. Take
her in tow.

Wiesbaden disabled on starboard bow.
Change course together 2 points to port.

Do.
Change course together to SE.

Scouting Division I is turning off, as no
observations possible on account of
sun.

Leading ship take guide.
According to reports of prisoners from
destroyer Nomad, 60 large ships in
vicinity, including 20 new battleships
and 6 battle cruisers.

Follow the leader.

Make room.

Maneuver with changes of course to-
gether.

Concentrate in proper order for attack.
Turn together to starboard to reverse
course (ships right about).

Attack. Toward port bow.
Fire on turning to starboard, 3 torpedoes
each.

Destroyers will not attack.

Course W.
Destroyers will not attack.

Enemy van bears E. by S.

7.30 p. m. 4163b, course SSW.
Turn together 2 points to starboard.
Destroyers attack.
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Summary of the most im,portant radio m,essages and signals during the Battle
off the Skagerrak—Continued

From-

May 31—Continued

Second leader of de-
stroyers.

•Commander in chief.

Rostock

•Lutzow...

•Commander in chief.

Lutzow

•Rostock
Commander in chief..

Rostock-

•S-53

Rostock
DerflBinger

*Rostock_..

Commander in chief..

Derfflinger

•Commander in chief.

•Derfflinger

•Commander in chief.

•Derfflinger

Do
L-14...

•Elbing,

Commander in chief.

Deutschland
Commander in chief-.

•Do
•Rostock

Commander in chief..

•Rostock
Deutschland
Commander in chief-.

L-21-.

•V-30..

Frankfurt

Frederich de Qrosse..
•Leader Flotilla II.-..

Frederich de Grosse.

.

•Commander in chief.

•Brugge.

G-39

To—

Flotilla IX.

All ....

First .and
Twelfth Half
Flotillas.

Moltke--

First leader of
' destroyers.
Moltke--

Flotilla Ill-
Fleet
FlotUla III.

V-71

der

S-53
Scouting Divi-

sion I.

Friedrich
Grosse.

Rostock..
Scouting
sion I.

Fleet

Divi-

Scouting
sion I.

Fleet

Divi-

Scouting Divi-
sion I.

do-—
Commander in

chief.

Commander
Scouting Divi-
sion II.

Fleet

Squadron II
Fleet

do-—
All flotillas

Fleet
All flotOlas

Squadron II
Fleet
Entrance III

Second leader of
destroyers.

Commander in
chief.

Fleet
Second leader of

destroyers.

Fleet
First and second
leaders of de-
stroyers.

Commander in
chief.

Moltke

.

Time
group

VisuaL.

Visual.

...do-..

...do...

...do.

...do.

...do.

...do.

.do.

.do.

Visual.
...do...

Visual.

...do...

...do...

...do...
2000....

Visual.

-

Visual-
...do...

VisuaL
...do-,,.

Visual

-

2022

Visual

-

2040....

20U....

VisuaL

Time
received

7.54 p. m.

7.55 p. m.

do...

8 p. m.

do--

do--

...-do-.-
8.02 p. m.
8.03 p. m-

....do---

8.05 p. m.

do...

do
8.10 p. m..

8.13 p. m...

8.14 p. m..

8.15 p. m...

do

do
do

do

8.20 p. m...
do...

8.21 p. m.
do.-.

8.22 p. m.
8.23 p. m./.
8.25 p. m'/..
8.27 p. m...
8.28 p.m..-

8.32 p.m...

8.42 p. m—

8.45 p.m...
«.48 p. m—

8.52 p.m..-
9p. m

.do.

.do-

Contents

Destroyers attack.

Turn together to starboard to reverse
course. (Ships right about.)

Boats proceed to Lutzow and take ofl
commander scouting forces.

Lutzow can proceed only at half speed.
(Repeated to commander in chief by
radio.)

Take off crew of Wiesbaden.

To Seydlitz; Commander scouting
forces will transfer flag to the Seyd
litz.

Proceed to Wiesbaden; save crew.
Reduce speed.
3 boats to the Wiesbaden; rescue the

crew. Bearing NE.
Proceed with your 3 boats to the Weis-
baden to rescue the crew.

Flotilla III, advance quicker.
All battle cruisers follow the leader.

Markgraf has port engine disabled, and
can not maintain station. Signed
Markgraf.

Send assistance to Wiesbaden.
Increase speed.

Battle cruisers turn together at the
enemy. Attack.

Turn together at the enemy.

Battle cruisers operate against enemy
van.

Operate against enemy van.

Speed 23 knots.
Position 4051e. Visibility 2 miles,
course NW.

One condenser leaking. Can not make
high speed.

Turn together to starboard to reverse
course. (Ships right about.)

Course NW.
Increase speed.
Destroyers attack.
Concentrate in proper order for torpedo
attack.

Com'se W.
Advance for attack. At the enemy.
Course W.
Course SW., speed 17 knots.
Commander in chief: 036dVII, course

S., visibility 2 miles; very misty.
Strong enemy ships to SE.

Lutzow under fire from strong enemy
foices to NE. Signed, Commander
Scouting Division II.

Course S.

To commander in chief, and commander
scouting forces; Reported enemy force
steering ESE. Enemy force com-
prises more than 20 ships.

Course S.

All flotillas attack.

Ihtercepted English radio, warship
"bt" to "ak," "jv": "Cruisers bear-
ing south, 6 miles."

Is your radio in working orderv Signed,
Commander Scouting forces.
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Summary of the m,ost invportant radio messages and signals during the Battle
off the Skagerrak—Continued

From— To- Time
group

Time
received

Contents

May 31—Continued

Moltke.. G-39
Seydlitz

Visual.. 9p.m
9.01 p.m..,

9.05 p. m...

Only auxiliary (Z) station in order.
Lutzow Enemy bearing SSE.; is passing ahead

of Lutzow to port; 6 batt e cruisers.

Enemy bearing SSE; passing to port
ahead of Lutzow; 6 battle cruisers.

Enemy bearing SSE.; is passing to port

Commander Scout-
ing Division IT.

Second leader of de-

Regensburg

FlotiUa II

Visual..

stroyers.
•Seydlitz Commander in

chief.

2050 9.06 p. m...
ahead of Lutzow; 6 battle crusiers.

Derfllinger has only two guns ready for

•Do
action.

Port engine of Markgrat disabled.

•Second leader of de- Flotilla II 9.08 p.m...

9.10 p.m..-

. . do

Signed Markgraf.
Flotilla II will be dispatched for search

stroyers.

•Hamburg Arcona.- 2050

and night attack against enemy battle
fleet at 9.45. Enemy assumed to be
in sector E. to NE. Initial point
for 9.30 will follow. Return of flotilla

around Skagen to Kiel authorized if

route to German Bight not found
advisable. To the southward of you
other flotillas will operate. I will

radio my 1 a. m. position.
Third Half Flotilla, U-53, U-67. All

Second leader of de- Flotilla 11.

available submarines and U-67 ad-
vance immediately to north. Report
6 a. ra. position. Leader of submarmes.

The sector ordered for search operations
stroyers.

Commander in chief..

Second leader of de-

First and second
leaders of de-
stroyers.

Flotilla II and
Twelfth Half
Flotilla.

Flotilla VI and
Twelfth Half
Flotilla.

Commander in

chief.

do

Note

2112 9.15 p.m...

do

changed to ENE. to ESE.
All flotillas attack at night under fijst

leader of destroyers.

Flotilla II and Twelfth Half Flotilla pro-
stroyers.

Do do

ceed on duty assigned.

At 9.45 proceed against the enemy in

Frankfurt... 2119

2121

9.19 p.m...

9.21p.m.-.

9.25 p.m...

9.30 p.m...

9.35 p. m...

9.36 p.m...
9.41 p.m...

9.45 p.m...

9.45 p. m...
9.52 p. m...
9.57 p. m...

10. p. m
.do .

sector ESE. to SE. Position at 9.30

p. m. 161y.
162y right center. Two ships of Chat-

Stettin -.

ham class. 008e enemy armored
cruisers on course SW. Signed, Com-
mander Scouting Division II.

4 enemy light cruisers in 007e. Signed,
Commander Scouting Division IV.

Commander Battle Squadron II tries

Regensburg Commander in
chief;first
leader of de-
stroyers.

Commander in
chief.

Fleet

2126

2131

to get Scouting Division IV to

. take position ahead of the main body.
From 161y, at 9.30 p. m. Flotilla II

•Rostock

advanced in sector ENE. to ESE.
Twelfth Half FlotUla ESE. to SE.
Flotillas dispatched before 2112.

Signed Second Leader of Destroyers.
Second Leader of Destroyers will order

Commander in chief.

dispositions of boats under his com-
mand. Signed, First leader of de-
stroyers.

Course S.
L-14... Commander in

chief.

Regensburg.

2100 Position 4023e; course SSE.; visibility 1

S-63
mile.

5 boats of Flotilla III assembled. Re-

Regensburg FlotiUa ni
quest orders and position.

Remain here.
Commander in chief. Fleet.. Course S.
Rostock.. «...

Commander in chief.
Q-39

Commander in
chief.

Von der Tann...
Moltke.

2150

P. D. L.
Visual

Flotilla III report position. Signed,
First leader of destroyers.

Close battle cruisers.

Report condition of armament. Signed,
Commander scouting forces.

Main battery in readiness for action.•Moltke- Q-39

Commander in

chief.

Naval Airship
Detachment.

...do

2156

2206

do

10.02 p.m..•Rostock. .

Also greater part secondary battery.
Z station and WWO clear. 300 tons
water in the ship.

Flotillas V and VII. Flotilla VII

• Commander in chief.

advance from 165y sector SE. to SbyE.
Flotilla V sector SbyE. to SSW.
Signed First leader of destroyers.

Early air reconnaissance near Horn
Reef very essential.

652800—31- -17
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Summary of the most im,portant radio m,essages and signals during the Battle
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From— To— Time
group

Time
received

Contents

May 31—Continued

*Regensburg_ Commander in
chief.

do

Fleet.

2203

2158

2214

2205

2229

10.08 p.m..

10.09 p. m..

10.10 p. m-

10.15 p. m..

Flotillas II and VI, 10 p. m. position of
rear ship own main body 165y lower,
course south.

First leader of destroyers. Refer to
2150; 5 boats 165y near second
leader of destroyers. Signed, Flo-
tilla III.

Course of main body SSE. 14 E. Main-
tain this course. Speed, 16 knots.
Battle cruisers rear of column. Squad-
ron II rear of battle fleet.

Lutzow in 007e has been lost to view.

Eostock..!

•Commander in chief.

Konlg Commander in
chief.

Fleetnnmmandp.r in rhifif

Course S., slow speed. Commander
Battle Squadron III.

Squadron II, behind Squadron HI.

Hannover -_ Commander in
chief.

Moltke

2217

Visual...

2239

2246
2150

10.30 p.m..

do

10.40 p.m..

10.45 p. m—
10.48 p. m..

10.50 p. m-

do

10.55 p. m.-
do

Battle cruisers in rear. Scouting
Division II ahead. Scouting Division
IV to starboard.

Enemy in sight ahead, 4 ships, 166y.
Signed, Rear Admiral of Battle
Squadron II.

Please sheer out to port and stop.
Signed, Commander scouting forces.

To Eighteenth Half Flotilla: Refer to

G-39 - -

Rostock Commander in

chief.

Fleet-Commander in chief-.

2217. Attack enemy. Signed, First
leader of destroyers.

Own main body course SSE. 14 E.
B-98 Rostock To aU ships: 020e, 5 enemy light cruis-

Note

ers, numerous destroyers. Am being
forced off; am steering NW. Signed,
FlotUla II.

Battle Squadron II turned together to

G-39 Moltke Visual...

—do
2248

reverse course to port and with a
second change to port closed the rear
of the column after Konig.

nommandpr smnting for^^ will shift

Moltke - G-39
Commander in

chief.

do

Rostock..-

flag to the Moltke.
Moltke is stopped.

Rostock To Eighteenth Half FlotiUa: Refer to

Frankfurt ,

G-40 -

2258

2250

2315

2319

2321

2332
2332

2333

2302

2302

2232

0002

do

11.12 p.m..

11.15 p.m..

11.22p. m-

11.38p. m--

11.34p. m--
11.36 p. m—

11.45 p. m..

do

11.46 p. m..

11.53 p. m-

2239: Sector SSW. to SW. First leader
of destroyers.

5 enemy cruisers on course ENE . in 017e.
Signed, Commander Scouting Divi-
sion II.

To fleet, Konig and Lutzow: At 10.30

•Commander in chief. G-42

p. m. with 4 boats in 018e center,

course SSW., 13 knots.
Send group of destroyers to find Lutzow.

Elbing -. Commander in

chief.

do..

Fleet ---

Lutzow was lost to view at 9.30 p. m.
in 007e on course S., slow speed. Re-
port numbers of boats.

Fleet: Recognition signal of the enemy

Rostock

Commander in chief

from 11 p. m. on is "u."
Opened fire on enemy light cruisers and
destroyers on southerly course in 012e.
Signed, First leader of destroyers.

Course of own main body SE. by S.

•Rostock Commander in
chief.

do

Rostock

All flotillas: Concentrate by 4 a. m.

•Frankfurt —

S-24

near own main body in vicinity of

Horn Reef; otherwise take course
aroimd Skagen. First leader of

destroyers.
Fleet: The recognition signal of the
enemy is "ua," not "u." Com-
mander Scouting Division II.

Fleet: 054aVII, destroyers, course S.

Frankfurt Commander in

chief.

do

Westfalen

Fleet

at high speed. Signed Flotilla VU.
Am in battle with enemy light cruisers.

Konig

June 1

Commander Scouting Division II.

Position, 007e; course S. by W., 11 knots.
Where is enemy expected? Signed
Lutzow.

Course SE. ?i S. to Horn Reef Light-

Do 0006
ship.

Position own main body midnight.
012e, course SE. % E.
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From-

June 1—Continued

S-52

L-14-

S-32.

•O-40.

Frankfurt.

Seydlitz...

*Konig

Second leader of de-
stroyers.

L-22

a-9 _

First leader of de-
stroyers.

•Q-lOl --

•Elbing..

S-52

•Rostock.

G-9

To-

Rostock.

Commander in
chief.

First leader of

destroyers,
commander in

chief.

Commander in

chief.

-do-

-do-

....do

Flotilla III-

Commander in
chief.

...-do
Flotilla III-

Commander in
chief.

Flotilla III

Time
group

0003.

0040-

0005-

0101.

2321.

0110.

*Frankfurt.

Commander in chief..

G-40

*S-54.

*S-53

Commander in chief.

S-54

Commander Flotilla
III.

0-39..

*Regensburg.
•Nassau

L-22.

L-24.

Commander in
chief,

----do

0052..-

Visual.

0130.-.

0132....

-do-

-do.

Lutzow; G-40-.

Commander in
chief.

do

.do.

Commander
Scouting Di-
vision II,

Frankfurt,
Ostfriesland.

Commander in
chief.

Regensburg

Commander in
chief.

V-71
Commander in

chief.

Entrance III.

Commander in
chief.

0122.

0131.

0144.

0117.

0137.

0148-

0203.

0200.

0205.

0204.

0230.

0203-

Time
received

12.15 a. m.

12.33 a. m.

12.52 a. m.

12.55 a. m-

Contents

1.08 a. m.

1.09 a. m.

1.12 a. m.

1.13 a. m.

1.16 a. m.

1.18 a. m..

1.31a. m.

1.32 a. m-

1.34 a.m.-

1.37 a. m.

1.47 a. m.

1.51 a. m.

1.53 a. m-

2.05 a. m.

2.20 a. m.

2.27 a. m.

2.29 a. m...

2.31 a. m.

2.35 a. m.

To commander in chief, First leader of
destroyers: Please give exact position.
Signed, Lutzow.

To commander in chief: Position 158a-
VII. Am returning to port.

070a, disabled.

Lutzovk' can proceed only at slow speed.
Navigational aids lacking. Position
016e; course S. Battery reduced to
one-third strength.

4 enemy armored cruisers 093a. The re-

ported enemy force on course SSE.
(enemy interference).

4 enemy armored cruisers in 093a on
course S.

Rostock disabled. Signed Commander
Battle Squadron III.

3 boats proceed to burning ship to port.

Ascended for scouting. 12.55 a. m.
position 122bVII, course N. by W.
Nothing suspicious.

Enemy light cruisers in 069a, course S.

One boat to the Rostock.

Proceeding around Skagen. Flotilla 11.

Here Elbing. Am disabled. Please come
alongside.

Position 016e. Enemy interfering with
radio. Destroyers in sight, course S.

Torpedo hit 055a. Main radio station
out of commission. Can make 17
knots.

To First leader of destroyers: Reported
enemy light cruisers out of sight to
SW.

Where is van of own main body at
1.30? Own position 106a center. Com-
mander Scouting Division II.

Position own main body 1.30 a m., 073a,
SE.byS.

Commander scouting forces: Position
Lutzow 1 a. m. OlOe, course S., speed
7 knots.

Rostock hit by torpedo, speed 15 knots,
position 3 a. m. 077a. Signed, First
leader of destroyers.

Elbing disabled in 056a. Commander
Flotilla III.

Re 0131: Van of own main body at

2 a. m. 087a, VII, lower.

Rostock radio out of commission, please
relay through another vessel.

Elbing is barely afloat. Commanding
officer requests instructions. Signed
Flotilla III.

Moltke is 59a at 1.30 a. m., course S,
speed 24 knots. Am forced off by 4
enemy battleships. Will seek to close
fleet at dawn. Signed, Commander
scouting forces.

V-71 and V-73 proceed to the Rostock

.

One cruiser with 4 stacks sunk by gun-
fire; one destroyer rammed. Have
closed rear of Battle Squadron II.

Maximum speed 15 knots.
(Beginning missing • * *) N. by W.,

visibility 4 miles, in 68a several lights.

Am 087a, course NE. by N.
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From- To— Time
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Time
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Contents

June 1—Continued

Commander in chief-.

*Regensburg

S-32

*L-24...

FlotiUa III.

Commander in
chief.

Regensburg

Rostock,

*S-53....

Entrance III

Second leader of

destroyers.
Regensburg

0237.

0259.

0245.

0240.

Second leader of de-
stroyers.

L-17

V-71, V-73.

*Deutschland-

Commander in
chief.

do

'Second leader of de-
stroyers.

Commander in chief.

.

L-24..

Flotillas VII, V.

Fleet

Entrance III.

*A destroyer. Fleet.

Frankfurt.

*a-39.

L-14..

a-39..

Commander in
chief.

.do.

Oldenburg

Friederich der Grosse

*L-24

Entrance III

Commander in
chief.

Fleet

do

Entrance III.

Moltke

Commander in chief.

•L-11

Lr-24.

Commander in
chief.

Commander
scouting forces.

Commander in
chief.

do

Commander in chief.. Regensburg 0414

0250.

2.41 a. m.

2.46 a. m-

2.52 a. m.

2.55 a. m.

2.57 a. m.

3.01 a. m.

0300.

0321.

3.09 a. m.

3.20 a. m.

0331.

0344-

0305.

0330.

0350.

Visual.

...do....

0400-.-.

Visual.

0424....

0410-.--

0415.

3.47 a. m-..

3.50 a. m.-

.do.

3.55 a. m...

do

4.02 a. m...

4.03 a. m.-,

4.08 a. m..

4.10 a. m...

4.20 a. m...

4.30 a. m.

4.33 a. m.

4.35 a. m.

ToS-53: Save crew of Elbing; otherwise
according to commanding officer's

discretion.
All flotillas assemble near van of Battle
Squadron I.

For Lutzow: Position 089a VII; dis-

abled.
To commander in chief, naval airship
detachment. Have been fired on
without result in 069e IV by several
surface craft.

Please send destroyers to the Rostock.

To commander in chief, I have prac-
tically all the crew of the Elbing on
board. Am 086a at 3 a. m. Signed,
Flotilla in.

Go to assistance of Rostock.

Position 63e, steering NW. by N.

Pommern destroyed by explosion in
103a. Signed Commander Battle
Squadron III.

Destroyers with torpedoes ready for

action take station for new attacks
ahead of the battleship column.
Boats without torpedoes assemble
near Regensburg.

Position own main body at 4.30 a. m.
101 a right center. SE. by S., speed
16 knots.

To commander in chief. Naval Airship
Detachment: Further enemy light
forces in ll5e IV. I have • • •

steer • * • ordered.
V-^ destroyed by explosion near bow.
According to commanding officer

rammed by submarine. Greater part
of the crew saved.

Position of Frankfurt, Pillau 3.30 a. m.
Ilia, course SE. by S., speed 16 knots.
Signed Commander Scouting Division
II.

DerSlinger and Von der Tann have
only two guns ready for action.
Moltke has 1,000 tons water in hull.
Seydlitz also damaged. Commander
scouting forces.

To commander in chief: Landing at
Nordholz at 4.30 a. m.

Moltke at 3.30 a. m. in 117a left. Course
SE. 34 S., 18 knots. Commander
scouting fqrces.

Submerged enemy submarine in sight
to starboard.

Turn 4 points to starboard. (Turned
back with flag signals.)

To fleet: 4 a. m. numerous enemy craft

in 036d VII, at least 12 units. Posi-
tion 016d, course S.

Moltke will close Squadron I. Com-
mander scouting forces.

Scouting Division 1 1 cturn to port.

In 033b, 12 English battleships,, many
light forces in sight, course NNE. at
high si)eed.

The reported enemy forces on course
south at high speed. Am pursued by
two cruisers in 029d, course N. by W,

To G-40: Report position of Lutzow.
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Time
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June 1—Continued

* Commander in chief Fleet 0438. Scouting Division II astern; Scouting
Division IV ahead. First leader of

destroyers dispose destroyers as subma-
rine screen. Squadron II return to
port.

Position Friedrich der Grosse at 4.30Do Moltke. Visual.

-

4.50 a. m...
is 117a left center.

Ostfriesland _

.

Fleet do Commanding officer Oldenburg
wounded. E.xecutive officer has as-

sumed command.
Commander in chief .do 0454. Course SE. Return to port eastward of

Amrum Bank.
Do.. do Visual.. 5.08a. m... Retarn to port by divisions.

G-8 do do. Formed scouting line with Flotilla V,
according to orders. During the
night nothing occurred. Have re-

mained standing by the V-4 to assist

that boat.
S-53 Regensburg, 0454 5.15 a. m.. The commanding officer, executive, and

commander in torpedo officers and cutter's crew
chief. remained aboard Elbing to blow up

ship in case the enemy is sighted.
Signed Commander Flotilla III.

Regensburg Commander in 5.24 a. m... From Q-38to commander scouting forces
chief. and commander in chief. At 2.45 a.

m. the Lutzow abandoned and blown

•L-ll . Entrance III 0500 5.33 a m 028a three enemy battle cruisers, course
W. Weather very misty, contact
difficult to maintain.

Do Commander in 0440 5.35 a. m... 043b, 6 further enemy battleships, course
chief. N. turning to W. Am under fire and

being forced away, have contact with
enemy main body.

Ostfriesland do 5.40 a. m... In last night's action the Helgoland
received one major-caliber hit over
water line in side armor. A piece of

this armor 1 meter in diameter passed
through the second deck. Shell itself

exploded outside. No dead or
wounded. Leak has been stopped.
Commander Squadron I.

•I.-ll... Entrance III 0510 5.47 a. m Reported enemy forces steering N.
Scattered enemy light forces in 047a
lost to view in the mists. Own course
N. Position uncertain.

V-2 Rostock 0520 6 a. m . To first leader of destroyers; fleet: V-4
destroyed by explosion near bow in
054v. 64 men and officers saved.

S-32 Regensburg 0525 do To second leader of destroyers. First
Half Flotilla, position at 5.30 a. m.
142a VII, course SE. Hs- Speed 10

knots.
•V-71... do... - 0512 6.05 a. m... To commander in chief. Rostock was

blown up in 080a right center on
approach of enemy forces. Crew on
the destroyers.

Friodrich der Qrosso

.

Hamburg Visual.. 6.15 a. m... To leader of submarines: Can you dis-

patch submarines to Elbing 056a VII?
L-24 Commander in 0545 8.20 a.m Have been forced off by gunfire. Very

misty in cruising altitude. Positionchief.

llOeSW.
Do do. 0600 do Have returned owing to freshening south

wind and low clouds, position 098e IV.
Hamburg... do.. Visual.

.

do To fleet: As radio 'damaged, please give
the last order through the Arcona.
Available submarines stood out last
night to northward. Signed Leader
of Submarines.

Ir-n.. Entrance III 0450 6 25 a m Position 0551a, nothing in sight. Visi-
bility 2 miles own course S. by W.

L-24 Commander in do do In SkageiTak nothing suspicious. Posi-
tion 105e IV. Will try regain contactchief.

with enemy.
•Ostfriesland Fleet Visual do Have rim into Tnine

Do do —do do.:.:. Parts of mine case found on deck.
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From

—

June 1—Continued

*Friedrich der Qrosse.
Kaiserin
Ostfriesland.

Prinzregent Luitpold.
Friedrich der Grosse__
Ostfriesland

•Commander in chief.

*Do
Deutschland.

Regensburg
Frankfurt
Commander in chief.

L-22.

L-11-

Friedrich der Qrosse.
S-52

To—

Squadron 111
___.do._- -.

Friedrich der
Grosse.
do... _-

Haniburg
Commander in

chief.

Arcona

Fleet
Commander in

chief.

Naval Airship
Detachment.

Entrance III

—

do.

Time
group

Visual.
-.do._-
_.do.-.

_.do.--
.-do...
0629.-..

0654-

0633.
0511.

Visual.
..-do..
0708.

0510-

0700-

Squadron III.

Regensburg--.
Visual.
0720...

Westfalen.

L-17

Nordholz.

O-II

Moltke...

Do.

S-73.

Neumunster

Helgoland Island.

S-53

Regensburg.

Commander in 0700.
chief.

'

-do

-do

-do

.do

.do.

0600.

0800.

0810

0830.

Fleet.

Commander in

chief.

do

.do.

-do.

0755.

0820.

0906.

Time
received

6.28 a. m...
6.30a. m-..
6.35 a. m.-

6.38 a. m..
6.40a. m...
6,46 a. m...

Contents

I

6.56 a. m.
7 a. m

7.03 a. ni-

7.06 a. m-

7.10 a. m.

7.12 a. m.

7.27 a. m.
7.48 a. m.

7.58 a. m..-'

8.16 a. m. --

8.29 a. m-.-

8.30 a. m

8.46 a. 111- ..

8.48 a. m...

8.50 a. m...

8.55 a. m...

do

9 a. m

10.06 a . m..

Hold course.
Mines in sight to port.
Three-horn mine 1915.

Mine appeared in the wake of this ship.
Return to port.
Ostfriesland stnick mine 155b upper.

To Third Half Flotilla: Please dispatch
available submarines to Elbing!n056a

i

VII.
I Hold course on account danger of mines.
I To Chief of Flotilla Forstmann: Send a

j

Mine Sweeper Division to meet
I

S(iuadron II to eastward of Amrum
Bank. Signed Commander Squad-
ron II.

Torpedo tracks to port.

Submarine to starboard.
Air reconnaissance no longer required.

Position 140e, course SSW., very misty;
am landing at 7 a. m.; antenna is in.

Position 060a, nothing in sight, own
course SW. by W. Visibility 3 miles.
Position uncertain.

Friedrich der Grosse no damage.
Second leader of destroyers, Flotilla

IX, commander in chief, commander
scouting forces: Position 160a VII,
course toward Horn Reef, speed 25
knots.

Have sunk 5 destroyers attacking during
the night engagements, apparently
Botha class; shot into flames the sixth.

The 5 numbers of destroyers observed:
60, 93, 30, 78, 606.

091b. Have lost contact with enemy.
Course to 080a, nothing suspicious.

All airships recalled. Signed Navsl
Airship Detachment.

Flotilla V has 3 officers, .56 men froni-

destroyer Nomad on board, including
7 badly wounded.

Would propose that Moltke and Derf-

flinger proceed at full speed to the

.lade after passing eastward at Amrum
Bank to dock at high water. TLe
Derfninger can not anchor. Signed,

Commander scouting forces.

To Flotilla Forstmann: Please send
Mine Sweeper Division I and avail-

able boats of Division III and harbor
flotillas as submarine screen to meet
the entering detachments. Signed,
Commander scouting forces.

Have 8 prisoners on board from new
destroyer Tipperary, which was de-

stroyed in 072a. In the vicinity were
two older boats disabled, which were
destroyed. Signed Flotilla III.

The flagship of the English main body:
In case nothing in sight by 9.30 turn
to reverse course and search to north.

Leader of submarines: U-33 has stood
out to the northward. Signed, Second
Half Flotilla.

The commanding officer of the Elbing
proposed to steer for Horn Reef with
the rest of the crew which had re-

mained on board in the cutter or with
the ship, provided same could be kept
afloat.

Flotillas I, III, IX, and VII report

which, if any, boats are missing,
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From-
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Commander in chief.

L-13

S-24 _

V-44,

Kaiser.

To-

Commander
Baltic forces.

Commander in
chief.

Stettin

Regensburg.

Time
group

0800....

0916.

0800.

Time
received

S-16.

Hamburg.

S-32.

Neumunster.

Do

L-ll

Regensburg.

Helgoland Island.

Do

ThUringen.

Regensburg.

a-39.

Friedrieh der
Grosse.

Fleet.

Commander in
chief.

Regensburg.

Commander in
chief.

do-.

-do.

.do.

.do.

-do.

.do.

.do-

Regensburg.

Visual.

0820.

0945.

0930.

1010.

0810.

0909.

0930.

0900.

1025.

1024.

9.25 a. m...

9.26 a. m.._

9.35 a. m...

do

9.45 a. m...

10.03 a. m.-

do......

10.15 a. m..

10.16 a. m..

10,19 a.m..

10.26 a. m..

10.32 a.m..

10.34 a. rn-

lO.SSa. m.

10.36 a. m..

10.40 a. m..

Contents

Second leader of destroyers (through
Neumunster): Flotilla II is returning
around Skagen.

Position 7037y. Nothing suspicious.
Twenty miles visibility; wind SW.
by W. force 7; at 500 meters is strength-
ening. Proceeding to 017y(7).

To second leader of destroyers: All boats
present.

To second leader of destroyers: G-40 in
tow of G-37 account damage in fight
with destroyers. Position 8 a. m.
130a VII; speed 10 knots; proceeding
to List; crew of Lutzow on board.

Kaiser received one hit major caliber in
making the turn on starboard case-
mate armor. Shell remained in ar-
mor. Chief mechanic dangerously
wounded. Outer hull and net gear
damaged by the shell.

S-16 yesterday evening rescued two men
from a mass of wreckage who claim
to be the only survivors of the Inde-
fatigable. Signed FlotOla VII.

Please give this to Briigge and Nauen
for further transmission when traffic
permits. Damaged ships expected to
return from Skagerrak. Submarines
ofl east coast to extend period of wait-
ing one day if possible. U-24, U-32
proceed to Tyne. Signed, Leader of
submarines.

First Half Flotilla; First leader of
destroyers (through Regensburg).
Am finally broken down. Have an-
chored with Lyngvig lighthouse, dis-
tant 2 miles.

Damaged British ship, 8.15 a. m., about
027bVII, course SW. by W.

9.45 a. m. Enemy main body in 100a,
course N., speed 20 knots.

From Q-38 to Commander Scouting
Forces; First Leader of Destroyers:
7 a. m., Q-40, V-45, with crew of Lut-
zow in 109a. G^O can make only 10
knots. Please send supports. Report
position to G-37.

Commander scouting forces, referring
0945 to commander in chief ; Flotilla I.

Propose S-32 be towed in by fishing
boats. Second leader of destroyers.

Commander scouting forces. Com-
mander First Group, Mine Sweeper
Division III; All available boats meet
the detachments to east of Amrum
Bank. Mine Sweeper Division I,

harbor flotilla, from Helgoland, S-127,
are under way. Signed Flotilla
Forstmann.

Leader of submarines: U-53 proceeding
toward 056a(7) . Second Half Flotilla.

Thiiringen fired on enemy cruiser at 1

a. m. and set fire to her, putting her
out of action. At 1.50 a. m. a burning
light cruiser was taken under fire and
put out of action.

To G-38, V-45: Report position at
10.30. Regensburg proceeding to
meet you. Second leader of destroy-
ers.

Regensburg for V^O, S-32, first and
second leaders of destroyers: In re
0800 and 0915 propose: V-40 to be
towed to the Elbe and thence to Kiel.

I propose to meet S-32 and take her in
tow. Please send another boat.
Sfgned First Half Flotilla.
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Commander in chief- Third Subma-
rine Half Flo-
tilla.

1043-

PrhizregentLuitpold. Commander in
chief.

Do
!

do-- -.
S-63 Regensburg

Visual—

--do---
0921---

10.50 a. m-

11 a. m
11.07 a. m-

Commander in chief— Fleet 1114-

Posen.

Commander in chief.

Do-

Do

List.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Nordholz.

L-U
Po

-do. 11.15 a. m-

Seeond leader
of destroyers.

Commander
Squadron III.

Fleet

1116-

Visual.

1101—.

Commander in
chief.

.do-

-do. 1045-

-do- 1130.

-do.

....do.

1157.

1045,

1210.

11.27 a. m.-

11.33 a. m-.

12. 02p.m-_

12. 03p. m--

12.30p. m_.

12. 05 p.m..

12. 08 p. m-.

12. 09 p. m--

12.12 p.m.
12.20 p.m.

Referring to Neumunster 0930: Dam-
aged English ship at 8.15 a. m. in

027b on course SW. by W. Send sub
marine to attack.

No damage in battle. Signed Kaiserin.

Prinzregent Luitpold, no damage.
Second leader of destroyers, Fifth and

Sixth Half Flotillas. Referring to

0906: Have no news of V-48 since yes- •

terday 8 p. m. S-54 and Q-88 none
since to-day 2 a. m. Signed, Flotilla

III.

Commanders all detachments: AW ships
which are damaged and must return
to port, report to Commander in chief;

all other, ships to Wilhelmshaven;
Squadron^ II to the Elbe: one flotilla,

to Schillig Roads; one flotilla to Hel-
goland; one half flotiUa from Helgoland
to proceed during darkness to point
where Elbing was lost to find rest of

crew. The other flotillas return to

port.

Elbing broke through the formation this

night and came into collision with the
Posen. Posen destroyed one destroyer
during day engagement yesterday
and sank three during the night.
Destroyer No. 30 and two others came
up on the quarter. The last one
turned off under smoke screen. The
other two were disabled by gunfire.

No. 78 came from ahead and was
destroyed by Posen. Signed Rear
Admiral Squadron I.

Referring to 0945 from S-32: The half

flotilla which is dispatched to Elbing
will also rescue the crew of S-32.

Friedrich der Grosse suffered no damage.

AU wounded men who have not already
been decorated are hereby awarded
the iron cross, second class.

Seaplane 541 took off from List at 7.40 on
coarse WNW. Landed in Helgoland.
Nothing suspicious. Scouted over
iBOb, visibility 2 to 3 miles.

Seaplanes 291 and 507 took off at 8.35

a. m. toward 159b. Landed 9.20 a.

m. List. Scouted over 144a, saw two
own destroyers. Result of scouting:
Nothing suspicious. \''isibility 8
miles. Returned account of rain and
increasing sea.

Seaplane 569 took off at 8.40 from List.

Course WNW. Landed. Scouted
over 149a and 167a. Result of scout-
ing: Nothing suspicious. Visibility

5 miles. Returned account engine
trouble.

To commander in chief and commander
scouting forces: Seaplanes 508 and 291

landed. Went over 158b and 152b
and returned. Nothing suspicious.
Visibility 1 mile.

Seaplane 502 took off at 11.30. Course
WNW. Landed 105 p. m. List.

Scouted over 156b, 124b, and 148b.

Sighted own craft 156b, course WNW.
148b, same. Nothing suspicious.
Visibility 2-4 miles.

L-ll, return to port. Fresh south
winds. Report position. Naval Air-

ship Detachment.
Landing Nordholz at 1 p. m.
Naval Airship Detachment: To H57;

position 7167b,
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Regensburg

Moltke

8-32.

Konig.

Do.

Moltke.

Commander
chief.

in

Fleet-

-do.

1038. 12. 20 p. m.

.....do-...

12.45 p. m

.

Helgoland Island.

Neumunster

Moltke.

Ostfriesland.

Markgraf.

Commander
chief.

....do

m

.do-

.do.

-do.

.do.

1226.

1025-

1247-

1030.

1240

....dc-

12.50 p. m

.

12.57 p.m..

1 p. m

.do.

1.05 p. m.

1,10 p. m-..

To Flotilla I: Have dispatched V-73 to
Normands Deep to tow S-32.

In the first part of the battle the follow-
ing enemy ships were engaged: 3

Lions, 1 Tiger, and 2 Indomitables;
later, 5 battleships definitely deter-
mined in battle. In the first part of

battle 2 battle cruisers put out of ac-

tion by Scouting Division I; one
probably sunk. A destroyer asked to

passing if it were known that the
sunken battle cruiser was the Queen
Mary, number of destroyer not
known. Name of sunken battle
cruiser not known. In the second
part of the battle one older armored
cruiser of the Sutlej type definitely
known to be sunk, probably by tor-

pedo from the Lutzow. Further, one
light cruiser badly damaged and one
destroyer sunk by the Von der Tann.
Observed the sinking of one of own
destroyers, severe damage to two oth-
ers. Fate of the Wiesbaden not
known here. Many heavy hits on the
Lutzow; broadside torpedo compart-
ment, central station, and fire-

control central full of water. Radio
and turret B out of action. Addenda:
Flotilla VII reports: S-68 picked up
two men in wreckage who claim to be
the sole survivors of the Indefatigable.
Signed, Commander scouting forces.

Damage to Kbnig: 8 major caliber hits,

two 15-cm. hits. Damage: Forward
magazines flooded, one oil-flred boiler

and'^oth anchor capstans out of com-
mission. Torpedo net damaged.
About 1,000 tons of water in huU,
One surgeon, 29 men killed, 16

wounded.
To 1114: Konig, Grosser Kurfurst, and
Markgraf must return to port. Konig
and Grosser Kurturst can not anchor.
Signed, Commander Battle Squad-
ron III,

To Navy yard, WilheJmshaven, captain
of the port: Hold both docks ready at

1.16 p. m. to-day for the Moltke and
Derfflmger. Further dry dock for

the Moltke and floating dock for the
Seydlitz priority. Signed, Cotoman-
der scouting forces.

Radio from seaplane: 145b enemy sub-
marine. .

To 0930: Damaged enemy ship is being
towed; speed 7 knots. Reference to
ship reported in 027b VII.

V-28 reports: Have two prisoners on
board from Queen Mary, which was
sunk. Further articles belonging to
destroyer J-iaurel were picked up at
point where she was sunk. Signed,
Commander scouting forces.

Squadron I, Rear Admiral Squadron I

Referring to 1114: Ostfriesland to

dock; Nassau, Oldenburg to Wil-
helmshaven Roads. Rest of squad-
ron to Schillig Roads on patrol till

morning. Signed Battle Squadron I.

Most serious damage: Port engine out
of commission. Leak near the stern.

Can make 13 knots. Other minor in-

juries.
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Marlcgraf Fleet 1.10 p.m... Markgraf sunk one light cruiser with
four stacks by gunfire. Hits were ob-
served on another cruiser which then
turned off.

Oldenburg. Commander in 0855 do Commander Squadron I: Yesterday
this ship sank a damaged destroyer;chief.

at night two others, including No. 30.
Posen Fleet 1.15 p. m... Of the six ships of Squadron I here as-

sembled the Rheinland and Helgoland
must return to port for repairs to the
capstan, on account of necessity for
anchoring. Helgoland will try to an-
chor in Schillig Roads and remain on
patrol until morning. Rear Admiral
Squadron I.

Commander scouting forces, Flotilla
V: FlotUla V on patrol duty Schillig

Regensburg V-71 0047 1.20 p. m...

Roads. Signed, Second leader of
destroyers.

Second leader of destroyers: Referring
to 0906: V-27, V-29, S-35 sunk.

V-28 Commander in 0910 1.33 p.m...
chief.

Signed Flot. IX.
Helgoland Island Fleet 1335 11 a. m. 043y and 12.47, severe explo-

sions.
To Commander Patrol Flotillas: HaveDo Commander in

chief.
1051 1.37 p.m...

swept channel "f" to Amrum Bank
Lightsliip. No mine fields. Second
Half Flot. of mine sweepers.

Helgoland Air Sta- do 1205 1.39 p. m... To Commander scouting forces. List.
tion.

-

Plane 557 has landed. 8 a. m. 160b;
nothing suspicious. Visibility 2 to 4
miles.

Helgoland intelligence service. HaveHelgoland Island do 1140 do
fwept position 8 to the Jade, then the
Elbe. No mine fields. Position 11

a.m., position 4. Signed, Fourth Half
Flotilla.

Do.. do 1236 1.43 p.m... Leader of submarines: Arcona for U-53:
.^t dark advance to westward. Re-
turn on 3 June. Signed, Second Sub-
marine Half Flotilla.

Do do 1140 do Fleet: Have to-day swept channel "f"
"a," "c," and from position 8 to 1.

Commander Flotilla Forstmann.
Do do 1235 1.45 p. m... Commander scouting forces: U a. m-

and 1137, severe explosion to the west-
ward.

Moltke do 1330 2.04 p. m... Patrol for to-day: Scouting Division IV.
Signed, Commander scouting forces.

Air Station List Commander in
chief.

1250 2.06 p.m... Seaplane 560 landed 9.20 136b, 9.45

120b. Nothing suspicious. Visibility
2-< miles.

Do. do 1215 do Seaplane 559 taking off, course NNW.
Do... do.... 1335 do Seaplane 561 taking off over 156b.
Do do 1305 do Seaplane 503 landed 156b, own vessels,

course NNW. 136b, 120a own vessels.

Nothing suspicious. VisibOity 2-4

mUes.
1315 .....do Seaplane 559 landed. 12.50 in 165a own

vessels, 1 p. m. in 152a. Nothing sus-
picious. Visibility 1 to 2 miles.

Westfalen Fleet 2.13 p. m... Westfalen, 2 killed, 1 severely wounded,
1 lightly wounded, including captain,
as result of gunfire.

S-15 Regensburg 0145 2.16 p. m... First leader of destroyers; Fleet:
Prisoner stated with certainty de-
stroyer of C class blown up shortly
after opening fire. His destroyer was
in the immediate vicinity. Signed,
FlotUla III.

Pillau ..do 1203 2.18 p.m... Navy Yard, Wilhelmshaven. Please
send two strong pumping tugs to meet
Seydlitz as soon as possible eastward
pf Amrym Papk. Signed Seydlitz.
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Summary of the m,ost im,portant radio messages and signals during the Battle

off the Skagerrak—Continued

Frora-

June 1—Continued

Commander Mine
Sweeper Division.

Stettin.

Regensburg.

Do.

Konig.

Pilliiu.

V-73.

Moltke.

A rcniiH

.

Do.

Do

Dcutschland-

Neumunster.

Pillau

Arcona

To—

Commander in

chief.

Fleet.

Commander in

chief.

.do.

.do.

.do.

Regensburg.

Commander in

chief.

. do -.

.do.

.do.

-do.

Kaiser.

.do.

.do.

Time
group

1341-

1431.

1052.

Visual...

1430.

1515.

1634.

1230

1105.

1405-

1530.

1720.

1858.

Time
received

2.23 p. m..

2.25 p. m..

2.37 p. m..

3.23 p. m..

3.25 p. m..

4.20 p. m.

4.45 p. m.

4.58 p. m.

5.20 p. m.

5.22 p. m.

5.24 p. m.

5.32 p. m.

6.10 p. m.

6.15 p. m.

7.17 p. m.

Contents

To commander scouting forces: Sea-
plane 483 in 147 and 146b has dropped
three bombs where submarine sub-
merged.

During the night action, at 10 p. m., 2

cruisers with 4 staclis of Weymouth
class was set afire by gunfire. Frau-
enlob lost to sight after a severe e.xplo-

sion; had considerable list. Signed,
Scouting Division IV.

To commander scouting forces. Cap-
tain of the Port, Naval Station: Lut-
zow's crew is on board. Position at
2.30 p. m. point B; propose to enter
locks at Wilhelmshaven at 6.30 p. m.
O-40 is safe. Second leader of de-
stroyers.

Second leader of destroyers: Have the
commanding oflBcer and 65 prisoners
of destroyer Nestor on board, and fur-
ther 2 men from the Indefatigable who
claim to be the sole survivors of that
ship. Signed, S-16.

To Commander Squadron III and Com-
mander in Chief: Damage to Grosser
Kurfurst: 6 major caliber hits, 3 leaks.
Anchor engine out of commission.
Torpedo net damaged, .\bout 800
tons of water in ship. Two officers

and 12 men killed; 10 wounded.
Signed Grosser Kurfurst.

Commander scouting forces: Position
162b center. Am proceeding over
position 6, 5 to Jade. Speed 5 knots.
Seydlitz.

To commander scouting forces: First
and second leaders of destroyers; Flo-
tilla Forstmann: Have " S-32 in
tow, position 156aVII, speed 9 knots.
Course past Normands Deep, thence
along shore. Wind increasing from
W. Please send tugs to meet me.

To Seydlitz: Have ordered what you
required. Make use of Mine Sweeper
Division I. If nothing else is possible
try to place ship near Amrum Bank in
a position where ship can be pro-
tected from submarine attacks and
suitable for salvage work. Signed,
Commander scouting forces.

To Leader of submarines: 020b appar-
ently a ship of Iron Duke class dam-
aged with one destroyer on course
SW. at moderate speed. SignedU-46.

To Fleet; leader of submarines: Posi.
tion056a. Elbing not in sight.

U-^6.
To Fleet: Have attempted attack on
the ship. Signed U-46.

Schlesien has bent propeller in passing
over a wreck last night and must be
docked. Can Schlesien dock at Ham-
burg or Kiel?

To Commander in chief: Strong enemy
forces are retiring to the Firth of
Forth.

To commander scouting forces: 5 p. m.
position 164b right center, course SE.
Signed Seydlitz.

Flset, leader of submarines: U-19,
U-22, and tr-64 have searched place of
sinking of Elbing and found no trace
of ship or crew. Third Half Flotilla.
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Summary of the most important radio messages and signals during the Battle

off the Skagerrak—Continued

Prom—

June 1—Continued

Intelligence Service..

Do..

Commander in chief.

Ostfriesland.

Stettin.

Arcona.

June 2

Westfalen

Intelligence Service.

Regensburg..

June 3

T-o—

Kaiser

.

do.-._

Fleet.

Commander in
chief.

Kaiser.

Kaiser.

.do.

do.

Fleet...

Time
group

6.50.

2002.

1937.

1659.

2320.

0230.

Times
received

7.40 p. m.

7.44 p. m...

8.Up. m.

8.18 p. m.

8.43 p. m-__

9 p. m
10.22 p. m.

12.50 a. m.

8.23 a. m..

9.31a. m..

Contents

To commander in chief and commander
scouting forces: The Regensburg on
May 31 in afternoon put an English
destroyer out of action, de.signated 04,

and damaged two further destroyers.

'

Reported by Regensburg.
S. S. Neumunster to commander in

chief leader of submarines: Secret

14201744 1845Z. r. 4n82 shore station
British east coast to "k. f." (Com-
mander scouting forces and fleet

flag.) Contents about as follows:

Ship 00(109 blown up; crew saved.
Position has not as yet been deci-

phered. Signed, Deciphering Sec-
tion.

According to reports from English pris-

oner, which are in agreement, the
English battleship Warspite was
sunk.

The armored cruiser which was sunk
early this morning by gunfire was
either of the Shannon or Devonshire
class. The first assumption is more
probable, according to the silhouettes.

Among the other burning ships there
was in all probability a larger ship.

Proof: One major caliber hit on
Helgoland and further heavy "shell

splashes near Squadron I, as well as

silhouette of battleship. Nassau ran
down aa enemy destroyer. Signed,
Battle Squadron I.

To commander scouting forces: The
Frauenlob was lost to sight in

012eIV. Signed, Commander Scout-
ing Division IV.

Seydlitz 165eVII upper center, steaming
astern.

Leader of submarines, First and Third
Half Flotillas: Large mine ships (?)

in addition to destroyers with enemy
forces. Lively traffic English and
neutral shpplng nearHumber. Have
attacked large English destroyer with
4 stacks; severe explosion and sinking
observed. Position 125y8-, Course
toward Ameland Island. Signed,
UB-21,

To commander in chief, Commander
Squadron I: The first destroyer sunk
yesterday. No. 60, was probably a
flotilla leader, since bow, stern, and
broadside guns with shields were
distinctly seen.

To commander in chief: Eotersand re-

ports at 8.20 a. m.: Tow with Seydlitz
near outer Jade.

Of our boats the following were lost:

V-27, V-29, S-35, V-4, V-48. Nothing
known of Flotilla II. At beginning
of night action there were 10 boats
with me. Signed, Second Leader of

Destroyers.

To commander in chief: One cruiser

with 4 stacks shot down. Collided
with 1 destroyer. Then followed in

,rear of Squadron II. Maximum
speed 15 knots. Signed, Nassau,
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Summary of the most im,portant radio messages and signals during the Battle

off the Skagerrak—Continued

From-

June 3—Continued

rntelligence Service...

Commander In chief.

Stettin-

Commander in chief-

Naval staff.

.\dmiralty.

To—

Kaiser-

Commander
Squadron II.

Commander in
cliief.

Fleet.

Commander in
chief.

-do.

Time
group

1731-

1005-

Time
received

8.30 a. m.-.

4.30 p. m...

6.07 p. m...

6.46 p. m-

7.59 a. m.

Contents

S. S. Berlin Admiralty: 7.35 morning.
For Commander in chief, Kz 9004,
telegram from Amsterdam: OflBcial

report from London. In the naval
battle we lost the Queen Mary, Inde-
fatigable, Invincible, Defence, Black
Prince, Turbulent, Tipperary, For-
tune, Sparrowhawk, and the Ardent.
Other snips are still missing. Signed,
Naval StaS.

To-day's conference on the develop-
ments of the battle showed that
the determined holding of course by
Squadron II under enemy fire re-

lieved the battle cruisers from a criti-

cal situation. Squadron II has con-
tributed to a large extent to the gen-
eral results achieved. I wish to ex-

press my acknowledgment and my
appreciation to you and your com-
manding officers for this and all other
services rendered during the action.
Signed, Commander'in chief.

S. S. SchilUg, tochief ofstafiof the fleet:

With regard to the relief of the battle
cniisers in the critical situation dis-

cussed to-day by Captain Hartog, it

is not improbable that Scouting
Division IV assisted in this, since at
this time that force attacked 5 armored
cruisers apparently of the Devonshire
class. At this time Scouting Divi-
sion IV was ahead of Squadron II and
the firing of the latter was not heard.
Further investigation will be made.
Signed, Commander Scouting Divi-
sion IV.

The certain destruction of the following
vessels can be counted on: Queen
Mary and Indefatigable prisoners
from both ships. Further two older
arjnored cruisers and at least 10 des-
troyers.

Kz 9096—News telegram: Frauenlob
was struck by torpedo at midnight in
engine room; ship sank immediately;
five men of crew until 9 a. m. in boat;
then picked up by Dutch steamer
Texel. Later English destroyer 625
demanded Texel surrender prisoners,
and the captain of Texel successfully
protested. Later the survivors were
turned over to the towing vessel
Thames. According to this steamer
many empty rafts were passed.

Secret. Kz 9122. There are rumors
here regarding the loss of the Lutzow
and the Kostock. Questions expected
from the press and the Reichstag re-

garding same. Please consult with
the Secretary of the Navy in regard
to how these questions should be
answered, and give your suggestion
for the wording to this office.
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Summary of the most important radio messages and signals during the Battle
off the Skagerrak—Continued

From-

June 3—Continued

Commander in chief.

International service.

June 4

Brugge.

June 5

Commander in chief.

Do.

Naval staff.

Do-

Commander in chief..

To—

Admiralty.

Kaiser.

Commander in
chief.

Admiralty.

.do.

Commander in

chief.

-do.

Naval air station

Time
group

1013.

0121.

Time
received

11.30 a. m..

1.35 a. m.-

8.05 a. m.

5.00 p. m.

10.37 p. m.

4.35 p. m.—

Contents

Secret. To Kz 9122. In the event that
the questions are not to be avoided
suggest the following true statement
of affairs be given in confidence: Lut-
zow and Rostock after the conclusion
of the battle and on the return to port
were blown up by their own com-
manding ofllcers after the crew, in-

cluding all wounded, had been taken
off by the destroyers and since the
ships could not be brought into port.
The publication of these facts is not
desired for military reasons, since the
loss of these ships can not be known
to the enemy. Further, the enemy
losses published by us include only
the total losses which were definitely
determined by observation. The
Secretary of the Navy has not been
here but has received a copy of this.

S-S. Berlin, „to commander in chief.

Kz. 9159. Aarhus report. Swedish
steamer Para brought m 2 petty oflB-

cers and 1 fireman from the V-48 which
were saved 8 hours after the sinking.
Assumed to be the only survivors.

The Flanders Submarine Flotilla took
part in the operations with all boats
according to the plan. All boats re-

turned, only coast patrol encountered.
Signed, Naval Corps Flanders.

For the press: According to report of
Flotilla III a prisoner from theTurbu-
lent wrote after being picked up that
he had seen the sinking of the follow-
ing ships: Warspite, Princess Royal,
Turbulent, Nestor, Acasta, and cer-

tified to this over his signature. Two
other prisoners confirmed this, al-

though separated since being brought
on board.

KB 1122. FlotillaV reports that prison-

ers state the Princess Royal had con-
siderable list after sinking of Queen
Mary, and that light cruiser Birming-
ham was sunk. It appears that 5

Queen Elizabeths took part in that
action.

Kz 9263. Attache at Hague reports:

English surgeon Burton of destroyer
Tipperary, saved by Madlung, has
stated that the light cruiser Euryalus
was burning in vicinity of the sinking
destroyer.

Kz 9321. Attache Stockholm reports:

Seaman Hugo Zeime from Jena, prob-
ably sole survivor of the Wiesbaden,
saved by the Norwegian steamer
WUly and landed in Dramme. Wies-
baden sunk by a torpedo.
BK 1045. Can L-11 give more definite

information regarding tjrpes of battle-

ships and battle cruisers sighted early
on June 1. Report very valuable.
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Summary of the most important radio i/iessages and signals during the Battle
off the Skagerrak—Continued

From-

June 6

Intelligence service..

Commander in chief.

To—

Kaiser.

Admiralty.

Time
group

Time
received

7.39 p. m.

Contents

S. S. Nordholz, to commander in chief.

Secret. In re (KB 1045). Command-
ing olficer of L-11 reports: The 6 rear
ships first sighted, battleship group,
had tripod masts, 2 stacks, and were
believed to be either Bellerophon,
Neptune, or Collingwood class. The
type of the 6 leading ships could not
be made out on account of the smoke
and mists. The 6 battleships of the
second group to the eastward also had
tripod ipasts and 2 stacks. The 3
ships frorp the NE. had 2 tripod masts
and 3 stacks and were made out as
AustraUas or Invincibles. The battle-

ships were steaming with 500 meters
or less distance between units, speed
16 to 18 knots. The battle cruisers
were steaming at high speed with in-

tervals of about 800 to 900 meters be-
tween ships. Signed, Schutze.

KB 1050. The following Engli.<!h pris-

oners have been taken: From Queen
Mary, 1 ensign, 1 man; from Indefati-
gable, 2 men; Tipperary, 7 men, 2
wounded; Nestor, 3 officers, 2 warrant
officers, 75 men, 6 wounded; Nomad,
4 officers, 68 men, 1 officer, and 10 of
these wounded; from Turbulent, 14

men, all wounded; total, 177 English
prisoners.
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EXPLANATION OF ABBREVIATIONS ON THE PLATES.

BRITISH.

G. F.—Grand Fleet.

B. F.— Battle Fleet.

B. C. F.—Battle Cruiser Fleet.

4th or 4.—Fourth Division of Battleships

5th B. S,—Fifth Battle Squauron.

1st B.C. S.—First Battle Cruiser Squadron.

2nd C. S.—Second Cruiser Squadron.

3rd L. C. S.—Third Light Cruiser Squadron.

12th Flot.—Twelfth Destroyer Flotilla.

NOTE.— British forces are shown by open arrows,

rectangles, or ships; their tracks are indicated by full

lines; and Arabic numerals are used for numbering

their units.

•GERMAN.

H. S. F.—High Sea Fleet.

B. F.—Battle Fleet.

S. F.—Scouting Forces,

DIv. v.—Division V of Battleships

S. D, I.—Scouting Division 1.

Flot 11.—Destroyer Flotilla II.

IstH. F.—First Half Flotilla.

U 70.—Submarine Number 70.

L 24.—Airship Number 24.

NOTE.—German forces are shown by full black arrows,

rectangles, or ships; their tracks are Indicated by broken

lines, and Roman numerals are used for numbering their

units.



Appendix 18

List of British Destroyers and their distinguishing pendants

Oak - H 38.

Abdiel G 07.

Tipperary H 6 Code.

Broke H 98.

Achates H46.
Porpoise H 27.

Spitfire H 41.

Unity H 68.

Garland H 32.

Ambuscade H 62.

Ardent H 78.

Fortune H 30.

Sparrowhawk H 61.

Contest H 63.

Shark H 04.

Acasta H 59.

Christopher H 51.

Owl H 31.

Hardy H 67.

Midge H 40.

Ophelia G 03.

Marne H Ans. 6.

Manners H Ans. 9.

Michael H Code 5.

Mons H2 Ans.

Faulknor H 48.

Marksman H 96.

Obedient G 25.

Maenad H Ans. 7.

Opal ._ G02.
Mary Rose , H Code 4.

Marvel G 20.

Menace , H 7 Code.

Nessus __, GOO.
Narwhal G 47.

Mindful G 04.

Onslaught G 22.

Munster H 8 Code.

Nonsuch G 12.

Noble G 09.

Mischief G 10.

Kempenfelt H Ans. 1.

Ossory G 23.

Mystic H 2 Code.

Morning Star H Code 9.

Magic H Code 0.

Mounsey H Code 1.

Mandate H Ans. 8.

Minion H Code 7.

Martial H Code 3.

Millbrook H Code 6.

Moon H Code 8.

Acheron H 00.

Ariel H 37.

Attack H 86.

Hydra H 50.

Badger H 52.

Goshawk H 45.

Defender H 28.

Lizard H 58.

Lapwing H 56.

Nestor G 30.

Nomad G 31.

Narborough G 39.

Obdurate G 26.

Petard G 66.

Pehcan G 58.

Nerissa G 35.

Onslow G 29.

Moresby H Code 1.

Nicator G 55.

Lydiard H 08.

Liberty H 81.

Landrail H 54.

Laurel H 91.

Moorsom H Ans. 2.

Morris H Ans. 3.

Turbulent G 42.

Termagant .,._ G 24.
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BATTLE FLELET- Mmiro! Sir John R Je,U(COe.

Fleet Ragship-lron Duke
ATtQchedto Fiaet nQq-ActivejO:L),OaKCDO)AbtiitlCDM)

» 1^ KING 6E0R6E V^

Z I WAX
2 I CENTURION
4- I ERIN

5 Morion
6 k MONARCH
7 « CONQUEROR
6 t THUNDERER

9 i^lRON DU^E
JO I ROYAL OAK
U ^SUPERB
12 4 CANADA

13 i*^BENBOW
14 I eELLEROPHON
15 I TEMERAIRE

VAN6UARD

l5t.DiV.

J&rram

> Znd.Oiv.

Ltveson

Srd.Dw.

Dutr

.Ead.B-S.

(&BB)

I

I

h
A
A

CASTOR LCD
KEN\PENFELT(DD

nth. FLOTILLA O'^DD)

BOAOICEACCL) attached ti ariQ.B.s.

t

ft

t

I

16

17

Ift

19

20

^1 i^ MARLBOROUGH
22 I

23 I

24 ft

COLOSSUS
COLLme\N00D
NEPTUNE
5T VINCENT

REVENGE
HERCULES
A6INC0URT

t INVINCIBLE

ft INFLEXIBLE

ft INDOMITABLE

t MINOTAUR
ft HAMPSHIRE
ft COCHRANE
ft SHANNON

^ DEFENCE

ft WARRIOR
ft O.OFEDmBURGH
ft BLACK PRINCE.

^ CALLIOPE

I CONSTANCE
ft CAROLINE
ft ROYALIST

ft COMUS

Am.DW.

sturdee

5th. Div.

Gaunt

6th. Div.

Burner

>Ath.B.5.

C6B6)

ft

ft

A
A
A

TIPPERARYCDL)

BROKE CDL^

4tn. FLOTILLA 00 DD)

BLANCHE Ccq attached to 4th b.s.

l&t.B.S.

(8BB)

ft

ft

A
A
A

FAULKNORCOL)

MARKSMAN COL)

l2th,FL0TILLA05DD)

BELLONACCL) attached to ist.BS.

•3TCi.BC.5.C5CC)

Hood

Znd.C.S. C4CA")

Heath

istC5C4CA')

Arbuthnot

4-in.L.C.5. t5CL)

L£ Mtsurier

ft

ft

A

CHESTER CCL')

CANTERBURY CCCi

ADD C4ttl.not.)

ADDCi-
0-

Ath.ncrt"i

Ittti.FlOf)

Total = 24BB,3CC,6CA,iaCL,5DL,46DO,IOM = 99vess&\5

Figure 1



BMTLt CRUISER FLEE.! - V1CE^DM BE:^TT^.

l^ LION

I PRIN. ROYAL

I QUEEIN rAARV

I TietR

1^ N.ZEIALANO

I INDEFATIGABLE

rf^ BARHAM
I VALIANT
4 V/ARSPITE

» MALAYA

«* 6ALATEA
* PHAETON

I mCGNSTAnT
I CORDELIA

1^ FALMOUTH

I YARMOUTH
I BIRKENrtEAD

4 GLOUCESTER

^ SOUTHAMPTON
4 BlRMmeHAM
4 N0TTIN6tiAM

I DUBLIN

4 ENGADINE

Fleet Flag

1 lstB.O.S.(ACC)

]
6rDcK

I

Znd B.C.S.C2CC)

^ PacKtuhavn

5th.&.S.C4BS)

Evan-TTiomas

i CttAMPlONCCO

/\ l3tVl.FLOT^LL^00DD)
A

A 9tn.FL0TILLAC4-DD)

"^ l01ln.FLOTlLLAC4W)

t FEARLESS CCL')

A \5t. flotvllaCsdd)

IstLCSCACO
A\ ti^ander - Si nclair

Srd.L.C.sC'^L)

Napitr

gndxcsCA-a")

Goodenough

Total = 6CC,4BB, 1ACL,2TDD ,1AV = 5Zvessels

Figure 2



BATTLE FLEET -VICE ADM. RDNh/\RDT 5CHEER

I

*

«

I

ft

ft

ft

ft

ft

ft

^
ft

ft

ft

ft

K0N16

GROSSEIR KURFUR5T

KRONPRINZ
^\ARK6R^F

KA\SE1R

ka\se:r\n

PRlNZREieENT -LUATPOLO

stn.Div

BehncKe

6lh.0\v

Nordmann

B.5.III

BtV\ncKe,

FRlE.DR\Cn OER 6R0SSE: FleGtFlaq StVieer

A
A

A
A

A
A

OSTRIEISL^NO

THURIN6E:n
nElLGOL^ND
OLOLNBURG

POSEIN

RHONL^ND

>we:5tfale:n

0E:UT5CHL/\N0

HELSSLN

POMMEIRN

H^NNOVE:R
SCHLELSIEIN

SCnLE:5Wl6 nOLSTDN

STELTTIN

MUMCHEN
H^M&URG*
FRAvUELNLOB

6TUTT6ART

ROSTOCK

FIRST FLOTILLA

THIRD FLOTILLA

FIFTH FLOTILLA

SCVEVTH FLOTILLA

t&t.OW.

[
Schmidt

2nd.0\v.
" Eng&lhardt

3rd.0\v.

4th. OW.
' DdlwigK

B.S.I.

{ 5chmidt

B.S.TL

M.Qu\/e.

(scouting D'w. IS".

I
VonReuttr

i1(chel5en

IBB

IBB

8SB

6-0B5

5CL

ICL

4-DD

HDD

9DD

* Flagship of Leader of Submarines
QltoclTfcdto s.o.iS" 1br Tactical purposes

16BB,5-0BB,6CL,31DD -59 vessels

Figure 3



SCOUTING FORGELS - V\CL ADM. HIPPCR

<^ LUTZOW >

I ^Fv^MTv^^^ I scouting Division l(5CC) ^ sm flotilla CuDD)
I 5LYDL1TZ ?

« moltke: ^^

& vondertknn

(^ frwakfurt

k PILLAU"

» ELBme

ll*^ RL6E:(H5BUR&

1 scouting DivisionH (4CL) ^ end, floti llaOod^

j
BotOicKtr

Bm..rL0TlLLAC90D)

Heinrich

Totol= 5CC,5CL,30DD=40VtS&ds.

FORGELS m BATTLC CRUISLR E:N6^60>1UHT

British Gtrman
Battleships 4- _

Battle, Cruisers.. £, 5

LigM cruisers J4 .....b

Oestroi/ers 2.1 30 ,

AircraftTtntier — .i

Total .bZ. 4-0.

TOTAL FORCEIS AT JUTLAND

British German

Bott\t&h\p5,l5iLint, ZB »6.._.

Battltships, Ind.Line. 6

Battle Cruiser. 9 5.....

Armored Cruisers S.

Liqhi Cruistrs 26 11

DestroN/trs .16 --61

Mine Lasers. l -

AircraftTender '- -

Totai »5I .99....

Figure 4



BRITISH

Speed Mam Bat.
Armor

Side Deck
^ KIN6 GEORGE V 21.5 iO-l3'.5/45 12'

1 MAX 21.5 50-13". 5/45 12'

1 CUNTURION 21.5 S0-|-3".5/45 12'

1 ERIN 21. l0-!3".5/45 12-

^ ORION 21. I0i3".5/45 12-

1 MOHARCH 21. 10-13" 5/45 12"

1 CONQUEROR 21. 10-13': 5/46 ^2"

) THUNDERER 21. lO-i3'".5/4b »2"

i* IRON DUKE 2». \0-^3'.5/4* \r
S R0YJ1.L OAK 23. a-13742 13"

^ SUPERB 20.15 10-12745 U"

1 CANADA 22.75 50-14745 g.

^ BENBOW 21. \0-l3'5/4S 12'

1 BELLE:ROPttOW 20.75 i0-\2745 li"

1 TEMERMRE 20.75 i 0-12745 W
t VANGUARD 21. I0rl2750 9:75

t COLOSSUS 2L 10-12750 10" 2"75

» COLLm&WOOD 2L 10-12750 3.75

« NEPTUNE 21. 50-52750 10" 2:^5

« ST.VlNCEtAT 21 i 0-12750 9:75

^ MARLBOROUGH 2L 10-13:5/45 12"

ft REN/EN&E Z^. a-15742 13°

» HERCULES 21. '.0-12750 iO" 2:75

ft A61NG0URT 22. \A- 12750 9"

r PRIN.ROfAL

28. 5- 13' 5/45 9'

2%. 5-13:5/45 %•

ft QUEEN MARY 29. 8-\3r5/^ 9"

ft ri&ER 29 8-13':5/45 3"

(* N ZEALAND 25 5-12750 6"

ft INDEFAT16ABLE 25. &- 12750 6"

^ 1NV\HCIBLE ^5. s-ie'/so 6"

i iNFLD(.iaLE 25 a-! 2745 5^

ft mOOMITABLE 25 5-12745 6

/^ BARHAM 25. a-sby4.2 13"

ft VALIANT 25. 8-15742 13-

ft WARSPITE 25. i-i5'y42 IS-

ft MALAYA 25 S- 15742 IS"

Figure 5



GE:RM^N

Speed Moin Bat.
A^rmor

^^^^ K0NI6
• &ROSSE.R KURFURST
• KRONPRINZ
* M^RK6R^F

^ HAISER

» KMSEIRIN

,. • PRIMZRE5E:NTLUITPOLO

• ^ FRIEIORICH OCR GR0S5E:

^ OSTFRIEISLNNO

« TrtURmeCN
• HCLGOL^ND
I OLDElNBURe

» POSEIN

/ I RHQNL^ND
* N^ss^u
« WEISTFALEIN

, ^ DEIUTSCHLANO ^
''>% HELSSEN ^

« POMMEIRN

^, V • H^NNOVE:R /^
'Vl aCHLLSIEN /

. • SCHLELSWIG-HOlSTElNv

^ LUTZOW
* DElRFFLlNeCR
« 5E?fDLITZ

« MOLTKE
« VONOEIRTANN,

^0.5

20.5

20.5

80.5

20.

20.

20,

20.

20.5

20.5

20.5

20.5

19.5

19.5

\9.5

19.5

(&

\%

18

15

15

I&

26.5

26.5

26.5

26.

25

10-»Z7a6

10-12745

10-12745

10-12/45

10- 12"/5D

lO-lZ/50

10- 12/50

10-12750

10-12750

12-12/50

12-12750

12-12750

l2-ir/45

12-1 r/45

12-11745

1
2-1 17^5

4-11/40

4-1 1/40

4-U/40

4-1 1740

4-11/40

4-ll"/W

8-12/50

8-12750

io-ir/60

IO.-II/5O

8~l 1745

Side OecK
14" 3"

14' 3
14 3"

14" 3"

14
14"

14"

14'

115" 3"

11.5" 3"

11.5" 3"

n.5' 3"

11.5"

11.5"

11.5"

11.5"

9.75' 3'

9.75- 3°

9.75' 3"

9.15' 3"

9.75" 3"

9.75" 3"

12' 3"

12" 3'

ir
3'

i\"
3"

9"

Figure 6



1^
5CAPA^

''D5rdB.C5.,^nclC.S.

4th.L.C.S.,

4liri,&\Zth.F\otil\QS

Zncl.B.S, \st.C,&,mh.notiUa

,

JLLLICOE

NORWAY

Cromarty

Ros;;/tti

Uon. \sV&Znd.B.C5, 5th B.S. )
lsi,Znd&.3rd L.C.S.lSt.Sth.lOthi or ajTY
& Wh.riotiWQs and Enqadmej

"

Blytti FlotiUa

BRITISH FORCES
5-.40RM.,30MAY

Hdqotand.

RearAdmiral. EasJ: Coas

ENGLAND

LONDON

'Harwich forte

T^rviWrtt

n w^ 3rd.B.S,,5TXl.C.S. ^
the^dmirQl^y "r^hZ—. Bradford ^^^ Dover PWro\ £^ Bacon ^_C

Orders of-Hie British Admiraltv , 30 Mo^/

1. At Noon , 30 Moj the Admiralty warned Jellicoe tnat the Hiqh 5ea Fleet might go to

sexi earlN/ next mominq and that as man^ as 16 German submarines were out.

2. About Hoon the Admiralty ordered the Commander Dover Patrol to send the Harwich

destrovers bacK to Harwich and to recall the Belgian Coast Tiatrol ; the Rear Admiral East

Coast to recall minesweepinq sloops; the srd.B.s.and 3rd C.S. to have steam read^ daylight

of the 31st; the Submarines of the tiarwich Force and the Blyth Flotilla to be ready on short

notice.

3. Shortl^J after s-oo p.m. the AdmirQlty learned that the Hiqh Sea Fleet had teceived a

seemmqiv/ important operation siqnal.

4. At 5:40 P.M. the following was sent to CinC ot Scapa ."You should concentrate to the

eastward of the Lonq Forties, read)/ for eventualities"

5 At5.40 5.0. ^nd.B.S. made "Preparatory siqnal for leaving Cromorty"

6 At 5;4Q CinC.G.F. made" Preparatory signal for leaving Scapa'
7 At SAB Sc.B.c.F. made siqnal" Raise steam for ^^ Knots': figure 7
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Types

Battleships, Ist.line.

Battleships, Znd line

.

Battle Cruisers ^

Cruisers

LigM Cruisers

DcslroNers & Leaders

.

Aircraft Tender

Light Minelav/er

JELLICOE BENTTY
Batt\& Battle Cruiser

FleeV Fleet

...Z4- ._.4-

SCHEER
Battle

Fleet

...16
6

HIPPER
Scouting
Forces

.3.

-8.

-14.

.51.

..1.

.-J.

-6.
.31

_5..

.J30.

GR^ND AND HIGH SEKS FLEETS.
2M5 P.M.,31 MAY 1916 Figure 10
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*RQ5tocK.

» Hamburg

•Munchen

i5t,5iii.&9th Half Flotillas

Half Flotillas

\\\ B.S.II

\y I3tti&;i4tti Half Flotillas

*Frau&nlot>

Battle Squadron ni-
Koniq

Grosser Kurfurst

MarKqraf
Kronprinz

Kaiser

Prinz. Req&nt Luitpold

Kaiserin

Friedricti der Grosse {r.?)

-Battle Squadron I-
Ostfriesland

Thurinqen

He-lqolandl

Old&nburq
Posen

Rtieinland

Nassau
Westfalen

-Battle 5quaclronH-
Deutschland

PommeriTi

Schleisen

Schleswiq- Holstein

Hannover and Hessen

\

*5Tuttgcirt

Total force 53 vessels

Ibbattlestiips.lst.line

6 battleships, Znd line

'& I iqtit cruisers

31 destroyers

-Scouting Division W.-
Stettin

MiintVien

Frauenlob

Stuttgart

HamburQ[flaq5bipof

Leader of Submarines)

RostocK(flaqshipof First

Leader of Destro\|ers)

GER^/!^N BKTTLE FLLCT
Z:I5P.M.,31MAY.

Figure 13

662800—31- -19



FranKfurf
^att\.HQ\fFloti»lQ

(5DD)

I E\b\nq

Scouting Division I

LiJVzow

Derfflinqer

SeNdlitz

MoitKe-

Von derTann
5CX)utinq DivisionH

FranKfurt

Pi'llau

Elbinq

Wiesbaden
Reqwislsurq (flaqshipof

Z-nd.leaderof destroycris)

VJiesbaden %
G-4lgcllttiHalfFlot. N^

(ADD)

\

Reqensburg

^"-^ 9th Flotilla

\ \scout\n(j Division I

5 Battle Cruisers

5 Liqht Cruisers

30 Destrov/ers

40 vessels.total

GERMAN 5C0UTING FORCES
2:\5 P.M..3I MAY

Figure 14
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-:f-y
>-N
'\"$.^ Elbinq

~-\^'* FrankfurtIT

\\\
\

Ist-Tlot.

5th.B.S.

"— — iB<500

•^ \ \wic3bQden

^^\ \6boatsofFlot.E,

W
Iddbtiqable sunK

4:05

m
.E.f

||4boQt5.Flot.II

Reqensburq

Flot.K.

idOth.Flot.

.. 4:o5 Jeliicoe order^^^^^^^^^ ^'SSam*. Dublin

VonderTann.
G. 4:05 Lion hit 6 times b\/ Lutzo'W m four minutes.

D. 4:06 Mo\TKefire5 4torpedocs at tstB.cs.

L. 4;06 Fire practically ceases due to excesswe range

F. 4-.og Bealty orders 13 th. Hot,-"AttacKenem^ with torpedpesT

G. 4-.10 Lion's radio out of action.

H. 4; II. 5ttl. B.S. o'pens fire, on S.O.I.

1. 4'.i2 S.D.I, increases speed to W Knots.

J. Ar-.vi FranKfurt reports to Scheer entry of 5 battleships into action.

5th battle SaUADRON ENTERS ACTION.

4:00T0 4i»5P.M.

Figure 21



\3rd.LC.S.

IStLCS.

\
\\

A. 415 The battle cruiser ootion again increase,5 in intenoiiy.

B. A:26 Queen Mary blows up under f\re of Derfflinger and SeydliU.

C. A:i6 notillalX. commences its attQcK.

D. 4:28 Stettin, ahead of German B. r, reports gunfire to Northwestward

,(,not shown)

E. 4-.50 t3th. Flotilla gains position for QttatK.

F. 4:30 2jid,L.c.S. reports German light cruiser bearing S.E.

\
>^

\
\

\

\\ \Obinq

l\pillau

HrronKfurt

®'

.ist.not.

\ Fearless

s,5th.BS.

\:

- i_

isopo

i !

I 1

1 \

I 1

\
A
V

Wiesbaden

\\not.7I.

iceboats of Flot.n.

^1ij sdoutinq Div.l.

"^i WboatsofFlot.tt.

Reqensburg

\ itK.

lueenMorv sunK^*boats.9thicioth.not.

4:26

i3tti.not.

(6 boats)

MILES

battle: cruiser action reaches its height

4:15 TO 4:30 P.M.
Figure 22-



\3rd.LC.S.

\lSt.L.CS.

\
\

(

\
\
\

A \

V1-„ \Pillau

^ -:^:^. \....

I

B. 4:33

C. 453
D. 4-.M

E. 4;34

F. 4.34

G. 4.34

H. 4-,35

\. 4:38

J. 4:38

K. 4.40

L. 440
M 44Z
N. 4:44

0. 445
P. 446
a. 446
R 4<4&

4!Doatsof5thMOrti (§

5th.RS.\\ ^ ^§——— [ ®^?si!,,ReqenS;^H-F.xi.

i3tti Flot. ^ ^--<,„i?S' &4boars(S)

N 'FranKfurt

I'l \
j

! Wiesbaden

jj6bOQlsofFlot.II.

B.C.F.

K. 4:30 S.D.I, moneuvtrs to a^oid

d&strovfcr atlacK.

Southamplon reports i'BattleahipS.E.!"

Nornad is disabled by gunfire. @i
Flot.K. fires 10 torpedoes at i5tB.CS.

VjgSUtiKby Petards torpedo; crew saved byV^^Ond 5t,5.

Vm sunKbv qunfire; crew saved by v^^.

LuTzow fires torpedo ot lst.B.c.S.

Scbeer orders flotillas to concentrate to starboard.

9tti.lotti.Qndl3th.Flots.firei5torpedoesat5.D.l.Qt about ttiistime.

2iid.Lt.S. reports German B.F.

Reqensburq and 4 boats of not.H tover retirement of FlotK.

Nott\nqham fires torpedo at German B.F

Befltty sights German B.F and recalls destroyers.

S.D,1. engages Stti.B.S.

2.nd, L.C.S. reports German dispositions

DivisionV opens fire on Ist.and 2nd. B.c S.

H.F.xr advances to attacK

2nd. L.c.S.maKe5 detailed report of German b.f

»Ro5tocK

\ FiotJn

\ H.F. I.

Div.vN©

ow.in\\ f^

F.f. A \

Div.l^
\

Div.:

^

DEISTROYEIR ATmCKS.
4-30 T0448 P.M. Figure 23





A.5:ii ist.flnd 2nd. B.c.s.leavettie action /

B. s:i3 Lulzows radio out of action /

C. 5:20 Main botteri/ of Von derTann completely/ out /^'Chester
Of action, due to hits and accidents. ^

^Srd.L.CS. c 5:20 Beatty orders \5V. Rot. to form QnH-5ubmanne screen.

E_ 5-tS Matsya hit 7 times in 2.2 minutes.

F. 5:30 Nomad sinKs after firinq 4 torpedoes.

G. 5:3s Nestor sinKs

H. 5:35 Chester siqhts SD.a.

®

i^eqensburq \

'^ \not.K\,

Enaodine^^^j^

9tUl0tti^
nols.

w

4boat3Qf4th.Flot.

Conterburv'

ROStOCK ^^<\\®\
.Flol.m^^, \

\
N \

\
\

PURSUIT OF THE BATTLE! ORUISLR FLEET
5:|Oto5:35P.M.

Figure 25.



Conterburj

«

A. 5-40 isr.andZnd.B.CSrttnqaqfc S.D.I.

B. 5-.40 znd L.c.s.reports course of

Germon B.F. M.M.W.

ivx. C. 5A^ BiacK Princt reports 5.D.I. beorinq

irKN; .RoshicK south
^^ ^^> /|nrtBL 0. 5-.48 Chester, after receivinq nhits,

'

/« H.F. I. retires toword 3rd. B.C5.

// E. SAT Mense sights S.D.n,anclopens

// fire 6 minutes later.

U F. 5:50 2nd.L.CS. reports 5.D,l.be(irinq

N iw.trom German B.F.

^\ G.S:55 3nl.B.CS.enqaqesS.D.tt.

\ H. 5:55 Derfflinqerbadl^domaqed by

\^ a hit forward.

1. 5:55 Marlborouqh,leadinqfeth.Oiv.
"'^ sights Lion bearinq s.s.w.and so

reports to Jellitoe; also reports

Sth.RS. beflp'nq S.W.

.
Flot.v.

^

\ \
\

5:35 TO 5:55

^TT^CK OF the: 3rd. battle: cruiser

SaUADRON
Figure 26



Minotaur

Shannon

9m8flOtti.notSQ»

-_ 4boalsof4ttinot
Flora 8.

4booi5ofnotii.

MILCS

Canterbury

A. 5:55 SharK.Acasta, Christo-

pher & Ophelia orttncK

B. 5:58 Wiesbaden disabled hy

Srd.B.C-S,-, Pillau hit; FranKfurt

iElbinq fire I torpedo each.

C. 5:58 Defence &Warrior engage S.D.U.

D.5:56 Hipper signals; "D&stroyersattacK"

E. 6;oo Hf.XH. fires about 5 h^rpedoes at

jrd.B.c.s.and a destroyer

F. 6:00 S.O.II reports to Hipper: "Am under

fire from enemy battleships'

&. 6:00 Znd.L.c.s, reports losing sight of

German B.F.

H. tos Flot.K fires torpedoes at 3tTl.B.c.s.

and destroyer.

t. 6:o6 Lion reforts 5.D.I. bearing St.
0. 6:0B StiQrK put out of action by gunfire

and Q torpedo hit.

K. 6:06 Jellicoe signals destroyers to toKt

disposition No.l.

L. 6:10 G|04. fires Q torpedo Qt3rd.B.C5

M. 6:10 Onslow fires onetorpedo at So I,

i5 damaged by gunfiVe, and hits Wiesbaden with

Q second torpeao.

N. 6:10 S.D.U reports tb Scheer: "Enemy battleships

in 02.5er (.SnJ.B.C.S. were the ships reported)

0. 6;i0 5th.B.5.reports:"Enemy battle fleet 5.SX.

\\

GERMAN DESTROYEIR ATTACKS

5^55 TO 6:10

Figure 27



A.

B.

C,

0,

E.

F,

G.

H.

1.

J.

K.

L.

10 Canterbury £nqaqe$ Regensburq.
r^*j?"'^°'^/0. ^

13 3rd. BX,S. avoids torpedoe-s by iTianeuverinq.
Minotaur/ /

15 Avcasta fires torpedo at S.D.I. and '15 di5able.d by qunfire. ,^ I

15 DuKe of Edinburgh obscures tbe range with dense funnel smoKe^^^Hwipshire
*

15 Salvos fall about the 6th. Division.

Jellicoe orders deployment.

Marlborough opens fire.

Warspite's steering gear carries away as result of hit by Kaiserin.

Onslow fires Ztorpedoes at B.s.Ui:

Defense sunK by B.S.m and

lst.'2-nd.and3rd B.cs. enqaije.,

SharK sinKs after

heroic resistance

warrior heavily hit.

@-^arrior(D
,

^Defence 5 un$\ow
6-.tfe ;i

Acdsta
/

wTcsbaden (c)° ^
\^ ShQrK

\»fj
/notlll. f^Flots.E,VI3cIX..

fH.r.i Regensburq

i FlOtY

V

S.D.tt.
\

Canterbury

MILCS

DEPLOYMENT OF BRITISH BKTTLE FLEET.

e-.10T0 6.20
Figure 28



A. 6:21 Canterbury enqaq&s 5.D H.

B. 6'Z4- 4tti. Division opens fire.

C. 6;?4 2nd. L.CS. reports position and course of German B.F. /
D. 6:^5 VJarspite hit by at least 11 heavy shells in zo minutts. f

E. 6-Z5 warrior out of action with at least 15 heavy hits \»

F. 6-^5 Wiesbaden heavily hit.

G 6'-Z5 Onslow's torpedo passes Kaiser

2nd.CS.

Hampshire

L Shannon

\Cochrant

'Minotaur

""„-?;:?^ <.'»:
> Chester

ch\±.j^^^. BirKenhead

Rr^ \J^3rd.B.C.5
B.C.S. --^^ __ Yarmouth

\(%7B.S.IIl,''Hf^I

ftorp. •/•Flots.n.VI&ffi.

Kegensburq

/S.D.1I

y
/A Fiot.vn.

1

1

Canterbury

MILES

BRITISH BATTLE FLEET OPENS FIRE.

6:ZOto6:Z5
Figure 29
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MILES

ethklOth.
o*i3th.

\s\.LtS.

Galatea ty
®/znd.LC^
}/' ^th.B.s:

/ \

warrior

warspitt-^-—

0»

M|^L.C.S.
3rcl.L,C.5.

,:5rcl.B.C.S

^ormouth
(jT) Falmouth

•»</5-

v5

Wiesbaden

1 ©* s not.nL. /ly

^^RostocK /

I
/DivE

^^,iv.YL
Div.V.

\o.i

/
/

/Divm
FlotVU.

A 7 Flot.Y.

//

|L/f Flots.S.VI &1X.

Reqensburg

-^S.D.II.

Conterbur^

/5.D.K A. &•^5 Wiesbaden Vieavil;/ hit.

B. &:'i& Frankfurt hit by Canterbury

/' c. 6-.% Luliow heavily hit.

/ D. 6;% JellicoereducesspeedtoWknots.

E. 6-.Z7 Galatea reduced to l& Knots b;/ hit on blower.

F 6^50 Flot.ni advances to attacK.

&. 6;3« OpheliQ fires torpedo.

H. 6:30 Falniouth and Yarmouth engage S.D.I.

1. 6.'50 5th. Div. opens fire.

During this and following periods the visibility was very favorable to the British.

BRITISH BATTLE CRUISERS CONCENTRATE ON GERMAN VAN.

625T0 6-.30

Figure 30



Znd.cs:

9thM0tti

\.^ 5,
o.'3th.not.

©
^Ilth..

.Chester

A^tVi.LCS.

WQrr\or<;

v/arsp'rte

^.BirKenhead

teUZndl.B.Co:;^^ Gloucester

® "-^3rdB.CS
Invincible,

b
Wiesbaden /

® Fiot.m.

6.»

JfJ^\

*SharK
6:35

S.D.1* »

7?
Div.lY. riot^^

j^^ FlotOI.]X.

Reqensburq

(^* S.O.E

^S.D.W.

^Falmouth

'Yarmouth

Canterbury

^. 6:3t Konig hit twice in two minutes.

B. 6:33 Invincible 5unKb;/Lutzow and Derfflinqer.

c. 6:3^ Jellfcoe increases speed to n Knots.

0. &'-35 Fiot EL fire5 3 torpedoes and la^s smoKe screen,

E. 6:35 MarKqraf stops one engine due to hot bearings; also

receives i hit.

F. 6:35 Beatt^/ Slows to 15 Knots.

FIRST RLTIREME-NT OF THE HIGH SEA FLEET.

6:30 TO 6:'55

Figure 31



norm.

®

Oiv.v. RostocKw^

.©

i^note.ii.Tiigrix..

Regensburq

Birkenhecid

Qouctster

3rd.B.C.S.
Falmouth

Yarmouth

M Canterbury

Div. ^';r not-.Y.

*Tlot.YIl

S.D.1I

MILES

A. 6:56 Koniq hittvjice

B. fet'ST Lutzow out of action with 20 major coli ber hits.

C. 6:38 CQpt. Hartoq of Dertflinqer toKes command of 5.D, I.

D 6:38 V48 dqmaqed b;/ qynfire and sanK laftr.

E. 6:40 RostocK recalls Fiot. IE

.

F. 6:40 4tQrpedoes pass through Ist.fc Znd. B.C.S.

Ci fe:40 Note the cKoelltnt position of the Canterbury for

obtaining informahon.

GERMAN RETIREMEINT CONTINUES.

6:35to6-.40.
Figure 32



lsVL.0.5.

^_ ^ 5.

ZndLC.5,

Marrm
12th not.

4 ^ ol^**^"*-

ZndC.&^

Ctitstw

Div.t7.

/
V/arspife

Wiesbodcn
•V46

RostocK .^V^DiV.YU

-'^ Regensburq

.^. .v'S.O.E.

Divm /

M<UK

A. &4I Koniqhit

B. 6:45 Luttow tilt t^Nlce.

3rd.B.CjS.

Canttrbut^

DISENGAGEMEINT OF THE HIGH SEA FLEET.

6-40T0 6--45

Figure 33



Andes.,

•warnoF

^y/arspii. ^^-'^^^-

TRIC •Wiesbaden

^ly^zT
SD.I

Reqensburq^^
'Lutrov<

r-

Fiot.vn.

~Canlerburj

MILES

A. fe;50 Znd.L.C.S. advances to reconnoiter.

A LULL 1 N THE ACTIOM.

6:45to6-50
Figure 34



"J?

/
\Miesbaden

. )4tti.lX.S.

•V46

Div.tt

RostQtK 7 ^"-^

Fiotm.Hfi y

® /sun.

rd.LCS

Cflnterburj

MIIXS

A. 6:52 MarKqrof hit.

B. 6.54 Marlborouqh hit b^ torpedo, proboM^ fired b^ v+Jor^Nlesbadm

C. 6'54 Beatty reports submarine

D. fe-.55 Rostock, orders H.F.I.to esoort LutzDw, latter's speed is

reduced to 15 Knots.

MARLBOROUGH TORPEDOED.

6:50to 6:55

Figure 35
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3r<lL.C.S.

A. 8-.39 liorpedOpQS56S 4th.L.CS.

B. 8.4-z z torpedoes pa?)5 6tti.Div.

c &-4-5 FlotV.sights onl\/ light forces arid withdraws.

D. 8;45 5moKe screens compltteW cx)riceal Hiqh Sea
Fleet from the British.

THE DISCNG/^GElMtNT COMPLETED
7:35to7-.55RM,

Figure 44



^Fiot.vn.

Gloucester

'Cantertmry

B.

C.

a
E.

F.

8:05

8-.09

8-W-

8-.15

a -.15

BeattN/ orders Island 3rcl. LC.5. to regain contact.
CQbtor andllth. riot, sights smoKeto w.M.W.
3rd L.C.5. sights ships W. by N.

Jellicoe- orders 2nd,B.5.to follow Beflllv.

Sheer orders all flotillas to attacK at night (notshown^
Castor sights FlotV.

THE TWO FLEETS AGMN APPROACH EACH OTHER.
7-35 TO 8-15 P.M.

Figure 45
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S.D.IIV

.B.5.n./V\^

^k/(D\

motvn

8:15

8:18

8:20

8:2£

6:7)0

8:30

8:30

8:31

6:32

8:32

8:32

8.35

Jrd.L.CS, concentrqt-es.

3rd. L.C.S.engages S.d.w-, Munchen hit Uikt.

Calliope., Com us, Constance attatKFlot.Y.

Beott^ engages s.Di. o

Calliope sigVits German B.F. ' '

Calliope fires I torpedo and turns off, receiving 5 hits.

Priniregent, Kaiser and Markgraf engage Calliope.

Sex/dliti. sev&rl;^ damaged bj 3Viitb.

Derfflinqer's IqsV turret temporanlN/ out of qction.

Lion ana Princess Ro;/al hit.

Princess Ro;/al fires 1 torpedo.

B. 5. E engages Beatty,

Schleswg-Holstein.Sohiesien and Pommern hit

BEATTY'S LAST ACTION

8-15toS:35P.M.

MILES

Figure 46



1 ,
*'.Lute0W«,H.F.I

T^5bOOt50tFIOtJII.

not5.Y.m.K. \ \ /

RostocK i_ —

\

3rtl.LC.Sj

Ist.LC.S.

A.. e)-.36 Comus reports German B.F. bearing west.

B. 8-40 Beatt\/ ceases fire,.

8:45 not.E turns awav from the 2nd.L.C.S.

8;45 Caroline.RoN/Qlist.CastorSdlth.Flot sight B.S.I.

8:46 Srd.LCS. reports, bearing of enem;^ north.

8-.S5 ^ncl. L.C.S. driv&s off H.F.xn, hittinq SsQ.
9:00 Posilion of rear ship of German B.t. as reported

b\/ Aclmirqlt_y to Jellicoe.Qt9;55.

H. 9:01 Jeilicoe orders course south.

THE FLLELTS PREPARE! FOR NIGHT CRUISING

B-35tq9:05RM.
Figure 47



1

"-f1bt,llU5)

\

Ih.f.xvu.cs)
;tock«

IstL.C

l^m.Flot

'Syh&io^hFlot.

TRiie

\4th.L.C.5.

i

MILES

^. 9fl7 Ro^/alist, Caroline and ComusattacK B.S.I,finnq 2 torpedoes, v/hich pass Nassau.

B. 9:30 Flots-VandTO and H.F.lcynL commence niqM search.

C. ^-SQ B.S.D. reports 4 enern^/ vessels ahead, probablx/ End.CS.

D. 9'-30 B.S.3ILflVe5 OnFlotTfll.

BLGINNIING OF THE NIGHT CRUJSEL.

9:05to9--35P.M.
Figure 48



»2th.riot.

SttiMOttl Plots.

[Ist.l.CS.

LSrd.LCS.

A. 9-4-3 Bea%reporhVii5 position, course.

andspee4-

B. 9:4S Flat.il reports beinq fcrced off to Nw. \
(not shown) Returned via SKaqerraK. 41til.C5.

C. 9:50 Ltqder of Submarines. on Hamburq,
orders all available submarines to proceed

(D\ lst,2,nd &3rd ^ northward, (not stuiwn)

B.C.5. D. 9:55 Admiralty informs Jellicoethotsdestroyer

flotillas have been ordered to attocKhim. [notshown)

t. 3:5B Rot.w makes contact with the British 4tti. not.

and fi'res 4 torpedoes
F. 9:58 S.D.IL. reports 5 British liqht cruisers on course, e:.N.L; probobly this

was Castor and llth. Flotilla.

i, 10:00 Elbinq and Ro5tooK join s.D.W.

H. 10:00 FranKfurt and Pillau each fire one torpedo at llth. not.

I. 10:05 Princess Royal fi'res on cruisers on starboard beam for 15 minutes.

DESTROYER CONTACTS

3:55toI0:10
Figure 49



utti.not

not.

indCS.

Iil5t.2,n(l,5fd.

B.C.S.

K. I0:l^ Hamburg and Elbinq enqaqe Castbr

and lith.nor. Costor receives lo hits and-

Hamburq a-; Castor, Magic and Marne
each fira 1 torpedo, one ofwhich passes
under Llbing.

£). lO'iz Benbow sees firing on starboard beotri.

C. 10:35 MoltKe and Se^dtitz run through s.D.w:

D, i0:35 5.D.W uigaqes ^nd.L.c.s.; Southarnpton

receives 18 hits-, Dublin 13, Stettin Z. Mun-

Ost.L.CS.. ^
"''^"''

thenz, Hamburg 2,, Obinqi; Southampton

.SrdLCS. and Munchen each fire 1 torpedo.

E. 10:38 Jlostod!;.' reports ocHon with BritAight crqiseridestroyers.

F, !0;40 Frauenlob sunKby Southampton's torpedo.

&. 10:40 Southanipton and Dublin reave the formation, heavily damaged.

H. io;40 Soodicea reports German ships on Starboad beam.

I. 10:41 Admiralty informs JelU'coe that Hiqh 5ea Fleet was believed returning to ife base
as its course was S.iE1.3^E. and speed 16. Cnot shown)

J. lo:4-5 FranKfurt reports that British recoqnition signal is"U^'.

!<.. \0;50 MoltKe sights 4ship5, probably or theZnd.B.S.

L. 10:45 Castor repori-5 engagementwith cruisers.

LIGHT CRUISER ACTIONS.

lOMOTO 10:50
FSGURE 50



/KC" should be lO m\les M.

OtSTROYER CONTACTS WITH HIGH SZ\ FLEET

10:50 P.M.,3I MAY TO 5 A.M.. I JUNE.

Hiqh Sea Fleer

Pillau
^ ;

6th.Dw. ^
Vyi L.s.

Hamburg
.MlUP^S"

'2,ncl.B.S\

4th.B.5>^^ .

'n. smow.

&0 mines'".

laidbyAbdiel/(g)

i:30A.M.
•

#\st,2nd &3rcl.B,C.S; ^-.^^ at 3A.M.

A.-i0-55 Moltke moKes contact with British 3.F. ^rwzo MoltKe aqain moKes contoct.

C- 11:30 Bir-minghom reports contact with bottle cruisers. D.- 11-30 First aitacK by 4th.Flotilla.(5t•.^)

Zr U-38 Znd.LC.S.report5 enqaqement with cruisers at lo:i5. (not shown)

r. - 11:40 Second attacK bj/ 4th.notilla. [si-b). G.-ii;45 Seydlitz siqnts three ships to port and

at iz-06 reports them as battle cruisers; they were probably the stn.a.s

H.- ?Z:05 Superb observes fire astern unhl I?.:i5~ 1.- iZ'io Third attacK by 4th. Flotilla. (5i-c)

J.- l^:^o /Kraent and BlacK Prince sunK. (si-D) K.- !2:25 5^5 removes crew of Elbinq,

except a small party to destroy ship. L.- 12:45 German B.f. maKes contact with

fhirteen destroyers. (,51- 1) M.- 12:52 Flotilla 11 reports proceeding through the

SKaqqeraK. (.not shown) M.- 1^45 Lutiow sunK by own destroyers.

0,-1=46 Admiralty reports midniqht position of a damaged vessel, probably Lutzow. This

posilion was 13 miles .3'50" from position'N" and probably was ver^/ aaurote.

P.-i:46 Admiralty reports German submarines cominqoiit. (not shown)
Q.- 2:00 Elbinq sunK by Germans. R.- 2:10 AttacK by i2th. Flotilla, (see 5i-F)

S.- 2:15 V4. sunK. cause unKnovJn. T. - 2;2I MoltKe reports rhrouqh 62,9 her contacts wi-th

British B F. U-2.3Q G4o,G)3a.Gj,7 and V45 .carrying Lutzow's crew, engage Contest and
Garland , V4.5 finnq a torpedo. \/.-2:40 Moresby fires a torpedo, (see 51-G)

w. 2:40 Seydlitz. grounds on Horns Reef x.-2:54 Abdiel reports having laid minefield.

Figure 51



A. RostocK torpedoed and hit tv<ice b;; qunfiVe.

B. BroKt and Contest ram SporrowliQwKNjv . ,

C. FVonKfurt and Pillou dnve off izthjiot
^^'""'^^

\^

th FloVillQ

i

{

OldenburtV
/ RoseH^

/ / /
Obdurate&
Moresby

tampion ;

MILES.

SECOND TIGHT WITH THE 4th FL0T1LL^
ll:40P.M.

Figure 51 -B

k. westfalen's siqnal bridge hit.

B. Nassau SRheinlondeath hit twi(

C. Posen rams Llbinq.

\ Torpedoes fiV&d by:-

Tipperary (z), Spitfire (2.)

V SparrowhawKO) GarlandO)

V Contest CO BroKeO) //,,,

NMnbuscfldeCi) Ardenttt)////

- totai.ii. m
IZthFlot.

91h&IOtb
not.

TtUt

VKILES

^IdenburV "^n

PQSMlif(i'

nbinq*'
Rtieinland

... \V Mqssqu ramnied Spitfire

FIRST FIGHT NNITH THE 4TH.FL0T1LL^, Figure 51 -A



>
./'

y^

\

^hit on bn<lqe,)o»dcnkiu\

Tit IE

%

THIRD FIGHT WITH THE 4TH.FL0T

1Z:10 K\^.

\ii3th.noV
\ CStioots)

9th&teth

FlOt.\

Figure 51-C

Obdurate %, More^b^1

ChompiQii

misse/collision with Koiserin 13 th not

'

r_ / (-^^

'

P^'nte ( 9th&iottinot.'

Ar(lcntsunKb<^ yjestfaten

after fi'rinq ont torpedo

SINKING OF THE. BLACK PRINCL

AND ARDENT

lZ:IOTol2EO A.M.

Gth.Div.

Figure 51 -D



*^gJurbulent sunK, .

/ ^ P&lard hit 6times,

UniVjfc

,, kciurel
Morns*. . .,

^'^''"'^'^
13 BOATS OF

4th, 9th,I0th8( 13th

V FLOTILLAS

6tti.0N.\ 12:45 TO l:OOA.M'.

l5tti.B,S.

*•"-" Fksure 51 -E

/t^

Chompton

resbj Obdurate

MQrK5(nan

Maenad

\DerH^in.^
Xv'Von dfcrTonn TRJE

V^^^Wesviiq-Holstein

^ VSchlesien^
J

MILCS.

MORESBY FIRES TORPEDO
2:40 A.M.

FlQURE 51 -G

15 torpedoes fired - Fou^Knor (z) Obedient ©) Marvfcl (4)

Onslaught (4) Maenad 0) Narwhal C^)

Nast

Pomi

Obdurott

Moresby

Champton

ATTACK BY IZth FLOTILLA
Z:lO AM.

Figure 51-F



IQ 15 2jO 25

MILES

fBWTLL FLEET

X
\

'M
I

THE MORNING AFTER.
3'OOA.MTO TOOAMJ JUNE,

A.- 3:10 L^4 reports twelve lorqeenemy vessels in ttie SKaqqeraK. (not shownj

B- 3:iz Position of damaged German light cruiser at 3'00 as reported by Mmiraltv-

This was the El binq.

C- 3;I5 Burney transfers flaq to Revenge and the Marlborouqh and Fearless proceed

toward fheTyne. The &th.Division was unable to rejoin Battle Fleet until evening.

D. -3-20 Harwich Force, 5 light cruisers and 13 destroNers.ordered to join C-in-C. (.not stiown)

L.- z.zo pyjsition of High Seas Fleet at Z:30 as reporfed by Adn^iraity, course SE.by s.

speed 16 Knots.

F - 3:30 G4c.G5fl.G3-, and \Av5 engage Champion and four destroyers; G4<iQndV+5 each fire

two torpedoes, <^^ damaged and towed by 657.

G.-3'-30 L\\ reports twelve British battleships,m reality theB.C.F

H.-3:'«) Lii reports six. battleships, in reality rear of G;ermanB.F
I. -4'.oo L„ reports three enemy battle cruisers,. in reolit^j the 6th. Division.

J." 4'.08 Scheer orders return to port by divisions.

K. - 4-.Z5 RostocK maKes contact with Dublin and is sunK by own personnel after crew is

transferred to 554,. v^, and V73.which withdraw toward the Danish coast.

.

L.-A-.3I Dublin reports one cruiser and two destroyers, cruiser wasthe RostocK.

M.-4-34 Harwich Force sails from Harwich, (not shown'^

N.-4:4o Jellicoe informs Beattythat H.S.f has returned to port.

0. - 5:20 Ostfriesland mined.
P - 5.30 Admiralty reports Elbinq still afloat at 3:47. Actually the Eibinq had been

SunK before Z;ooaM.
Q 5-40 SeydlitL backs off Horns Reef, rounds L.S,and with sixboats of Flotilla vn

joins rear of H.S.F of 10 Knots speed.
R.- b;40 Seaplanes commenced scoutinq from List.

5.-7 00 Atl airships recalled. figure 52



^':^'5C^p^
RETURN OF THE FLEETS TO THEIR BASES.

7:00 A.M, I JUNE TO 7-00 A.M.. 2 JUNE,
^Gav, All submarine positions are for 7 A.M.,&June

/

Harwich Force Qt 7A.M.;iJune^.^ L
(5 liqht crui5er5,2 leaders. 16 de5lTove.rs)^i^

,
,

;

Harwich^ I.WJTi ^Jlor^^era submarines.

A. -7:00 Four destroyers with Lutz.ow"s crew report position at Horns Reef L.V.

B. - TZO Leader of Suomarines orders oil boats to remoin off English ports Ibr onother day.lnot shown)

C- 5:25 Warrior QbQndoned^ ^nqadine saves crew.

D.- 6;30 Neumunster decoding station establishes position and course of damaged British ship

(Marlborough) at 7:15. M "5:43 the SubnriarineH.F.mis ordered to sendabpattoattacK.

E..- 8-45 S32 reports she has broken down and is anchored two miles off L^nqviq L1. At 3:45

p.ni. v^j taKes her in tow.

F.- 9:00 Se^/dlitz grounds and gets off by counterfloodinq.

G.- 9:10 Neumunster reports 8;45 position of British main bod^,ZOmilesw.s.w.from Horns Reef.

H.-9:^o Tyrwhittsendsfourdestrove-rstoMarlborouqh. 1.-935 1)5) attacKsWarspitewith a torpedo.

J.- 10.50 U^attacks Marlborough with a torpedo. Krli:30 Ufe^attacKsWarspite.butisunabletofire.

L - 11:08 Jeilicoe informs Admiralty that Harwich Forceisnot needed except to escort Marlborough.

M.-ii;30 Position reached by Seydliti, speed five knots.

N.- r 53 TyrwhittdetQches four additional destroyersto Marlborough, all eight join her cit2:oo.

0.- z:30 Station reached by Talisman and submarines G^,&3,G4,G5.

P. -3:00 f>ositionof Harwich Force less eight destroyers detached.

Q.- 5:58 U|9,u^2.,Uf^ report having searched for Elbinq without result.

R. - 7:00 A.M. Z June. Seydlilz reaches outer Jode. Figure 53



Appendix 19

Zu: Der Seekrieg in der Nocdsee. Bd. I.

Karte 5.

Quadratkarte.

Veilag von E, S. MIttlet & Sohn, Berlin.
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